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GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

All entries are arranged alphabetically. Articles about a specific building are indexed under the general building type and crossfiled under "ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER" and locations, state or foreign country. Under some headings subdivisions are made geographically or by subject. All other articles are indexed by subject and not necessarily by title. The person's name presented after is that of the author of the article; otherwise, the name is that of the architect or designer. News, Books Reviewed, and New Products are not indexed. Residential Development includes speculative and builder's houses.

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT

Example Entry:

APARTMENT BUILDING
MIDDLE RISE
New York, New York (Location); Washington Court (Name or other Descriptor); James Stewart Polshek (Architect's or Designer's Name); ph. p1. sec. (photos, plan, section, i.e., type of illustrations); p. 90-95 (Page Numbers); Oct 86 (Date of Magazine); AR (Abbreviation of the Magazine).

A - ARCHITECTURE: Donald Canty, editor; AIA Service Corporation, publisher; monthly January 1986 to December 1986, inclusive.


AT - ARCHITECTURAL TECHNOLOGY: Mitchell B. Rouda, editor; AIA Service Corporation, publisher; bimonthly. Fall 1985 to July/Aug 1986


ID - INTERIOR DESIGN: Stanley Abercrombie, editor; Lester Dundes, publisher; monthly January 1986 to December 1986, inclusive.

INT - INTERIORS: Beverly Russell, editor; Dennis Cahill, publisher; monthly January 1986 to December 1986, inclusive.

JAE - JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION: David H. Bell, editor; The Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, Inc., publisher; quarterly Fall 1985 to Spring 1986


PB - PROFESSIONAL BUILDER: William D' Alessandro, editor; Deborah Napier, publisher; monthly August 1986 to December 1986, inclusive.


Subscription — 303-443-5354 Editorial — 303-449-3748
Copyright, 1987 by The Architectural Index. P.O. Box 1168, Boulder, Colorado 80306, all rights reserved (The Architectural Index, Trade Mark). No part of this may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by an information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the publisher.
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

ABBREVIATIONS

A - ARCHITECTURE
Apr - April
AR - ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
AT - ARCHITECTURAL TECHNOLOGY
Aug - August
axon - axonometric
B - BUILDER
biblio - bibliography
bidg - building
cont'd - continued
cost anal. - cost analysis
Dec - December
det - detail, details
dia - diagram, diagrams
elev - elevation
ext - exterior
Feb - February
ID - INTERIOR DESIGN
ill - illustration, illustrations
INT - INTERIORS
int - interiors
iso - isometric
JAE - JOURNAL OF ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
Jan - January
LA - LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
m - photo of model
Mar - March
Nov - November
Oct - October
p - page, pages
PA - PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE
PB - PROGRESSIVE BUILDER
ph - photo, photos
pl - plan, plans
SA - SOLAR AGE
sec - section, sections
sel. det. - selected detail
Sept - September
univ - university

ACOUSTICS
Conference Center; Jamaica, Kingston; Includes Treatment of Acoustics; Patrick Staniger; by Mark Holden; ph. pl. sec.; p.134-137; Oct 86; AR
Controlling Restaurant Noise; by Jerry Cooper; ph. det. biblio.; p.232-235+; Apr 86; ID
Music Pavilion, Riverbend; Ohio, Cincinnati; Acoustics Analysis; Michael Graves; by Mark Holden; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.124-133; Oct 86; AR
Office Building; Interiors; Illinois, Chicago; Chicago Board of Exchange, Acoustic Ceiling by Kirkegaard; Skidmore, Owings & ph.; p.218-219; Jan 86; ID
Sound Control in Stud Walls and Wood Floors; by Martin M. Mintz; det.; p.136; Mar 86; B
Sound Insulation Walls and Floors; chart; p.138; Feb 86; B

AIR CONDITIONING
Air Conditioning Uses Seawater Tunnel; Hong Kong Tower; ill.; p.104; Mar 86; PA
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers Standard 90, Report; by Harvay Bryan; dia.; p.63-64, 66, 72; Apr 86; PA
Controlling Air Quality in Office Buildings; by Preston E. McNall; ill. elev. iso.; p.29-32; July/Aug 86; AT

AIR CONDITIONING (Cont'd)
Energy-Conserving Engineering; by Norman D. Kurtz and Robert Logan; ill.; p.124-127; Apr 86; PA
Historic Rehabilitation Solutions, Examples; Structural, Additions, Mechanical Equipment, Materials, Accessibility; by Douglas E. Gordon and M. Stephanie Stubbs; pl. elev. det. sec.; p.100-107; Nov 86; A
Mechanical Engineering in the Information Age; by Robert Logan; p.124-127; Apr 86; PA
Roofs for Hot Climates; Double Reflective Roof to Cool in Summer; by Ray Read; ph.; p.25-26; Oct 86; PB
See ENERGY, HEATING, VENTILATION, SOLAR also

ALASKA
Anchorage; History and Fine Art Museum Addition; Mitchell & Giurgola and Maynard & Partch; ph. pl. sec.; p.112-119; Apr 86; AR
Fairbanks; School; Elementary; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; Charles Battisworth; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.119; Apr 86; PA
Juneau; Residential Center for Victims of Rape and Abuse; AWARE Shelter; Miller & Hull; ph. pl.; p.104-107; Apr 86; PA
APARTMENT BUILDING

Award Winners; ph.; p.140-157; Oct 86; B
Luxury Apartments; ph. pl.; p.97; May 86; B
Retirement Housing Design Ideas; Site Plan, Elevations, Floor Plans; by William Devereaux and Deborah Woodcock; ph. pl.; p.82-87; Apr 86; B
Researching the Urban Apartment House; A Survey of Projects; by Roy Strickland; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.93-99; June 86; AR
Terrace and Lobby Redesigned; Switzerland. Lugano; Emiko Ambasz; ph. ill.; p.132-135; June 86; AR

HIGH RISE
New York, New York; 500 Park Tower; Offices and Apartments; 1959 Building by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; James Stewart Polshek; by Cervin Robinson; ph. axon.; p.206-209; May 86; A
New York, New York; Mt. Sinai Residence Center; Davis & Brody; ph. pl. sec.; p.103-105; May 86; PA
New York, New York; The Promenade, Marketing Plan; Philip Birnbaum; ph.; p.124-127; Mar 86; B

INTERIORS
Entry, Lobby and Two Apartments; New York, New York; Morgan Court. Interiors by John Saladino; Liebman & Liebman; ph. pl.; p.150-157; June 86; INT
France, Paris; Designer's Apartment and Studio; Ward Bennett; ph. pl.; p.282-287; May 86; INT
Illinois, Chicago; Apartment. Stanford White's Mansion; Kruck & Olsen; ph.; p.60-67; Mid-Sept 86; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Designer's Loft Apartment; Pappasorge & Haymes; ph. axon.; p.222-225; Feb 86; ID
Italy, Rome; Apartment; Transit Design; ph. axon.; p.246-251; Mar 86; ID
New York, Brooklyn; Designer's Apartment and Studio; Judith Erger; ph.; p.216-219; Feb 86; ID
New York, New York; Adjoining Two Apartments, Renovation; Henry Smith-Miller and Laurie Hawkenson; ph. axon.; p.250-255; Jan 86; ID
New York, New York; Apartment Loft, Metal Furniture; George Ranalli; by Anthony Vidler; ph. pl. sec.; p.228-233; Mar 86; ID
New York, New York; Apartment, Trump Tower; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl.; p.250-257; Apr 86; ID
New York, New York; Apartment, Hexter Award; Hal Adams; ph.; p.250-251; July 86; ID
New York, New York; Apartment; Bromley & Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.300-303; Oct 86; ID
New York, New York; Apartment; David Estreich; ph. pl.; p.129; Nov 86; A
New York, New York; Apartment; Ellen L. McCullough; ph. pl.; p.302-305; Sept 86, ID
New York, New York; Apartment; Juan Montoya; ph. pl.; p.294-297; May 86; ID

APARTMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)
New York, New York; Apartment; Juan Montoya; ph. pl.; p.198-201; Dec 86; ID
New York, New York; Apartment; Shilton & Mindel; ph. pl.; p.244-249; Jan 86; ID
New York, New York; Apartment; Site Projects; ph. pl.; p.189; Sept 86; INT
New York, New York; Apartment; Williams & Tsien; ph. pl.; p.192; Sept 86; INT
New York, New York; Brownstone Apartment; Stanley Jay Friedman; ph.; p.298-299; May 86; ID
New York, New York; Designer's Apartment; George O'Brien; ph.; p.218-221; July 86; ID
New York, New York; Designer's Apartment and Offices; Scruggs & Myers; ph.; p.242-247; Nov 86; ID
New York, New York; Loft Apartment; Designer's Bromley & Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.234-241; Nov 86; ID
New York, New York; Loft Apartment; Haigh Space; ph.; p.296-301; Sept 86; ID
New York, New York; Loft Apartment; David Estreich; ph.; p.86; June 86; A
Texas, Houston; Apartment, Penthouse; Billy Francis; ph.; p.244-247; June 86; ID

LOW RISE
Japan, Tokyo; Kunihiko Hayakawa; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph.; p.74-75; Sept 86; A
Massachusetts, Boston; The Grand, Marketing Plan; Hormitz & Diamond; ph. pl.; p.112-115; Mar 86; B
New Jersey, Montclair; Glenmont Square; Remodeled School Building; James N. Lindemon; ph.; p.80-81; Aug 86; B
New Mexico, Albuquerque; Beach; Antoine Predock; ph.; p.78-81; Oct 86; A
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Remodeled Industrial Building; Rothschild Company; ph.; p.82-83; Aug 86; B
Texas, Austin; Tuscany; Lawrence W. Speck; ph. pl.; p.92-93; July 86; PA

MIDDLE RISE
Austria, Vienna; Artist Designed Public Housing; Friedenreich Hundertwasser; by Charlotte Ellis; ph.; p.38-41; Sept 86; A
California, San Diego; Marina Palms; Rob Wellington Quigley; iso.; elev.; p.55; Mar 86; AR
California, San Francisco; Park Hill, Remodeled Hospital and Convent; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; ph.; p.162-163; Oct 86; B
California, West Hollywood; Office and Apartment Building; Architectural Collective; pl. ill. sec. iso.; p.100-103; Jan 86; PA
England, London; Campbell, Wilkinson, Zogolovitch & Gough; pl. elev.; p.105; Feb 86; PA
Florida, Hialeah; Williams Apartment Building; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ill. pl.; p.153; Sept 86; INT
Louisiana, New Orleans; Remodeled Fibre Mill Building; ph. pl.; p.53; July 86; A
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (Cont’d)

MIDDLE RISE (Cont’d)

Louisiana, New Orleans; Remodeled Warehouses; Leonard Salvato and Arthur O. Davis; ph. pl.; p.54; July 86; A
Massachusetts, Boston; Church Court; Graham Gund; ill. pl.; p.97; June 86; AR
New York, New York; Washington Court; James Stewart Polshek; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-95; Oct 86; A
West Germany, Berlin; Infill and Renovation, Frauenkelufer; Hinrich and Inger Balle; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Feb 86; PA
See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, ELDERLY HOUSING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/TOWNHOUSE, UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL also

APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP)

HIGH RISE
Housing Lessons in Hong Kong; Hong Kong; ph.; p.39, 41, 43; Mar 86; PA
New York, Albany; Thacher Homes, Rehabilitated; Crozier Associates; ph. pl.; p.97; May 86; PA
Olympic Athletes’ and Reporters’ Village; Korea, Seoul; Woo & Williams; pl. ill.; p.42; Apr 86; PA

LOW RISE
Arizona, Sun City; The Heritage; Von Dix; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Aug 86; B
California, Long Beach; Seaview Estates; Collins & Wright; ph. pl.; p.178-179; Oct 86; B
California, San Francisco; Amancio Erginia Village; Daniel Solomon; ph. pl.; p.109-111; July 86; PA
California, San Francisco; Backen, Arrigoni & Ross; ph. pl.; p.181; Oct 86; B
Massachusetts, Boston; Commonwealth Development, Rehabilitated; Tise & Wilhelm and Carr & Lynch; ph. sec.; p.95; May 86; PA
Massachusetts, Boston; Franklin Field Rehabilitated, 1954 Project; Wallace & Ford and Carr & Lynch; ph. pl.; p.94; May 86; PA
Massachusetts, Boston; Rehabilitated; Goody & Clancy and Mintz Associates and Hugh Adams Russell and Communitas; ill. pl.; p.97; May 86; PA
Massachusetts, Boston; Spinnaker Island, Marketing Plan; Grazado & Velecco; ph. pl.; p.116-119; Mar 86; B
Massachusetts, Boston; West Broadway Housing, Rehabilitated; Goody & Clancy and Lane & Frenchman; ph. pl.; p.94; May 86; PA
Massachusetts, Brookline; Remodeled Hospital Complex, The Park, 1895 in F. L. Olmstead Site; Childs, Bertman, Tseckares & Casendino; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p.75-77; Nov 86; A
Massachusetts, Cambridge; Jefferson Park, Rehabilitated, 1952 Project; Boston Architectural Team and Communitas; ph. pl.; p.96; May 86; PA

APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP) (Cont’d)

LOW RISE (Cont’d)
Massachusetts, Cambridge; Washington Elms, Rehabilitated; Bruner & Cott; ph. sec.; p.96; May 86; PA
Massachusetts, Duxbury; Oceanwoods; Stephan Bradley; ph. pl.; p.70-71; Dec 86; B
Netherlands, Amsterdam; Concrete Village, “Garden Suburb,” 1920’s, Restored; Dick Greiner; by Tracy Metz; ph.; p.79; Feb 86; AR
Netherlands, Lunetten; New Town, Modular Flexible Floor Plans; Workgroup Kokon; ph.; p.92; Oct 86; A
Netherlands, Riebeck; Flexible Plans; Tuinstad Zuidwijk; pl.; p.93; Oct 86; A
Netherlands, Rotterdam; Remodeled Waterworks; Wyzze Patijn; ph. pl.; p.100-103; July 86; AR
New Mexico, Albuquerque; The Beach; Antoine Predeek; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-99; July 86; AR
North Carolina, Charlotte; Oakmore; David Furman; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Feb 86; B
Residential Development; Townhouse; Connecticut, New Haven, Riverplace; Affordable Housing; Zane Yost; by Penelope Lemov; ph.; p.66-71; June 86; B
Texas, Dallas; Hidden Ridge; Charles R. Womack; ph. pl.; p.240-241; Jan 86; B
Texas, Galveston; Broadwater; Steinberg & Wallace; ph. pl.; p.175; Oct 86; B
Texas, Sugarland; Villas of Sweetwater; House & Reh; ph. pl.; p.182; Oct 86; B

MIDDLE RISE
California, San Diego; Marina Palms; Rob Wellingtton Quigley; pl. iso.; p.33; Feb 86; PA
California, San Francisco; St. Francis Place; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; ph.; p.186; Oct 86; B
Canada, Quebec, Montreal; Habitat; Evaluation; Moshe Safdie; by Andrea Oppeinheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-55; Oct 86; A
Florida, Hialeah; The Williams; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ill. pl.; p.41; Apr 86; PA
France, Cergy Pontoise; The Green Crescent; Taller de Arquitectura; ph. det.; p.140-141; Jan 86; AR
France, Marne-la-Vallée; L’Espaces d’Abraxas; Taller de Arquitectura; ph. det.; p.136-139; Jan 86; AR
France, Paris; Les Echelles du Baroque; Taller de Arquitectura; ph. det.; p.130-135; Jan 86; AR
France, Paris; Les Echelles du Baroque; Taller de Arquitectura; ph.; p.54-55; Sept 86; A
New York, New York; Infill Housing for Harlem, Competition Winner; Michael Pyatok and William Vitto and Ira Oaklander; ill.pl.elev.; p.66-67; Aug 86; AR
Texas, San Antonio; Lakeside Villas; House & Reh; ph. pl.; p.187; Oct 86; B
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP) (Cont'd)

MIDDLE RISE (Cont'd)

West Germany, Berlin; Buildings by Various Architects for International Building Exhibition 1987; ph. pl. iso. elev. ill. dia.; p.93-96, 100-101; Feb 86; PA
See APARTMENT BUILDING also

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER

AFFRIME, MARVIN B.
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; ph.; p.148-149; Dec 86; ID

AGREST & GANDELSONAS
Clothing Showroom; Bill Robinson's; New York, New York; by Roger Kimball; ph. pl. iso.; p.134-141; Mid-Sept 86; AR

ALESKER, REIFF & DUNNON
Resort Hotel and Conference Center; The Sagamore Restoration; Interiors by Daroff Designs; Lake George, New York; ph.; p.312-323; May 86; INT

ALEXANDER, CHRISTOPHER AND GARY BLACK
Residence; Albany, California; ph. pl. elev.; p.96-97; June 86; PA

ALEXANDER, CHRISTOPHER
Residence; Martinez, California; ph.; p.100-101; June 86; PA
Restaurant; The Linz Cafe; Linz, Austria; ph.; p.98-99; June 86; PA
Survey of the Architectural Work and Theories; ph. pl. elev. sec. det.; p.92-103; June 86; PA

ALEXANDER, PIERCE GOODWIN
Interiors; OXOCO, Headquarters Offices; Houston, Texas; ph.; p.204-205; Nov 86; ID

AMERICAN BRIDGE ENGINEERING
Engineering Firm Broadens Its Service; pl.; p.199; June 86, INT

AMES, ANTHONY
Artist's Studio; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. axon.; p.126-129; Jan 86; AR
Botanical Garden and Visitors' Center; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. iso. ill. elev.; p.124-129; Aug 86; AR

ANDERSON & SCHWARTZ
Interiors; Recording Company Offices; Windham Hill; Palo Alto, California; ph.; p.102-106; Sept 86; PA
Peggy Guggenheim Museum; Venice, Italy; elev. pl.; p.157; Sept 86; INT
Residence; Rutherford, California; elev. pl.; p.156; Sept 86; INT

ANDERSON, JOHN
Residence; Bristol, Vermont; ph. pl.; p.50; Apr 86; PA

ANDRE, CARL
Stone Field Sculpture Plaza; Hartford, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.64-68; July/Aug 86; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ANGELIL & GRAHAM
Table; PA Award; ph.; p.112; May 86; PA

ARCHETYPE
School; Gymnasium; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Design; Alexandria, Virginia; ph. pl. ill.; p.120; Apr 86; PA

ARCHITECTS COLLABORATIVE
Agriculture Laboratory, Oklahoma State University; Stillwater, Oklahoma; pl. sec.; p.122; May 86; PA
Copley Place Development; At Triangular Site Near Freeway; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.114-123; Aug 86; AR
Copley Place Mall; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p.122-123; Aug 86; AR

ARCHITECTURAL COLLECTIVE
Office and Apartment Building; West Hollywood, California; pl. ill. sec. iso.; p.100-103; Jan 86; PA

ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES CAMBRIDGE
Center for Public Management, Harvard University; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-95; May 86; AR
Graduate School of Business, Harvard University; Remodeled; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph.; p.146-153; Oct 86; INT

ARCHITECTURE + FURNITURE
Lennox School; New York, New York; ph.; p.224; Nov 86; ID

ARCHITECTURE PLUS
Office Building; Low Rise; Electrical System Consultants Offices, Photovoltaic System; Fort Collins, Colorado; by Stephen Mitchell; ph. pl.; p.17-19; May 86; SA

ARENA OF ARCHITECTURE
Restaurant; Parigi; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.57-58; Feb 86; INT

ARQUITECTONICA
Courts Building; Miami, Florida; ill. pl.; p.73; June 86; AR
Furniture and Fabrics Store, ARQ Products; Coral Cables, Florida; ph. ill.; p.104-107; Apr 86; AR
Residence; Lima, Peru; ph. pl. iso.; p.80-89; Mid-Apr 86; AR
South Ferry Project; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.158; Sept 86; INT

ASPLUND, GUNNAR AND SIGRUD LEWEROENZ
Woodland Cemetery; Stockholm, Sweden; by Marc Treib; ph. pl.; p.42-49; Mar/Apr 86; LA

ASPLUND, GUNNAR
Exhibitions and Symposium AIASESS Architect's Work; Sweden; by Marc Treib; ill. pl.; p.45; Jan 86; PA

ASSOCIATED SPACE DESIGN
Office Building; High Rise; Remodeled Building by J. E. R. Carpenter; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.51-63; Feb 86; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

AST, BRUNO AND THOMAS RASMUSSEN
Memorial, Kent State University; Kent, Ohio; pl.; p.23; Sept/Oct 86; LA

ATKIN & VOIGHT
Residential Health Care Center, Renfrew; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.96-99; Apr 86; PA

AYRES, ATLEE B.
Office Building; 110 Broadway, Originally by Atlee B. Ayres; Restoration; San Antonio, Texas; Urban Design Group; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Apr 86; A

BACKEN, ARIKONI & ROSS
Apartment Development; Low Rise; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.181; Oct 86; B
Residence; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.148-149; Oct 86; B

BADER, IAN AND LYNN
Residential Development; Townhouse; Johannesburg, South Africa; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl. axon.; p.42-47; Oct 86; A
Townhouse; Johannesburg, South Africa; ph. axon.; p.159; Sept 86; INT

BAKER, BENJAMIN M.
Lighting Showroom and Store; John Tremaine Fixtures; South Norwalk, Connecticut; ph. axon.; p.76-78; Apr 86; INT

BAKER, DAVID
Restaurant; Fatapple; El Cerrito, California; ph. pl.; p.40-41; June 86; A

BALDWIN & CLARKE
Office Furniture Showroom; Kimball; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.82; Apr 86; ID

BALLER, HINRICH AND INGER
Apartment Building; Infill and Renovation, Fraenkelufer; Berlin, West Germany; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Feb 86; PA

BALMORI, LYKOS & FRIEDBERG
Entry Plaza to Four Towers, World Financial Center; Winter Garden, Landscape by Balmoiri, Lykos & Friedberg; New York, New York; Cesar Pelli; by Robin Karson; ph.; p.75-77; Jan/Feb 86; LA

BALSEY & KUHL AND SWANKE, HAYDEN & CONNELL
Waterfall Cascade; Trump Tower; New York; New York; ph. det. sec.; p.78-79; Nov 86; INT

BANERJ, ANUPAM
Paintings Include Corbusier and Kahn's Work; ill.; p.33; Dec 86; A

BARBER, MICHAEL
Interiors; Law Offices; Remodeled Auto Showroom; Denver, Colorado; ph. axon.; p.88; Feb 86; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

BARCLAY, JAMES
Interiors; Investment Banking Offices, Hambrecht & Quist; New York, New York; ph. pl.: p.294-299; Oct 86; ID

BARKER, RINKER & SEALCAT
Shelter for the Homeless; Samaritan House; Denver, Colorado; m. pl.; p.140; June 86; AR
Urban Marketplace; Riverfront; Littleton, Colorado; ph.; p.164-165; Oct 86; B

BARNES ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Residence; Mill Creek; Virginia Beach, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.84-85; July 86; B

BARNES, EDWARD LARRABEE AND ARMAND P. AVAKIAN
Residence; Dallas, Texas; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.175-183; May 86; A

BARNES, EDWARD LARRABEE
Art Museum; Fort Lauderdale, Florida; ph. pl.; p.32, 34; July 86; PA
Math and Computer Center, Amherst College; Amherst, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.102-105; May 86; AR

BARRY DESIGN
Restaurant; San Marcos; Melbourne, Florida; ph. pl.; p.69-72; May 86; INT

BARTLY, BRONSTEIN, LONG & MIRENDA
Bandstand Restaurant and Heartthrob Club; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. axon.; p.266-269; Oct 86; ID

BASSENIAN, ARAM
Residential Development; Residence; Tatum Park; Paradise Valley, Arizona; ph. p.94-95; Aug 86; B

BENNETT, WARD
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; ph.; p.150-151; Dec 86; ID
Interiors; Designer’s Apartment and Studio; Paris, France; ph. pl.; p.282-287; May 86; INT
Interiors; Designer’s Studio; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.287-291; May 86; INT
Table Place Settings; ph.; p.280-283; Oct 86; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

BENTLER & HEERY
Cancer Center and Research Institute; Three Basic Hospital Layout Types; Tampa, Florida; ph. pl.; p.80-87; Aug 86; PA

BENTLEY, LA ROSA & SALASKY
Women’s Clothing Showroom; GFT USA; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.94-99; Mid-Sept 86; AR

BERG, WAYNE
Detention Center; Gallatin County, Montana; ph. pl.; p.160; Sept 86; INT

BERKE, DEBORAH
Residence; Seaside, Florida; ph. pl.; p.161; Sept 86; INT

BERKUS GROUP AND P. O. D.
Residential Development; Townhouse: The Pavilions; Scottsdale, Arizona; by Leslie Ensor Stockman; ph. pl.; p.70-73; Sept 86; B

BERKUS GROUP
Residence; Santa Barbara, California; ph. pl.; p.150; Oct 86; B
Residential Development; Copper Canyon; Tucson, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.177; Oct 86; B
Residential Development; Residence; Burton Hills; Nashville, Tennessee; by Leslie Ensor Stockman; ph. pl.; p.78-81; June 86; B
Residential Development; Residence; Copper Canyon; Tucson, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.86-87; July 86; B

BERNSTEIN & VLAD
Housewares Design Store; Dot Zero; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.270-271; Sept 86; ID

BETTISWORTH, CHARLES
School; Elementary; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; Fairbanks, Alaska; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.119; Apr 86; PA

BEYER, BLINDER & BELLE AND RICHARD HIMMEL
Women’s Clothing Store; The Limited; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.186-191; Feb 86; ID

BEYER, BLINDER & BELLE
Shopping Center; Urban Infill Project Has Shops; Arcade, Domed Space; Goodman Quad; Indianapolis, Indiana; pl. ill.; p.33; Feb 86; PA

BIRKERTS, GUNNAR
Office Building; Low Rise; Domino Pizza Headquarters; Influence of Frank Lloyd Wright; Ann Arbor, Michigan; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl.; p.62-65; Dec 86; A
Uris Library, Cornell University; Addition; Ithaca, New York; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. iso.; p.50-53; Feb 86; A

BIRNBAUM, PHILIP
Apartment Building; High Rise; The Promenade; Marketing Plan; New York, New York; ph.; p.124-127; Mar 86; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BOATRIGHT, BRIAN
Meadow Ridge, Competition Winner House; Kent, Washington; ph. pl.: p.44-45; Sept 86; B

BOBROW & THOMAS
Medical Clinic; U.S. Navy; Port Hueneme, California; ph. pl.; p.128-129; June 86; AR

BOCCARA, CHARLES
Architect's Work; Morocco; by Hasan-Uddin Khan and Brian Taylor; ph.; p.72-73; Sept 86; A

BOEHM, GOTTFRIED
Office Building; Middle Rise; Construction Company Headquarters; Stuttgart, West Germany; ph. pl.; p.115-117; July 86; PA

BOGGS, JOSEPH
Architect's Offices; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Mar 86; A

BOHIGAS, ORIOL AND SOLA MORALES AND CRISTIAN CIRICI
Rebuilding the Barcelona Pavilion; 1929 by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; Barcelona, Spain; ph.; p.12-13; Sept 86; A

BOHLIN, POWELL, LARKIN & CYWINSKI
Community Education Building at Girl Scout Center; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Evaluation. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. iso.; p.119; Apr 86; PA

Office Building; Middle Rise; Corporate Headquarters; Remodeled School Building; Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. axon.; p.146-151; May 86; A

BOHM, GOTTFRIED AND GEORGE F. ADOLPH
Professional School; Addition; Bremen, West Germany; by Paulhans Peters; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Sept 86; A

BOHM, GOTTFRIED
Pritzker Prize Recipient; His Work; ph.; p.34-36; May 86; A

BOOTH & HANSEN
Golf Club; Replacing David Adler Building, in Same Traditional Style; On Lake Michigan, Illinois; ph. pl. elev.; p.118-125; Jan 86; AR

Kranzert Art Museum, University of Illinois; Urbana-Champaign; Illinois; m. pl.; p.96-97; Jan 86; PA

BOSTON ARCHITECTURAL TEAM AND COMMUNITAS
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Jefferson Park, Rehabilitated, 1952 Project; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.96; May 86; PA

BOUTT, MARIO
Office Building; Middle Rise; Lugano, Switzerland; ph. pl. sec.; p.132-137; July 86; AR

Residence; Morbio Superiore, Switzerland; ph. pl. iso.; p.98-103; Mid-Apr 86; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

BOUCHER, JACK E.
Photographer of Historic Buildings; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p.66-69; Feb 86; A

BOWEN, HERB
Retirement, Congregate Care Facilities; Pacific Springs; Mesa, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.76-81; Apr 86; B

BOWLIS, ROBERT
Residential Development; San Diego, California; ph. pl.; p.177; Jan 86; B

BOWMAN, OBIE G.
Residence; Sea Ranch, California; ph. pl.; p.145; Oct 86; B

BRADLEY, STEFFIAN
Apartment Development; Oceanwoods, Duxbury, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.70-71; Dec 86; B

BRASWELL, JOSEPH
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; ph.; p.152-153; Dec 86; ID

BREGER & TERJESEN
Hospital; Children's Hospice; Bayside, New York; ph. pl.; p.192-195; Feb 86; ID

BRESLIN & MOSSERI
Museum of the Moving Image; New York, New York; ill. pl.; p.162; Sept 86; INT

BRILLEMBORG, CARLOS
Sports Center, Gymnasium; Puerto Ordax, Venezuela; ph. pl.; p.163; Sept 86; INT

BROMLEY & JACOBSEN
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.300-303; Oct 86; ID

Interiors; Loft Apartment; Designer's; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.234-241; Nov 86; ID

BROUDY, CHARLES
Women's Clothing Store; Alcott & Andrews; ph. sec.; p.64-65; Mar 86; INT

BROWER, HANS AND MICHAEL CASTRO
Glass Bridge; Post-Tensioned Arch of Glass Blocks; Venice, Italy; pl. sec. det. elev.; p.132-137; Nov 86; AR

BROWN & MATARAZZI
Interiors; Clothing Company Offices; Brisbane, California; ph.; p.54-57; Apr 86; A

BROWN & MATAZZI
Interiors; Clothing Company Offices; Brisbane, California; ph.; p.54-57; Apr 86; A

BRUNER & COTT
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Washington Elms, Rehabilitated; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. sec.; p.96; May 86; PA

BUILDING DIAGNOSTICS
Congregate Living for Older People; Research Study; ph. dia.; p.132-133; Jan 86; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

BULFINCH, CHARLES
Office Building; Low Rise; Restored Bulfinch Building, 1814 by Charles Bulfinch; Cambridge, Massachusetts; Graham Gund; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p.152-157; May 86; A

BULL, VOLKMAN & STOCKWELL
National Seashore Visitor’s Center; Point Reyes, California; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Aug 86; A

BUMGARDNER ARCHITECTS AND OLSON & WALKER AND TBA
Waterfront Development, River Plaza; Apartments, Hotel, Marina; Portland, Oregon; ph. pl.; p.44-47; July 86; A

BURGEE, JOHN AND PHILIP JOHNSON AND MORRIS & AUBRY
Architecture School, University of Houston; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Mar 86; A

BURGEE, JOHN AND PHILIP JOHNSON
Architecture School, University of Houston; Critique: Houston, Texas; ph.; p.82-83; Sept 86; AR
Hotel, Office Towers, Shopping Center; The Crescent; Dallas, Texas; ph.; p.78-81; Sept 86; AR
New Town, Mixed Use; Port America; Prince George’s County, Maryland; ill. pl.; p.55; May 86; AR
Office Building; High Rise; 53rd and Third; Critique; New York, New York; ph.; p.84-85; Sept 86; AR

BURLEY PARTNERSHIP
Ski Lodge, Trapp; Stowe, Vermont; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Dec 86; A

BURNER, PETER B.
Safety Harbor Club; Award Winner; Upper Captiva Island, Florida; ph.; p.74; Sept/Oct 86; LA

BURT, HILL, KOSAR & RITTLERMAN AND JOHN MILNER
Office Building; Middle Rise; Renovated 19th Century Lit’s Department Store; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.14, 16, 18; Jan 86; A

BURT, HILL, KOSAR & RITTLERMAN
Bank Training and Conference Center; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Sept 86; AR

BYRNE, PAUL J.
Architect’s House; Ithaca, New York; ph. pl. elev.; p.48-51; June 86; A

CARPENTER, J. E. R.
Office Building; High Rise; Remodeled Building by J. E. R. Carpenter; Atlanta, Georgia; Associated Space Design; ph. pl.; p.61-63; Feb 86; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

CUHZA
Nabisco Technology Center; pl. sec.; p.125; May 86; PA
Pfizer Central Research Building; pl. sec.; p.124; May 86; PA

CALATRAVA, SANTIAGO
The Innovative Structural Art of a Spanish Designer-Engineer; Factory, Canopy, Exposition Hall, Bridges, Pavilions, Train Station; ---, Switzerland; ph. ill. det. m. iso. sec. elev.; p.130-139; Aug 86; AR

CALLIGASES, ALEXANDER AND HARIS
Respectful Building in Ancient Town; Their Master Builder and Design Work; Monemvasia, Greece; by Anthony C. Antoniades; ph.; p.44-46; Sept 86; A

CAMBRIDGE SEVEN AND CHUMNEY, JONES & KELL
Museum of Art; Remodeled Brewery; San Antonio, Texas; ph.; p.62-64; Mar 86; A

CAMBRIDGE SEVEN
Basketball Hall of Fame; Landscape Plan by Sasaki Associates; Springfield, Massachusetts; by Cynthia Plank; ph. pl.; p.46-49; Jan/Feb 86; LA
Rare Coin Galleries; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.178-179; Apr 86; INT
Showroom; Design Center; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Mar 86; A

CAMPBELL, LAURIE ANN
Table; PA Award; ph.; p.117; May 86; PA

CAMPBELL, WILKINSON, ZOGOLOVITCH & GOUGH
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; London, England; pl. elev.; p.105; Feb 86; PA

CAMPI, MARIO AND FRANCO PEZZINA
Residential Development; Townhouse; Lugano, Switzerland; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p.88-91; July 86; AR

CANTILLO, DON
Tulane Student Design; Seven Houses for Dispossessed Oil Barons; elev. pl. iso.; p.52-53; Aug 86; A

CAPLINGER GROUP
Historic Warehouse District Study; Award Winner; New Orleans, Louisiana; ph. ill.; p.68-91; Sept/Oct 86; LA

CARHART, ARTHUR H.
Wilderness Park; Father of the Wilderness Concept, His Work; Trappers Lake, Colorado; by Erik J. Martin; ph. pl.; p.70-75; July/Aug 86; LA

CRAIG, ROBERT W.
Office Building; High Rise; Remodeled Building by J. E. R. Carpenter; Atlanta, Georgia; Associated Space Design; ph. pl.; p.61-63; Feb 86; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

CARRERE & HASTINGS
Main Library Exhibition Hall; Remodeled Space; 1905 Building by Carrere & Hastings; New York, New York; Davis & Brody and Georgio Cavagneri; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. axon.; p.218-221; May 86; A

New York Public Library; 1911, Restored Original by Carrere & Hastings; New York, New York; Davis & Brody; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-95; Aug 86; PA

Public Library, Exhibition Gallery Restored; 1911 Building by Carrere & Hastings; New York, New York; Davis & Brody; ph. pl.; p.232-237; Jan 86; ID

CARUZZO, RANCATI & RIVA
Women's Clothing Store; Ferre; Milan, Italy; ph.; p.172-175; Feb 86; ID

CASTIGLIONI, ACHILLE
Furniture Showroom; AreaCon; Houston, Texas; ph. pi.; p.88-95; Oct 86; INT

CASTLE, WENDELL
Wood Crafted Clocks; ph.; p.22-23; Feb 86; A

CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STRUCTURE
Campus; New Eishin University; High School and College; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl.; p.92-95; June 86; PA

CENTERBROOK
Art Museum, Hecksher; Additions; Hunting­ton, New York; pl. ill.; p.44; Apr 86; PA

Art Museum, Hood, Dartmouth College; Hanover, New Hampshire; ph. pl.; p.108-119; Feb 86; AR

House and Studio; Long Island, New York; ph.; p.188; Sept 86; INT

Residence; ---, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.106-109; Nov 86; B

Roanoke Market; Fast Food Counters; Roanoke, Virginia; ph. pl.; p.139; Oct 86; A

Stationery Store and Clothing Store; Siena Fine Papers, Patrick Sheeran Clothing; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.128; Dec 86; A

Visitor Facilities to Glen Gorge; Watkins Glen, New York; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph.; p.76-77; Dec 86; A

Women's Clothing Store; Roanoke, Virginia; ph.; p.89; Jan 86; A

CHARLAN & BROCK
Residential Development; Townhouse; Las Mirandes; Jacksonville, Florida; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Sept 86; B

CHILD ASSOCIATES
Battery Park City, Waterfront Park and Esplanade; South Cove Landscape by Child Associates; New York, New York; Cooper & Eckstut and Mary Miss; by Robin Karson; ph. pl. ill. m. elev.; p.48-53; May/June 86; LA

CHILDRESS, CABELL
Design Objects Store; Clodagh, Ross & Williams; New York, New York; ph. iso.; p.90-93; Mid-Sept 86; AR

COFFEE, CRIER & SCHENCK
Medical Clinic; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.130-131; June 86; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

CHILDS, BERTMAN, TSECKARES & CASENDINO
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Remodeled Hospital Complex, The Park, 1895 in F. L. Olmstead Site, Brookline, Massachusetts; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p.75-77; Nov 86; A

Office Building; Middle Rise: 399 Boylston, relates to Neighbors; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Nov 86; A

Shelter for the Homeless; Pine Street Inn; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.138; June 86; AR

CHILLIDA, EDUARDO
Public Sculpture; ph.; p.33; Oct 86; A

CHUMNEY & URRUTIA
Interiors; Paint Company Headquarters Offices; San Antonio, Texas; ph. pl.; p.248-251; June 86; ID

Map Showroom; Map Company Offices, Hexter Award; Houston, Texas; ph.; p.252-253; July 86; ID

CIRICI, CHRISTIAN AND FERNANDO RAMOS AND IGNASI DE SOLA MORES
Barcelona Pavilion, 1929, Reconstructed; Original by Mies van der Rohe; Barcelona, Spain; ph. pl.; p.cover, 11, 61-67; Aug 86; PA

CLARK & MENEFEE AND CHARLESTON ARCHITECTURAL GROUP
Resort Hotel; Middleton Inn; Charleston, South Carolina; ph. pl. sec.; p.83-91; May 86; PA

CLARK & MENEFEE
Middleton Inn; Charleston, South Carolina; ph. pl.; p.164; Sept 86; INT

CLARK, THOMAS AND RICHARD CARLISLE
Employee Cafeteria; North Olmstead, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.42-43; June 86; A

CLARK, TRIBBLE, HARRIS & LEE
Research Triangle Institute Engineering Building; pl. sec.; p.123; May 86; PA

CLARK, W. G.
Art Museum; History of Project; New Orleans, Louisiana; ph. ill. elev.; p.23, 25-26; Sept 86; PA

CLEMANTS & RUMPEL
Architecture School; Florida A & M; Energy Conservation; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; Tallahassee, Florida; by Jean Wineman and Craig Zimring; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.114-117; Apr 86; PA

CLODAGH
Design Objects Store; Clodagh, Ross & Williams; New York, New York; ph. iso.; p.90-93; Mid-Sept 86; AR

COFFEE, CRIER & SCHENCK
Medical Clinic; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.130-131; June 86; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

COLE ASSOCIATES
Toll Booth, Prototype; South Bend, Near, Indiana; ph. axon.; p.46-47; June 86; A

COLLIE, ADE AND TOM BOYLE
Residential Development; Northstar: Marina Del Ray, California; by June Fletcher; ph. pl.; p.82-87; Nov 86; B

COLLINS & WRAINT
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Seaview Estates; Long Beach, California; ph. pl.; p.178-179; Oct 86; B

COLQUOHN & MILLER
Art Gallery Addition and Remodeling; Whitechapel, 1897 by Charles Harrison Townsend; London, England; ph. pl. sec. iso. ill.; p.104-113; July 86; AR

COMMUNICATION ARTS
Restaurant; Rattlesnake Club; Denver, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.131; Nov 86; A

CONKLIN & ROSSANT
Residence; Dining Room Extension to Townhouse; New York, New York; ph. sec.; p.108-109; May 86; PA
Residential Development; Townhouse; Hamlet at Spring Pond; Westchester County, New York; ph. pl.; p.54; Aug 86; B

COOP HIMMELBLAU
Designer's Studio; Vienna, Austria; ph.; p.68-73; Mid-Sept 86; AR

COOPER & CARRY
IBM Technical Institute; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.68-69; June 86; A

COOPER & ECKSTUT AND MARY MISS
Battery Park City, Waterfront Park and Esplanade; South Cove Landscape by Child Associates; New York, New York; by Robin Karson; ph. ill. m. elev.; p.48-53; May/June 86; LA

COOPER & ECKSTUT
Current Projects of Urban Design Firm; ph. pl. elev. ill. m.; p.98-105; July 86; PA
Waterfront Development; Battery Park City Master Plan; New York, New York; ph. pl. ill.; p.100-101; July 86; PA
Waterfront Development; Cityfront Center; Chicago, Illinois; ph. ill.; p.104-105; July 86; PA
Waterfront Development; Master Plan; Hoboken, New Jersey; ph. m. elev.; p.102-103; July 86; PA

CORBIN & YAMAFUJI
Five Gardens Explore Special Effects; Neon, Mirror, Oriental, Jungle, Glass Block Gardens; Landscape Plan by Uecker Land Team; by Susan Rademacher Frey; ph. pl.; p.78-83; Mar/Apr 86; LA

CORREA, CHARLES
Residential Development; Court Houses; Nerul, India; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Sept 86; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

CORRIGAN, SOUNDY & KILAILIDITI
Residential Development; Townhouse; Elephant Lane; London, England; ph. pl.; p.103-104; Feb 86; PA

COX, PHILIP AND NEXUS DESIGNS
Desert Resort; Uluru National Park, Australia; ph. elev.; p.118-123; Feb 86; INT

CREATIVE CONCEPTS
Residence; Parkway Estates; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.244-245; Jan 86; B

CROWE, DAME SYLVIA
Landscape Architect; Her Life and Work; by Susan Edwards; ph. ill. biblio.; p.96-97; Mar/Apr 86; LA

CROXTON COLLABORATIVE
Restaurant; Postiano; New York, New York; ph. axon. det.; p.218-219; Apr 86; ID
Restaurant; Postiano; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.85; June 86; A

CROZIER ASSOCIATES
Apartment Development; High Rise, Thacher Homes, Rehabilitated; Albany, New York; ph. pl.; p.97; May 86; PA
Civic Center; Albany, New York; m. pl.; p.50; May 86; PA

CURRIE, ROBERT
Furniture and Fabric Showroom; LCS; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.278-283; Sept 86; ID

CUTLER, JAMES
Residence; Waterfront Site; Bainbridge Island, Washington; ph. pl. elev.; p.190-193; May 86; A

CVEK, SAVA
Light Fixture; PA Award; ph.; p.113; May 86; PA

D'URSO DESIGN AND ROBERT WEIL
Clothing Store, Esprit; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.106-117; Jan 86; AR

D'URSO, JOE
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; ph.; p.154-155; Dec 86; ID

DAGIT & SAYLOR
Agricultural Arena; Penn State University; University Park, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec.; p.158-161; May 86; A

DALE, MICHAEL
Residence; Interiors by Michael Dale; Santa Fe, New Mexico; Gerald Jerome and Patterson & Yowell; ph. pl.; p.224-231; Aug 86; ID

DANIELIAN ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Residence; Ventana Canyon, Environmental Planning; Tucson, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.72-77; Aug 86; B
Residential Development; Residence; Beacon Hill Highlands; Laguna Niguel, California; ph. pl.; p.84-85; June 86; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DAROFF DESIGNS
Resort Hotel and Conference Center; The Sagamore Restoration; Interiors by Daroff Designs; Lake George, New York; Alesker, Reiff & Dundon; ph. pl.; p.312-323; May 86; INT

DAVIDSON, J. R.
Remodeling of 1935 International Style House by J. R. Davidson; Santa Monica, California; Craig Hodgetts; ph. pl.; p.25; Feb 86; PA

DAVIS & BRODY AND GEORGI0 CAVAGLIERI
Main Library Exhibition Hall; Remodeled Space; 1905 Building by Carrere & Hastings; New York, New York; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. axon.; p.218-221; May 86; A

DAVIS & BRODY
Apartment Building; High Rise; Mt. Sinai Residence Center; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.103-105; May 86; PA

Library; Restoration of Exhibition Hall; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.194-195; Jan 86; INT

New York Public Library; 1911, Restored Original by Carrere & Hastings; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-95; Aug 86; PA

Public Library, Exhibition Gallery Restored; 1911 Building by Carrere & Hastings; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.232-237; Jan 86; ID

School; Private; Activities Center; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. elev.; p.56-59; June 86; A

DAVIS & CARTER
Residence; Potomac, Maryland; ph. pl.; p.142-144; Oct 86; B

DAVIS, SAM AND SHEN & GLASS
Student Family Housing, University of California; Davis, California; ph. pl.; p.72-74; Oct 86; A

DE BRETTEVILLE & POLYZOIDES
Art Museum, University of California; Santa Barbara, California; elev. sec. pl. axon.; p.165; Sept 86; INT

DE HAAN, NORMAN
Art Institute's Restaurant; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.272-275; Oct 86; ID

DE VARI5, P. ERIC
Corporate Architect; ph.; p.225; Sept 86; INT

DE VIDO, ALFREDO
Community Church of Astoria; Astoria, New York; ph. pl.; p.87-89; Aug 86; AR

Residence; ---, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.258-261; Apr 86; ID

DENARI, NEIL M.
Monastery; New York, New York; p.166; Sept 86; INT

DENTON, CORKER & MARSHALL AND ROBERT PECK
Office Building; High Rise; 1 Collins Street; Surrounds Landmark Building; Melbourne, Australia; ph. axon.; p.168-173; Dec 86; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Designer's Offices; Monterey, California; ph. pl.; p.246-249; Aug 86; ID

DESIGN COLLECTIVE
Interiors; Designer's Offices; Columbus, Ohio; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl.; p.52-53; Apr 86; A

Interiors; Designer's Offices; Hexter Award; Columbus, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.254-257; July 86; ID

DESIGN MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES
Carpet Showroom; Welico; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.42; July 86; INT

DESIGN STUDIO WEST
Reservoir Master Plan, Water Recreation; Landscape Plan by Design Studio West, Award Winner; Boulder, Colorado; Cabell Childress; dia. ph.; p.98-99; Sept/Oct 86; LA

DESIGN WORKS
Medical Offices; Solar, Energy Conserving; Burlington, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.26; June 86; SA

Residential Development; Chapala Courtyard, City Site; Santa Barbara, California; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Feb 86; B

DEVINE, EBBY & MAZLIN
Interiors; IBM Headquarters; West Pennant Hills, Australia; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Feb 86; INT

DI NAPOLI & BERGER
School; Private; Elementary; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.108-107; May 86; PA

DILLER & SCOFIDO
Sculpture on the Beach; ph. pl.; p.167; Sept 86; INT

DIX, VON
Apartment Development; Low Rise; The Heritage; Sun City, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Aug 86; B

Residential Development; Residence; Andalusia; Scottsdale, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Aug 86; B

DIXON, THOMAS
Conference and Entertainment Center; U. S. Fidelity and Guaranty, Remodeled Octagon Building, 1855 by Thomas Dixon; Mount Washington, Maryland; Rita St. Clair; ph.; p.226-231; Jan 86; ID

DOLLARD, JACK AND CLAUDE LANGWITH AND MELVIN DWORCK
Office Building; Interiors; Aetna Headquarters by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Hartford, Connecticut; ph. pl. det.; p.206-217; Jan 86; ID

DONGHIA ASSOCIATES
Clothing Showroom; Natori; Howard Goldin; ph. pl.; p.200-201; July 86; INT

Furniture Design; Interior Design; ph.; p.198-199; July 86; INT

Furniture Showroom; Donghia; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.230-231; July 86; ID
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect or Designer (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DONOVAN &amp; GREEN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture Showroom; Herman Miller; Grandville, Michigan; ph. axon.; p.106-107; Feb 86; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interiors; Designer’s Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.265-271; May 86; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing and Visitor Center; Herman Miller, The Pavilion; Grandville, Michigan; ph. axon.; p.272-277; May 86; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Properties Marketing Showroom; Silverstein; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.278-281; May 86; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DONOVAN A GREEN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture Showroom; Herman Miller; Grandville, Michigan; ph. axon.; p.106-107; Feb 86; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interiors; Designer’s Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.265-271; May 86; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing and Visitor Center; Herman Miller, The Pavilion; Grandville, Michigan; ph. axon.; p.272-277; May 86; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Properties Marketing Showroom; Silverstein; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.278-281; May 86; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOWNING, ANDREW JACKSON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Downing Letters on His Work; 1815-1852; ph. Ill.; p.50-57; Jan/Feb 86; LA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect or Designer (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DUANY, ANDRES AND ELIZABETH PLATER-ZYBERK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apartment Development; The Williams; Hialeah, Florida; ill. pl.; p.41; Apr 86; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Office Building; Boca Raton, Florida; ph. pl.; p.101-103; Apr 86; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residence; Key Biscayne, Florida; ph. pl.; p.134-139; Mid-Apr 86; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Development; Seaside; Point Washington, Florida; ph.; p.176; Oct 86; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Development; Seaside; Destin, Florida; by Frank Anton; ph. pl.; p.60-66; July 86; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams Apartment Building; Hialeah, Florida; ill. pl.; p.168; Sept 86; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DUFFY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interiors; Investor’s Services Offices, Moody’s; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.288-293; Oct 86; ID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect or Designer (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EDI</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Development; Residence; Meadow Green; Clear Lake City, Texas; ph. pl.; p.86-87; June 86; B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect or Designer (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELS ARCHITECTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downtown Urban Design Study; PA Award, Critique; Glendale, California; pl. ill. dia. ph.; p.118-121; Jan 86; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELS, ELBASANI &amp; LOGAN AND SOL-ARC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Office Building; Structural Analysis, San Jose, California; ph. pl.; p.142; Feb 86; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELS, ELBASANI &amp; LOGAN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Facility; University of California; Berkeley, California; ph. pl. axon. elev.; p.140-145; May 86; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EBERT, HANNUM &amp; VOLZ</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Furniture Showroom; Harter; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.80; May 86; INT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ECKBO, GARRETT AND VICTOR GRUEN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fresno Mall, Revisited After 23 Years; Fresno, California; by Garrett Eckbo; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Nov/Dec 86; LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ECKERT &amp; WORDELL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye Clinic; Kalamazoo, Michigan; ph.; p.52-55; June 86; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophthalmologist Clinic; Kalamazoo, Michigan; ph.; p.168-169; Oct 86; B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect or Designer (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EHRENKRANTZ GROUP AND BUILDING CONSERVATION TECHNOLOGY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic Area Master Plan; Rugby Colony, 1880’s; PA Award, Critique; Rugby, Tennessee; ph. pl. elev.; p.108-113; Jan 86; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EHRENKRANTZ GROUP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bethesda Terrace, 1873, Restoration; Sandstone Repair; New York, New York; ph. pl. elev. det.; p.130-137; May 86; AR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect or Designer (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELLERBE ASSOCIATES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Palace Sculpture; 106 Feet Tall; St. Paul, Minnesota; ph.; p.14-15, Apr 86; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Palace, To Be Made of Ice; PA Award, Critique; Minneapolis, Minnesota; pl. ill.; p.98-99; Jan 86; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River Garden, Arboretum; Award Winner; Rochester, Minnesota; ph.; p.92; Sept/Oct 86; LA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect or Designer (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EMERSON &amp; RIBES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantation Site Plan; Award Winner; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; ph.; p.76; Sept/Oct 86; LA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect or Designer (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EPSTEIN, A. AND SONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gift Shop, Cooperative; Chicago, Illinois; by Nora Richter Greer; ph. pl.; p.50-51; Apr 86; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Building; Low Rise; Credit Union; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. ill.; p.193; Sept 86; INT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect or Designer (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ERGER, JUDITH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designer’s Apartment and Studio; Brooklyn, New York; ph.; p.216-219, Feb 86; ID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect or Designer (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ERICKSON, ARTHUR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.I.A. Gold Medalist; p.18, 20, Mar/Apr 86; LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.I.A. Gold Medalist; ph.; p.89+; Jan 86; A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect or Designer (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ESHERICK, HOMSEY, DODGE &amp; DAVIS AND STONE, MARRACCINI &amp; PATTERSON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History Corner Reconstructed, Stanford University; Palo Alto, California; ph. sec. det.; p.138-139; Feb 86; AR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect or Designer (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ESHERICK, HOMSEY, DODGE &amp; DAVIS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm of Year Award; Survey of Their Work, Their Methods and Philosophy; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph.; p.28-37; Feb 86; A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect or Designer (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ESTREICH, DAVID</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.129; Nov 86; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interiors; Loft Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.86; June 86; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.222-223; Aug 86; ID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect or Designer (Cont'd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EVANS GROUP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Zero Z-Lots; pl.; p.92; May 86; B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

EVANSON, JAMES AND LISA
Weekend House, Interiors; Pawling, New York; ph. pl.; p.304-307; Oct 86; ID

EVERDS, JACKSON
Residential Development; Winthrop, Duplexes; Lake Forest, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Feb 86; B

EWING, COLE & KRAUSE
Race Track Partition Wall; Counter, North Randall, Ohio; ph. pi.; sec; p.30-31; Dec 86; INT

FTL ASSOCIATES
Clothing Showroom; ph. pl. elev.; p.146-148; Nov 86; INT
Podium for Dissent at Art for the Beach; ph.; p.149; Nov 86; INT
Tensile Structures; ph. pl.; p.142-149; Nov 86; INT

FARBSTEIN, JAY
Architectural Planning Research Firm; pl.; p.177; Oct 86; INT

FARRELL, TERRY
Arts Center; South Bank Remodelad; London, England; ill. dia.; p.51; July 86; PA
Office Building; Middle Rise; Charing Cross Air Rights; London, England; pl. elev. m. dia.; p.48; July 86; PA
Penthouses for Savoy Hotel; London, England; pl. elev. dat.; p.48; July 86; PA
Regatta Headquarters Building; Henley-on-Thames, England; pl. sec. elev. iso.; p.118-123; Nov 86; AR

FAULK, STEPHEN L
Chocolate Store; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. iso.; p.136; Oct 86; A

FAVARETTO, PAOLO
Furniture Showroom; Kinetics; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.82; Mar 86; INT

FELTS, DON
Residence; Daylighting with Skylights and Reflectors; Albuquerque, New Mexico; ph. sec.; p.49; Apr 86; PA

FENTRESS, C. W. AND JOHN PROSSER
Western Art Museum; Remodeled Historic Building; Denver, Colorado; ph. sec.; p.76-79; Nov 86; A

FERNAU, RICHARD
Cafe, Wurster Hall, University of California; Berkeley, California; ph.; p.82; Nov 86; A

FERRI, ROGERS
Rug; ph.; p.170; Sept 86; INT

FISHER & FRIEDMAN
Residential Development; Townhouse; Green Ranch; Reno, Nevada; ph.; p.136-137; Oct 86; B

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FISHER, FREDERICK
Interiors; Studio and Workspace; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.171; Sept 86; INT

FITZROY & ROBERTSON
Office Building; Interiors; Atrium; Landscape Plan by Dan Kiley; London, England; ph. pl.; p.54-55; Mar/Apr 86; LA

FLANSBURGH, EARL AND HUGH STUBBINS
Design Center; Various Showroom Plans; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. elev. axon.; p.147-156; Apr 86; INT

FLANSBURGH, EARL
Design Center; Interiors Showrooms; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. p.322-323+; Apr 86; ID
Office Furniture Showroom; Haworth; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. axon.; p.44; Apr 86; INT

FLORIAN & WIERZBOWSKI
Housewares Store; Chassco; Chicago, Illinois; ph. axon.; p.268-271; May 86; ID

FOGELMAN PROPERTIES
Residential Development; Townhouse; Watergrove; Memphis, Tennessee; by Penelope Lamov; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Dec 86; B

FORBES & ERGAS
Interiors; Lighting Designer's Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.242-245; May 86; ID

FORBES, PETER
Residence; Overlooks Bay; Deer Isle, Maine; ph. sec. iso.; p.200-205; May 86; A
Residence; Vacation Compound; Deer Isle, Maine; ph. pl. iso.; p.140-145; Mid-Apr 86; AR

FOSTER ASSOCIATES
High Rise; Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank Building; Critique; Hong Kong; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph. pl. sec.; p.196-203; Mar 86; ID
Hong Kong Bank; Entire Feature Section of Issue; Critique; Hong Kong; ph. pl. sec. elev. iso. dat. dia.; p.7, 67-109; Mar 86; PA

FOSTER, RICHARD
Orthopedic Clinic; Danbury, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.196-197; Feb 86; ID

FRANCIS, BILLY
Interiors; Apartment, Penthouse; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.244-247; June 86; ID

FRANCK, MICHEL
Office Building; Interiors; Video Company Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.139-141; Nov 86; INT

FRASER, IAN AND JOHN ROBERTS AND GEIGER & BERGER
Stadium with Fabric Roof; Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; ph. pl. sec.; p.107; Oct 86; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

FRASER, VIVIAN AND ANDREW ANDERSON
Restaurant; Sydney Theater Company; Sydney, Australia; ph.: p.138-139; Oct 86; INT

FREEMAN, DESMOND
Queen Victoria Building; Remodeled Victorian Market Place; Interiors by Desmond Freeman; Sydney, Australia; by Stephenson & Turner and Rice & Dautney; ph.: p.142-145; Feb 86; INT

FRESCHI, BRUNO
Mosque; British Columbia, Burnaby, Canada; ph. pi. sec. elev.; p.90-95; Aug 86; AR
World's Fair, Expo 86; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; ph.; p.120-131; July 86; AR

FRIEDMAN, STANLEY JAY
Interiors; Brownstone Apartment; New York, New York; ph.; p.298-299; May 86; ID

FRISCHMAN, RALPH AND TOMMY TURNER
Delicatessen; Hoffman & Husband; San Francisco, California; ph. pi.; p.312-315; Sept 86; ID

FUCHS, KAMIL AND KUTEJOVA AND JANECEK
Its History, Restored Tugendhat House by Mies van der Rohe; Brno, Czechoslovakia; by Peter Lizon; ph.; p.13-14; Nov 86; A

FUCKAS, MASSIMILIANO AND ANNA MARIA SACCONI
Sports Palace; Anagni, Italy; by Frank Spadaro; ph. pi. sec.; p.86-91; Sept 86; A

FUGLEBERG & KOCH
Waterfront Development; by Lyle Fugleberg; ill. pl.; p.204; May 86, B

FUJII, HIROMI
Arts Festival Center; Ushimado, Japan; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph. axon.; p.78-79; Sept 86; A

FURMAN, DAVID
Apartment Development; Oakmore; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Feb 86; B
School; Elementary; Montessori; Charlotte, North Carolina; ph. pl.; p.112-115; Oct 86; AR

GN ASSOCIATES
Furniture Showroom; Howe; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.170-171; July 86; INT

GSGSB ARCHITECTS
Grumman Engineering Development Center; pl.; p.124; May 86; PA

GATJE, PAPACHRISTOU & SMITH
Hydroelectric Dam; Richard B. Russell Dam; Savannah River, Georgia; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-69; Dec 86; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

GEHRY, FRANK O.
Architect's View on His Work; p.98-99; Oct 86; PA
Architects Work on Exhibition; ph; p.20-21; Nov 86; A
Furniture Showroom; Sunar Hauserman; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.74-79; Mid-Sept 86; AR
Information and Computer Sciences, Engineering Research Facility, University of California; Irvine, California; ph. pl.; p.90-96; Oct 86; PA
Office, Residential and Hotel Towers, Townhouses; Turtle Creek; Dallas, Texas; m. pl.; p.101; Oct 86; PA
Regional Library; Hollywood, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-84; Oct 86; PA
Restaurant; Rebecca's; Venice, California; ph. pl.; p.85-89; Oct 86; PA
Survey of Architect's Work, Entire Issue; Survey of Architecture, Furniture; ph. pl. m. ill. sec.; p.69-101; Oct 86; PA

GELBERG, MURRY
Maximum Savings Bank; Rockville, Maryland; ph. pl. ill.; p.216-219; Mar 86; ID

GENSLER ASSOCIATES
Crocker National Bank, Remodeled; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.221; Nov 86; ID
Developer's Offices; Realities; Denver, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.204-215; Feb 86; ID
Increased Law Office Design Work; chart; p.224; Sept 86; INT
Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.190-191; Jan 86; INT
Interiors; Law Offices; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.210-213; Nov 86; ID
Interiors; Management Consultant's Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.288-291; Sept 86; ID

GEORGE, PHILLIP AND HOK
Hotel; Restoration, Railroad Station and Hotel, 1894 by Theodore Link; St. Louis, Missouri; ph.; p.37-40; Aug 86; INT

GERSIN, ROBERT P.
Supermarket; A & P Futurestore; ph. axon.; p.170-171; Jan 86; INT

GILLIS, RALPH
Office Building; Interiors; Thorn EMI; New York, New York; ph. det.; p.38-39; Apr 86; INT

GINLES, DIANE
Furnishings Store; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.180-181; Dec 86; INT

GIOVANNINI, JOSEPH
Cardiology Offices; Washington, Near, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.296-301; June 86; ID

GISOLFI, PETER
Guadalupe Center Hotel; Kerr County, Texas; ph. iso.; p.53-54; Nov 86; INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

GISSKE, EBERHARD AND KLAVS JUST AND MANFRED PRASSER
Concert Hall; Schauspielhaus, 1821, Restored. Original by Karl Friedrich Schinkel; Berlin, East Germany; ph. ill.; p.96-101; Nov 86; PA

GLASER, MILTON AND TIM HIGGINS
Restaurant; Aurora; New York, New York; ph. pi.; p.85-90; Apr 86; INT

GLICK, MYLES AND OTHERS
Residential Development; Residence; Dataw Island; Beaufort, South Carolina; ph. pi.; p.92-97; Feb 86; B

GLUCK, PETER L.
Uris Hall Addition, Columbia University; New York, New York; ph pi sec.; p.120-125; Apr 86; AR

GOLDIN, HOWARD
Clothing Showroom; Natori; ph. pi.; p.200-201; July 86; INT

GOLDSMITH, NICHOLAS AND PETER BARNA
Interiors Initiative; Demonstration Office Space, Tensile Structure Ceiling; ph. iso.; p.139-143; Mar 86; INT

GOODY & CLANCY AND LANE & FRENCHMAN
Apartment Development; Low Rise; West Broadway Housing, Rehabilitated; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pi.; p.94; May 86; PA

GOODY & CLANCY AND MINTZ ASSOCIATES AND HUGH ADAMS RUSSELL AND COMMUNITAS
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Rehabilitated; Boston, Massachusetts; ill. pi.; p.97; May 86; PA

GOODY & CLANCY
Law School Library, Harvard University; Restoration of 1883 Building by Henry Hobson Richardson; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pi.; p.72-74; Nov 86; A

GOSHOW, F. ERIC
Residential Development; Four Houses; Granby, Connecticut; ph. pl. axon.; p.34-36; June 86; A

GOTTWALD, JANUSZ
Women’s Shoe Offices; Michael G. Adams Company, New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.137; Oct 86; A

GRAD PARTNERSHIP
Office Building; High Rise; Exchange Place Center; Jersey City, New Jersey; pl. ill.; p.43; June 86; PA

Police Facility and Municipal Court; Elizabeth, New Jersey; pl. m.; p.33; Feb 86; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

GRAVES, MICHAEL
Museum of Art and Archeology, Emory University; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.178-181; Jan 86; INT

Music Pavilion, Riverbend; Acoustics Analysis; Cincinnati, Ohio; by Mark Holden; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.124-133; Oct 86; AR

Office Building; High Rise; Humana Building, Louisville, Kentucky; ph. pl.; p.160-65; Jan 86; INT

Women’s Clothing Store; Diane Von Furstenberg; ph. pl. det.; p.50-51; June 86; INT

GRAZADO & VELLECO
Apartment Development; Spinnaker Island, Marketing Plan; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.116-119; Mar 86; B

GREENBERG, ALLAN
Residence; Farmhouse in Classical Style; Bathroom; ---, Connecticut; ph.; p.110-121, 172-173; Mid-Apr 86; AR

GREINER, DICK
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Concrete Village, “Garden Suburb,” 1920’s, Restored; Amsterdam, Netherlands; by Tracy Metz; ph.; p.79; Feb 86; AR

GRINSTEIN & DANIELS
Restaurant; Chaya Brasserie; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.76; Apr 86; A

GRISWOLD, HECKEL & KELLY
Furniture Showroom; Kimball; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.68; Dec 86; INT

GRONDONA
Restaurant; Three Fast-Food Shops, Sculptural; San Diego, California; ph. pl.; p.117-121; Sept 86; PA

GROPIUS, WALTER
Exhibition on Gropius at Harvard and Berlin; ph. iso.; p.79; Jan 86; AR

GRUZEN PARTNERSHIP
Jewish Theological Seminary of America; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-101; May 86; AR

GULLICHSEN, KAIRAMO & VORMALA
Church; Lutheran; Parish Center, Kauniainen, Finland; ph. pl. sec.; p.81, 88-92; Feb 86; PA

GUND, GRAHAM
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Church Court; Boston, Massachusetts; ill. pl.; p.97; June 86; AR

Bulfinch Square, Multi-Use, Remodeled Court House Complex; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph.; p.158-159; Oct 86; B

Office Building; Low Rise; Restored Bulfinch Building, 1814 by Charles Bulfinch; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p.152-157; May 86; A
ARCHITECTOR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

GUTHRIE, SLUSARENKO & LOEB
Zoo Master Plan, Washington Park; PA Award; Critique; Portland, Oregon; pl. elev. sec.; p.128-130; Jan 86; PA

GUTKIN, PETER
Residence; Interiors; Sausalito, California; by Lois Wagner Green; ph.; p.300-303; May 86; ID

GUZZARDO, ANTHONY M.
Stanford University; Inner Quadrangle Court­yard, Enhancement; 1887, Designed by Frederick Law Olmstead; Palo Alto, California; by Linda Hittle Lettieri; ph. ill.; p.68-71; Nov/Dec 86; LA

GWATHMEY & SIEGEL AND STEPHEN LEPP
International Design Center, Long Island City, New York; ph. pi sec. elev.; p.144-153; June 86; AR

GWATHMEY & SIEGEL
Addition to Guggenheim Museum; Controver­sy; 1959 Museum by Frank Lloyd Wright; New York, New York; ill. elev.; p.79, 81, 83; Mar 86; AR

HABRAKEN, JOHN
Survey of Housing Projects; Customizing Features, Support and Infill; Lunetten, Riebeck, Netherlands; by Stephen H. Kendall; ph. pl. ill.; p.90-93; Oct 86; A

HADLEY, ALBERT
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; ph.; p.156-157; Dec 86; ID

HAGUE & RICHARDS
Interiors; Media Management Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.223; Nov 86; ID

HAIGH SPACE
Interiors; Loft Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.296-301; Sept 86; ID

HALPRIN, LAWRENCE
His Views and Work; Innovator, Planner, Designer; ph. ill. m.; p.78-79, 118; Nov/Dec 86; LA

HAMES, LUNDBERG & WAELHSON
College of Insurance; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.188-189; July 86; INT

HAMMOND & TERRELL
Department Store; Bloomingdale’s Fourth Floor; New York, New York; ph. elev. det.; p.24-25; July 86; INT

HAMMEL, GREEN & ABAHAMSON
History Center; St. Paul, Minnesota; ill. pl.; p.46; Oct 86; PA

HAMMOND, BEEBY & BABKA
Residence; Oakbrook, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.98-101; Nov 86; B

HAAG, RICHARD
Nature Preserve, Series of Gardens; Award Winner; Bainbridge Island, Washington; by Susan Rademacher Frey; ph. pl.; p.54-61+; Sept/Oct 86; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HAMPION, MARK
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; ph.; p.158-159; Dec 86; ID

HANNAH, BRUCE
Knoll's New Trading Desk; ph.; p.63-64; Dec 86; INT

HANSEN, LIND & MEYER
Hospital; General, Mercy Memorial; St. Joseph, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.126-127; June 86; AR

HANSJAKOB, GOTTFRIED AND VAN DORP AND SCHMIDT
Open Space Plan, Parks; Federal Government District; Bonn, West Germany; by Gottfried Hansjakob. ph. pl. ill.; p.58-63; May/June 86; LA

HARDENBERGH, HENRY J.
Willard Hotel Restored; Original Architect, Henry J. Hardenbergh; Washington, District of Columbia; Vlastimil Koubek; ph. pl.; p.25, 27; Nov 86; PA

HARDY, HOLZMAN & PFEIFFER
Art Museum Addition; Limestone Wall Details; Column Grid; Richmond, Virginia; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.154-153; June 86; AR

Computer Showcase and Presentations Center; IBM; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.238-243; June 86; ID

Museum of Fine Arts, West Wing; Richmond, Virginia; by Carleton Knight II; ph. pl.; p.40-45; Jan 86; A

HARGREAVES, GEORGE
Landscape Architecture; His Views and Practice; m. ph. axon. ill.; p.52-53+; Nov/Dec 86; LA

Memorial, Kent State University; Kent, Ohio; ill. pl.; p.52; Nov/Dec 86; LA

HARTMAN & COX AND CHUMNEY & URRUTIA
Office Building; Low Rise; Grocery Headquarters; Remodeled Army Depot Complex; San Antonio, Texas; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p.118-125; May 86; A

HARTMAN & COX
Office Building; Middle Rise; 1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, Embeds Smaller Buildings; Washington, District of Columbia; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. elev.; p.64-65; Nov 86; A

Office Building; Middle Rise; Summer Center, Integration with Historic Buildings; Washington, District of Columbia; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl.; p.60-63; Nov 86; A

U. S. Embassy Building; Security Considerations; Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; by Carleton Knight III; ph. pl.; p.62-69; July 86; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

HARTNETT, JEANNE
Furniture Showroom; Kinetics; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.308-311; Oct 86; ID

HARTWICK, DWIGHT
Residential Development; Union Hill; Kansas City, Missouri; ph.; p.200-205; Jan 86; B

HASSINGER, HERMAN
Law Offices; Interiors by Light & Space Design; Moorestown, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.127; Nov 86; A

Residence; Block Island, Rhode Island; by Michael J. Crossbie; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Oct 86; A

HAVERSON & ROCKWELL
Restaurant; 20/20; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.125; Dec 86; A

Restaurant; Caffe Roma; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.278-279; Oct 86; ID

HAYAKAWA, KUNIHIKO
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Tokyo, Japan; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Sept 86; A

HAYNES, IRVING B.
Shopping Center; Providence Arcade; Renovation; Fire Protection; Providence, Rhode Island; ph. pl. sec.; p.119; Nov 86; PA

HAZARD, ED
Energy Efficient House, Remodeled Barn; Framingham, Near, Massachusetts; by Jerry Germer; ph. det.; p.9-12; Oct 86; PB

Remodeled and Addition to House; Grafton, Massachusetts; ph. det.; p.12-14; Oct 86; PB

HEIKE DESIGN
Bath Fixtures Showroom; Addition to Kohler Exhibit Building; -.; Wisconsin; ph. pl.; p.270-273; Jan 86; ID

HELD, MARC
IBM Food Service Facility; Montpellier, France; ph. iso.; p.70-73; June 86; A

IBM Office Restaurant; Montpellier, France; ph. axon.; p.292-299; May 86; INT

HELLMUTH, OBATA & KASSABAUM
Emily Morgan Hotel, Remodeled; San Antonio, Texas; ph. pl.; p.192-197; Aug 86; INT

Industrial Building; Industrial Research, Training and Marketing Tower; Design Evolution; Bristol, Connecticut; elev. sec. pl. ill. m.; p.138-143; July 86; AR

Interiors; Law Offices; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.186-191; Aug 86; INT

Interiors; Law Offices; West Palm Beach, Florida; ph. pl.; p.182-185; Aug 86; INT

Interiors; Zale Corporation Offices; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.174-180; Aug 86; INT

Their Interior Design Work, Organization; ph. pl. chart; p.173-197; Aug 86; INT

HERRIG, ANDREA
Twenty Room Inn; Merano, Italy; ph.; p.256-257; Oct 86; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

HENEGHAN, GEORGE
Interiors; Designer’s Offices: Kailu-Kona, Hawaii; ph. pl.; p.240-241; Aug 86; ID

HENNINGSON, DURHAM & RICHARDSON
Fugua Headquarters Offices, Interiors by Henningson, Durham & Richardson; Atlanta, Georgia; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.246-251; May 86; ID

HERBERT, CHARLES
Interiors; Executive Offices; U.S. West; Englewood, Colorado; ph. iso.; p.84; June 86; A

HERMANOVSKI & LAUCK
Bank; Summit Savings Association; Dallas, Texas; ph. pi.; p.184-187; Nov 86; ID

HERSTER, JR., RANDOLPH T.
Downtown Plan; Retains Small Town Character; Astoria, Oregon; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Nov/Dec 86; LA
His Views and Work; Political Action; Respect and Conserve Nature; ph. pl.; p.58-59+; Nov/Dec 86; LA
Neighborhood Space, Research on Desire, Need and Use of Parks; Research Techniques Compared; ill. chart; p.102-104; Sept/Oct 86; LA

HEUSS, DAVID
Residence; Glen Lakes; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.248-247; Jan 86; B

HIRSCH & BEDNER AND SOLOMON,
CORDWELL & BUENZ
Hotel; Hilton, Renovation; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.258-265; Oct 86; ID

HIRSCH, HOWARD
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; ph.; p.160-161; Dec 86; ID

HOCHHEISER & ELIAS
Restaurant; The Assembly; Palm Beach, Florida; ph. pl. det.; p.220-223; Apr 86; ID

HODGETTS, CRAIG
Remodeling of 1935 International Style House by J. R. Davidson; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl.; p.25; Feb 86; PA

HODNICK DESIGN
Designers’ Offices; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.87; June 86; A

HOFFMANN, ERNST
Fire Station; Modling, Austria; by Charlotte Ellis; ph. pl.; p.42-43; Sept 86; A
Fire Station; Modling, Austria; ph. pl.; p.98-102; May 86; PA

HOLABIRD & ROOT AND HAROLD HELLMAN
Physics Teaching Center, University of Chicago; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. ill. det.; p.86-91; June 86; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

HOLABIRD & ROOT
Cathedral; St. James; Restored; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.222; Nov 86; ID
Northwestern University Law School/American Bar Association Headquarters; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. det.; p.120-127; Feb 86; AR

HOLL, STEVEN
Furniture Showroom; Pace Collection; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.97-103; Apr 86; AR
Furniture Showroom; Pace Collection; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.175; Sept 86; INT
Residence; Waterfront Site, Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts; m. ill. sec. elev.; p.104-106; Jan 86; PA

HOOVER, BERG & DESMOND
Church; Catholic; Light of the World; Littleton, Colorado; ph. pl. sec.; p.81-87; Feb 86; PA

HOPKINS, MICHAEL
Research Center, Schlumberger; Structural Analysis; Cambridge, England; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.136-147; Apr 86; AR

HORDEN, RICHARD
Residence; Woodgreen, Near, England; by Annette Le Gyer; ph. pl. iso. det.; p.56-59; Oct 86; A

HOUSE & REH
Apartment Development; Lakeside Villas; San Antonio, Texas; ph. pl.; p.187; Oct 86; B
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Villas of Sweetwater; Sugarland, Texas; ph. pl.; p.182; Oct 86; B

HOVEY, DAVID C.
Factory-Built Modular House; ph. pl.; p.68; Nov 86; B

HOWARD, NEEDLES, TAMMEN & BERGENDOFF AND OTHERS
White River Park; Indianapolis, Indiana; by Christopher Findlay; pl.; p.100; July/Aug 86; LA

HRESKO & YOST
Office Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled Jewelry Factory; Providence, Rhode Island; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Feb 86; A

HUBERT, CHRISTIAN AND C. H. DESIGN
Jewelry Showroom; Peter Brams’; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.112-114; July 86; PA

HUCKER, THOMAS
Side Chair; PA Award; ph.; p.114; May 86; PA

HUNDEWASSER, FRIEDENREICH
Apartment Building; Artist Designed Public Housing; Vienna, Austria; by Charlotte Ellis; ph.; p.38-41; Sept 86; A

HUNTINGTON, HARMSEN & EWING
Medical Offices; Solar, Energy Conserving; Storm Lake, Iowa; by Jerry Germer; ph. pl.; p.23-26; June 86; SA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

HURWITZ & DIAMOND
Apartment Building; Low Rise; The Grand, Marketing Plan; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.112-115; Mar 86; B

HUTTON, GARY
Residence; Interior; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.220-221; Feb 86; ID

IKOY ARCHITECTS
Trade School; Auto Mechanics Garage, Red River Community College; Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada; ph. pl. sec.; p.106-111; Mar 86; AR

INAI STUDIO
Dominican Chapel, Maywood; Remodeled; Grand Rapids, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.306-311; Sept 86; ID

ISD AND SAM TOLKIN
Interiors; Actor’s Office; Sylvester Stallone; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.170-173; Mar 86; INT

ISD
Bank Offices, Interiors; MBank; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.102; Mar 86; A
Branch Bank; MBank; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.168-169; Jan 86; INT
Fabrics Showroom; Brunschwig & Fils; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.62, 64+; July 86; INT
Interiors; Corporation Offices, Columbian Enterprises; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.174-177; Mar 86; INT
Interiors; Financial Offices; Houston, Texas; ph.; p.220; Nov 86; ID
Interiors; Law Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.162-167; Mar 86; INT
Interiors; Law Offices; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.168-169; Mar 86; INT
Office Desk Showroom; Alma; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.168-169; July 86; INT
Twenty Five Year Anniversary; Review of Work; ph. chart; p.158-161; Mar 86; INT

INARC DESIGN
Interiors; Law Offices; Melbourne, Australia; ph. pl.; p.192-193; Jan 86; INT
Office Furniture Showroom; Framac; ---, Australia; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Feb 86; INT

INTERIM OFFICE OF ARCHITECTURE
Office and Screening Room; Micha Utterback Productions; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Mid-Sept 86; AR
Office, Small; Lee Utterback Cameras; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Mid-Sept 86; AR
Portfolio of Firm’s Interiors and Furniture; ph. pl.; p.114-121; Mid-Sept 86; AR

INTERIOR FACILITIES ASSOCIATES
Use of a Computer in Facilities Management; by Daniel Gladstone; ph. pl.; p.286-289; May 86; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

INTERIOR SPACES/ANDRE STAFFELBACH
Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.172-173; July 86; INT

INTRADESIGN, BETTY GARBER, JAMES NORTHCUTT AND KALEF ALATON AND WILLIS CASTER
Hotel Bel-Air Addition; Rooms by Five Interior Designers; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.130-137; Oct 86; INT

IZSOZAKI, ARATA AND GRUEN ASSOCIATES
Contemporary Art Museum; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.83-95; Nov 86; PA

IZSOZAKI, ARATA AND JAMES STEWART POLSHEK
Museum Addition Competition; Winners; Brooklyn, New York; ph. pl. m.; p.12, 16; Dec 86; A

IZSOZAKI, ARATA
Disco; Palladium, Renovation; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.182-183; Jan 86; INT
Graphic Art Museum; Nishiwaki, Japan; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.106-115; May 86; AR
Museum of Art; Nishiwaki, Japan; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Sept 86; A

ISRAEL, FRANKLIN DAVID
Gillette Studio; Liberty Tower; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.176; Sept 86; INT

ITO, TOYO
Residence; Kitchen; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p.71, 122-127, 170-171; Mid-Apr 86; AR

JACKSON & PAGE
Residential Development; Stirling Cove, Waterfront; Greenport, New York; ph. pl.; p.172-173; Oct 86; B

JACKSON, ROBERT T.
Office Building; Restored Facade; Interiors; Austin, Texas; ph. axon.; p.82-83; Mar 86; A

JACOBS, BERNARD
Millwork Showroom; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.104; Aug 86; INT

JACOBS, HUGH NEWELL
Residence; Farmhouse; Lima, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.128-133; Mid-Apr 86; AR
Residence; Lima, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.94-97; Nov 86; B
Residence; Toledo, Near. Ohio; ph. pl.; p.162-167; May 86; A

JENNINGS & STOUT
Executive Offices; World Savings Center; Oakland, California; ph. pl. iso.; p.84-89; Mid-Sept 86; AR

JERDE PARTNERSHIP
Shopping Center; Horton Plaza; San Diego, California; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.128-135; Mar 86; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

JEROME, GERALD AND PATTERSON & YOWELL
Residence; Interiors by Michael Dale; Santa Fe, New Mexico; ph. pl.; p.224-231; Aug 86; ID

JIMENEZ, M. CARLOS
Architect's House and Studio; Houston, Texas; ph. pl. elev.; p.124-127; Mar 86; AR

JIRICNA & KERR
Clothing Department of Harrod's; London, England; ph. iso. det.; p.132-135; Sept 86; PA
Profile of Design Firm; Modernism and High Tech; Survey of Work; London, England; ph. pl. iso. det.; p.132-140; Sept 86; PA
Restaurant; Joe's Cafe; London, England; ph. pl.; p.136-137; Sept 86; PA
Underwriters' Desks; ph.; p 140; Sept 86; PA

JOHANSEN & BHAVNANI
Restored Theater, 1917, by Herbert J. Krapp; New York, New York; ph.; p.262-265; June 86; ID

JOHNSON, DIJK
Symphony Hall; Circle Theater, 1916 by Rubush & Hunter; Indianapolis, Indiana; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Apr 86; A

JOHNSON, JOHNSON & ROY
Office Building; Low Rise; Landscape Plan, Award Winner; Troy, Michigan; ph.; p.74-75; Sept/Oct 86; LA

JOHNSON, QUINCY
Residential Development; Griffin Gate; Lexington, Kentucky; by Noreen Welle; ph. pl.; p.152-157; May 86; B
Shopping Center; Financial Analysis; Raleigh, North Carolina; ph.; p.164-165; May 86; B

JONES, FAY AND MAURICE JENNINGS
Residence; ---, Louisiana; ph.; p.102-105; Nov 86; B

JONES, WALK AND FRANCIS MAH
Hospital; General; Addition; Memphis, Tennessee; ph. pl. sec.; p.198-203; Feb 86; ID

JONGEJAN, GERRARD & McNEAL
Interstate 90 Corridor Study; Award Winner; Mercer Island, Washington; map; p.94; Sept/Oct 86; LA

JULIENNE DESIGNS
Restaurant; Julienne; San Marino, California; ph. pl.; p.196-197; Nov 86; ID

JUNG & BRANNEN
Conference Center; Poynter Institute for Media Studies; St. Petersburg, Florida; ph. pl. det.; p.116-123; May 86; AR
Interiors; Commodity Offices; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.180-181; Apr 86; INT

KAHANE, MELANIE
Restaurant; Alfredo's; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.292-295; Sept 86; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

KAHN, ALBERT
Hospital, University of Michigan; Ann Arbor, Michigan; ph. pl. sec.; p.116-123; June 86; AR

KAHN, LOUIS I.
Center for British Art, Yale University; New Haven, Connecticut; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. ill.; p.64-67; Jan 86; A

KAPLAN, MCLAUGHLIN & DIAZ AND WINSOR & FARICY
Showroom; International Market Square; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.186-187; Jan 86; INT

KAPLAN, MCLAUGHLIN & DIAZ
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Park Hill, Remodeled Hospital and Convent; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.162-163; Oct 86; B
Apartment Development; St. Francis Place; San Francisco, California; ph.; p.186; Oct 86; B
Firm's Program for Training of Neophyte Architects; by Peter G. Bernstein; ph.; p.49, 51; Jan 86; AR

KARAHAN & SCHWARTING
Bath Fixtures Showroom; Kohler; New York, New York; ph. pl. axon.; p.264-269; Jan 86; ID

KARMI ASSOCIATES
Industrial Building; Computer Factory; Yarne, Israel; ph. iso. pl.; p.102-105; Mar 86; AR

KAUFMAN & BROAD
Residential Development; California Colony, Marketing Plan; Santa Ana, California; ph. pl.; p.120-123; Mar 86; B

KAUFMAN & MEEKS
Residential Development; Residence; Indian Oaks; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.242-243; Jan 86; B

KENT, BRIAN
Two 100 Per Cent Solar Houses; Engineered by Norm Saunders; Wayne, Maine; ph. sec.; p.24-27; Mar 86; SA

KENYON, LOWELL ANSON
Fascination With Unlikely Things; His Photography; ph.; p.36-39; Apr 86; A

KEYES, CONDON & FLORANCE AND GIORGIO CAVAGLIERI
National Building Museum; Restored Pension Building, 1881; Exhibitions on History of American Architecture; Washington, District of Columbia; ph.ill.; p.75-77; Jan 86; AR

KEYES, CONDON & FLORANCE
Office Building; Middle Rise; Pension Building Renovation; Fire Protection; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. sec.; p.118; Nov 86; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

KILEY, DAN
Bank Tower Fountain Place Plaza; Plaza by Dan Kiley; Dallas, Texas; L. M. Pei; ph. pl. ill.; p.56-57; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Interview with Architect; His Work; by Robin Karson; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.50-57; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Office Building; Interiors; Atrium: Landscape Plan by Dan Kiley; London, England; Fitzroy & Robertson; ph. pl.; p.54-55; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Plaza, Four and One-Half Acre; North Carolina National Bank Plaza; Tampa, Florida; m. pl.; p.52-53; Mar/Apr 86; LA

KLIMENT, R. M. AND FRANCES HALSBAND
Interiors; Basix Executive Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.308-309; May 86; INT
Interiors; Insurance Company Offices, Smith & Sterna: Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. sec.; p.304-307; May 86; INT
Interiors; Random House Publishing Company Accounting Offices; New York, New York; ph. sec.; p.300-303; May 86; INT

KNOLL INTERNATIONAL
Cogan Foundation Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl. elev.; p.156-163; Nov 86; INT

KNOOPS, JOHANNES MARINUS
Wall Light Fixture; ph.; p.119; May 86; PA

KNORR, DON R.
Residence; Portola Valley, California; ph. pl.; p.138; Oct 86; B

KNUDSON ASSOCIATES
Residence; Golden, Colorado; ph.; p.146; Oct 86; B

KOETTER & KIM
University Park, Multi-Use Area; PA Award, Critique; Cambridge, Massachusetts; pl. ill. dia.; p.114-117; Jan 86; PA

KOHN, PEDERSEN, FOX & CONWAY
Interiors; Procter & Gamble Headquarters; Cincinnati, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.172; Sept 86; INT

KONEKO & FORD
Fabric Showroom; Maharam; Los Angeles, California; ph. axon. det.; p.222-225; July 86; ID

KONING & EIZENBERG
Residence; Artist’s Studio; Santa Monica, California; ph. p.113; Feb 86; PA
Residence; Duplex on Steep Triangular Site; Hollywood Hills, California; iso. ill.; p.111; Feb 86; PA
Residence; Remodeling of and Additions; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl. p.112; Feb 86; PA
Residence; Santa Monica, California; ph. pl. iso.; p.114-115; Feb 86; PA
Survey of Firm’s Recent Work; ph. pl. iso. ill.; p.110-115; Feb 86; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

KOUBEK, VLASTIMIL
Willard Hotel Restored; Original Architect; Henry J. Hardenbergh; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.25, 27; Nov 86; PA
Willard Hotel; Restoration and Addition to 1901 Building by Henry Janeway Hardenbergh; Washington, District of Columbia; by Nora Richter Greer; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.48-55; Nov 86; A

KOWECKI, JOE
Children’s Bedroom, Play and Storage Room; ph. pl.; p.48; Sept 86; PB

KRAPP, HERBERT J.
Restored Theater, 1917, by Herbert J. Krapp; New York, New York; Johansen & Bhavnani; ph. p.262-265; June 86; ID

KRIEGER, ALEX AND LEERS & WEINZAPFEL
Photographic Resources Center; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. axon. sec.; p.168-171; Apr 86; INT

KROEGER, KEITH
Prep School Library; Remodeled Assembly Hall, 1900 by Wheelwright & Haven; Tarrytown, New York; ph. pl.; p.222-225; May 86; A

KROMMENHOEK & McKEOWN AND F.A.D.
Shelter for the Homeless; St. Vincent de Paul Center; San Diego, California; m. pl. elev.; p.139; June 86; AR

KRONER, WALTER
Visitors Center; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Design; Troy, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.121; Apr 86; PA

KRUECK & OLSEN
Apartment, Stanford White’s Mansion; Chicago, Illinois; ph. p.60-67; Mid-Sept 86; AR
Furniture Showroom; Thonet; Chicago, Illinois; ph. axon.; p.177; Sept 86; INT
Residence; Chicago, Illinois; by Nora Richter Greer; ph. pl.; p.184-189; May 86; A

LA FONTAINE, CLIFFORD
Art Museum Pavilion, Revised; Mies Space Redesigned; Houston, Texas; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; pl.; p.32, 34; Sept 86; PA

LABORATORIO ASSOCIATI
Furniture Store; Alma; New York, New York; ph. p.276-279; May 86; ID
Shoe Store; Cesare Paciotti’s; Milan, Italy; ph. pl. sec.; p.178-179; Feb 86; ID

LAND DESIGN RESEARCH
Residential Development; Tough Waterfront Smelly Site; Annapolis, Massachusetts; ph.; p.52; Sept 86; B

LAND DESIGN
Urban Design Plan and Transportation Study; Award Winner; Charlotte, North Carolina; p.95; Sept/Oct 86; LA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LAND STUDIO
Art Gallery Metaphysical Park; City Forest, Award Winner; San Diego, California; ph.; p.76-77; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Office Building; Interiors; Interior Landscape; San Diego, California; ph.; p.78; Sept/Oct 86; LA

LANDMARK PRESERVATION INSTITUTE
Opera House, Restored; 1878, by Gottfried Semper; Dresden, East Germany; ph.; p.102-109; Nov 86; PA

LAWLER & WELLER
Restaurant; Great Midwestern Ice Cream Company; Columbia, Missouri; ph.; p.198-199; Nov 86; ID

LAYTON, SOLOMON
Office Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled School Building, Southwestern Bell, 1912 by Solomon Layton; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; HTB; ph. pl. sec.; p.266-271; June 86; ID

LE CORBUSIER
Scupture Added; The Open Hand; Chandigarh, India; ph.; p.17; Sept 86; A

LEASON, POMEROY & FELDERMAN
Office Building; Low Rise; Renaissance Center; Small Offices, Las Vegas, Nevada; ph. pl.; p.86-89; Nov 86; AR
Shopping Center; Sutter Square; Sacramento, California; m. iso.; p.48; Oct 86; PA

LEE, SARAH TOMERLIN
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; Her Work; ph.; p.162-163; Dec 86; ID

LEE, TOM
Hotel; Meriden, Interiors; New Orleans, Louisiana; ph. pl. elev.; p.244-255; Oct 86; ID

LEERS & WEINZAPFEL
Child Care Center of Advertising Agency; Boston, Massachusetts; ph.; p.126-127; Dec 86; A
Registry of Motor Vehicles; Worcester, Massachusetts; ph. pl. iso.; p.102-105; Feb 86; AR

LEICESTER, ANDREW
Sculptural Courtyard, Washington State University; On the Artist’s Other Work; Pullman, Washington; by Erika Doss; ph. pl.; p.64-68; Jan/Feb 86; LA

LEMBO, JOSEPH AND LAURA BOHN
Residence; Interiors; Upstate, New York; ph. pl.; p.202-205; Dec 86; ID

LEVANSON, CONRAD
Shelter for the Homeless; CCNV; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. m.; p.143; June 86; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LEY, TOBY
Gift Store; San Francisco, California; ph. axon.; p.84; July 86; A

LEWIS, NEVILLE
Office Building; Interiors; Presentation Room, New York Daily News; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.274-277; Sept 86; ID

LIBESKIND, DAVID
Sculpture; ph.; p.178; Sept 86; INT

LIEBMAN & LIEBMAN
Entry, Lobby and Two Apartments; Morgan Court, Interiors by John Saladino; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.150-157; June 86; INT

LIEURI, ERIC
Furniture Showroom; Knoll; Paris, France; ph. axon.; p.142-145; Jan 86; INT

LIGHT & SPACE DESIGN
Law Offices; Interiors by Light & Space Design; Moorcrestown, New Jersey; Herman Hassen- ger; ph. pl.; p.127; Nov 86; A

LIGHTFOOT & PLUM
Pediatric Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.294-295; June 86; ID

LINDHEIM, ROSLYN
Hospital; Remodeled Medical-Surgical Unit; Humanizing Principles of Planetree; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Apr 86; A

LINK, THEODORE
Hotel; Restoration, Railroad Station and Hotel; 1894 by Theodore Link; St. Louis, Missouri; Phillip George and HOK; ph.; p.37-40; Aug 86; INT

LLASERA, ANGEL
Restaurant; Milk Bar; Horchateria; Barcelona, Spain; ph.; p.29-30; July 86; INT

LOHAN ASSOCIATES
Lodge and Training Center, McDonald’s; Oak Brook, Illinois; ph.; p.92-95; Sept 86; AR
Office Building; Low Rise; Frito-Lay Headquarters; Plano, Texas; ph.; p.129-137; Nov 86; INT
Office Building; Low Rise; World Headquarters, TRW; Lyndhurst, Ohio; ph. pl.; p.100-103; Nov 86; AR

LONGVA, KNUT M.
Bridge; Two-Hinged, Double Plate Arch; Venice, Italy; ph. sec. elev. ill.; p.132-133; Nov 86; AR

LOO, ERIC
School of Advanced Hairdressing; Hong Kong; ph. pl.; p.214-215; Nov 86; ID
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

LOPATA, SAM
Restaurant; Batons; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.75-78; Mar 86; INT
Restaurant; Lox Around the Clock; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.67-68; Nov 86; INT

LORD & SARGENT
School; Private; Elementary; Additions; Atlanta, Georgia; pl. iso.; p.47; May 86; PA

LUBETZ, ARTHUR
Architects' Offices; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. axon.; p.44-45; June 86; A

LUCAS, ALAN
Home for Abused Children; Child Haven; Fairfield, California; ph.; p.226; Nov 86; ID

LUCAS, STUBBS, PASCULLIS, POWELL & PENNEY
Public Works Office Building; Charleston, South Carolina; ph. pl. iso.; p.98-101; Feb 86; AR

LUCKEY, T.
Children's Museum; Climbing Sculpture; Boston, Massachusetts; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph.; p.44-45; Apr 86; A

LUTZ, BOB
Architect's House; Solar, Energy Conserving; St. Louis, Missouri; by Jerry Germer; ph. pl. det. sec.; p.17-20; June 86; SA

LYLE, JOHN TILLMAN
Residence; Garden, Award Winner; Sierra Madre, California; ph.; p.72; Sept/Oct 86; LA

LYNCH, BOB
Hill Row House; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.37-39; June 86; A

LYNDON & BUCHANAN
Residential Development; Phoenix Place, Four Models, Luxury; Critique; Sacramento, California; by David Littlejohn; ph.; p.75-77; Oct 86; A

LYNN, MICHAEL
Interiors; Nike Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.198-205; July 86; ID

MBT ASSOCIATES
IBM Laboratories; Structural Analysis; Santa Teresa, California; ph. dia.; p.143; Feb 86; AR

MGS
Liberty Cafe, Interiors by MGS; New York, New York; Benjamin Thompson; ph. pl.; p.292-293; May 86; ID

MR & A
Bath Fixtures Showroom; Paul Associates; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.74; Sept 86; ID

MackAY-LYONS, BRIAN
Residence; Nova Scotia, Halifax, Canada; ph. axon.; p.70; Sept 86; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MACHADO & SILVETTI
Clothing and Furnishings Store; Portantina; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.89-83; Mid-Sept 86; AR

MACK, MARK AND ROBINSON, MILLS & WILLIAMS
Furniture Mart; San Francisco Design Center; Arcaded Interior Street; San Francisco, California; elev. ill.; p.59; May 86; AR

MACK
Clothing Store, Bogner; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.108-111; Apr 86; AR
Residence; Glen Ellen, California; ph. pl.; p.94-97; July 86; PA
Ski Wear Store; Bogner's; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.181; Sept 86; INT

MacKALL, LOUIS
Buddhist Stupa, Peace Pagoda; Leverett, Massachusetts; ph. sec.; p.100-103; Aug 86; AR

MADDOX, EVA
Carpet Tile Showroom; Collins & Aikman; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.66; Dec 86; INT
Furniture Showroom; Haworth's; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.164-167; Nov 86; INT
Showroom and Information Center; DuPont Synthetic Fibers; Chicago, Illinois; ph. axon.; p.274-277; Jan 86; ID

MAISTER, DAVID
Lessons in Client Satisfaction; ill.; p.47-49; Fall 85; AT

MAKI ASSOCIATES
Arts Center; The Spiral; Tokyo, Japan; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.87-95; Apr 86; PA

MALLORY, STEPHEN
Kitchen; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.220-221; Aug 86; ID

MANGURIAN, ROBERT AND STUDIO WORKS
Residence; PA Award, Critique; Los Angeles, California; m. pl. sec.; p.88-91; Jan 86; PA

MANN, DENNIS ALAN
Between Traditionalism and Modernism; Approaches to a Vernacular Architecture; ph.; p.10-16; Winter 85; JAE

MANOUSELIS, DEMETRIUS
Restaurant; Rapid Algebra; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.212-213; Apr 86; ID

MANTULLI, MATTIOLI, SCANNAVINI, AGOSTINI, TOSCHI AND MORELLI
Master Plan; Bologna, Italy; by C. Richard Hatch; ph. pl. ill.; p.39-40; Feb 86; PA

MARIAI ASSOCIATES
Student Residence Complex, Georgetown University; Washington, District of Columbia; m. pl. elev.; p.61; Feb 86; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

MARSH & FREEDMAN
Fabrics Showroom; —, Australia; ph. axon.; p.112-117; Feb 86; INT

MARTIN ORGANIZATION
Residential Development; Central Mail Box Area; ill. pl.; p.134; Feb 86; B
Residential Development; Stony Brook; Princeton Junction, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Apr 86; B

MARTIN, JAMES
Landscape Management System; Award Winner; ill.; p.92-93; Sept/Oct 86; LA

MARUSZCZAK, J. P.
Totems; Furniture Ensembles; PA Award; ph.; p.115; May 86; PA

MAYNE & ROTONDI
Residence; Venice, California; by John Pastier; ph. pl.; p.194-199; May 86; A

McCLUSKEY, ELLEN L.
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.302-305; Sept 86; ID

McCOY, MICHAEL AND KATHERINE
Three Showrooms; Krueger’s Com System; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.150-153; Mar 86; INT

McCOY, MICHAEL AND KATHERINE
Formica Chairman’s Office; ph. pl.; p.166-167; Jan 86; INT

McKIM, MEAD & WHITE
Olin Library, Wesleyan University; Addition to 1928 Building by McKim, Mead & White; Middletown, Connecticut; Perry, Dean & Rogers; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. elev.; p.38-43; Nov 86; A

MEACHAM, BARBARA AND PATRICIA O’BRIEN
Landscape Architecture; Their View on Practice; ph. pl. ill.; p.44-45+; Nov/Dec 86; LA

MEIER, RICHARD
Museum fur Kunsthandwerk; Frankfurt, West Germany; ph. axon.; p.56-63; Jan 86; A

MENDEL, MESICK, COHEN, WAITE & HALL
Bank; Renovation; Fire Protection; Canandaigua, New York; ph. pl.; p.129; Nov 86; PA
County Courthouse; Renovation; Fire Protection; Cooperstown, New York; ph. pl.; p.121; Nov 86; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

METCALF ASSOCIATES AND KEYES, CONDON & FLORANCE
Office Building; Low Rise; Corporate Headquarters; Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-99; Nov 86; AR

MEYER, SCHERER & ROCKCASTLE
Paint Laboratory; Valspar Research Facilities; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Aug 86; INT

MIES VAN DER ROHE, LUDWIG
Art Museum Pavilion, Revised; Mies Space Redesigned; Houston, Texas; pl.; p.32, 34; Sept 86; PA
Barcelona Pavilion, 1929, Reconstructed; Original by Mies van der Rohe; Barcelona, Spain; Christian Cirici and Fernando Ramos and Ignasi de Sola Mores; ph. pl.; p.cover, 11, 61-67; Aug 86; PA
German Pavilion Restored; 1929 Building; Barcelona, Spain; ph. pl.; p.184-189; Aug 86; ID
Its History, Restored Tugendhat House by Mies van der Rohe; Brno, Czechoslovakia; Kamil Fuchs and Kutejova and Janecek; by Peter Lizon; ph.; p.13-14; Nov 86; A
Mies is More; by Peter Blake; p.304-305; May 86; ID
Modernism and Mies; Re-examination of Career and Work; by Roger Kimball; ph. m.; p.73, 75, 77; Mar 86; AR
Office Building; High Rise; Two Early Tower Designs; Friedrichstrasse and Glass Skyscraper; ill. pl.; p.23; Dec 86; AR
Rebuilding the Barcelona Pavilion; 1929 by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; Barcelona, Spain; Oriol Bohigas and Sola Morales and Cristian Cirici; ph.; p.12-13+; Sept 86; A
World’s Fair Pavilion Rebuilt; Barcelona, Spain; ph.; p.60-61; Aug 86; AR

MILLER & HULL
Residential Center for Victims of Rape and Abuse; AWARE Shelter; Juneau, Alaska; ph. pl.; p.104-107; Apr 86; PA

MIQUELLE ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Maynard Close, City Site; Framingham, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Feb 86; B
Residential Development; Townhouse; The Hills; Wayland, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Sept 86; B
Residential Development; Townhouse; Huntington Wood; West Peabody, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Dec 86; B

MIRICH, M. SHELLY
Dinner Theater Club, Three Restaurants; Expo ‘86 British Columbia Pavilion; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; ph. ill.; p.188-193; Nov 86; ID

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA AND MAYNARD & PARTCH
History and Fine Art Museum Addition; Anchorage, Alaska; ph. pl. sec.; p.112-119; Apr 86; AR
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MITCHELL & GIURGOLA
County Courthouse; Suffolk County, New York; ill.; p.70: Feb 86; AR

MITCHELL, GIURGOLA & THORP
Parliament House; Canberra, Australia; ph. m.; p.104-111; Feb 86; INT

MITHUN, BOWMAN & EMRICH
Residential Development; Residence; Spinnaker Ridge; Gig Harbor, Washington; ph. pl.; p.88-89; July 86; B

MIYAZAKI, STOMU
Chair; PA Award; ph.; p.118; May 86; PA

MOHL, HEINZ
School; Technical; Karlsruhe, West Germany; ph. pl.; p.115, 118-119; July 86; PA

MOJO & STUMER
Hair Salon; East Meadow, New York; ph. pl.; p.88; Jan 86; B
Hair Styling and Beauty Salon; Manhasset, New York; ph. pl.; p.194-195; Nov 86; ID

MOK, ALFRED
Restaurant; South China; Guangzhou, China; ph.; p.270-271; Oct 86; ID

MOMEN, KARL
Tree Sculpture; The Metaphor, Tree of Utah; Bonneville Salt Flats, Utah; ph.; p.16, 18; Mar/Apr 86; LA

MONEO, RAFAEL AND RAMON BESCOS
Office Building; Middle Rise; Bankinter Addition; Madrid, Spain; ph. pl.; p.84-85; June 86; PA

MONEO, RAFAEL
Art Museum; National Museum of Roman Art; Interview; Merida, Spain; ph. pl. axon.; p.73-83; 85; June 86; PA
Town Hall; Logrono, Spain; ph. pl.; p.84-85; June 86; PA

MONTGOMERY, TED
Solar Direct Gain House; Barre, Vermont; by Jerry Germer; ph. pl.; p.24-25; May 86; SA

MONToya, JUAN
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.294-297; May 86; ID
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.198-201; Dec 86; ID

MOORE, ARTHUR COTTON
Cathedral; St. John the Baptist; Remodeling and Restoration; Neo-Gothic; Charleston, South Carolina; ph. iso.; p.96-99; Aug 86; AR
Corcoran of Georgetown, Multi-Use Complex; Office Building, Townhouses; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.96-99; Oct 86; AR
Glass Museum on Top of Bridge; Corning, New York; m. pl.; p.46; June 86; PA
Office Building; Middle Rise; Old Post Office; Remodeled; Fire Protection; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.117; Nov 86; PA

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

MOORE, CHARLES AND CENTERBROOK
Hood Museum, Dartmouth College; Hanover, New Hampshire; ph. pl.; p.30; Jan 86; PA
Museum of Art, Hood; Dartmouth College; Hanover, New Hampshire; by Charles Campbell; ph. pl.; p.32-39; Jan 86; A

MORPHOSIS
Residence; Studio Addition; Venice, California; ph. pl.; p.183; Sept 86; INT
Restaurants, Two; Seventy-Two Market Street and Angeli; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.72-74; Apr 86; A

MOURIZ & SALAZAR
Residential Development; Espirit, Marketing Plan; Plantation, Florida; ph. pl. ill.; p.108-111; Mar 86; B

MUCHOW, WILLIAM
Justice Center, Jail; Eagle County, Colorado; ph. pl.; p.62-65; Aug 86; A

MUFSON, CINDI
Residence; Miami Beach, Near, Florida; ph. pl.; p.220-225; Mar 86; ID

MULDER, CHRIS
Lower Umgeni River Study; Award Winner; Durban, South Africa; map; p.93; Sept/Oct 86; LA

MUNSELL & BROWN
Law Offices, Interiors by Munsell & Brown; Portland, Oregon; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. iso.; p.256-263; May 86; ID

MURASE, ROBERT K.
Playground, Cellio Court; Award Winner; Portland, Oregon; ph.; p.77-78; Sept/Oct 86; LA

MURCUTT, GLENN
Berowra Waters Inn; Sydney, Near, Australia; ph. pl.; p.124-129; Feb 86; INT
Vacation Sea Shore House; Moruya, Near, Australia; by Philip Drew; ph. pl.; p.58-60; Sept 86; A

MURPHY & GARRISON
Residential Development; Montgomery Woods; Montgomery Township, New Jersey; ph.; p.102-103; Apr 86; B

MURPHY, BRIAN ALFRED
Bathroom; Venice, California; ph. pl.; p.174-176; Mid-Apr 86; AR

MYERS, BARTON
Civic Center; Competition Winner; Other Finalists; Phoenix, Arizona; ill. elev. m.; p.66-67; Jan 86; AR

NBBJ GROUP
Arizona State University West Campus; Phoenix, Arizona; m. sec.; p.44; Apr 86; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

NCC/ASLA TASK FORCE
South of Market Area Revitalization; Open Space Plan; San Francisco, California; by Theodore Osmundson; ph. pl.; p.60-61; Nov/Dec 86; LA

NADEAU, DOUG
His Views and Work; Chief Planner of Golden Gate National Recreation Area; by Doug Nadeau; ph. pl.; p.72-73+; Nov/Dec 86; LA

NADLER & PHILOPENA
Residential Development; Residence; Rosecliff; Briarcliff, New York; ph. pl.; p.82-83; June 86; B

NAGLE & HARTRAY
Conference Center; Corporate Center, Herman Miller; Boatthouse and Carriage House, Restoration; Holland, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.102-105; Sept 86; AR

NARVA, KENNETH
Architecture and Real Estate Appraisal Firm; ph.; p.212; July 86; INT

NATSIO & LEE
Conference Room, Advertising Agency; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.42; Aug 86; INT

NELSON, GEORGE
Obituary, 1908-1986; p.203; Apr 86; ID
Obituary, Remembering; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.302; June 86; ID
Obituary; ph.; p.9; Apr 86; INT

NETWORK 90 DEGREES
Designer's Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph. axon.; p.176-179; June 86; INT

NEWMAN, HERBERT S.
Battell Chapel; Yale University; Restoration, 1876 Building by Russell Sturgis; New Haven, Connecticut; ph. pl. sec.; p.226-228; May 86; A
Dining Hall; Colgate University; Hamilton, New York; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. sec.; p.126-133; May 86; A

NICHOLS, REX L.
Art Gallery; Boca Raton, Florida; ph.; p.260-261; July 86; ID

NICOLS PARTNERSHIP
Showroom; Design Center; Dania, Florida; ph. pl.; p.250, 254; May 86; INT

NIEDERMAIER
Cappuccino Café; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.184-185; Jan 86; INT
Interiors; Designer's Offices; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.218; Nov 86; ID

NIELD, LAWRENCE
Interiors; Architects' Offices; Remodeled Store Building; Balmain, Australia; ph. pl.; p.130-135; Feb 86; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

NIEMCZYK, STANISLAW
Church; Catholic; Tychy-Zwakow, Poland; by Adam Kowalewsky; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Sept 86; A

NIX & MANN
Hospital; General; Hughes Spaulding; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.124-125; June 86; AR

NOILEY, SAMUEL
Synagogue; Children's Camp; Saratoga, Near, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.28-31; June 86; A

NORTON, THOMAS A.
Artist Studio Entrance; Greek Revival Entrance; Chester, Connecticut; ph. ill.; p.64-65; Feb 86; A

NOTTER, FINEGOLD & ALEXANDER
Office Building; Middle Rise; Miesian Style; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.83; Nov 86; A

NOVROS, DAVID
Fresco Mural Paintings; In Courthouse; Miami, Florida; ph.; p.20-21; June 86; A
Mural with Three Dimensional Effect; Miami, Florida; ph.; p.220-223; Jan 86; ID

O'BRIEN, GEORGE
Designer's Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.218-221; July 86; ID

O'BRIEN, JOHN
Refugio Valley Park; Domed Pavilion; Landscape Plan by SWA Group; Hercules, California; ph.; p.84-85; Sept/Oct 86; LA

O'NEIL & MANION
Landfall Farm, Remodeled Farm House; Aldie, Virginia; ph.; p.154-155; Oct 86; B
Museum of Indian Art; Log Cabin Rustic Style; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.89-91; Nov 86; A

OLDENBURG, CLAES
Colossal Sculptures for Public Places; Stake Hitch; Dallas, Texas; ph.; p.146-151; Mar 86; AR

OLDENBURG, CLAES & COOSJE VAN BRUGGEN
Colossal Sculptures for Public Places; Stake Hitch; Dallas, Texas; ph.; p.146-151; Mar 86; AR

OLIVER DESIGN GROUP AND GIBBS & HILL
Interiors; Dravo Headquarters; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.154-157; Mar 86; INT

OLMSTEAD, FREDERICK LAW
Stanford University; Inner Quadrangle Courtyard, Enhancement; 1887, Designed by Frederick Law Olmstead; Palo Alto, California; Anthony M. Guzzardo; by Linda Hittle Lettieri; ph. ill.; p.68-71; Nov/Dec 86; LA

OLSEN & COFFEY
Chinese Restaurant; Tulsa, Oklahoma; ph. axon.; p.85; July 86; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

OMNI DESIGN GROUP
Interiors; Executive Offices; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.202-203; Nov 86; ID

ONE THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED
ARCHITECTS
Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.169; Sept 86; INT

ORR & TAYLOR
Residential Development; Cottages; Seaide, Florida; ph. pl. elev.; p.90-97; Mid-Apr 86; AR
Residential Development; Rosewalk; Seaide, Florida; ph. pl.; p.184-185; Oct 86; B

OUD, J. J. P.
Architect’s Work; De Stijl Distilled; by Tracy Metz; ph. ill.; p.75, 77; Nov 86; AR

OWEN, SPRINGER & MANDOLFO
Men’s Clothing Store; Charles Jourdan Monsieur; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.272-273; Sept 86; ID

PDR
Furniture Showroom; Vecta; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.82; Nov 86; INT

PACIFIC ASSOCIATES PLANNERS
ARCHITECTS
Residence; PA Award, Critique; San Diego, California; ill. elev. dia. pl.; p.84-87; Jan 86; PA

PAPAGEORGE & HAYMES
Designer’s Loft Apartment; Chicago, Illinois; ph. axon.; p.222-225; Feb 86; ID
Interiors; Audio-Visual Company Offices; ph. det.; p.40-41; Apr 86; INT

PARENCORP
Residential Development; Dreamworld; Scituate, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.174; Oct 86; B

PARI, DOMINICK
Shoe Store; Marc Albert’s; New York, New York; ph. p.180-181; Feb 86; ID

PARKER & SCOOGIN
Art Museum; Branch of High Museum; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl. sec.; p.124-131; Nov 86; AR
Radio Station; Atlanta, Georgia; m. pl.; p.41; Apr 86; PA

PARKS III, WILLIAM F.
Shopping Center; Financial Analysis; Pensaco- la, Florida; ph. p.162-163; May 86; B

PARNASS, HARRY
Designer and Entrepreneur; ph.; p.364; May 86; INT

PATJUN, WYTZE
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Remo- eled Waterworks; Rotterdam, Netherlands; ph. pl. iso.; p.100-103; July 86; AR
PERIDIAN GROUP
Residential Development; Bayridge, Landscape Site Design by Peridian Group; Newport Beach, California; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Sept 86; B

PERKINS & WILL
Glass Research Laboratory; Catholic University; Washington, District of Columbia; pl. elev.; p.48; May 86; PA
Office Building; Pedestrian Entry Plaza Pavilions, Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. axon.; p.74-75; Dec 86; A

PERRY & PLUMMER
Restaurant; North Carolina State University; Hexter Award; Raleigh, North Carolina; ph.; p.258-259; July 86; ID

PFISTER, CHARLES AND ROBINSON, MILLS & WILLIAMS
Deutsche Bank Granite Stairs; Frankfurt, West Germany; ph. pl.; p.50-51; Feb 86; INT

PFISTER, CHARLES
Designer of the Year; His Practice, Work; p.127; Jan 86; INT
Furniture Showroom; Atelier; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.68; June 86; INT

POWELL & MOYA
Queen Elizabeth II Conference Center; London, England; by Charlotte Ellis; ph.; p.52-53; Sept 86; A

PLATOU SHIP DESIGN
Ships. Sea Goddess I and II; Dining Room; ph.; p.41-44; Oct 86; INT

POLLACK DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Independence Lake Park; Webster Township, Michigan; ph.; p.70-71; Sept/Oct 86; LA

POWES, DAN
Kitchen; Remodeled; San Francisco, California; by Lois Wagner Green; ph. pl.; p.226-227; Mar 86; ID

PIERCE & LAMB
Bank; Art Deco Interiors; Quincy, Massachusetts; ph.; p.135; Oct 86; A

PIERCE, GOODWIN & ALEXANDER
Bank Offices, Interiors; MBank; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.103; Mar 86; A

PIETILA, REIMA AND RAIU
Day Care Center; Pori, Finland; by Nils Finne; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Sept 86; A

PLANNED EXPANSION GROUP
Shirt, Accessory Store; Collar Bar; ph. elev. det.; p.66-67; Mar 86; INT

POLLACK DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Independence Lake Park; Webster Township, Michigan; ph.; p.70-71; Sept/Oct 86; LA

PORTMAN, JOHN
Rockefeller Center Promenade Restaurants; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.126-131; Sept 86; AR

POTTER, MARK
Restaurant; Madeleine's; Norman, Oklahoma; ph. pl.; p.59-62; Jan 86; INT

POWELL & KLEINSCHMIDT
Lobbies; Wrigley Building Renovation; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.278-281; June 86; ID

POTTER, MARK
Restaurant; Madeleine's; Norman, Oklahoma; ph. pl.; p.59-62; Jan 86; INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

PRATT INSTITUTE CENTER
Shelter for the Homeless; Brooklyn Gardens; Brooklyn, New York; ph. pl.; p.141; June 86; AR

PREDOCK, ANTOINE
American Heritage Center and Art Museum; University of Wyoming; Laramie, Wyoming; m. pl.; p.25, 28; Nov 86; PA

Apartment Building; Low Rise; Beach; Albuquerque, New Mexico; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Oct 86; A

Apartment Development; Low Rise; The Beach; Albuquerque, New Mexico; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p.92-99; July 86; AR

Fine Arts Center, Arizona State University; Tempe, Arizona; m. pl.; p.63; Mar 86; AR

Fine Arts Complex and Playhouse; Arizona State University; Tempe, Arizona; m. pl.; p.21, 26; Feb 86; PA

Heart Clinic; Albuquerque, New Mexico; m. pl.; p.43; Oct 86; PA

Residence; Albuquerque, New Mexico; ph. pl.; p.72-79; Mid-Apr 86; AR

PRESSMAN ASSOCIATES
Interiors; Travel Consultant's Offices; Great Neck, New York; ph. pl.; p.90; Jan 86; A

PUTNAM, ANDREE
Furniture Showroom and Headquarters; Ecart; Paris, France; ph. pl.; p.164-171; June 86; INT

PYATOK, MICHAEL AND WILLIAM VITTO
Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Infill Housing for Harlem, Competition Winner; New York, New York; ill.pl.elev.; p.66-67; Aug 86; AR

RAE, CHRISTINE
Interior Design; Obituary; ph.; p.22; Oct 86; INT

RAHENKAMP ASSOCIATES
Open Space and Recreation Study; Award Winner; Chester County, Pennsylvania; ph. map. p.83-85; Sept/Oct 86; LA

RANALLI, GEORGE
Interiors; Apartment Loft, Metal Furniture; New York, New York; by Anthony Vidler; ph. pl. sec.; p.228-233; Mar 86; ID

RATKOVICH, BOWERS & PEREZ
Restaurant; Seventh Street Bistro; Los Angeles, California; ph.; p.75-76; Apr 86; A

RATTI, ANTONIO
Printed Fabrics Exhibit; New York, New York; ph.; p.106-108; Nov 86; INT

REGNIER, VICTOR
Aspects of Outdoor Space Use in Elderly Housing; Evaluation of 12 Projects; pl.; p.104-105; Sept/Oct 86; LA

RETAIL PLANNING ASSOCIATES
Paint Store; San Jose, California; ph.; p.227; Nov 86; ID

REYNA, ELIAS AND ALEX CORAGONNE
Plaza Guadalupe; San Antonio, Texas; by Mike Greenberg; ph.; p.56-61; Mar 86; A

Theatro Guadalupe; San Antonio, Texas; ph.; p.57-59; Mar 86; A

RICHARDSON, HENRY HOBSON
Law School Library, Harvard University; Restoration of 1883 Building by Henry Hobson Richardson; Cambridge, Massachusetts; Goody & Clancy; ph.; p.72-74; Nov 86; A

RICHARDSON, NAGY & MARTIN
Residential Development; Bayridge, Landscape Site Design by Peridian Group; Newport Beach, California; ph. pl.; p.74-75; Sept 86; B

RICHMOND AMERICAN HOMES
Residential Development; Residence; Tanglewood Cove; Gilbert, Arizona; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Aug 86; B

RITCHIE ORGANIZATION
Hospital; Emergency; Miami, Florida; ph. pl. sec.; p.84-87; Apr 86; A

ROAKE
Residential Development; Townhouse; Corbett View; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Oct 86; B
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ROCHE, KEVIN AND JOHN DINKELOO
Decorative Arts Gallery, DeWitt Wallace; Williamsburg, Virginia; ph. iso.; p.52-55; Jan 86; A
Office Building; Low Rise; Conoco Headquarters; Houston, Texas; by Carleton Knight III; ph. pl.; p.56-61; Dec 86; A

ROGERS, RICHARD
Industrial Building; Speculative Light Manufacturing Units; Maidenhead, England; ph. pl. elev.; p.96-101; Mar 86; AR
Office Building; Middle Rise; Lloyd's of London; London, England; ph. pl. elev. iso. sec. det.; p.104-117; Nov 86; AR
Office Building; Middle Rise; Lloyds Headquarters; London, England; by Reyner Banham; sec.; p.47-51; Sept 86; A

ROHAN ART ASSOCIATES
Sculpture and Tapestries for Public Spaces; ph.; p.134-135; Apr 86; AR

ROLAND & MILLER
Residence; Hillside; Santa Rosa, California; by Donald Canty; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Oct 86; A
Residence; Sonoma County, California; ph. pl.; p.152-153; Oct 86; B

ROLF & ROLF
Restaurant; Fast Food; Pomme Fritz; Cologne, West Germany; ph.; p.290-291; May 86; ID

ROTH & MOORE
Office Building; Lobby; Remodeled Historic Building; New Haven, Connecticut; ph. axon.; p.58-60; Feb 86; A

Rothschild Company
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Remodeled Industrial Building; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph.; p.82-83; Aug 86; B

ROUCH, LARRY
Clothing Store; Jordan; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-101; Sept 86; PA

ROYSTON, HANAMOTO, ALLEY & ABEL
Central City Park; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Nov/ Dec 86; LA

ROYSTON, ROBERT
His Views and Work; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Nov/ Dec 86; LA

RUBUSH & HUNTER
Symphony Hall; Circle Theater, 1916 by Rubush & Hunter; Indianapolis, Indiana; Dik Johnson; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Apr 86; A

RUDOFSKY, BERNARD
Art in Shop Window Displays; International, Photographs; ph. p.238-243; Mar 86; ID
International Urban Vernacular; Clothes and Fabric Photos; ph. p.324-327; Sept 86; ID

RUDOLPH, CHRISTOPHER H.
Townhouse; Chicago, Illinois; m. pl.; p.186; Sept 86; INT

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

RUHLEN, JOHN
Westchester Family YMCA; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.216-217; Nov 86; ID

RUSSELL, GIBSON & VON DOHLEN
Firm and Practice Profile; ph.; p.44-50; Mar/Apr 86; AT

RYBCZYNSKI, WITOLD
Interview Regarding History of House Design; ph.; p.112; Nov 86; B

SCR DESIGN
Interiors; Cigar Company Offices; New York; ph. pl.; p.240-243; Apr 86; ID
Shoe Showroom; Fisher Camuto's; New York; New York; ph. pl.; p.272-275; May 86; ID

SITE PROJECTS
Residence; Interiors; Sculptures Emerge from Walls; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.146-151; Mid-Apr 86; AR
World's Fair, Expo 86, Highway 86; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; ph. p.128-131; July 86; AR

SWA GROUP
Antioch Park; Award Winner; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.71; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Refugio Valley Park; Domed Pavilion; Landscape Plan by SWA Group; Hercules, California; John O'Brien; ph. p.64-69; Sept/Oct 86; LA

SAFDE, MOSHE
Apartment Development; Habitat; Evaluation; Quebec, Montreal, Canada; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-55; Oct 86; A
Cultural Center; Conference Center, Museum; Hebrew Union College; Los Angeles, California; m. pl.; p.46; June 86; PA

SAITOWITZ, STANLEY
Auditorium; Wurster Hall, University of California; Berkeley, California; ph. pl. axon.; p.187; Sept 86; INT
Winery, Quady; Madera, California; ph. pl. ill. elev.; p.124-129; May 86; AR

SALADINO, JOHN
Entry, Lobby and Two Apartments; Morgan Court, Interiors by John Saladino; New York, New York; Liebman & Liebman; ph. pl.; p.150-157; June 86; INT
Facade Collection for Baker Furniture; ph. p.158-161; June 86; INT
Plastic Surgeon's Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.286-293; June 86; ID

SALVATO, LEONARD AND ARTHUR Q. DAVIS
Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled Warehouses; New Orleans, Louisiana; ph. pl.; p.54; July 86; A
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SAN FRANCISCO DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING
Downtown Plan; PA Award, Critique; San Francisco, California; ph. pl. dia.; p.122-124; Jan 86; PA

SANDY & BABCOCK
Interiors; Contractor's Offices; Oakland, California; ph.; p.87; Feb 86; A
Residential Development; Townhouse; Vista Del Lago; Santa Rosa, California; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Sept 86; B

SARTOGO, PIERO
Women's Shoe Store; Famolare's; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.86; Feb 86; A

SASAKI ASSOCIATES
Basketball Hall of Fame; Landscape Plan by Sasaki Associates; Springfield, Massachusetts; Cambridge Seven; by Cynthia Plank; ph. pl.; p.46-49; Jan/Feb 86; LA
Office Building; Low Rise; Builder's Offices, Remodeled Mill Building; Newton Center, Massachusetts; ph.; p.78-79; Aug 86; B
Residential Development; Village at the Green. Duplexes; Carrabassett Valley, Maine; ph. pl.; p.130-135; Oct 86; B
Residential Development; Villages at Oceans Edge; Conference Center; Brewer, Cape Cod, Massachusetts; by Penelope Lomov; ph. pl.; p.80-85; Sept 86; B

SAVOIE, DONATO
Jewelry Store; Artwear, Interiors by Studio Morsa; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.182-185; Dec 86; INT

SCHERVISH, VOGEL & MERZ
Office Building; Low Rise; Architects' Offices and Restaurant, Remodeled Landmarked Building; Detroit, Michigan; ph. pl.; p.54-55; Feb 86; A

SCHINKEL, KARL FRIEDRICH
Concert Hall; Schauspielhaus, 1821, Restored. Original by Karl Friedrich Schinkel; Berlin, East Germany; Eberhard Gisske and Klaus Just and Manfred Prasser; ph. pl.; p.96-101; Nov 86; PA

SCHLAMOWITZ, ERIC
Interiors; Construction Company Offices; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.206-209; July 86; ID

SCHLESINGER, FRANK
Franciscan Friary; Washington, Near, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.70-71; Dec 86; A

SCHNEIDER, BERNHARD
Architectural Fantasy Postcards; by Peter Blaker; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.206-207; Dec 86; ID

SCHUPP, MANUEL P.
Bridge; Three-Hinged Trussed Arch; Venice, Italy; pl. sec. elev. det.; p.132, 134-135; Nov 86; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SCHWEITZER & KELLEN
Office Building; Interiors; Los Angeles, California; ph. iso.; p.128; Nov 86; A
Restaurant; Border Grill; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.75; Apr 86; A
Restaurant; City Restaurant, Remodeled Warehouse; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. iso.; p.110-113; Sept 86; PA

SCOTTSASS ASSOCIATI
Clothing Store; Espirit; Cologne, West Germany; ph. ill.; p.104-113; Mid-Sept 86; AR

SCROUGGS & MYERS
Designer's Apartment and Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.242-247; Nov 86; ID

SEATON, C. B.
Office Building; Review Tower, 1891 by C. B. Seaton; Remodeled; Spokane, Washington; Adkison, Leigh, Sims & Cuppage; by Donald Canty; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Apr 86; A

SEMPER, GOTTFRIED
Opera House, Restored; 1878, by Gottfried Semper; Dresden, East Germany; Landmark Preservation Institute; ph. pl.; p.102-109; Nov 86; PA

SGARBI, CLAUDIO AND ANTONELLO BELLUCCI AND MAURO CUOGHI
Two-Level Bridge, Composite Beam; Venice, Italy; pl. sec. elev.;p.132, 136; Nov 86; AR

SHARRATT, JOHN
Fire and Police Facility; Rockingham, Vermont; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Feb 86; AR

SHAY, JAMES
Residence; Hillside; San Francisco, California; by Allen Freeman; ph. axon.; p.48-51; Oct 86; A

SHELDON, EGGLESTON, REDDICK & ANDERUD
Festival Marketplace; Remodeled 1872 Building; Portland, Oregon; ph. pl.; p.40-41; July 86; A

SHELTON & MINDEL
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.244-249; Jan 86; ID
Kitchen; Quogue, New York; ph. pl.; p.216-219; Aug 86; ID

SHEPHEARD, SIR PETER
Garden Atop Garage Roof; Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia; ill.; p.15; Mar/Apr 86; LA

SHIFLER, FREY, BALDWIN & CLAUSE
Swimming Pool, Hotel's; Des Moines, Iowa; ph. pl.; p.102; Aug 86; INT

SHIRE, PETER
Residence; Pop-Concrtivist; Los Angeles, California; ph. p.107-109; Sept 86; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

SHOPE, RENO & WHARTON
Kitchen: Stamford, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.164-169; Mid-Apr 86; AR
Wood Council Showcase House; Basking Ridge, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.26; Jan 86; PA

SIITONEN, TUOMO AND PEKKA HELIN
Townhouse; Energy Efficient Solar; Torpparin-Pershing Square Competition Winner; Other
Apartment; New York, New York; ph. Interiors;
Wood Council Showcase House; Basking
Stamford, Connecticut; ph. pi.;
Washington, Grand Hotel and Office Building; Interiors by
Century Plaza Hotel, Addition; Branch Bank, Chase Manhattan at SoHo; New
Southeast Financial Center; Includes Bank; Park Tower; 500 Offices and Apartments: 1959
Interiors; Automotive Firm’s Offices, Chrysler: Grand Hotel; Interiors by Charles Pfister; Grand Hotel: Interiors by Charles Pfister; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.204-102; Jan 86; AR
Grand Hotel: Interiors by Charles Pfister; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.100-102; Jan 86; AR
Grand Hotel: Interiors by Charles Pfister; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.204-111; Apr 86; ID
Fugua Headquarters Offices, Interiors by Henningsham, Durham & Richardson; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. pl.; p.246-251; May 86; ID

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL (Cont’d)
500 Park Tower; Offices and Apartments; 1959
Building by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; New York, New York; James Stewart Polshek; by Gervin Robinson; ph. axon.; p.206-209; May 86; A
Bank; Southeast Financial Center; Includes Employee Cafeteria; Miami, Florida; ph. pl.; p.228-243; Oct 86; ID
Branch Bank, Chase Manhattan at SoHo; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.214-215; Mar 86; ID
Bus Terminal; Portland, Oregon; ph. pl. sec.; p.42-43; July 86; A
Century Plaza Hotel, Addition; Interiors by Intradesign; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl.; p.204-211; Apr 86; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL (Cont’d)
Office Building; High Rise; 88 Kearny St.; San Francisco Federal Savings; San Francisco, California; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. elev.; p.50-55; Dec 86; A
Office Building; High Rise; Sears Tower Renovation, New Entrance; Chicago, Illinois; ph.; p.39-40; May 86; PA
Office Building; Interiors; Chicago Board of Exchange, Acoustic Ceiling by Kirkegaard; Chicago, Illinois; ph. p.218-219; Jan 86; ID
Office Building; Interiors; Aetna Headquarters by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Hartford, Connecticut; Jack Dollard and Claude Langwith and Melvin Dwork; ph. pl. det.; p.208-217; Jan 86; ID
Office Building; Interiors; Equitable Center; Lobby, Paine Webber Offices, Palio Restaurant; New York, New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.254-269; Sept 86; ID
Office Building; Middle Rise; Metropolitan Square, Restoration and Addition; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. elev.; p.98-99; Jan 86; AR
Office Building; Middle Rise; U.S. News & World Report Headquarters and Jefferson Court; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl.; p.102-105; Jan 86; AR
Office Building; Middle Rise; Hughes Aircraft Headquarters; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p.104-111; Oct 86; AR
Office Furniture Showroom; GF Furniture; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.106-191; Dec 86; INT
Presbyterian Hospital Addition; New York, New York; elev. pl.; p.17; July 86; INT
Printing Plant; Boston Globe; Billerica, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.180; Sept 86; INT
Real Estate Developer’s Offices, Interiors by Henry Smith-Miller; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.228-233; May 86; ID
San Francisco Savings & Loan, Interiors; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.145-151; Dec 86; INT
Survey of Recent Work by Washington Branch of Firm; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. pl. elev. ill. map; p.91, 92-104; Jan 86; AR
The Firm Profile and Review of Interiors Work; Fiftieth Anniversary; ph. pl.; p.145-167; Dec 86; INT
Theater District, Mixed-Use; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; pl. ill. sec.; p.45; June 86; PA
Wire Management System for Broker’s Office; ph. pl.; p.268-269; Sept 86; ID

SKOLNICK, STEWART
Advertising, Marketing Agency Offices, Library; Las Colinas, Texas; ph. pl. axon.; p.206-209; Aug 86; ID

SMITH & CARTER
Indian Reserve School; Manitoba, Sioux Valley, Canada; m. pl.; p.46; Oct 86; PA
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

SMITH & OTHERS
Residence; San Diego County, California; ph. pl.; p.104-109, Mid-Apr 86; AR

SMITH, HARWOOD K.
Inn and Conference Center, Las Colinas; Irving, Texas; ph. pl.; p.98-101; Sept 86; AR

SMITH-MILLER, HENRY AND LAURIE HAWKINSON
Adjoining Two Apartments, Renovation; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.250-255; Jan 86; ID

SMITH-MILLER, HENRY
Real Estate Developer's Offices, Interiors by Henry Smith-Miller; New York, New York; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. axon.; p.228-233; May 86; ID

SOLOMON, DANIEL AND JOHN GOLDMAN
Residential Development; Development; West Fairacres Village; Omaha, Nebraska; ph. pl. elev.; p.106-108; July 86; PA

SOLOMON, DANIEL
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Amancio Erquina Village; San Francisco, California; ph. pl.; p.109-111; July 86; PA

SPACE DESIGN GROUP
Bank Headquarters; National Westminster Bank; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.190-193; Aug 86; ID

SPATIAL DESIGN AND STUDIO 80
Clothing Store; Charivari 57; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.172-173; Jan 86; INT

SPECK, LAWRENCE W.
Apartment Building; Low Rise; Tuscany; Austin, Texas; ph. pl.; p.92-93; July 86; PA
Residence; Ranch House; Burnet, Texas; ph. pl.; p.87-91; July 86; PA

SPECTRE, JAY
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; ph. p.166-167; Dec 86; ID

SPIKER & TURNER
Restaurant; Breakaway, Remodeled; Fairfield, Connecticut; ph. pl.; p.87; Feb 86; A

SPRINGLAND ASSOCIATES
Residential Development; Russell Estates; Princeton Township, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Apr 86; B

ST. CLAIR, RITA
Conference and Entertainment Center; U. S. Fidelity and Guaranty, Remodeled Octagon Building; 1855 by Thomas Dixon; Mount Washington, Maryland; ph. p.226-231; Jan 86; ID

STAFFELBACH, ANDRE
Interiors; Real Estate Developer's Offices; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.258-261; June 86; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

STANIGER, PATRICK
Conference Center; Includes Treatment of Acoustics; Kingston, Jamaica; by Mark Holden; ph. pl. sec.; p.134-137; Oct 86; AR

STAR, LEANNE AND LEE FEigon
Two 100 Per Cent Solar Houses; Engineered by Norm Saunders; China, Maine; by David Kaufman; ph. sec.; p.24-27; Mar 86; SA

STARCK, PHILIPPE
Clothing Store; Creeks; Paris, France; ph. pl. sec.; p.128-133; Mid-Sept 86; AR
Furniture Designs at ICF; ph.; p.114-115; June 86; ID

STEELCASE DESIGN
Office Furniture Showroom; Steelcase; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.92; Aug 86; INT

STEINBERG & WALLACE
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Broadwater; Galveston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.175; Oct 86; B

STEINDESIGN
Interiors; Designer's Offices; •••, Minnesota; ph.; p.242-245; Aug 86; ID
Shoe Store; Josef's; St. Paul, Minnesota; ph. pl.; p.108; Aug 86; INT

STEPHENSON & TURNER AND RICE & DAUBNEY
Queen Victoria Building; Remodeled Victorian Market Place; Interiors by Desmond Freeman; Sydney, Australia; ph. pl.; p.142-145; Feb 86; INT

STERN, ROBERT A. M. AND DRUMMEY, ROSANE & ANDERSON
Office Building; Middle Rise; Point West Place; Framingham, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.128-135; Feb 86; AR

STERN, ROBERT A. M. AND MARTINEZ A WONG AND WHEELER A WIMER
Office Building; Low Rise; Multi-Use Building; La Jolla, California; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-103; Oct 86; AR

STERN, ROBERT A. M.
Office Building; Low Rise; Rye Brook Park; Westchester County, New York; m. elev.; p.53; Mar 86; AR
Office Building; Low Rise; Two Newton Place; Newton, Massachusetts; ill. elev.; p.53; Mar 86; AR
Residence; Brooklyn, New York; ph. pl. elev.; p.68-69, 76-77; Aug 86; PA
Residence; Long Island, New York; ph. pl.; p.68-69, 78; Aug 86; PA
Residence; Two; New Jersey Shore, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.68-69, 78-79; Aug 86; PA
Residential Development; Collfax at Beden's Brook; Skillman, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.68-69, 74; Aug 86; PA
Residential Development; Copperflagg; Staten Island, New York; ph. pl.; p.68-69, 72-73; Aug 86; PA
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ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

STERN, ROBERT A.M. (Cont’d)
Residential Development; Mecox Fields; Bridgehampton, New York; ph. pl.; p.68-69, 75; Aug 86; PA
Residential Development; St. Andrews; Hastings-on-Hudson, New York; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Aug 86; PA
Residential Development; The New American Home, Westchester; Grand Prairie, Texas; ph. pl.; p.206-227; Jan 86; B
Survey of Architect’s Work in Residences and Residential Development; ph. pl. elev.; p.68-79; Aug 86; PA

STEWART, DANIEL D.
Residence; Garden, Award Winner; Long Island, New York; ph.; p.72; Sept/Oct 86; LA

STIRLING, JAMES AND MICHAEL WILFORD AND PERRY, DEAN & ROGERS
Museum of Art, Harvard University; Sackler Museum; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl. axon.; p.172-177; Apr 86; INT
Art Museum, Sackler; Harvard University; Critique; Cambridge, Massachusetts; by Colin Rowe; ph. pl. elev. sec. iso.; p.112-123; Mar 86; AR

STIRLING, JAMES AND MICHAEL WILFORD AND PERRY, DEAN, STANLEY & ROGERS
Art Museum, Sackler; Harvard University; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl. axon.; p.46-51; Jan 86; A

STONE, JR., EDWARD D.
Office Building; PepsiCo Headquarters Landscaping; Purchase, New York; ph.; p.79; Sept/Oct 86; LA

STOUT, LEE AND RON WAGNER
Interiors; Real Estate Developer’s Offices, First Sterling; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.252-255; May 86; ID

STOUT, LEE
Furniture Showroom; Knoll; Brussels, Belgium; ph. axon.; p.226-229; July 86; ID

STOVALL, ALLEN
Master Plan, Scull Shoals; Award Winner; Greene County, Georgia; map; p.96; Sept/Oct 86; LA

STUCTON GROUP
Furniture Showrooms and Interiors Services; Michael Statham; Interior Design by Charles Pfister; Wellington, New Zealand; ph. pl.; p.148-151; Jan 86; INT

STUBBS ASSOCIATES AND ECO DESIGN
Hotel and Casino, The Spa; Bally’s Park; Atlantic City, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.47-50; Dec 86; INT

STUBBS ASSOCIATES
School; Private; Library-Learning Center, Cushing Academy; Ashburnham, Massachusetts; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-97; May 86; AR

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

STUDIO MORSA
Jewelry Store; Artwear, Interiors by Studio Morsa; New York, New York; Donato Savoie; ph. pl.; p.182-185; Dec 86; INT

STURGIS, RUSSELL
Battell Chapel; Yale University; Restoration, 1876 Building by Russell Sturgis; New Haven, Connecticut; Herbert S. Newman; ph. pl. sec.; p.226-228; May 86; A

SULLIVAN & ARFAA
Residential Development; Pennington Woods, Pennington, New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Apr 86; B

SUPER POTATO
Clothing Store; EX Jun; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.194-197; July 86; INT

SWANKE, HAYDEN & CONNELL
American Express Building’s Various Electrical, Communications Networks; sec. dia.; p.29-30; Aug 86; INT
American Express Employee Restaurant; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.136-141; June 86; INT
American Express Tower; New York, New York; ph. pl. elev.; p.193-149; June 86; INT
CADD System Used in Office Design; pl.; p.39-40; June 86; INT
Electronic Engraver; For Building Occupant Signs; ph.; p.44; Nov 86; INT
Interiors; American Express Headquarters, Executive Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.154-161; Oct 86; INT
Interiors; American Express Tower, Executive Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.198-207; Aug 86; INT
Suburban Conference, Commercial, Office Center; 60 Acre Site; —. Virginia; m. pl.; p.48; May 86; PA

SWENSSON, EARL
Interiors; Northern Telecom’s Offices; Computer Wiring; Nashville, Tennessee; ph. dia.; p.49-50; Mar 86; INT
Synergenial Design Process; ill.; p.160-161; Feb 86; INT

SWITZER GROUP
Freedom National Bank, Interiors; Brooklyn, New York; ph. pl.; p.200-201; Nov 86; ID

TAMS
Architects’ Offices; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.82-83; July 86; A

TABER & CHAITIN
Research and Technology Park; Washington State University; Pullman, Washington; ph. axon.; p.122; May 86; PA

TAFT ARCHITECTS
Bathhouse, Swimming Pool; Southside Place, Texas; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Feb 86; AR
Water Resources Building; Woodlands, Texas; ph. pl. axon.; p.191; Sept 86; INT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architect / Designer</th>
<th>Project Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)</strong></td>
<td><strong>ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TAFT ARCHITECTS (Cont’d)</strong></td>
<td><strong>TOMBASIS, ALEXANDER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Resources Building; Woodlands, Texas; ph: axon.; p.80-81; Mar 86; A</td>
<td>Houses, Kindergarten, Solar Village; Athens, Near, Greece; by Jerry Germer; ph. pl.; p.24-27; Dec 85/Jan 86; SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TALLER DE ARQUITECTURA</strong></td>
<td><strong>Kindergarten</strong>: Athens, Near, Greece; ph. pl.; p.24-27; Dec 85/Jan 86; SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Les Echelles du Baroque; Paris, France; ph.; p.54-55; Sept 86; A</td>
<td><strong>TORRE, SUSANAS AND THE ARCHITECTURAL STUDIO AND WANK, ADAMS &amp; SLAVIN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wallach Fine Arts Center, Columbia University; Interiors Renovation; New York, New York; ph. sec.; p.126-131; Sept 86; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Les Echelles du Baroque; Paris, France; ph. det.; p.130-135; Jan 86; AR</td>
<td><strong>TOTAL CONCEPT/NEW YORK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apartment Development; Middle Rise; L'espaces d'Abraxas; Marne-la-Vallee, France; ph. det.; p.136-139; Jan 86; AR</td>
<td>Retail Ground Floor and Office Lobby; 575 Fifth Avenue; New York, New York; ph. sec.; p.284-287; Sept 86; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TANNER A VAN DINE</strong></td>
<td><strong>TOWNSEND, CHARLES HARRISON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile Showrooms; San Francisco, California; pl. iso.; p.47; May 86; PA</td>
<td>Art Gallery Addition and Remodeling; Whitechapel, 1897 by Charles Harrison Townsend; London, England; Colquhoun &amp; Miller; ph. sec. iso. ill.; p.104-113; July 86; AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THOMPSON, BENJAMIN</strong></td>
<td><strong>TRANSIT DESIGN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghirardelli Square, Changes; Its History; San Francisco, California; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p.86-71; Nov 86; A</td>
<td>Interiors; Apartment; Rome, Italy; ph. axon.; p.246-251; Mar 86; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty Cafe, Interiors by MGS; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.292-293; May 86; ID</td>
<td>Interiors; Designer’s Offices; Rome, Italy; ph. p.244-245; Mar 86; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THOMPSON, VENTULETT &amp; STAINBACK</strong></td>
<td>Residence; Gulf of Naples, Near, Italy; ph. pl.; p.252-253; Mar 86; ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications Center; American Telephone &amp; Telegraph; Atlanta, Georgia; ph. axon.; p.200-205; Aug 86; ID</td>
<td><strong>TRUELSEN, NIELS FRITIHOF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THREE D/INTERNATIONAL</strong></td>
<td>Art Museum; Renovation of 1915 Building; Faaborg, Denmark; ph. sec.; p.37-38; Nov 86; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture Showroom; Mirrow-Thomas; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.256-257; June 86; ID</td>
<td><strong>TSCHUMI, BERNARD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture Showroom; Modern Mode/Parson-Skaris; Houston, Texas; ph. pl.; p.262-263; Jan 86; ID</td>
<td>Parc de la Villette; Paris, France; by Robert Holden; ph. p.65-87; May/June 86; LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana Bank &amp; Trust Building; Shreveport, Louisiana; ph. sec.; p.234-241; May 86; ID</td>
<td><strong>TUINSTAD ZUIDWIJK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurant; Empress of China; Private Club; Hong Kong; ph. pl.; p.121-129; Oct 86; INT</td>
<td>Apartment Development; Low Rise; Flexible Plans; Riebeck, Netherlands; pl. p.93; Oct 86; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TIGERMAN, FUGMAN &amp; MCCARRY</strong></td>
<td><strong>TUOMEY, JOHN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formica Showroom; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. iso.; p.100-103; Mid-Sept 86; AR</td>
<td>State Farm Buildings, Laboratory; Ireland; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. p.80-87; Sept 86; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture Showroom; Herman Miller; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.106, 108-109; Feb 86; PA</td>
<td><strong>UDA ARCHITECTS AND CARNEGIE-MELLON INSTITUTE OF BUILDING SCIENCES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture Showroom; Herman Miller; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl.; p.256-261; Jan 86; ID</td>
<td>Energy-Efficient Housing; Research Study; PA Award, Critique; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. sec. elev.; p.136-137; Jan 86; PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TIIANY, ADAM</strong></td>
<td><strong>UECKER LAND TEAM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night Club; Le Papillon; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl.; p.276-277; Oct 86; ID</td>
<td>Model Apartment Gardens; Neon, Mirror, Oriental, Jungle, Glass Block Gardens; Boca Raton, Florida; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Mar/Apr 86; LA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TISE &amp; WILHELM AND CARR &amp; LYNCH</strong></td>
<td><strong>UNGERS, OSWALD MATHIAS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apartment Development; Low Rise; Commonwealth Development, Rehabilitated; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. sec.; p.95; May 86; PA</td>
<td>Institute of Polar Research; Bremerhaven, West Germany; by Paulhans Peters; ph. pl. p.61-63; Sept 86; A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

**URBAN DESIGN ASSOCIATES**
Designer's Offices, Restoration; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; ph. pl.; p.208-209; Aug 86; INT

**URBAN DESIGN GROUP**
Office Building; 110 Broadway, Originally by Atlee B. Ayres; Restoration; San Antonio, Texas; ph. pl.; Apr 86; A

**VCA/RANDY WASHINGTON GROUP**
Residential Development; Whitehawk Ranch, Marketing Plan; Pasadena, California; ph. ill.; p.104-107; Mar 86; B

**VAN TILBURG, JOHANNES**
Residential Development; Le Parc, Marketing Plan; Long Beach, California; ph. ill.; p.100-103; Mar 86; B

**VAN VALKENBURGH, MICHAEL R.**
Incorporating Nature's Process in City Design; Isaacs Waterwall; Boston, Massachusetts; by Michael R. Van Valkenburgh; ph. axon. elev. sec; p.40-45; Jan/Feb 86; LA
St. Paul Square and Ice/Water Wall; St. Paul, Minnesota; ph. sec axon. ill.; p.40-45; Jan/Feb 86; LA

**VENTURI, RAUCH & SCOTT BROWN**
High Styles Furniture Exhibition; New York, New York; by George Nelson; ph. p.226-229; Feb 86; ID

**VIGNELLI ASSOCIATES**
Corporate Image for Kroin Fixtures; ph. p.194; Apr 86; INT
Designers' Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl. p.122-127; Mid-Sept 86; AR
Interiors; Designer's Offices; New York, New York; ph. pl. p.234-241; Sept 86; ID
Light Fixtures Showroom; Artemide; Dallas, Texas; ph. axon. p.176-177; Jan 86; INT
Restaurant; Palio's Graphics and Tableware Design; ph. p.264-265; Sept 86; ID

**VOLLMER ASSOCIATES**
Brodkin Park; Saltaire, Fire Island, New York; by Stacey Freed; ph. p.68-71; Mar/Apr 86; LA

**VOORSANGER & MILLS**
Interiors; Video Editing Studio, Manhattan Transfer; New York, New York; ph. axon. p.210-215; Aug 86; INT
Restaurant; Candini; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. p.57-60; June 86; INT

**WPG DESIGN GROUP**
Ad Agency Offices; ph. axon. p.150-155; Nov 86; INT

**WZMH**
Market Place Center; Award Winner; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. p.70; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Rialto Palace Hotel; Melbourne, Florida; ph. pl. p.69-72; May 86; INT

**WALKER ASSOCIATES**
Interiors; Law Offices; Los Angeles, California; ph. pl. p.206-209; Nov 86; ID

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

**WALKER GROUP/CNI**
Discount Food Store; Gemco; Rowland Heights, California; ph. pl. p.138; Oct 86; A
Interiors; Designer's Offices, Remodeled Industrial Building; New York, New York; ph. pl. iso. p.233-235; Aug 86; ID
Office Furniture Showroom; Gunlocke's; Chicago, Illinois; ph. axon. p.70; Jan 86; INT

**WALKER, DOTY & FREEMAN**
Interiors; Investment Firm; Remodeled Historic Building 1860; Austin, Texas; ph. pl. p.252-255; June 86; ID

**WALKER, PETER AND SWA GROUP**
Tanner Fountain, Harvard University; Uses Large Stones; Cambridge, Massachusetts; ph. pl. p.64-69; July/Aug 86; LA

**WALLACE & FLOYD AND CARR & LYNCH**
Apartment Development; Low Rise; Franklin Field Rehabilitated, 1954 Project; Boston, Massachusetts; ph. pl. p.94; May 86; PA

**WALSH, SALLY**
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; Her Work; ph. p.168-169; Dec 86; ID

**WALZ, KEVIN**
Shoe Store; Ricci II; New York, New York; ph. pl. p.182-185; Feb 86; ID

**WARNER, JOHN**
Zoo, Master Plan; Award Winner; Portland, Oregon; m. p.94; Sept/Oct 86; LA

**WEESER, HARRY**
Engineering Building; Stanford University; Structural Analysis; Palo Alto, California; ph. dia. p.140-141; Feb 86; AR

**WEESER, HICKEY & WEESE**
Office Building; Interiors; Bradford Exchange, Tensile Structure; ph. pl. p.142-145; Nov 86; INT
Plate Company Headquarters; Bradford Exchange, Tent Roof; Chicago, Illinois; ph. pl. sec. p.62-63; Apr 86; A

**WEIDT, JOHN**
Bank; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; Wells, Minnesota; ph. pl. sec. p.122; Apr 86; PA

**WEINSTEIN, AMY**
Office Building; Low Rise; Furness Inspired; Washington, District of Columbia; ph. p.32-33; June 86; A

**WESTWORK ARCHITECTS**
Village Hall and Fire Station; Pueblo Style; Los Ranchos Albuquerque, New Mexico; ph. pl. iso. p.92-95; Feb 86; AR

**WEXLER, ALLAN**
Picket Fence Chair, Gazebo; ph. p.194; Sept 86; INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

WHEELWRIGHT & HAVEN
Prep School Library; Remodeled Assembly Hall, 1900 by Wheelwright & Haven; Tarrytown, New York; Keith Kroeger; ph. pl.; p.222-225; May 86; A

WHITE, TODD
Chest of Drawers; PA Award; ph.; p.116; May 86; PA

WILD, DAVID
Residence; Kitchen; London, England; ph. pl.; p.162-163; Mid-Apr 86; AR

WILLIAMS & TSIEH
Interiors; Apartment; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.192; Sept 86; INT

WILLIAMS, JIM AND DENNIS FREHSEE
Office Specializing in Design-Build Houses; by Jerry Germer; ph.; p.31-33; Sept 86; PB

WILLIAMS, TREBILCOCK & WHITEHEAD
Student Center; William Pitt Union, University of Pittsburgh; Remodeled Schenley Hotel; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p.60-61; Apr 86; A

WILSON ASSOCIATES
United National Bank; Interiors; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.210-213; Mar 86; ID

WILSON, TRISHA
Intercontinental Hotel, Barony Restaurant; Interiors by Trisha Wilson; Hilton Head, South Carolina; Rabu, Hatch, Portman & McWhorter; ph.; p.140-145; Oct 86; INT

WINSOR & FARICY
Children’s Museum; Remodeled; Minneapolis, Minnesota; ph. axon.; p.86-89; Nov 86; A

WISE, JAMES
Bank Interiors and Bank Robberies; Research Study; PA Award Critique; ph.; p.138-139; Jan 86; PA

WOMACK, CHARLES R.
Apartment Development; Hidden Ridge; Dallas, Texas; ph. pl.; p.240-241; Jan 86; B

WOO & WILLIAMS
Olympic Athletes’ and Reporters’ Village; Seoul, Korea; pl. ill.; p.42; Apr 86; PA

WOODBARD, STEWART
Residence; Newport Beach, California; ph. sec.; p.151; Oct 86; B

WORKGROUP KOKON
Apartment Development; Low Rise; New Town, Modular Flexible Floor Plans; Lunetten, Netherlands; ph. pl.; p.92; Oct 86; A

WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD
Addition to Guggenheim Museum; Controversy; 1959 Museum by Frank Lloyd Wright; New York, New York; Gwathmey & Siegel; ill. elev.; p.10-12; Aug 86; A

ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont’d)

WRIGHT, FRANK LLOYD (Cont’d)

Art Gallery; Circle Gallery; Renovated V. C. Morris Shop, 1948 by Frank Lloyd Wright; San Francisco, California; Michel Marx; ph. pl.; p.44-47; Nov 86; A

Art Museum Addition; Guggenheim; Critique; New York, New York; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. m. ill. dia.; p.79, 81, 83; Mar 86; AR

Frank Lloyd Wright’s Furniture; ph.; p.122-123; Nov 86; ID

Furniture, Furnishings; Reproductions on the Market; ph.; p.147; Nov 86; PA

Guggenheim Museum; A.I.A. 25 Year Award; New York, New York; ph.; p.12-16; Mar 86; A

Johnson Wax Building Exhibit; Racine, Wisconsin; ph.; p.16; June 86; A

Reproduced Decorative Chairs, Fabrics; ph.; p.116-118; Nov 86; INT

Residence; Fallingwater, After 50 Years; Pittsburgh, Near, Pennsylvania; by Edgar Kaufmann, Jr.; ph.; p.210-217; July 86; ID

Restoration of Wright Home and Studio, 1889; Oak Park, Illinois; ph. pl. sec. persp.; p.118-125; Sept 86; AR

WYATT & STAPPER
Furniture Showroom; Haworth; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.232-235; July 86; ID

Textile Artist’s Studio, Offices; Seattle, Washington; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Aug 86; A

YABU & PUSHELBERG
Clothing Showroom; New York, New York; ph.; p.219; Nov 86; ID

YOKOTA, RYOICHI
Fashion Clothing Store; Matsuda; New York, New York; ph.; p.176-177; Feb 86; ID

YOST, ZANE
Residential Development; Townhouse; Riverplace; Affordable Housing; New Haven, Connecticut; by Penelope Lemov; ph. pl.; p.66-71; June 86; B

YOUNG, ROBERT
Clothing Store; Coca-Cola Clothes; New York, New York; ph. axon.; p.236-237; July 86; ID

ZDEPSKI, M. STEPHEN
Residence; ---; New Jersey; ph. pl.; p.49; Apr 85; PA

ZEIDLER & ROBERTS
World’s Fair, Expo 86, Canada Place; British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; ph.; p.120-123; July 86; AR

ZERVAS GROUP
Fire Station; Bellingham, Washington; ph. axon.; p.66-67; Aug 86; A

Public Housing, Hillside Homes; Duplexes; Bellingham, Washington; by John A. Galloway; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Oct 86; A

ZEUS GROUP
Chairs; ph.; p.162-163, June 86; INT
ARCHITECT OR DESIGNER (Cont'd)

ZIMMER, GUNSUL & FRASCA
Restaurant; Atwater's; Portland, Oregon; ph. pl.: p.130; Nov 86; A
Street Car Downtown Station; Portland, Oregon; ph. pl.: p.38-39; July 86; A
Union Station Redevelopment; Transit Terminal and City Government Center; Seattle, Washington; m. pl. elev. sec. dia.: p.125-127; Jan 86; PA

ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM
Criticism is Essential; p.17, 22-23; Mar 86; INT
New Program in Design Criticism; ph.: p.44; Mar 86; INT

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN,
THEORY
AIA as a Resource, Information Sources; p.69-80; Dec 86; PA
Architectural Design; Residential, Townhouses; ph.; p.166-173; May 86; B
Architectural Panorama; Views on Current Architectural Design by Six Non-Architects; ill.: p.168-171; May 86; A
Architecture Is Space; The Space-Positive Tradition; by Kenneth D. B. Carruthers; p.17-23; Spring 86; JAE
Computer Aid to Designer for Expert Systems; Knowledge Base; by Carl Petrich; charts, biblio.; p.70-74; May/June 86; LA
Computing with Form and Meaning in Architecture; Geometric Shape Grammar, Form Analysis; by George Nicholas Sting; elev. pl. biblio.; p.7-19; Fall 85; JAE
Cost Planning Integral to Design; by C. Steven Surprenant; tables; p.96-98; Dec 86; A
Designing For Terrorism and Other Aggressions; by Ann Nydele; p.37-43; Jan 86; AR
High Tech Architecture in Britain; England; Could It Catch on in the U.S.?; Interview; by Reyner Banham; ph.; p.75-77; Mar 86; PA
Is Architecture Allegory, Craft, or Art?; by William S. Saunders; ph.; p.49, 51; May 86; AR
Machine-Age America; 1918-1941; Exhibition; New York, Brooklyn; ph. ill.; p.110-115; Nov 86; PA
Making More of Enlarged Pallet of Materials; by Joseph Giovannini; ph.; p.68-69; Jan 86; A
Museum Additions, Critique; New York, New York; Guggenheim and Whitney; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.255-256; Mar 86; ID
Post Modernism, Obituary, 1972-1986; by Stanley Abercrombie; p.145; Dec 86; ID
Representation Forms and Modes of Conception; History of Architectural Drawing, An Approach; by Mark Hewitt; ill. pl.; p.2-9; Winter 85; JAE
SkyScraper Adventurous Design; by Stanley Abercrombie; ill.; p.70-71; Jan 86; A
Survey of the Architectural Work and Theories; Christopher Alexander; ph. pl. elev. sec. det.; p.92-103; June 86; PA
Synergenial Design Process; Earl Swensson; ill.; p.160-161; Feb 86; INT

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY (Cont'd)

Vulgarian Chic; by Peter Blake; p.262-263; July 86; ID
Who Designs?; On the Nature of Man and Design; by George Nelson; ph.: p.264-267; May 86; ID
See ARCHITECTURE, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE, URBAN DESIGN also

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
Computer Aided Drawing; Survey of Software; by John Crone; ill. biblio. tables; p.100-103; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Contract Documents, Revolution; Drawings; Specifications, CAD, Systems Approach; by Onkal K. Guzey; sec. ill.; p.27-31; Fall 85; AT
Drawing Better with CAD; by James B. Gardner; elev. det. sec. biblio.; p.32-35; Fall 85; AT
Representation Forms and Modes of Conception; History of Architectural Drawing, An Approach; by Mark Hewitt; ill. pl.; p.2-9; Winter 85; JAE
Shoot-Out Comparison of Computer Hardware and Software; 2-D and 3-D Programs; Analysis, Evaluations. Summary; by Oliver R. Witte; ph. pl. elev. det. iso. tables; p.23-53; Jan/Feb 86; AT
Video Images with Computer Drawing Overlaid; by Brian Orland; ph. ill.; p.58-63; Jan/Feb 86; LA
Visual Notes and the Acquisition of Architectural Knowledge; by Norman A. Crowe and Steven W. Hurt; ill. pl.; p.6-16; Spring 86; JAE
See COMPUTER also

ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
ACSA, A Quest to Advance the Quality of Education; by Richard E. McCommons; p.65; 67; June 86; AR
Architect Registration Examination Pre-Design; p.59; Feb 86; AR
Architectural Education and Practice; Colombia, Bogota; by David Evan Glass; p.2-5; Spring 86; JAE
Cornell University Department of Architecture; Recent History, Current Studies, Examples of Student Work; by John Pastier; ph. pl. ill. elev.; p.26-33; Aug 86; A
Faculty Publication and Promotion and Tenure Review; p.28-29; Winter 85; JAE
Firm's Program for Training of Neophyte Architects; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; by Peter G. Bernstein; ph.; p.49, 51; Jan 86; AR
Harvard's John Seiler Orient Students to Business Problems; pl.; p.200; Dec 86; INT
Intern-Architect Development Program, a Status Report by the IDP Committee; map; p.49, 51; Mar 86; AR
Is Architecture Allegory, Craft, or Art?; by William S. Saunders; ph.; p.49, 51; May 86; AR
Is Jury Criticism a Valid Teaching Technique?; by Sarah M. Dinham; ph.; p.51, 53; Nov 86; AR
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION (Cont’d)

Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Department of Architecture; Their Programs, Student Work; ph. ill.; p.54-61; Aug 86; A

Memory and the Delphic Fix: New Approach to Teaching Design; by Don Hanlon; ph. m. elev.; p.53, 55; Sept 86; AR

New Program in Design Criticism; ph.; p.44; Mar 86; INT

Re-Emergence of The Design Thesis in Architectural Education; by William T. Cannady; ph. p.43, 45; Apr 86; AR

Rethinking Architectural Education; by Terrence G. Heinlein; p.12; Mar/Apr 86; AT

Structures, Mini-Test; dia.; p.53; Aug 86; AR

Teaching Design Ethics; by Arthur E. Stamps III; p.17; May/June 86; AT

Teaching Professional Practice; by John Russell Groves, Jr.; p.49, 51; July 86; AR

Teaching Urban Design, A Needed Discipline; by Jonathan Barnett; p.49; Oct 86; AR

The National Institute for Architectural Education; Explained; by Stanley Salzman; ph.; p.55, 57; Feb 86; AR

Tulane University’s School of Architecture; Their Program, Student Work; by David Dillon; ph. pl. iso. elev.; p.48-53; Aug 86; A

University of Cincinnati’s Department of Architecture; Their Program, Coop, Six Years; Examples of Student Work; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. ill. elev. m. p.34-41; Aug 86; A

University of North Carolina’s College of Architecture; Their Program; Construction Experiences; Student Work; by Margurite N. Villecco; ph. ill. sec. elev.; p.42-47; Aug 86; A

Vincent Scully Award; Excellence in Education; ph.; p.16, 20; Mar 86; A

Visual Notes and the Acquisition of Architectural Knowledge; by Norman A. Crowe and Steven W. Hurtt; ill. pl.; p.6-16; Spring 86; JAE

See INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION also

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Lighting on Architectural Photographs; ill.; p.36, 39; Oct 86; INT

Photographer of Historic Buildings; Jack E. Boucher; by Allen Freeman; ph. p.66-69; Feb 86; A

See PHOTOGRAPHY also

ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING

Computer Programming Tools; by Steelcase; ph.; p.56; May 86; INT

Computer Use in Gathering Client Data; ph.; p.179; Nov 86; INT

Space Programming Computer Program; HOK Space; ph.; p.182; Nov 86; INT

ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH

Architectural Planning Research Firm; Jay Farbstein; pl.; p.177; Oct 86; INT

Architectural-Allied Disciplines; Information Sources; p.81-84; Dec 86; PA

Bank Interiors and Bank Robberies; Research Study; PA Award Critique; James Wise; ph.; p.138-139; Jan 86; PA

Congregate Living for Older People; Research Study; Building Diagnostics; pl. dia.; p.132-133; Jan 86; PA

How Architects Can Gain Access to Research; by Robert G. Shibley; p.49-50; Dec 86; PA

Information Sources in Many Fields; Directory, AIA Resources, Associations; Entire Issue; p.9, 49-50, 59-101; Dec 86; PA

Media, Information Sources; p. 94-100; Dec 86; PA

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Energy-Efficient Housing, Research Study; PA Award, Critique; UDA Architects and Carnegie-Mellon Institute of Building Sciences; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.136-137; Jan 86; PA

Planning Handbook for Fishing by the Handicapped; PA Award, Critique; by Richard S. Nordhaus and Min Kantrowicz and William J. Siembieda; ph. ill. dia.; p.134-135; Jan 86; PA

Summary of Post-Ocupancy Evaluations of Sixteen Passive Solar Buildings; by Min Kantrowicz; ph. pl. sec. dia. det. iso.; p.118-123; Apr 86; PA

See BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, RELATED SPECIFIC TOPICS

ARCHITECTURE

A.I.A. Convention Report; ph.; p.33-39; Aug 86; AR

A.I.A. Gold Medalist; Arthur Erickson; p.18, 20; Mar/Apr 86; LA

A.I.A. Gold Medalist; Arthur Erickson; ph.; p.8-9+; Jan 86; A

A.I.A. Honor Awards; ph.; p.172-175; May 86; A

Address to 1985 ACSA Meeting; by Colin Rowe; ph.; p.2-6; Fall 85; JAE

America by Design Series; With Spiro Kostoff; ph.; p.122; Nov 86; INT

Architect’s View on His Work; Frank O. Gehry; p.98-99; Oct 86; PA

Architect’s Work; De Stijl Distilled; J. J. P. Oud; by Tracy Metz; ph. ill.; p.75, 77; Nov 86; AR

Architects Work on Exhibition; Frank O. Gehry; ph.; p.20-21; Nov 86; A

Architectural Education and Practice; Colombia, Bogota; by David Evan Glass; p.2-9; Spring 86; JAE

Architectural Fantasy Postcards; Bernhard Schneider; by Peter Blake; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.206-207; Dec 86; ID

Computer Use in Facilities Management; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler; ph. pl.; p.284-287; Oct 86; ID

Critique of TV Series, Pride of Place; Robert A. M. Stern’s Program on Architecture; ph.; p.10-11; June 86; A

Current Projects; China; ---; m. sec. ill.; p.24; Aug 86; INT
ARIZONA (Cont’d)

Tucson; Residential Development; Copper Canyon; Berkus Group; ph.; pl.: p.177; Oct 86; B
Tucson; Residential Development; Residence; Copper Canyon; Berkus Group; ph.; pl.: p.86-87; July 86; B
Tucson; Residential Development; Residence; Ventana Canyon, Environmental Planning; Danielian Associates; ph.; pl.: p.72-77; Aug 86; B

ART GALLERY

Art Gallery Metaphysical Park; California; San Diego; City Forest, Award Winner; Land Studio; ph.; p.76-77; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Circle Gallery; California; San Francisco; Renovated V.C. Morris Shop, 1948 by Frank Lloyd Wright; Michel Marx; ph.; p.44-47; Nov 86; A
Florida, Boca Raton; Rex L. Nichols; ph.; p.260-261; July 86; ID
Table Service Exhibit Space; Italy; Rome; Appollodoro; by Helen Barnes; ph. pl. sec.; p.210-213; Aug 86; ID
See ARTS CENTER, MUSEUM, SHOWROOM, STORE also

ART

Art Gallery Metaphysical Park; California; San Diego; City Forest, Award Winner; Land Studio; ph.; p.76-77; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Art in Office Buildings; Luring Tenants; ph.; p.164; Feb 86; INT
Artist in Education; Children Learn About City’s Open Space; by Judith Major; ph.; p.82-85; May/June 86; LA
Broken Plate, Bottle and Old Rag Sculpture; District of Columbia; Washington; Children’s Museum Courtyard; ph.; p.31; Sept 86; A
Children’s Museum; Massachusetts; Boston; Climbing Sculpture; The Metaphor, Tree of Utah; Karl Momen; ph.; p.23; Jan 86; A
Colossal Sculptures for Public Places; Iowa; Des Moines; Crusoe Umbrella; Claes Oldenburg; ph.; p.146-152; Mar 86; AR
Colossal Sculptures for Public Places; Texas; Dallas; Stake Hitch; Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van Bruggen; ph.; p.146-151; Mar 86; AR
Fresco Mural Paintings; Florida; Miami; In Courthouse; David Novros; ph.; p.20-21; June 86; A
Ice Palace Sculpture; Minnesota; St. Paul; 106 Feet Tall; Eluerbe Associates; ph.; p.14-15; Apr 86; A
Ice Palace, To Be Made of Ice; Minnesota, Minneapolis; PA Award, Critique; Eluerbe Associates; pl. ill.: p.98-99; Jan 86; PA
Mural on Housing Project Walls; Texas, San Antonio; ph.; p.60-61; Mar 86; A
Mural with Three Dimensional Effect; Florida, Miami; David Novros; ph.; p.220-223; Jan 86; ID

ART (Cont’d)

One Per Cent Art Ordinance, Downtown Plan; California, San Francisco; Difficulties of Developing Guidelines for Art; by Mary Margaret Jones; ph.; p.46-51; Nov/Dec 86; LA
Paintings Include Corbusier and Kahn’s Work; Anupam Banerji; ill.; p.33; Dec 86; A
Podium for Dissent at Art for the Beach; FTL Associates; ph.; p.149; Nov 86; INT
Public Art, Its Nature; by David Slovic; ph.; p.19+-; Feb 86; INT
Public Sculpture; Eduardo Chillida; ph.; p.33; Oct 86; A
Residence; New York, New York; Interiors; Sculptures Emerge from Walls; SITE Projects; ph. pl. sec.; p.146-151; Mid-Apr 86; AR
Restoring an Early Trompe L’Oeil Painting; Massachusetts; Nantucket; Nantucket’s Old South Church; ph.; p.33; Nov 86; A
Sculptural Courtyard, Washington State University; Washington, Pullman; On the Artist’s Other Work; Andrew Leicester; by Erika Doss; ph.; p.64-68; Jan/Feb 86; LA
Sculptural Objects by Architects; ph.; p.21; Aug 86; A
Sculpture Added, The Open Hand; India; Chandigarh; Le Corbusier; ph.; p.17; Sept 86; A
Sculpture and Tapestries for Public Spaces; Rohan Art Associates; ph.; p.134-135; Apr 86; AR
Sculpture on the Beach; Diller & Scafido; ph.; p.167; Sept 86; INT
Sculpture; David Libeskind; ph.; p.178; Sept 86; INT
Steel Sculpture Figures; Michael Rabin; ph.; p.27; July 86; A
Studio; Artist’s Studio; Georgia, Atlanta; Anthony Ames; ph. pl. axon.; p.126-129; Jan 86; AR
Tree Sculpture; Utah; Bonneville Salt Flats; The Metaphor, Tree of Utah; Karl Momen; ph.; p.16; 18; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Vibrant Italian Sketches; by Antoine Predock; ill.; p.23; Jan 86; A
Wall Mural, Color Core; A2Z; ph.; p.155; Sept 86; INT
See MUSEUM, UNIVERSITY/ARTS, UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM also

ARTS CENTER

Arts Festival Center; Japan, Ushimado; Hiromi Fuji; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph. axon.; p.78-79; Sept 86; A
England, London; South Bank Remodeled; Terry Farrell; ill. dia.; p.51; July 86; PA
Japan, Tokyo; The Spiral; Maki Associates; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.87-95; Apr 86; PA
See CULTURAL CENTER, MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

ASBESTOS

Asbestos Menace; Dealing With It; by Janet Oppenheim-McMullen and Bill Turner; ph.; p.21-22; Sept 86; PB
Asbestos Related Liability; by Norman Coplan; p.61-62, 64; Jan 86; PA
See HAZARDS also
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

AUDIO-VISUAL

Design of Audio-Visual Facilities; Projection Viewing Rooms; by Matthew Murgio; pl. sec.; p.148-153; Sept 86; PA
See RADIO. TELEVISION, also

AUDITORIUM

Concert Hall; East Germany, Berlin; Schauspielhaus, 1821. Restored, Original by Karl Friedrich Schinkel; Eberhard Gisske and Klaus Just and Manfred Prasser; ph. pl. ill.; p.96-101; Nov 86; PA
Memorial Auditorium; Massachusetts, Lowell; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. sec.; p.91; Jan 86; A

Music Pavilion, Riverbend; Ohio, Cincinnati; Acoustics Analysis; Michael Graves; by Mark Holden; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.124-133; Oct 86; AR

Opera House, Restored; East Germany, Dresden; 1878, by Gottfried Semper; Landmark Preservation Institute; ph. pl.; p.102-109; Nov 86; PA

Symphony Hall; Indiana, Indianapolis; Circle Theater, 1916 by Rubush & Hunter; Dijk Johnson; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Apr 86; A
See ART'S CENTER, CONVENTION CENTER, CULTURAL CENTER, EXHIBITION, RECREATION, SCHOOL, THEATER, UNIVERSITY also

AUSTRALIA

----; Fabrics Showroom; Marsh & Freedman; ph. axon.; p.112-117; Feb 86; INT
----; Office Furniture Showroom; Framac; Inarc Design; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Feb 86; INT

Balmain; Interiors; Architects’ Offices; Remodeled Store Building; Lawrence Nield; ph. pl.; p.130-135; Feb 86; INT

Canberra; Parliament House; Mitchell, Giurgola & Thorp; ph. m.; p.104-111; Feb 86; INT

Melbourne; Interiors; Law Offices; Inarc Design; ph. pl.; p.192-193; Jan 86; INT

Melbourne; Office Building; High Rise; 1 Collins Street; Surrounds Landmark Building; Denton, Corker & Marshall and Robert Peck; ph. axon.; p.168-173; Dec 86; INT

Moruya, Near; Vacation Sea Shore House; Glenn Murcutt; by Philip Drew; ph.; p.58-60; Sept 86; A

Sydney, Near; Berowra Waters Inn; Glenn Murcutt; ph. pl.; p.124-129; Feb 86; INT

Sydney; Queen Victoria Building; Remodeled Victorian Market Place; Interiors by Desmond Freeman; Stephenson & Turner and Rice & Daubney; ph. pl.; p.142-145; Feb 86; INT

Sydney; Restaurant; Sydney Theater Company; Vivian Fraser and Andrew Anderson; ph.; p.138-139; Oct 86; INT

Uluru National Park; Desert Resort; Philip Cox and Nexus Designs; ph. elev.; p.118-123; Feb 86; INT

West Pennant Hills; Interiors; IBM Headquarters; Dewine, Erby & Mazlin; ph. pl.; p.136-139; Feb 86; INT

AUSTRIA

Linz; Restaurant; The Linz Cafe; Christopher Alexander; ph. pl.; p.98-99; June 86; PA
Modling; Fire Station; Ernst Hoffmann; by Charlotte Ellis; ph. pl.; p.42-43; Sept 86; A
Modling; Fire Station; Ernst Hoffmann; ph. pl.; p.98-102; May 86; PA
Vienna; Apartment Building; Artist Designed Public Housing; Friedenreich Hundtewasser; by Charlotte Ellis; ph.; p.38-41; Sept 86; A
Vienna; Designer’s Studio; Coop Himmelblau; ph.; p.68-73; Mid-Sept 86; AR

B

BANK

Bank Headquarters; New York, New York; New National Westminster Bank; Space Design Group; ph. pl.; p.190-199; Aug 86; ID

Bank Headquarters; West Germany, Frankfurt; Interiors by Charles Pfister; ABB; ph. pl.; p.152-157; Jan 86; INT

Bank Interiors and Bank Robberies; Research Study; PA Award Critique; James Wise; ph.; p.138-139; Jan 86; PA

Bank Offices, Interiors; Texas, Austin; MBank; ISD; ph. pl.; p.102; Mar 86; A

Bank Offices, Interiors; Texas, Dallas; MBank; Pierce, Goodwin & Alexander; ph. pl.; p.103; Mar 86; A

Branch Bank, Chase Manhattan at SoHo; New York, New York; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.214-215; Mar 86; ID

Branch Bank; Texas, Austin; MBank; ISD; ph. pl.; p.168-169; Jan 86; INT

California, San Francisco; Crocker National Bank, Remodeled; Gensler Associates; ph.; p.221; Nov 86; ID

Deutsche Bank Granite Stairs; West Germany, Frankfurt; Charles Pfister and Robinson, Mills & Williams; ph. pl. sec.; p.50-51; Feb 86; INT

High Rise; Hong Kong; Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank Building, Critique; Foster Associates; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph. pl. sec.; p.199-209; Mar 86; ID

Hong Kong; Hong Kong Bank; Entire Feature Section of Issue; Critique; Foster Associates; ph. pl. sec. elev. iso. det. dia.; p.7, 67-109; Mar 86; PA

In-House Design Competition; Bank Building Corporation; pl.; p.188; Mar 86; INT

Louisiana Bank & Trust Building; Louisiana, Shreveport; Three D/International; ph. pl. sec.; p.234-241; May 86; ID

Massachusetts, Quincy; Art Deco Interiors; Pierce & Lamb; ph.; p.135; Oct 86; A

Maximum Savings Bank; Maryland, Rockville; Murry Geisberg; ph. pl. ill.; p.216-219; Mar 86; ID

Minnesota, Wells; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; John Weidt; ph. pl. sec.; p.122; Apr 86; PA

New York, Brooklyn; Freedom National Bank, Interiors; Switzer Group; ph. pl.; p.200-201; Nov 86; ID

42
BANK (Cont’d)

New York, Canandaigua; Renovation; Fire Protection; Mendel, Mesick, Cohen, Waite & Hall; ph. pl.; p.120; Nov 86; PA

Office Building; High Rise; California, San Francisco; 88 Kearny St.; San Francisco Federal Savings; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. elev.; p.50-55; Dec 86; A

Office Building; High Rise; Texas, Dallas; Allied Bank Tower; I. M. Pei; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.228-243; Oct 86; ID

San Francisco Savings & Loan, Interiors; California, San Francisco; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.146-151; Dec 86; INT

Southeast Financial Center; Florida, Miami; Includes Employee Cafeteria; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.28-29; Apr 86; ID

Texas, Dallas; Summit Savings Association; Hermanovski & Lauck; ph. pl.; p.184-187; Nov 86; ID

United National Bank; Texas, Dallas; Interiors; Wilson Associates; ph. pl.; p.210-213; Mar 86; ID

See OFFICE BUILDING also

BEDROOM

Children's Bedroom, Play and Storage Room; Joe Kowacki; ph. pl.; p.48; Sept 86; PB

Master Bedroom Design; by William Devereaux; pl.; p.88; Sept 86; B

BEHAVIORAL STUDIES

Aspects of Outdoor Space Use in Elderly Housing; Evaluation of 12 Projects; Victor Regnier; pl.; p.104-105; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Neighborhood Space, Research on Desire, Need and Use of Parks; Research Techniques Compared; Randolph T. Hester, Jr.; ill. chart; p.102-104; Sept/Oct 86; LA

See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH, ELDERLY HOUSING also

BELGIUM

Brussels; Furniture Showroom, Knoll; Lee Stout; ph. axon.; p.226-229; July 86; ID

BICYCLE

Bicycle Trail Basics; by G. Owen Yost; ph.; p.99; July/Aug 86; LA

BOTANICAL GARDENS

See GARDEN, RECREATION

BRIDGE

Four Competition Projects; Italy, Venice; Two-Hinged Double Plate Arch, Three-Hinged Trussed Arch, Two-Level Bridge, and Glass Bridge; by Tom F. Peters; pl. sec. elev.; ill.; det.; p.132-137; Nov 86; AR

Italy, Venice; Glass Bridge: Post-Tensioned Arch of Glass Blocks; Hans Brower and Michael Casto; pl. sec. det.; elev.; p.132-137; Nov 86; AR

Italy, Venice; Three-Hinged Trussed Arch; Manuel P. Schupp; pl. sec. elev.; det.; p.132, 134-135; Nov 86; AR

Italy, Venice; Two-Hinged, Double Plate Arch; Knut M. Longva; pl. sec. elev.; ill.; p.132-133; Nov 86; AR

Switzerland, ---; The Innovative Structural Art of a Spanish Designer-Engineer; Factory, Canopy, Exposition Hall, Bridges, Pavilions, Train Station; Santiago Calatrava; ph. ill. det. m. iso. sec. elev.; p.130-139; Aug 86; AR

BUILDING CODE

Fire Safety in Historic Buildings; ph. pl. sec.; p.116-121; Nov 86; PA

See ENERGY also
BUILDING SYSTEMS

Mapping Building Performance; Building Systems Integration; by Richard Rush; dia. sec. ill.: tables. p.36-43; Mar/Apr 86; AT

CALIFORNIA

Albany; Residence; Christopher Alexander and Gary Black; ph. pl. elev.; p.96-97; June 86; PA
Berkeley; Auditorium; Wurster Hall, University of California; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl. axon.; p.187; Sept 86; INT
Berkeley; Cafe, Wurster Hall, University of California; Richard fernau; ph.; p.82; Nov 86; A
Berkeley; Sports Facility; University of California; ELS, Elbasani & Logan; ph. pl. axon. elev.; p.140-145; May 86; A
Brisbane; Interiors; Clothing Company Offices; Brown & Matarazzi; ph.; p.54-57; Apr 86; A
Carmel, Del Mar; Residential Development; Residence; Seabridge; Hales & Langston; ph. pl.; p.76-83; July 86; B
Davis; Student Family Housing, University of California; Sam Davis and Shen & Glass; ph. pl.; p.72-74; Oct 86; A
El Cerrito; Restaurant; Fatapple; David Baker; ph. pl.; p.40-41; June 86; A
Fairfield; Home for Abused Children; Child Haven; Alan Lucas; ph.; p.226; Nov 86; ID
Fresno; Fresno Mall, Revisited After 23 Years; Garrett Eckbo and Victor Gruen; by Garrett Eckbo; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Nov/Dec 86; LA
Glen Ellen; Residence; MACK; ph. pl.; p.94-97; July 86; PA
Glendale; Downtown Urban Design Study; PA Award, Critique; ELS Architects; pl. ill. dia. ph.; p.118-121; Jan 86; PA
Hercules; Refugio Valley Park; Domed Pavilion; Landscape Plan by SWA Group; John O'Brien; ph.; p.64-69; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Hollywood Hills; Residence; Duplex on Steep Triangular Site; Koning & Eizenberg; iso. ill.; p.111; Feb 86; PA
Hollywood; Regional Library; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl. sec.; p.76-84; Oct 86; PA
Irvine; Information and Computer Sciences, Engineering Research Facility, University of California; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl.; p.90-96; Oct 86; PA
La Jolla; Museum of Contemporary Art; Video Room; Rob Wellington Quigley; ph. pl.; 185; Sept 86; INT
La Jolla; Office Building; Low Rise; Prospect Point, Multi-Use Building; Robert A. M. Stern and Martinez & Wong and Wheeler & Wimer; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-103; Oct 86; AR
Laguna Niguel; Residential Development; Residence; Beacon Hill Highlands; Danielian Associates; ph. pl.; p.84-85; June 86; B
Linda Vista; Library; Rob Wellington Quigley; sec. pl.; p.22; Dec 86; INT

CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Long Beach; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Seaview Estates; Collins & Wright; ph. pl.; p.178-179; Oct 86; B
Long Beach; Residential Development; Le Parc, Marketing Plan; Johannes Van Tilburg; ph. pl. ill.; p.100-103; Mar 86; B
Los Angeles; Century Plaza Hotel, Addition; Interiors by Intradesign; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.204-211; Apr 86; ID
Los Angeles; Clothing Store, Esprit; D'Urso Design and Robert Weil; ph. pl.; p.106-117; Jan 86; AR
Los Angeles; Contemporary Art Museum; Arata Isozaki and Gruen Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.83-95; Nov 86; PA
Los Angeles; Cultural Center; Conference Center, Museum; Hebrew Union College; Moshe Safdie; m. pl.; p.46; June 86; PA
Los Angeles; Design and the Experience of Dining; Five Restaurants; by George Rand; ph.; p.72-77; Apr 86; A
Los Angeles; Designer's Offices; A2Z; ph.; p.114-116; Sept 86; PA
Los Angeles; Fabric Showroom; Maharam; Koneko & Ford; ph. axon. det.; p.222-225; July 86; ID
Los Angeles; Furniture Showroom; Atelier; Richard Perry; ph. pl.; p.68; June 86; INT
Los Angeles; Hotel Bel-Air Addition; Rooms by Five Interior Designers, Intradesign, Betty Garber, James Northcutt and Kafele Alaton and Willis Carter; ph. pl.; p.130-137; Oct 86; INT
Los Angeles; Interiors; Actor's Office; Sylvester Stallone; ISD and Sam Tolkin; ph.; p.170-173; Mar 86; INT
Los Angeles; Interiors; Advertising Agency Offices; Geiger Associates; ph. pl.; p.190-191; Jan 86; INT
Los Angeles; Interiors; Law Offices; Walker Associates; ph. pl.; p.206-209; Nov 86; ID
Los Angeles; Interiors; Studio and Workspace; Frederick Fisher; ph. pl.; p.171; Sept 86; INT
Los Angeles; Office Building; Interiors; Schweitzer & Kellen; ph. iso.; p.128; Nov 86; A
Los Angeles; Office Building; Middle Rise; Hughes Aircraft, Headquarters; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. iso. sec.; p.104-111; Oct 86; AR
Los Angeles; Pershing Square Competition Winner; Other Finalists, Site Projects; ph. m.; p.15-16+; Oct 86; A
Los Angeles; Residence; PA Award, Critique; Robert Mangurian and STUDIO WORKS; m. pl. sec.; p.98-99; Jan 86; PA
Los Angeles; Residence; Pop-Constructivist; Peter Shire; ph. pl.; p.107-109; Sept 86; PA
Los Angeles; Residence; Pop-Constructivist; Peter Shire; ph. pl.; p.107-109; Sept 86; PA
Los Angeles; Restaurant; Border Grill; Schweitzer & Kellen; ph.; p.75; Apr 86; A
Los Angeles; Restaurant; Candini; Voorsanger & Mills; ph. pl.; p.57-60; June 86; INT
Los Angeles; Restaurant; Chaya Brasserie; Grinstein & Daniels; ph.; p.76; Apr 86; A
Los Angeles; Restaurant; City Restaurant, Remodeled Warehouse; Schweitzer & Kellen; ph. pl. iso.; p.110-113; Sept 86; PA
CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

Los Angeles; Restaurant; Seventh Street Bistro; Ratkovich. Bowers & Perez; ph.: p.75-76; Apr 86; A
Los Angeles; Restaurants. Two; Seventy-Two Market. Street and Angeli; Morphosis; ph.: p.72-74; Apr 86; A
Los Angeles; Westchester Family YMCA; John Ruhlen; ph.: p.216-217; Nov 86; ID
Madera; Winery. Quady; Stanley Sattowitz; ph. pl. ill. elev.; p.124-129; May 86; AR
Marina Del Rey; Residential Development; Northstar; Ade Collie and Tom Boyle; by June Fletcher; ph.: p.82-87; Nov 86; B
Martinez; Residence; Christopher Alexander; ph. pl.; p.100-101; June 86; PA
Menlo Park; Interiors; Financial Offices; J. H. Whitney; Charles Pfister; ph. pl. axon.; p.136-141; Jan 86; INT
Monte­rey; Interiors; Designer’s Offices; Design Associates; ph. pl.; p.246-249; Aug 86; ID
Newport Beach; Residence; Stewart Woodward; ph. sec.; p.151; Oct 86; B
Newport Beach; Residential Development; Bayridge, Landscape Site Design by Peridian Group; Richardson. Nagy & Martin; ph.; p.74-75; Sept 86; B
Oakland; Delicatessen; Lakeside; Ace Architects; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Apr 86; A
Oakland; Delicatessen; Lakeside; Ace Architects; ph. pl.; p.154; Sept 86; INT
Oakland; Executive Offices; World Savings Center; Jannings & Stout; ph. pl. iso.; p.84-89; Mid-Sept 86; AR
Oakland; Interiors; Contractor’s Offices; Sandy & Babcock; ph. pl.; p.87; Feb 86; A
Palo Alto; Engineering Building; Stanford University; Structural Analysis; Harry Weese; ph. dia.; p.140-141; Feb 86; AR
Palo Alto; History Corner Reconstructed, Stanford University; Escherick. Homsey. Dodge & Davis and Stone, Marraccini & Patterson; ph. sec. det.; p.138-139; Feb 86; AR
Palo Alto; Interiors; Recording Company Offices; Windham Hill; Anderson & Schwartz; ph.; p.102-106; Sept 86; PA
Palo Alto; Stanford University; Inner Quadrangle Courtyard, Enhancement; 1887, Designed by Frederick Law Olmstead; Anthony M. Guzzardo; by Linda Hittle Lettieri; ph. ill.; p.68-71; Nov/Dec 86; LA
Pasadena; Residential Development; Whitehawk Ranch, Marketing Plan; VCA/Randy Washington Group; ph. ill.; p.104-107; Mar 86; B
Point Reyes; National Seashore Visitor’s Center; Bull, Volkman & Stockwell; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Aug 86; A
Port Hueneme; Medical Clinic; U.S. Navy; Bobrow & Thomas; ph. pl.; p.128-129; June 86; AR
Portola Valley; Residence; Don R. Knorr; ph. pl.; p.138; Oct 86; B
Rancho; Residential Development; Rancho del Sol; ph. pl.; p.88; May 86; B
Rowland Heights; Discount Food Store; Gemco; Walker Group/CNI; ph. pl.; p.138; Oct 86; A

CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

Rutherford; Residence; Anderson & Schwartz; elev. pl.; p.156; Sept 86; INT
Sacramento; Residential Development; Phoenix Place, Four Models, Luxury; Critique; Lyndon & Buchanan; by David Littlejohn; ph.; p.75-77; Oct 86; A
Sacramento; Shopping Center; Sutter Square; Leason Pomeroy & Felderman; m. iso.; p.48; Oct 86; PA
San Diego County; Residence; Smith & Others; ph. pl.; p.104-109; Mid-Apr 86; AR
San Diego; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Marina Palms; Rob Wellington Quigley; is.; elev.; p.55; Mar 86; AR
San Diego; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Marina Palms; Rob Wellington Quigley; pl. iso.; p.33; Feb 86; PA
San Diego; Art Gallery Metaphysical Park; City Forest, Award Winner, Land Studio; ph.; p.76-77; Sept/Oct 86; LA
San Diego; Office Building; Interiors; Interior Landscape; Land Studio; ph.; p.78; Sept/Oct 86; LA
San Diego; Residence; PA Award, Critique; Pacific Associates Planners Architects; ill. elev. dia. pl.; p.84-87; Jan 86; PA
San Diego; Residential Development; Robert Bowls; ph. pl.; p.177; Jan 86; B
San Diego; Restaurant; Three Fast-Food Shops; Sculptural, Grondona; ph. pl.; p.117-121; Sept 86; PA
San Diego; Shelter for the Homeless; St. Vincent de Paul Center; Krommenhoek & McKeown and F.A.D.; m. pl. elev.; p.139; June 86; AR
San Diego; Shopping Center; Horton Plaza; Jerde Partnership; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.128-135; Mar 86; AR
San Francisco Area; Greenbelt and Open Space Planning; by David Hansen; p.86; Nov/Dec 86; LA
San Francisco; An Evocative City; Review of the City; by William Carney; ph.; p.40-43; Nov/Dec 86; LA
San Francisco; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Park Hill, Remodeled Hospital and Convent; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; ph.; p.152-163; Oct 86; B
San Francisco; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Amancio Erginia Village; Daniel Solomon; ph. pl.; p.109-111; July 86; PA
San Francisco; Apartment Development; Low Rise, Backen, Arrigoni & Ross; ph. pl.; p.181; Oct 86; B
San Francisco; Apartment Development; St. Francis Place; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; ph.; p.186; Oct 86; B
San Francisco; Art Gallery; Circle Gallery; Renovated V.C. Morris Shop, 1948 by Frank Lloyd Wright; Michel Marx; ph. pl.; p.44-47; Nov 86; A
San Francisco; Automobile Showrooms; Tanner & Van Dine; pl. iso.; p.47; May 86; PA
San Francisco; Central City Park; Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey; ph. pl.; p.66-67; Nov/Dec 86; LA
San Francisco; Clothing Store, Bogner, Mack; ph. pl. sec.; p.108-111; Apr 86; AR
CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

San Francisco; Crocker National Bank, Remodeled; Gensler Associates; ph.; p.221; Nov 86; ID
San Francisco; Delicatessen, Hoffman & Husband; Ralph Frischman and Tommy Turner; ph.; p.312-315; Sept 86; ID
San Francisco; Design Studio for Steinfilber & Deutsch; Jay Adams; ph. axon.; p.188-189; Jan 86; INT
San Francisco; Designers’ Offices; Hodnick Design; ph. pl.; p.87; June 86; A
San Francisco; Downtown Plan, PA Award, Critique; San Francisco Department of City Planning; ph. pl. dia.; p.122-124; Jan 86; ID
San Francisco; Downtown Second Street Study; Future Role; by Peter Bosselmann and Marsha Gale; ph. ill.; p.62-65; Nov/Dec 86, LA
San Francisco; Furniture Mart: San Francisco Design Center, Arcaded Interior Street; Mark Mack and Robinson, Mills & Williams; elev. ill.; p.59; May 86; ID
San Francisco; Ghirardelli Square, Changes; Its History; Benjamin Thompson; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p.66-71; Nov 86; A
San Francisco; Gift Store; Toby Levy; ph. axon.; p.84; July 86; A
San Francisco; Hill Row House; Glenn Robert Lynm; ph. pl.; p.37-39; June 86; A
San Francisco; Hospital; Remodeled Medical-Surgical Unit; Humanizing Principles of Planetree; Roslyn Lindheim; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Apr 86; A
San Francisco; Kitchen; Remodeled; Dan Phipps; by Lois Wagner Green; ph. pl.; p.226-227; Mar 86; ID
San Francisco; Office Building, High Rise; Kearny St.; San Francisco Federal Savings, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. elev.; p.50-55; Dec 86; A
San Francisco; Office Furniture Showroom, Harter; Ebert, Hannum & Voiz; ph. pl.; p.80; May 86; INT
San Francisco; Office Furniture Showroom, Haworth; CRS Serrine; ph. axon.; p.80; Aug 86; A
San Francisco; Office Furniture Showroom, Kimball; Baldwin & Clarke; ph.; p.82; Apr 86; ID
San Francisco; Office and Screening Room, Micha Utterback Productions; Interim Office of Architecture; ph. pl.; p.116-117; Mid-Sept 86; AR
San Francisco; Office, Small, Lee Utterbach Cameras; Interim Office of Architecture; ph. pl.; p.118-119; Mid-Sept 86; AR
San Francisco; One Per Cent Art Ordinance, Downtown Plan; Difficulties of Developing Guidelines for Art, by Mary Margaret Jones; ph.; p.46-51; Nov/Dec 86; LA
San Francisco; Presidio Open Space Master Plan; ASLA Community Assistance Team; by Allen Folks; ph.; p.85; Nov/Dec 86; LA
San Francisco; Residence, Hillside; James Shay; by Allen Freeman; ph. axon.; p.48-51; Oct 86; A
San Francisco; Residence, Interior, Gary Hutton; ph.; p.220-221; Feb 86; ID

CALIFORNIA (Cont’d)

San Francisco; Residence; Nob Hill Tall Townhouse; Charles Pfister; by Carleton Knight III; ph.; p.70-71; Oct 86; A
San Francisco; Residence; Backen, Arrigoni & Ross; ph.; p.148-149; Oct 86; B
San Francisco; Residential Development, Townhouse; Corbett View; Roake; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Oct 85; B
San Francisco; Restaurant; Rosalie’s; Bill Belloli; ph.; p.214-217; Apr 86; ID
San Francisco; San Francisco Savings & Loan, Interiors; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.146-151; Dec 86; INT
San Francisco; School, Private; Elementary; Di Napoli & Berger; ph. pl.; p.106-107; May 86; PA
San Francisco; Ski Wear Store; Bogner’s; Mack; ph. pl.; p.181; Sept 86; INT
San Jose; South of Market Area, Revitalization, Open Space Plan; NCC/ASLA Task Force, by Theodore Osmundson; ph. pl.; p.60-61; Nov/Dec 86; LA
San Francisco; Visitor Center; Golden Gate National Recreation Center; Tito Patri; ph. pl.; p.75-73; Nov/Dec 86; LA
San Jose; Paint Store; Retail Planning Associates; ph.; p.227; Nov 86; ID
San Jose; State Office Building, Structural Analysis, ELS, Elbasani & Logan and SOL-ARC; ph.; p.142; Feb 86; AR
San Marino; Restaurant; Julienne, Julienne Designs; ph.; p.196-197; Nov 86; ID
Santa Ana; Residential Development, California Colony, Marketing Plan; Kaufman & Broad; ph. pl.; p.120-123; Mar 86; B
Santa Barbara; Art Museum, University of California, De Bretteville & Polyzoides; elev. sec. pl. axon.; p.165; Sept 86; INT
Santa Barbara; Residence; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.150; Oct 86; B
Santa Barbara; Residential Development, Chapala Courtyard, City Site, Design Works; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Feb 86; B
Santa Monica; Remodeling of 1935 International Style House by J. R. Davidson; Craig Hodgetts; ph. pl.; p.25; Feb 86; PA
Santa Monica; Residence, Artist’s Studio, Koning & Eizenberg; ph.; p.113; Feb 86; PA
Santa Monica; Residence; Remodeling of and Additions, Koning & Eizenberg; ph.; p.112; Feb 86; PA
Santa Monica; Residence, Koning & Eizenberg; ph. pl. iso.; p.114-115; Feb 86; PA
Santa Rosa; Luther Burbank Gardens, Landmarked; History and Description, by Renee Feliciano; ph. pl. ill.; p.74-77; Nov/Dec 86, LA
Santa Rosa; Residence, Hillside; Roland & Miller; by Donald Gant, ph. pl.; p.66-67; Oct 86; A
Santa Rosa; Residential Development, Townhouse; Vista Del Lago; Sandy & Babcock; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Sept 86; B
Santa Teresa; IBM Laboratories, Structural Analysis, MBT Associates; ph. dia.; p.143; Feb 86; AR
Saratoga, Near; Synagogue, Children’s Camp, Samuel Noiley, ph. pl. sec.; p.28-31; June 86; A
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)

Sausalito; Residence; Interiors; Peter Gutkin; by Lois Wagner Green; ph.; p.300-303; May 86; ID

Sea Ranch; Residence; Obie G. Bowman; ph. pl.; p.145; Oct 86; ID

Sierra Madre; Residence; Garden, Award Winner; John Tillman Lyle; ph.; p.72; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Sonoma County; Residence; Roland & Miller; ph. pl.; p.152-153; Oct 86; B

Venice; Bathroom; Brian Alfred Murphy; ph. pl.; p.174-176; Mid-Apr 86; AR

Venice; Residence; Studio Addition; Morphosis; ph. pl.; p.183; Sept 86; ID

Venice; Residence; Mayne & Rotondi; by John Pastier; ph. pl. ill.; p.194-199; May 86; A

Venice; Restaurant; Rebecca's; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl.; p.85-89; Oct 86; PA

West Hollywood; Office and Apartment Building; Architectural Collective; pl. ill. sec. iso.; p.100-103; Jan 86; PA

CANADA

British Columbia, Burnaby; Mosque; Bruno Freschi; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.90-95; Aug 86; AR

British Columbia, Vancouver; Dinner Theater Club, Three Restaurants; Expo '86 British Columbia Pavilion; M. Shelly Mirich; ph. ill.; p.188-193; Nov 86; ID

British Columbia, Vancouver; Expo 86, World's Fair; ph.; p.21-22; Sept 86; A

British Columbia, Vancouver; World's Fair, Expo 86, Canada Place; Zeidler & Roberts; ph.; p.120-123; July 86; AR

British Columbia, Vancouver; World's Fair, Expo 86, Highway 86, SITE Projects; ph.; p.128-131; July 86; AR

British Columbia, Vancouver; World's Fair; Expo 86; Bruno Freschi; ph. pl.; p.120-131; July 86; AR

Manitoba, Sioux Valley; Indian Reserve School; Smith & Carter; m. pl.; p.46; Oct 86; PA

Manitoba, Winnipeg; Trade School; Auto Mechanics; Garage, Red River Community College; IKOY Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.106-111; Mar 86; AR

Nova Scotia, Halifax; Residence; Brian MacKay-Lyons; ph. axon.; p.70; Sept 86; A

Quebec, Montreal; Apartment Development; Habitat; Evaluation; Moshe Safdie; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. sec.; p.52-55; Oct 86; A

Survey of Current Architecture; by Odile Renoir; ph. sec.; p.66-71; Sept 86; A

CARPET

Decorative Carpets; ph.; p.273+; Apr 86; ID

CEILING

Metals in Interior Design; Windows, Ceilings, Furniture; by Arnold Friedmann and William Rupp; ill. det.; p.228-233; Nov 86; ID

CEMETERY

Woodland Cemetery; Sweden, Stockholm; Gunnar Asplund and Sigurd Lewerentz; by Marc Trieb; ph. pl.; p.42-49; Mar/Apr 86; LA

See MEMORIAL also

CERAMIC TILE

Installing Tile Over Concrete Slab; Alternatives; det.; p.53; Fall 85; AT

CHINA

---; Current Projects; m. sec. ill.; p.24; Aug 86; INT

---; Emerging National Park System; Aid by U.S. National Park Service; by Kelly Comras; ph.; p.40-47; May/June 86; LA

Guangzhou; Restaurant; South China; Alfred Mok; ph.; p.270-271; Oct 86; ID

Survey of New Architecture; Problems of Practice; ill.; p.31-32, 34; Mar 86; PA

CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

An Evocative City; California, San Francisco; Review of the City; by William Carney; ph.; p.40-43; Nov/Dec 86; LA

An Overview of Development; Hong Kong; p.74; Mar 86; PA

City's Environ's, Buildings, History; Texas, Austin; by Larry Paul Fuller; ph.; p.70-75; Mar 86; A

Downtown Plan; California, San Francisco; PA Award, Critique. San Francisco Department of City Planning; ph. pl. dia.; p.122-124; Jan 86; PA

Downtown Planning and Development; Oregon, Portland; Downtown Mall, by Donald Canty; ph.; p.32-40; July 86; A

Greenbelt and Open Space Planning; California, San Francisco Area; by David Hansen; p.86; Nov/Dec 86; LA

Historic Area Master Plan; Tennessee, Rugby; By Ruby Colony, 1880's; PA Award, Critique, Ehrenkrantz Group and Building Conservation Technology; ph. pl. elev.; p.108-113; Jan 86; PA

Historic Buildings, History; Texas, San Antonio; Current State of the City; by Lawrence W. Speck; ph.; p.44-55; Mar 86; A

Lower Umgani River Study; South Africa, Durban; Award Winner; Chris Mulder; map; p.93; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Master Plan; Italy, Bologna; Mantulli, Mattioli, Scannavini, Agostini, Toschi and Morelli; by C. Richard Hatch; ph. pl. ill.; p.39-40; Feb 86; PA

Master Plan; New Jersey, Newport City; RTKL; pl. m.; p.43; June 86; PA

New Town, Mixed Use; Maryland, Prince George's County; Port America; John Burgee and Philip Johnson; ill. pl.; p.55; May 86; AR

Open Space Plan, Parks; West Germany, Bonn; Federal Government District; Gottfried Hansjakob and van Dorp and Schmidt; by Gottfried Hansjakob; ph. pl. ill.; p.55-63; May/June 86; LA
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CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING (Cont'd)

Open Space and Recreation Study; Pennsylvania, Chester County; Award Winner; Rahenkamp Associates; ph. map; p.83-85; Sept/Oct 86; LA
PA Awards, Jury Comments; ph.; p.107-121; Jan 86; PA
Planning and Analysis; Jury's Comments; by Susan Rademacher Frey; ph.; p.80-81; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Presidio Open Space Master Plan; California, San Francisco; ASLA Community Assistance Team; by Allen Folks; ph.; p 85; Nov/Dec 86; LA
Revitalization of Docklands, Too Fast?; England, London; Housing and Other Projects, by Various Architects; by Janet Abrams; ph. pi.; p102-105; Feb 86; PA
The Annals School of History, 1929; Study of the Details of Everyday Life; by Frederick R. Steiner; ph. biblio.; p.69-75; Jan/Feb 86; LA
Waterfront Developments; by Craig Whitaker; ph.; p.67, 69, 71; Apr 86; AR
See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, TRANSPORTATION, URBAN DESIGN, UNIVERSITY also

CIVIC CENTER
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING, PLAZA, URBAN DESIGN

CLINIC (Cont'd)

Medical Offices; North Carolina, Burlington; Solar, Energy Conserving; Design Works; ph. pl.; p.26; June 86; SA
Ophthalmologist Clinic; Michigan, Kalamazoo; Eckert & Wordell; ph.; p.168-169; Oct 86; B
Orthopedic Clinic; Connecticut, Danbury; Richard Foster; ph. pl.; p.196-197; Feb 86; ID
Pediatric Offices; Illinois, Chicago; Lightfoot & Plum; ph.; p.294-295; June 86; ID
Plastic Surgeon's Offices; New York, New York; John Saladinio; ph. pl.; p.286-293; June 86; ID
Residential Health Care Center, Renfrew; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Atkin & Voith; ph.; p.96-99; Apr 86; PA
Shelter for the Homeless with Medical Care; Washington, Seattle; ARC Architects; ph. pl. ill.; p.142; June 86; AR
See HOSPITAL also

CLUB
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Bandstand Restaurant and Hearth Club; Bartly, Bronstein, Long & Mirenda; ph. axon.; p.266-269; Oct 86; ID
Restaurant; Hong Kong; Empress of China, Private Club; Three D/International; ph. pl.; p.121-129; Oct 86; INT
Safety Harbor Club; Florida, Upper Captiva Island; Award Winner; Peter B. Burner; ph.; p.74; Sept/Oct 86; LA
See NIGHT CLUB, RECREATION, RESTAURANT also

COATINGS
Paint and Coating Primer; p.64-65; July/Aug 86; AT

COLOMBIA
Bogota; Architectural Education and Practice; by David Evan Glass; p.2-5; Spring 86; JAE

COLOR
Color Study Analysis, Designers' Preferences; ph.; p.72; July 86; INT
Color in a Marketing Plan; Color Seasons Theory; ph.; p.62; Mar 86; B

COLORADO
Aspen; Design Conference Report; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.78-79; Aug 86; ID
Aspen; Design Conference Report; p.13-14; Oct 86; INT
Boulder; Reservation Master Plan, Water Recreation, Landscape Plan by Design Studio West, Award Winner; Cabell Childress; dia. ph.; p.98-99; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Denver; Building Tight Houses; Columbine Houses; by Steve Andrews; ph.; p.31-34; Oct 86; PB
Denver; Design Center; ph.; p.175; Oct 86; INT
Denver; Developer's Offices, Realities; Ginsburg Associates; ph. pl.; p.204-215; Feb 86; ID
COMPUTER (Cont’d)

Shoot-Out Comparison of Computer Hardware and Software; 2-D and 3-D Programs; Analysis, Evaluations, Summary; by Oliver R. Witte; ph. pl. elev. det. iso. tables; p.23-53; Jan/Feb 86; AT

Space Programming Computer Program; HOK

Tree Shade Determined by Computer Program; Energy Analysis; by E. Gregory McPherson and Rowan Rowntree; ill. pl. biblio.; p.88-91; May/June 86; LA

Use of a Computer in Facilities Management; Interior Facilities Associates; by Daniel Gladstone; ph. pl.; p.286-289; May 86; ID

Video Images with Computer Drawing Overlayed; by Brian Orland; ph. ill. dia.; p.58-63; Jan/Feb 86; LA

Visual Display Terminals; Their Environment; by Sylvan R. Shemitz and Gladys Walker; p.166-168; Apr 86; ID

See FURNITURE, OFFICE PRACTICE also

CONCRETE

Concrete Finishes, Stamped Designs; ph.; p.48; Dec 86; PB

Cosmetics for Concrete Flaws; by William Pandresse and Bruce McIntosh; ph.; p.15-17; Aug 86; PB

Decorative Cast Stone From Molds; Process; by Linda Jewell; ph. elev. det. biblio.; p.122-125; Sept/Oct 86; LA

See STRUCTURAL/CONCRETE also

CONFERENCE CENTER (Cont’d)

Residential Development; Massachusetts, Brewster, Cape Cod; Villages at Oceans Edge; Conference Center; Sasaki Associates; by Penelope Lemov; ph. pl.; p.60-65; Sept 86; B

Suburban Conference, Commercial Office Center; Virginia, ---; 60 Acre Site; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; m. pl.; p.48; May 86; PA

See HOTEL also

CONNECTICUT

---; Residence; Farmhouse in Classical Style; Bathroom; Allan Greenberg; ph.; p.110-121, 172-173; Mid-Apr 86; AR

---; Residence; Centerbrook; ph.; p.106-109; Nov 86; B

Bristol; Industrial Building; Industrial Research, Training and Marketing Tower; Design Evolution; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; elev. sec. pl. ill. m.; p.138-143, July 86; AR

Chester; Artist Studio Entrance; Greek Revival Entrance; Thomas A. Norton; ph. ill.; p.54-65; Feb 86, A

Danbury; Orthopedic Clinic; Richard Foster; ph. pl.; p.196-197; Feb 86; ID

Fairfield; Restaurant; Breakaway, Remodeled; Spiker & Turner; ph. pl.; p.87; Feb 86, A

Granby; Residential Development; Four Houses; F. Eric Goshow; ph. axon.; p.34-36; June 86; A

Hartford; Office Building; Interiors; Aetna Headquarters by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Jack Dollard and Claude Langwith and Melvin Dwork; ph. det.; p.206-217; Jan 86; ID

Hartford; Stone Field Sculpture Plaza; Carl Andre; ph. pl.; p.64-68; July/Aug 86; LA

Middletown; Library; Wesleyan University; Olin Memorial; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. sec. elev., p.116-123; Oct 86; AR

Middletown; Olin Library; Wesleyan University; Addition to 1928 Building by McKim, Mead & White; Perry, Dean & Rogers; by Michael J. Croseby; ph. elev.; p.38-43, Nov 86; A

New Haven; Battell Chapel; Yale University; Restoration; 1876 Building by Russell Sturgis; Herbert S. Newman; ph. pl. sec.; p.226-228; May 86; A

New Haven; Center for British Art, Yale University; Louis I. Kahn; by Michael J. Croseby; ph. ill.; p.64-67; Jan 86; A

New Haven; Office Building; Lobby; Remodeled Historic Building; Roth & Moore; ph. axon.; p.56-60; Feb 86; A

New Haven; Residential Development; Townhouse; Riverplace; Adjustable Housing; Zane Yost; by Penelope Lemov; ph. pl.; p.66-71; June 86; B

South Norwalk; Lighting Showroom and Store; John Tremaine Fixtures; Benjamin M. Baker; ph. axon.; p.76-78; Apr 86; INT

Stamford; Kitchen; Shope, Reno & Wharton; ph. pl.; p.164-169; Mid-Apr 86; AR

Taftville; Interiors; Helikon Offices in Old Textile Mill; Advent Designs; ph.; p.224-225; Jan 86; ID
CONSERVATION
Movement to Convert Railways to Trails; Rails-To-Trails Conservancy; ph.; p.15; May/June 86; LA
Nature Preserve, Series of Gardens; Washington, Bainbridge Island; Award Winner; Richard Haag; by Susan Rademacher Frey; ph.; pl.; p.54-61; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Public Trust Doctrine; by Frederick Stiener and John Roberts; ph.; p.132 +; May/June 86; LA
Saving Historic Park Lands; Massachusetts, ---; p.25-26; July/Aug 86; LA
Wilderness Park; Colorado, Trappers Lake; Father of the Wilderness Concept, His Work; Arthur H. Carhart; by Erik J. Martin; ph. pl.; p.70-75; July/Aug 86; LA
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, ECOLOGY, ENERGY, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, SOLAR also

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
See OFFICE PRACTICE

CONVENTION CENTER
See AUDITORIUM, CONFERENCE CENTER, HOTEL

CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
See PENAL

CRIME
See PENAL

CULTURAL CENTER
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, MUSEUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Brno; Its History, Restored Tugendhat House by Mies van der Rohe; Kamil Fuchs and KutaJova and Janecck; by Peter Lizon; ph.; p.13-14; Nov 86; A

DAM
Hydroelectric Dam; Georgia, Savannah River; Richard B. Russell Dam; Gatje, Papachristou & Smith; ph. pl. sec.; p.66-69; Dec 86; A

DENMARK
Faaborg; Art Museum; Renovation of 1915 Building; Niels Frithof Truelsen; ph. pl. sec.; p.37-38; Nov 86; PA

Dining Room
Residence; New York, New York; Dining Room Extension to Townhouse; Conklin & Rossant; ph. pl. sec.; p.108-109; May 86; PA

DISCO
See CLUB, NIGHT CLUB, RESTAURANT

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington, Near; Cardiology Offices; Joseph Giovannini; ph. pl.; p.296-301; June 86; ID
Washington, Near; Franciscan Friary; Frank Schlesinger; ph.; p.70-71; Dec 86; A
Washington; Architect's Offices; Joseph Boggs; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Mar 86; A
Washington; British Country Houses at the National Gallery and A.I.A. Museum; by Mark Girouard and Thomas Vonier; ph. m. ill.; p.23-25; Jan 86; PA
Washington; Broken Plate, Bottle and Old Rag Sculpture, Children's Museum Courtyard; ph.; p.31; Sept 86; A
Washington; Corcoran of Georgetown, Multi-Use Complex; Office Building, Townhouses; Arthur Cotton Moore; ph.; p.96-99; Oct 86; AR
Washington; Glass Research Laboratory; Catholic University; Perkins & Will; pl. elev.; p.48; May 86; PA
Washington; Grand Hotel Promenade; Charles Pfister; ph. sec.; p.48-49; Feb 86; INT
Washington; Grand Hotel and Office Building; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.100-102; Jan 86; AR
Washington; Grand Hotel; Interiors by Charles Pfister, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.128-135; Jan 86; INT
Washington; Interiors; Insurance Company Offices, Smith & Sternau; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband; ph. pl. sec.; p.304-307; May 86; INT
Washington; Interiors; Law Offices; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.154-159; Dec 86; INT
Washington; Lighting the Waterwall at The National Gallery; I. M. Pei; ph. det.; p.36-37; Sept 86; INT
Washington; Museum of Indian Art; Log Cabin Rustic Style; O'Neil & Marion; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Nov 86; A
Washington; National Building Museum; Restored Pension Building, 1881; Exhibitions on History of American Architecture; Keyes, Condon & Florance and Giorgio Cavaglieri; ph. ill.; p.75-77; Jan 86; AR
Washington; New Works Show Deference to Tradition; Survey of New Buildings, Additions; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph.; p.56-59; Nov 86; A
Washington; Office Building; Low Rise; Furness Inspired; Amy Weinstein; ph.; p.32-33; June 86; A
Washington; Office Building; Middle Rise; Summer Center, Integration with Historic Buildings; Hartman & Cox; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl.; p.60-63; Nov 86; A
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Architect</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Office Building; Middle Rise; 1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, Embeds Smaller Buildings; Hartman &amp; Cox</td>
<td>Andrea Oppenheimer Dean</td>
<td>p.64-65; Nov 86; A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Office Building; Middle Rise; Metropolitan Square, Restoration and Addition; Skidmore, Owings &amp; Merrill</td>
<td>p.98-99; Jan 86; AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Office Building; Middle Rise; 1300 New York Avenue; Skidmore, Owings &amp; Merrill</td>
<td>ph. pl.; Jan 86; AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Office Building; Middle Rise; Pension Building Renovation; Fire Protection; Keyes, Condon &amp; Florance</td>
<td>ph. pl. sec.; p.118; Nov 86; PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Office Building; Middle Rise; Old Post Office Renovated; Fire Protection; Arthur Cotton Moore</td>
<td>ph. pl.; Nov 86; PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Ris Housing Plaza Playground; Critique; by Simon Breines</td>
<td>ph. pl. m.; p.143; June 86; AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>School; Private; Activities Center; Davis &amp; Brody</td>
<td>ph. pl. elev.; p.56-59; June 86; A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Shelter for the Homeless; CCNV; Conrad Levenson</td>
<td>ph. pl. m.; p.143; June 86; AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Student Residence Complex, Georgetown University; Mariani Associates</td>
<td>m. pl. elev.; p.61; Feb 86; A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Survey of Recent Work by Washington Branch of Firm; Skidmore, Owings &amp; Merrill</td>
<td>ph. pl. elev. ill. map; p.91, 92-104; Jan 86; A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Terrorism and the Secure Landscape; Government Building Considerations; by John Billing; ph. ill. chart, biblio.; p.58-63; July/Aug 86; LA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Three Exhibitions at The National Gallery of Art; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.140-147; Sept 86; AR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Willard Hotel Restored; Original Architect, Henry J. Hardenbergh; Vlastimil Koube</td>
<td>ph. pl. p.25, 27; Nov 86; PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Willard Hotel; Restoration and Addition to 1901 Building by Henry Janeway Hardenbergh; Vlastimil Koube</td>
<td>by Nora Richter Greer; ph. pl. ill. sec.; p.48-55; Nov 86; A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Concert Hall; Schauspielhaus, 1821, Restored, Original by Karl Friedrich Schinkel; Eberhard Gisseke and Klaus Just and Manfred Prasser</td>
<td>ph. pl. ill.; p.96-101; Nov 86; PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresden</td>
<td>Opera House, Restored; 1878, by Gottfried Semper; Landmark Preservation Institute</td>
<td>ph. pl. p.102-109; Nov 86; PA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Educational Strategies in Seismic Design; by Marcy Li Wong</td>
<td>ph. dia. sec. det. pl.; p.136-143; Feb 86; A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>The Power Under Our Feet; Communicating With the Earthquake Fault; by Gary Dwyer</td>
<td>ph.; p.64-69; May/June 86; LA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Architectural Strategies in Seismic Design; by Marcy Li Wong</td>
<td>ph. dia. sec. det. pl.; p.136-143; Feb 86; A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>American Express Building's Various Electrical, Communications Networks; Swanke, Hayden &amp; Connell</td>
<td>sec. dia.; p.29-30; Aug 86; INT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Flat Cable, Hidden Solution; by Karen Haas Smith</td>
<td>ph. pl. p.214-215; Aug 86; ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Access Flooring for Wiring; by John V. Magliano</td>
<td>ph.; p.234-237; Mar 86; ID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Floor Systems to House Office Wiring; Advantages and Limitations; det. dia.; p.116-121; Feb 86; PA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Ideal Smart House; Electronic Controls; Security, Other Sensors</td>
<td>by Karen Haas Smith; ill. biblio; p.102-105; Oct 86; A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ELECTRICAL (Cont’d)

Office Furniture Wire Arrangement System; Haworth’s; p.31-32; Sept 86; INT
Outlet Requirements for Office Computers; Desk Clusters Around Computer Use; ph. pl.; p.49-50; Nov 86; INT
Smart Buildings; Central Controls for Various Building Systems; Facts, Myths and Implications; by Beza Sennewald; ph. ill. dia. biblio.; p.21-35; Mar/Apr 86; AT
Smart House Technology; ill.; p.48, 52; July 86; B
Under Floor Wiring; Liskey System; ph. det.; p.33-34; Apr 86; INT
Wire Management System for Broker’s Office; Under Floor Wiring; Liskey System: ph. det.; July 86; ID
See AIR CONDITIONING, ENERGY, HEATING AND VENTILATING, LIGHTING, SOLAR, PHOTOVOLTAIC, WIND also

ELEVATOR

Industrial Building; Industrial Research, Training and Marketing Tower; Connecticut, Bristol: Design Evolution; Heilmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; elev. sec. pl. ill. m.; p.138-143; July 86; AR
Smart Buildings; Central Controls for Various Building Systems; Facts, Myths and Implications; by Beza Sennewald; ph. ill. dia. biblio.; p.21-35; Mar/Apr 86; AT

EMPLOYMENT

See OFFICE PRACTICE

ENERGY

Architecture School; Florida A & M; Florida, Tallahassee: Energy Conservation; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; Clements & Rumpell; by Jean Wineman and Craig Zimmring; ph. pl. sec. dia.; p.114-117; Apr 86; PA
Blower Door Fundamentals; Used in Spotted Energy Leaks; by Rob Zilin; ph.; p.69-71; Dec/Jan; 86; SA
Building Tight Houses; Colorado, Denver; Columbine Houses; by Steve Andrews; ph.; p.31-34; Oct 86; PB
California Energy Law; Effect on Residential Building; ph.; p.112; May 86; B
Chemistry Building, Vassar College; New York; Poughkeepsie; Energy-Saving Design; Perry, Dean & Rogers.; ph. pl. sec. det. iso.; p.136-145; Mar 86; AR
Energy Efficient Solar House; by Thomas Lencheck; ph. iso.; p.17-20; Dec 86; PB
Energy Product Supplies Directory; p.29-56; Apr 86; SA
Energy-Conserving Engineering; by Norman D. Kurtz and Robert Logan; ill.; p.124-127; Apr 86; PA
Is There a New Market in Energy Conservation?; by Julia Lichtblau; p.47; Mar 86; AR
Massachusetts, Framingham, Near; Energy Efficient House, Remodeled Barn; Ed Hazzard; by Jerry Germer; ph. det.; p.9-12; Oct 86; PB

ENERGY (Cont’d)

Report on Energy Efficient House Construction; p.37-38; Nov 86; PB
Roofs for Hot Climates; Double Reflective Roof to Cool in Summer; by Ray Reed; ph.; p.25-26; Oct 86; PB
Selling Conservation Packages; Combined with Solar for Easier Sales; by Daniel Wadleigh; tables; p.30-31; Dec/Jan; 86; SA
State Tax Credits; Summary; table; p.88; Apr 86; SA
Trends in Low-Energy House Building; ph.; p.15-19; Sept 86; PB
True Cost of Conservation of Energy; by Danny Parker; ph. cost anal.; p.35; Aug 86; PB
See ELECTRICAL, HEATING, SOLAR, UNDERGROUND ARCHITECTURE, VENTILATION, WIND also

ENGLAND

Cambridge; Research Center; Schumğerger; Structural Analysis; Michael Hopkins; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.136-147; Apr 86; AR
Henley-on-Thames; Regatta Headquarters Building; Terry Farrell; ph. pl. sec. elev. iso.; p.118-123; Nov 86; AR
High Tech Architecture in Britain; Could It Catch on in the U.S.? Interview; by Reyner Banham; ph.; p.75-77; Mar 86; PA
London; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Campbell, Wilkinson, Zogolovitch & Gough; pl. elev.; p.105; Feb 86; PA
London; Art Gallery Addition and Remodeling; Whitechapel, 1897 by Charles Harrison Townsend; Colquhoun & Miller; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p.104-113; July 86; AR
London; Arts Center; South Bank Remodeled; Terry Farrell; ill. dia.; p.51; July 86; PA
London; Clothing Department of Harrod’s; Jiricna & Kerr; ph. iso.; det.; p.132-135; Sept 86; PA
London; Office Building; Interiors; Atrium; Landscape Plan by Dan Kiley; Fitzroy & Robertson; ph. pl.; p.54-55; Mar/Apr 86; LA
London; Office Building; Middle Rise; Charing Cross Air Rights; Terry Farrell; pl. elev. m. dia.; p.48; July 86; PA
London; Office Building; Middle Rise; Lloyd’s of London; Richard Rogers; ph. pl. elev. iso. sec. det.; p.104-117; Nov 86; AR
London; Office Building; Middle Rise; Lloyds Headquarters; Richard Rogers; by Reyner Banham; ph. sec.; p.47-51; Sept 86; A
London; Penthouses for Savoy Hotel; Terry Farrell; pl. elev. det.; p.48; July 86; PA
London; Profile of Design Firm; Modernism and High Tech; Survey of Work; Jiricna & Kerr; ph. pl. iso. det.; p.132-140; Sept 86; PA
London; Queen Elizabeth II Conference Center; Powell & Moya; by Charlotte Ellis; ph.; p.52-53; Sept 86; A
London; Residence; Kitchen; David Wild; ph. pl.; p.162-163; Mid-Apr 86; AR
London; Residential Development; Townhouse; Elephant Lane; Corrigan, Soundy & Kiliaidit; ph. pl.; p.103-104; Feb 86; PA
London; Restaurant; Joe’s Cafe; Jiricna & Kerr; ph. pl.; p.136-137; Sept 86; PA
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ENGLAND (Cont’d)

London; Revitalization of Docklands, Too Fast?: Housing and Other Projects, by Various Architects; by Janet Abrams; ph. p. 102-105; Feb 86; PA

Maidenhead; Industrial Building; Speculative Light Manufacturing Units: Richard Rogers; ph. pl. elev.; p. 96-101; Mar 86; AR

Woodgreen, Near; Residence: Richard Horden; by Annette Le Cuyer; ph. pl. iso. det.; p. 56-59; Oct 86; A

EVALUATION

Mapping Building Performance; Building Systems Integration; by Richard Rush; dia. sec. ill. tables; p. 36-43; Mar/Apr 86; AT

See SPECIFIC BUILDING TYPE

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

Architects Work on Exhibition; Frank O. Gehry; ph.; p. 20-21; Nov 86; A

Arts Festival Center; Japan, Ushimado; Hiromi Fujii; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph. axon.; p. 78-79; Sept 86; A

Barcelona Pavilion, 1929, Reconstructed: Spain, Barcelona; Original by Mies van der Rohe; Christian Cirici and Fernando Ramos and Ignasi de Sola Mores; ph. pl.; p. cover. 11, 61-67; Aug 86; PA

Computer Showroom and Presentations Center; Texas, Dallas; IBM; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl.; p. 238-243; June 86; ID

District of Columbia, Washington; British Country Houses at the National Gallery and A.I.A. Museum; by Mark Girouard and Thomas Vonier; ph. m. ill.; p. 23-25; Jan 86; PA

Exhibition on Gropius at Harvard and Berlin: Walter Gropius; ph. iso.; p. 79; Jan 86; AR

Exhibitions and Symposium AI|SESS Architect’s Work; Sweden; Gunnar Asplund; by Marc Treib; ill.; p. 45; Jan 86; PA

Expo 86, World’s Fair; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; ph.; p. 21-22; Sept 86; A

German Pavilion Restored; Spain, Barcelona; 1929 Building; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph. pl.; p. 184-189; Aug 86; ID

High Styles Furniture Exhibition; New York, New York; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; by George Nelson; ph. p. 226; Feb 86; ID

Japan, –; Tradition and Innovation in Traveling Japanese Design Exhibition; ph. pl. ill.; p. 108-113; Apr 86; PA

Library; Restoration of Exhibition Hall; New York, New York; Davis & Brody; ph. axon.; p. 194-195; Jan 86; INT

Machine-Age America: 1918-1941; Exhibition; New York, Brooklyn; ph. ill.; p. 110-115; Nov 86; PA

Main Library Exhibition Hall; New York, New York; Remodeled Space; 1905 Building by Carrere & Hastings: Davis & Brody and Georgio Cavaglieri; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. axon.; p. 218-221; May 86; A

Marketing and Visitor Center; Michigan, Grandville; Herman Miller, The Pavilion; Donovan & Green; ph. axon.; p. 272-277; May 86; INT

EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT (Cont’d)

National Building Museum; District of Columbia, Washington; Restored Pension Building, 1881; Exhibitions on History of American Architecture; Keyes, Condon & Florance and Giorgio Cavaglieri; ph. ill.; p. 75-77; Jan 86; AR

Photographic Resources Center; Massachusetts, Boston; Alex Krieger and Leers & Weinzapfel; ph. axon. sec.; p. 168-171; Apr 86; INT

Printed Fabrics Exhibit; New York, New York; Antonio Ratti; ph.; p. 106-108; Nov 86; INT

Public Library, Exhibition Gallery Restored; New York, New York; 1911 Building by Carrere & Hastings: Davis & Brody; ph. pl.; p. 232-237; Jan 86; ID

Rebuilding the Barcelona Pavilion; Spain, Barcelona; 1929 by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; Oriol Bohigas and Sala Morales and Cristian Cirici; ph.; p. 12-13+; Sept 86; A

Table Service Exhibit Space; Italy, Rome; Appollodoro; by Helen Barnes; ph. pl. sec.; p. 210-213; Aug 86; ID

Three Exhibitions at The National Gallery of Art; District of Columbia, Washington; ph. pl. sec.; p. 140-147; Sept 86; AR

Transforming the American Garden; Twelve New Landscape Designs; ill. pl.; p. 48-57; July/Aug 86; LA

Triennale Exhibition; Italy, Milan; Furniture, Rooms by Various Designers; Mario Bellini; ph.; p. 236-239; Apr 86; ID

World’s Fair Pavilion Rebuilt; Spain, Barcelona; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph.; p. 60-61; Aug 86; AR

World’s Fair, 1992; Spain, Seville; Master Plan; Emilio Ambasz; m. pl. sec. ill.; p. 43-48; Sept 86; PA

World’s Fair, Expo 86, Canada Place; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Zeidler & Roberts; ph.; p. 120-123; July 86; AR

World’s Fair, Expo 86, Highway 86; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; SITE Projects; ph. p. 128-131; July 86; AR

World’s Fair, Expo 86; Canada, British Columbia, Vancouver; Bruno Freschi; ph.; p. 120-131; July 86; AR

See ARTS CENTER, MUSEUM, SHOWROOM, UNIVERSITY also

F

FABRICS

ACT; New Trade Association; ph.; p. 21; Dec 86; AR

Fabric Trimmings; Gallon, Gimps, Frogs and So On; ph.; p. 248-251; Nov 86; ID

Jacquard Weave; Boris Kroll’s Mill; ph.; p. 248-249; July 86; ID

Leather; Preparing for Use; ph.; p. 238-241; July 86; ID

Printed Fabrics Exhibit; New York, New York; Antonio Ratti; ph.; p. 106-108; Nov 86; INT

Reproduced Decorative Chairs, Fabrics; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p. 116-118; Nov 86; INT
FABRICS (Cont’d)
Safety Options in Fabrics and Furnishings; by Susan Jonas and Others; p.94-99; Nov 86; ID
Solar Effect on Various Fabrics; table; p.40; May 86; SA
Textile and Wall Covering Directory; tables; p.87-150; July 86; INT

FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Architects’ Dealings with Manufacturer’s Representatives; Ethics, Arrangements; by Ann Nydele; p.19-20; Dec 86; AR
Choosing a Computer-Aided Facility Management System; Hardware and Software Comparisons; tables; p.54-59; July/Aug 86; AT
Computer Use in Facilities Management; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler; ph. pl.; p.284-287; Oct 86; ID
Engineering Firm Broadens Its Service; American Bridge Engineering; pl.; p.199; June 86; INT
Facility Management Computer Application; by Michael L. Sena and Eric Teicholz; p.35, 37, 39; Feb 86; AR
Facility Management Market for Architects; by Peter S. Kimmel; ill.; p.44-53; July/Aug 86; AT
Use of a Computer in Facilities Management; Interior Facilities Associates; by Daniel Gladstone; ph. pl.; p.286-289; May 86; ID

FARM
See RURAL DESIGN

FINANCIAL
Comparison of ARM and Fixed Rate Loan; chart; p.60; Nov 86; B
Cost Planning Integral to Design; by C. Steven Surprentand; tables; p.96-98; Dec 86; A
Effects of New Tax Law; by Oliver H. Jones; ill.; p.20; Aug 86; B
Financing Solar Companies; by Don Best; ph.; p.12-13; Mar 86; ID
Residential Development; Impact Fees Due on Development; Survey; by Penelope Lemov; ill.; p.72-77; June 86; B
Residential Development; Tying the Mortgage and Capital Markets; p.16; July 86; B
Stability in the Housing Industry; by Joseph Spiers; tables; p.41, 43; July 86; AR
Tax Bill Implications; p.45; Feb 86; AR
Tax Overhaul; Relevant to Architects; by Karen Haas Smith; ill.; p.92-95; Dec 86; A
Tax Reform Analysis for Builders; p.29-42, 52; Nov 86; B

FINLAND
Kauniainen; Church; Lutheran; Parish Center; Gullichsen, Kαιrairo & Vormala; ph. pl.; p.81, 88-92; Feb 86; PA
Pori; Day Care Center; Reima and Raili Pietila; by Nils Finne; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Sept 86; A
Torpparinmaki; Townhouse; Energy Efficient Solar; Tuomo Siitonen and Pekka Helin; by John Galloway and Antero Runttila; ph. pl.; p.13-16; Apr 86; SA

FIRE PROTECTION
Fire Resistance in Stud Walls and Roofs; det.; p.116; Nov 86; B
Fire Safety in Historic Buildings; ph. pl. sec.; p.116-121; Nov 86; PA
Residential Fire Sprinkler; Cost Comes Down; ph.; p.230; May 86; B
Safety Options in Fabrics and Furnishings; by Susan Jonas and Others; p.94-99; Nov 86; ID
Smart Buildings; Central Controls for Various Building Systems; Facts, Myths and Implications; by Beatrix Sonnewald; ph. ill. dia. biblio.; p.21-35; Mar/Apr 86; AT

FIRE STATION
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING

FIREPLACES
Backdrafting Woes; Courses and Effects of Backdrafting; by Sebastian Moffatt; ph. sec.; p.25; Dec 86; PB
Fireplace Appeal in Housing; Design; ph. sec.; p.33-41; Mar 86; B

FLOOR, FLOORING
Access Flooring for Wiring; by John V. Magliano; ph.; p.234-237; Mar 86; ID
Floor Systems to House Office Wiring; Advantages and Limitations; det. dia.; p.116-121; Feb 86; PA
Floorcovering Manufacturers and Dealers Directory; tables; p.92-143; Dec 86; INT
Rug; Rogers Ferri; ph.; p.170; Sept 86; INT
See CARPET also

FLORIDA
Boca Raton; Art Gallery; Rex L. Nichols; ph.; p.260-261; July 86; ID
Boca Raton; Medical Office Building; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph. pl.; p.101-103; Apr 86; PA
Boca Raton; Model Apartment Gardens; Neon, Mirror, Oriental, Jungle, Glass Block Gardens; Uecker Land Team; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Coral Cables; Furniture and Fabrics Store, ARQ Products; Arquitectonica; ph. ill.; p.104-107; Apr 86; AR
Dania; Showroom; Design Center; Nicols Partnership; ph. pl.; p.250, 254; May 86; INT
Destin; Residential Development; Seaside; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; by Frank Anton; ph. pl.; p.90-96; July 86; B
Fort Lauderdale; Art Museum; Edward Larrabee Barnes; ph. pl.; p.32, 34; July 86; PA
Hialeah; Apartment Development; The Williams; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ill. pl.; p.41; Apr 86; PA
Hialeah; Williams Apartment Building; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ill. pl.; p.186; Sept 86; INT
Jacksonville; Residential Development; Townhouse; Las Mirandes; Charlan & Brock; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Sept 86; B
FLORIDA (Cont’d)

Key Biscayne; Residence; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph.; pl.; p.134-139; Mid-Apr 86; AR

Melbourne; Restaurant; San Marcos; Barry Design; ph.; pl.; p.69-72; May 86; INT

Melbourne; Rialto Palace Hotel; WZMH; ph.; pl.; p.69-72; May 86; INT

Miami Beach, Near; Residence; Cindy Muison; ph.; pl.; p.220-225; Mar 86; ID

Miami; Bank; Southeast Financial; Includes Employee Cafeteria; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; pl.; p.228-243; Oct 86; ID

Miami; Courts Building; Arquitectonica; ill.; pl.; p.73; June 86; AR

Miami; Fresco Mural Paintings; In Courthouse; David Novros; ph.; p.20-21; June 86; A

Miami; Hospital; Emergency; Ritchie Organization; ph.; pl. sec.; p.64-67; Apr 86; A

Miami; Murals with Three Dimensional Effect; David Novros; ph.; p.220-223; Jan 86; ID

North Tampa; Residence; Jan Abell and Kenneth Garcia; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph.; pl. sec.; p.30-41; Oct 86; A

Palm Beach; Restaurant; The Assembly; Hochheiser & Elias; ph.; pl.; p.220-223; Apr 86; ID

Pensacola; Shopping Center; Financial Analysis; William F. Parks III; ph.; p.162-163; May 86; B

Plantation; Residential Development; Esprit, Marketing Plan; Mouriz & Salazar; ph.; il.; p.108-111; Mar 86; B

Point Washington; Residential Development; Seaside; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph.; pl.; p.176; Oct 86; B

Seaside; Residence; Deborah Berke; ph.; pl.; p.161; Sept 86; INT

Seaside; Residential Development; Cottages; Orr & Taylor; ph.; pl. elev.; p.90-97; Mid-Apr 86; AR

Seaside; Residential Development; Rosewalk; Orr & Taylor; ph.; pl.; p.184-185; Oct 86; B

St. Petersburg; Conference Center; Poynter Institute for Media Studies; Jung & Brannen; ph.; pl. det.; p.116-123; May 86; AR

Tallahassee; Architecture School; Florida A & M; Energy Conservation; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; Clements & Rumpell; by Jean Wineman; ph. det.; p.114-117; Jul-Aug 86; AR

Tampa; Cancer Center and Research Institute; Three Basic Hospital Layout Types; Bentler & Heery; ph.; pl.; p.80-87; Aug 88; PA

Tampa; Plaza; Four and One-Half Acre; North Carolina National Bank Plaza; Dan Kiley; m.; pl.; p.52-53; Mar/Apr 86; LA

Upper Captiva Island; Safety Harbor Club; Award Winner; Peter B. Burner; ph.; p.74; Sept/Oct 86; LA

West Palm Beach; Interiors; Law Offices; Hellmuth, Obach & Kassabaum; ph.; pl.; p.182-185; Aug 86; INT

FOUNDATION

Wet Basements Repair and Prevention; Foundation Waterproofing and Drainage; by Brent D. Anderson; ph. ill.; p.27-30; Oct 86; PB

See STRUCTURAL/FOUNDATION also

FRANCE

Beynac-et-Cazenac, Others; Hillside Towns and Villages; by Henry Plummer; ph.; p.78-87; Dec 86; A

Cergy Pontoise; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; The Green Crescent; Taller de Arquitectura; ph.; det.; p.140-141; Jan 86; AR

Marne-la-Vallée; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; L’Espaces d’Abraxas; Taller de Arquitectura; ph.; det.; p.136-139; Jan 86; AR

Montpellier; IBM Food Service Facility; Marc Held; ph. iso.; p.70-73; June 86; A

Montpellier; IBM Office Restaurant; Marc Held; ph. axon.; p.292-299; May 86; INT

Paris; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Les Echelles du Baroque; Taller de Arquitectura; ph.; p.54-55; Sept 86; A

Paris; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Les Echelles du Baroque; Taller de Arquitectura; ph.; det.; p.130-135; Jan 86; AR

Paris; Clothing Store; Creeks; Philippe Starck; ph.; pl. sec.; p.128-133; Mid-Sept 86; AR

Paris; Department Store; Development of the Type; Bon Marché History; by Meredith L. Clausen; ph.; pl. sec.; p.20-29; Fall 85; JAE

Paris; Furniture Showroom and Headquarters; Ecart; Andree Putnam; ph.; p.164-171; June 86; INT

Paris; Furniture Showroom; Knoll; Eric Liuren; ph. axon.; p.142-145; Jan 86; INT

Paris; Interiors; Designer’s Apartment and Studio; Ward Bennett; ph.; pl. p.282-287; May 86; INT

Paris; Museum; Louvre Addition; M. Pel; ph.

Paris; Interiors; Designer’s Apartment and Studio; Ward Bennett; ph.; pl. sec.; p.184; Sept 86; INT

Paris; Parc de la Villette; Bernard Tschumi; by Robert Holden; ph.; p.86-87; May/June 86; LA

Precast Classicism; Forming, Finishing, Detailing; Survey of Firm’s Recent Work; Taller de Arquitectura; ph.; det.; p.130-141; Jan 86; AR

FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS

Architect Designed Clocks; ph.; p.39; Mar 86; A

Artist Designed Furniture; ph.; p.180-181; June 86; INT

Chair; PA Award; Stomu Miyazaki; ph.; p.118; May 86; PA

Chairs, Hank Loewenstein’s; ph.; p.56; Aug 86; INT

Chairs; Zeus Group; ph.; p.162-163; June 86; INT

Chest of Drawers; PA Award; Todd White; ph.; p.116; May 86; PA

Facade Collection for Baker Furniture; John Saladino; ph.; p.158-161; June 86; INT

Frank Lloyd Wright's Furniture; ph.; p.122-123; Nov 86; ID

Furniture Design; Interior Design; Donghia Associates; ph.; p.198-199; July 86; INT

Furniture Designs at ICF; Philippe Starck; ph.; p.114-115; June 86; ID

Furniture Fair; Italy, Milan; New Designs; ph.; p.704; Dec 86; INT

Furniture, Lamps; Charles Pfister; ph.; p.146-147; Jan 86; INT
FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS (Cont'd)

High Styles Furniture Exhibition; New York, New York; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; by George Nelson; ph.; p.226-229; Feb 86; ID

Interiors; New York, New York; Apartment Loft, Metal Furniture; George Ranalli; by Anthony Vidler; ph. pl. sec.; p.228-233; Mar 86; ID

Kimball's Avenue Seating; ph.; p.172-175; June 86; INT

Knoll's New Trading Desk; Bruce Hannah; ph.; p.63-64; Dec 86; INT

Metals in Interior Design; Windows, Ceilings, Furniture; by Arnold Friedmann and William Rupp; ill. det.; p.228-233; Nov 86; ID

Milan Furniture Fair and Other Fairs; Italy, Milan; New Products; by Edie Lee Cohen; ph.; p.182-195; Dec 86; ID

Milan Furniture Report; ph.; p.38-40; Dec 86; PA

NEOCON Report and Products; ph. pl.; p.84+; May 86; INT

New Swedish Furniture; ph.; p.124-125; Apr 86; ID

Office Furniture, Gunlocke; ph.; p.324-325+; May 86; INT

Office Furniture; Knoll Morrison System; ph.; p.144-149+; Mar 86; INT

PA Sixth Annual International Competition Winners; Chairs, Table; ph.; p.110-119; May 86; PA

Picket Fence Chair, Gazebo; Allan Wexler; ph.; p.194; Sept 86; INT

Portfolio of Firm's Interiors and Furniture; Interim Office of Architecture; ph. pl.; p.114-121; Mid-Sept 86; AR

Profile of Small Design Firm; High Tech Romantic; New York, New York; Interior Design and Furniture; Haigh Space; ph. iso.; p.122-127; Sept 86; PA

Report on Round Table Debate on Form and Function; Round Table Discussion; ph.; p.114-119; July 86; AR

Reproduced Decorative Chairs, Fabrics; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p.116-118; Nov 86; INT

Reproductions on the Market; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p.147; Nov 86; PA

Roscoe Awards, 1985; ph.; p.262-265; Apr 86; ID

Rug; Rogers Ferri; ph.; p.170; Sept 86; INT

Safety Options in Fabrics and Furnishings; by Susan Jonas and Others; p.94-99; Nov 86; ID

Scandinavian Furniture Fair; New Furniture Designs; ph.; p.156-157; Sept 86; ID

Seating Manufacturers', Distributors' Directory; tables; p.121-168; Aug 86; INT

Side Chair; PA Award; Thomas Hucker; ph.; p.114; May 86; PA

Survey of Architect's Work, Entire Issue; Survey of Architecture, Furniture; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl. m. ill. sec.; p.69-101; Oct 86; PA

Table Place Settings; Ward Bennett; ph.; p.280-283; Oct 86; ID

Table; PA Award; Angelli & Graham; ph.; p.112; May 86; PA

Table; PA Award; Laurie Ann Campbell; ph.; p.117; May 86; PA

Their Interior Design; Furniture Design; Site Projects; ph.; p.242-247; July 86; ID

FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS (Cont'd)

Three Showrooms; New York, New York; Krueger's Com System; Michael and Katherine McCoy and Others; ph. pl. axon.; p.150-153; Mar 86; INT

Totems; Furniture Ensembles; PA Award; J. P. Maruszczak; ph.; p.115; May 86; PA

Traditional Crafts, Contemporary Styling; India; Furniture Tent; ph.; p.174-179; Dec 86; INT

Triennale Exhibition; Italy, Milan; Furniture, Rooms by Various Designers; Mario Bellini; ph.; p.236-239; Apr 86; ID

Underwriters' Desks; Jiricna & Kerr; ph.; p.140; Sept 86; PA

Wall Storage Systems; Modular Storage Furniture; by John F. Pile; ph. ill.; p.238-243; Jan 86; ID

Wood Crafted Clocks; Wendell Castle; ph.; p.22-23; Feb 86; A

See FLOORING. SHOWROOM also

G

GARDEN

Five Gardens Explore Special Effects; Neon, Mirror, Oriental, Jungle, Glass Block Gardens; Landscape Plan by Uecker Land Team; Corbin & Yamaluji; by Susan Rademaker Frey; ph. pl.; p.78-83; Mar/Apr 86; LA

Luther Burbank Gardens, Landmarked; California, Santa Rosa; History and Description; by Renee Falciano; ph. pl. ill.; p.74-77; Nov/Dec 86; LA

Model Apartment Gardens; Florida, Boca Raton; Neon, Mirror, Oriental, Jungle, Glass Block Gardens; Uecker Land Team; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Mar/Apr 86; LA

Nature Preserve, Series of Gardens; Washington, Bainbridge Island; Award Winner; Richard Haag; by Susan Rademaker Frey; ph. pl.; p.54-61+; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Transforming the American Garden; Twelve New Landscape Designs; ill. pl.; p.48-57; July/Aug 86; LA

See LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE DESIGN, RECREATION, RESIDENCE and SPECIFIC BUILDING TYPES also

GEORGIA

Atlanta; Art Museum; Branch of High Museum; Parker & Scogin; ph. pl. sec.; p.124-131; Nov 86; AR

Atlanta; Botanical Garden and Visitors' Center; Anthony Ames; ph. pl. iso. ill. elev.; p.124-129; Aug 86; AR

Atlanta; Carpet Showroom; Welco; Design Management Associates; ph. pl.; p.42; July 86; INT

Atlanta; Carpet Tile Showroom; Collins & Aikman; Eva Maddox; ph. pl.; p.66; Dec 86; INT

Atlanta; Communications Center; American Telephone & Telegraph; Thompson, Ventulett & Stainback; ph. axon.; p.200-205; Aug 86; ID
GEORGIA (Cont'd)

Windows for Hot Climates; Types of Tinted, Glued-On Glass in Curtain-Wall; by M. GLASS
Atlanta; IBM Technical Institute; Cooper & Carry: See SOLAR also

Low E Glass Windows; Other Options: by Steve
High-Performance Glazing; Transparent Insulations; by Day Chahroudi; ph. table: p.21-26; Feb 86; A

Greene County; Master Plan, Scull Shoals; Atlanta; Studio: Artist's Studio; Anthony Ames; Atlanta; Office Building; High Rise; Remodeled Atlanta; Museum of Art and Archeology, Emory University; Michael Graves; ph. map; Jan 86; INT

Atlanta; Office Building; High Rise; Remodeled Building by J. E. R. Carpenter; Associated Space Design; ph. p.61-63; Feb 86; A

Atlanta; Radio Station; Parker & Scoogin; m. pl.; p.41; Apr 86; PA

Atlanta; School; Private; Elementary; Additions; Lord & Sargent; pl. iso.; p.47; May 86; PA

Atlanta; Studio; Artist's Studio; Anthony Ames; ph. axon.; p.126-129; Jan 86; AR

Greene County; Master Plan, Scull Shoals; Award Winner; Allen Stovall; map; p.96; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Savannah River: Hydroelectric Dam: Richard B. Russell Dam; Gatje, Papachristou & Smith; ph. pl. sec.; p.56-69; Dec 86; A

GERIATRICS
See ELDERLY HOUSING

GLASS
Glued-On Glass in Curtain-Wall; by M. Stephanie Stubbins; iso. sec. det.; p.46-51; May/June 86; AT

High-Performance Glazing: Transparent Insulations; by Day Chahroudi; ph. table: p.21-26; Feb 86; A

Low E Glass Windows; Other Options: by Steve Andrews; ph. ill.; p.66-69; Sept 86; B

New Glass Technology; p.22-23; Dec 86; AR

Windows for Hot Climates; Types of Tinted, Insulating Glass Window Coverings; by Robin Vieira; ph. p.9-15; Nov 86; PB
See SOLAR also

GOVERNMENT BUILDING (Cont'd)

Fire Station; Austria, Modling; Ernst Hoffmann; by Charlotte Ellis; ph. pl.; p.42-43; Sept 86; A

Fire Station; Washington, Bellingham; Zervas Group; ph. axon.; p.66-67; Aug 86; A

Fire and Police Facility; Vermont, Rockingham; John Sharratt; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Feb 86; AR

Increasing Embassy Security; ph. p.41, 45; May 86; A

Justice Center, Jail; Colorado, Eagle County; William Muchow; ph. pl.; p.62-65; Aug 86; A

Medical Clinic; California, Port Hueneme; U.S. Navy; Bobrow & Thomas; ph. pl.; p.128-129; June 86; AR

Parliament House; Australia, Canberra; Mitchell, Giorgola & Thorp; ph. m.; p.104-111; Feb 86; INT

Police Facility and Municipal Court; New Jersey, Elizabeth; Grad Partnership; ph. m.; p.33; Feb 86; PA

Public Buildings, Small Towns; Building Types Study; ph. iso.; p.92-107; Feb 86; AR

Public Works Office Building; South Carolina, Charleston; Lucas, Stubbins, Pascullis, Powell & Penney; ph. iso.; p.98-101; Feb 86; AR

Registry of Motor Vehicles; Massachusetts, Worcester; Leers Weinzapfel; ph. iso.; p.102-105; Feb 86; AR

State Office Building; California, San Jose; Structural Analysis: ELS, Elbasan & Logan and SOL-ARC; ph. pl.; p.142; Feb 86; AR

Terrorism and the Secure Landscape; District of Columbia, Washington; Government Building Considerations; by John Billing; ph. ill. chart, biblio.; p.58-63; July/Aug 86; LA

Town Hall; Spain, Logrono; Rafael Moneo; ph. pl.; p.64-85; June 86; PA

U. S. Embassy Building; Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur; Security Considerations; Hartman & Cox; by Garleton Knight Ill; ph. pl.; p.62-69; July 86; A

U.S. Embassy Building; Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur; Conflicting Views; by Thorkah Hoong; ph. p.101-102; Sept 86; A

U.S. Embassy; Oman, Muscat; PA Award, Critique; James Stewart Polshek; m. pl. elev. ill. axon.; p.92-95; Jan 86; PA

Union Station Redevelopment; Washington, Seattle; Transit Terminal and City Government Center; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; m. pl. elev. sec. dia.; p.125-127; Jan 86; PA

Village Hall and Fire Station; New Mexico, Los Ranchos Albuquerque; Pueblo Style; Westwork Architects; ph. iso.; p.92-95; Feb 86; AR

See CIVIC CENTER, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, COMMUNITY CENTER, HISTORICAL, MUSEUM, PENAL, UNIVERSITY also

GRAPHICS
Communications Awards Comments; Various Landscape Related Publications, Award Winners; by Christopher Findlay; ph. ill.; p.106-111; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Construction Sign Specification; by Walter Rosenfield; p.49, 55; Dec 86; PA

Design Your Identity Through Graphics; by Lois Boemer; p.37, Apr 86; AR
GRAPHICS (Cont'd)

Electronic Engraver; For Building Occupant Signs; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph.; p.44; Nov 86; INT

Importance of a Corporate Identity; p.17, 18, 20; Aug 86; INT

Marketing Materials and Techniques; Brochures Awards; by Rolf Fuessler; ill.; p.45, 47; Nov 86; AR

Restaurant, Palio's Graphics and Tableware Design; Vignelli Associates; ph.; p.264-265; Sept 86; ID

GREECE

Athens, Near; Houses, Kindergarten, Solar Village; Alexander Tombazis; by Jerry Germer; ph. pl.; p.24-27; Dec85/Jan86; SA

Monemvasia; Respectful Building in Ancient Town; Their Master Builder and Design Work; Alexander and Haris Calligases; by Anthony C. Antoniades; ph.; p.44-46; Sept 86; A

GREENHOUSE

Sunspace Planning, Basics; by Jerry Germer; p.56; Aug 86; PB

What's New in Sunspaces; Directory; by Jerry Germer; ph.; p.18-25; Aug 86; PB

See SOLAR also

HAZARDS (Cont'd)

Determining Asbestos Control Needs and Costs; by Robert N. Sawyer and Roger G. Morse; chart, tables; p.116-119; Dec 86; A

Fire in Wall-Mounted Solar Collector; ph.; p.11; Aug 86; PB

Indoor Air Pollution; by James B. Gardner; p.27-28; July/Aug 86; AT

Negative Pressure Backdrafts Flue Gases; p.13; Aug 86; PB

Radon Hazard; Reducing Hazards in Residences; sec.; p.64, 66; May 86; B

Radon Problems; Builders' Solutions; sec.; map; p.72, 78; Oct 86; B

See ASBESTOS, FIRE PROTECTION, POLLUTION, STRUCTURAL also

HEALTH CARE

Health Care Building and Program; Steelcase Company's; elev.; p.198; June 86; INT

See CLINIC, HOSPITAL, RECREATION

HEATING

Backdrafting Woes; Courses and Effects of Backdrafting; by Sebastian Moffatt; ph. sec.; p.25; Dec 86; PB

Controlling Air Quality in Office Buildings; by Preston E. McNall; ill. elev. iso.; p.29-32; July/Aug 86; AT

Energy-Conserving Engineering; by Norman D. Kurtz and Robert Logan; ill.; p.124-127; Apr 86; PA

High Efficiency Heaters, Survey; by Scott Lewis; ph. sec.; p.19-23; Mar 86; SA

Mechanical Engineering in the Information Age; by Robert Logan; p.124-127; Apr 86; PA

Premium Heating with Radiant Slabs; by Matthew Friedlander; ph.; p.66-71; Apr 86; SA

Smart Buildings; Central Controls for Various Building Systems; Facts, Myths and Implications; by Bea Sennewald; ph. ill. dia. biblio.; p.21-35; Mar/Apr 86; AT

See AIR CONDITIONING, ENERGY, SOLAR, VENTILATION also

HIGHWAY

Copley Place Development; Massachusetts. Boston; At Triangular Site Near Freeway; Architects Collaborative; ph. pl. sec.; ill.; p.114-123; Aug 86; AR

Toll Booth, Prototype; Indiana, South Bend. Near. Cole Associates; ph. axon.; p.46-47; June 86; A

HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION

Addition to Guggenheim Museum; Controversy; New York, New York. 1959 Museum by Frank Lloyd Wright; Gwathmey & Siegel; ill. elev.; p.10-12; Aug 86; A

Ancient Underground Cities; Turkey, Cappadocia; by Thomas R. Miller; ph.; p.92-97; Sept 86; A

Annual issue; ph. pl. sec.; ill.; p.25, 27, 37-38, 96-121, 147; Nov 86; PA
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION (Cont'd)

Apartment Development; Low Rise; Massachusetts, Brookline; Remodeled Hospital Complex, The Park, 1895 in F. L. Olmstead Site; Childs, Bertman, Tseqkares & Casenfino; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p.75-77; Nov 86; A

Apartment Development; Low Rise; Netherlands, Amsterdam; Concrete Village, "Garden Suburb," 1920's; Restored; Dick Greiner; by Tracy Metz; ph. p.79; Feb 86; AR

Architect's Role in Preservation; by James Marston Fitch; p.10-11; Feb 86; A

Art Gallery Addition and Remodeling; England, London; Whitechapel, 1897 by Charles Harrison Townsend; Colquhoun & Miller; ph. pl. sec. iso. ill.; p.104-113; July 86; AR

Art Gallery; Circle Gallery; California, San Francisco; Renovated V. C. Morris Shop, 1948 by Frank Lloyd Wright; Michel Marx; ph. pl.; p.44-47; Nov 86; A

Art Museum Pavilion, Revised; Texas, Houston; Mies Space Redesigned; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; pl p.32, 34; Sept 86; PA

Art Museum's Display of 1760 Lansdowne House; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Drawing Room; Robert Adam; ph. p.145-147; Sept 86; PA

Art Museum; Denmark, Faaborg; Renovation of 1915 Building; Niels Friithof Truelsen; ph. pl. sec.; p.37-38; Nov 86; PA

Bank; New York, Canandaigua; Renovation; Fire Protection; Mendel, Mesick, Cohen, Waite & Hall; ph. pl.; p.120; Nov 86; PA

Barcelona Pavilion, 1929, Reconstructed; Spain, Barcelona; Original by Mies van der Rohe; Christian Cirici and Fernando Ramos and Ignasi de Sola Mores; ph. pl.; p.cover, 11, 61-67; Aug 86; PA

Battell Chapel, Yale University, Connecticut, New Haven: Restoration, 1876 Building by Russell Sturgis; Herbert S. Newman; ph. pl. sec.; p.226-228; May 86; A

Bethesda Terrace, 1873, Restoration; New York, New York; Sandstone Repair; Ehrenkrantz Group; ph. pl. elev. det.; p.130-137; May 86; AR

California, Santa Monica; Remodeling of 1935 International Style House by J. R. Davidson; Craig Hodggets; ph. pl.; p.25; Feb 86; PA

Church Opposes Preservation Law in Court; p. 16; Nov 86; A

Concert Hall; East Germany, Berlin; Schauspielhaus, 1821; Restored, Original by Karl Friedrich Schinkel; Eberhard Gisske and Klaus Just and Phillip Stertenbeck; ph.; p.96-101; Nov 86; PA

Czechoslovakia, Brno; Its History, Restored Tueghendhat House by Mies van der Rohe; Kamil Fuchs and Kutejova and Jan and Manfred Frasser; ph. pl. ill.; p.96-101; Nov 86; PA

County Courthouse; New York, Cooperstown; Renovation; Fire Protection; Mendel, Mesick, Cohen, Waite & Hall; ph. pl.; p.124; Nov 86; PA

Department Store; France, Paris; Development of the Typs; Bon Marche History; by Meredith L. Clausen; ph. pl.; sec. p.20-29; Fall 85; JAE

Diagnosis Inspection, Prognosis and Therapy for Older Buildings, Foundations; by Hugh C. Miller; ph.: p.96-99; Nov 86; A

District of Columbia, Washington; Corcoran of Georgetown, Multi-Use Complex; Office Building, Townhouses; Arthur Cotton Moore; ph. pl.; p.96-99, Oct 86; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Willard Hotel; Restored; Original Architect, Henry J. Hardenbergh; Vlastimil Koubek; ph. pl.; p.25, 27; Nov 86; PA

Federal Standards for Preservation; Requirements for Investment Tax Credits; by Bruce Crkviskey; biblio.; p.114-115; Nov 86; A

Festival Marketplace; Oregon, Portland; Remodeled 1872 Building; Sheldon, Engleston, Reddick & Andrus; ph. p.40-41; July 86; A

Fire Safety in Historic Buildings; ph. pl. sec.; p.116-121; Nov 86; PA

German Pavilion Restored; Spain, Barcelona; 1929 Building; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph. pl.; p.184-189; Aug 86; ID

Guggenheim Museum; New York, New York; A.I.A. 25 Year Award; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. p.12-16; Mar 86; A

Historic Area Master Plan; Tennessee, Rugby; Rugby Colony, 1880's; PA Award, Critique; Ehrenkrantz Group and Building Conservation Technology; ph. pl. elev.; p.108-113; Jan 86; PA

Historic Buildings, History; Texas, San Antonio; Current State of the City; by Lawrence W. Speck; ph. p.44-55; Mar 86; A

Historic Rehabilitation Solutions, Examples; Structural, Additions, Mechanical Equipment, Materials, Accessibility; by Douglas E. Gordon and M. Stephanie Stubbs; pl. elev. det. sec.; p.100-107; Nov 86; A

Historic Warehouse District Study; Louisiana, New Orleans; Award Winner; Caplin Group; ph. ill.; p.86-91; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Historical Sites Appear in Fiction; by John Hartray; p.64; Jan/Feb 86; AT

History Center; Minnesota, St. Paul; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; ill. pl.; p.46; Oct 86; PA

History of Preservation Efforts; Texas, San Antonio; Survey of Buildings; by David Dillon; ph. p.62-69; Mar 86; A

Illinois, Oak Park; Restoration of Wright Home and Studio, 1889; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl. sec. persp.; p.118-125; Sept 86; AR

Law School Library, Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Restoration of 1883 Building by Henry Hobson Richardson; Goody & Clancy; ph. pl.; p.72-74; Nov 86; A

Luther Burbank Gardens, Landmarked; California, Santa Rosa; History and Description; by Renee Felciano; ph. pl. ill.; p.74-77; Nov/Dec 86; LA

Machine-Age America; 1918-1941; Exhibition; New York, Brooklyn; ph. ill.; p.110-115; Nov 86; PA

THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION (Cont'd)

Main Library Exhibition Hall; New York, New York; Remodeled Space; 1905 Building by Carrere & Hastings; Davis & Brody and Georgio Cavagli; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. axon.; p.218-221; May 86; A

Making Preservation a Specialty; by Jonelle M Lawhonn; ill.; p.116-119; Nov 86; A

New York Public Library; New York, New York; Lobby; Connecticut, New Haven; Office Building; Low Rise; Massachusetts, —; Middle Rise; District of Columbia, Washington; Sumner Center, Integration with Historic Buildings; Hartman & Cox; by Andrea Oppenheimner Dean; ph.; p.60-63; Nov 86; A

New York Library; New York, New York; 1911, Restored Original by Carrere & Hastings; Davis & Brody; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-95; Aug 86; PA

New York, New York; Restored Theater, 1917, by Herbert J. Krapp, Johansen & Bhavnani; ph.; p.262-283; June 86; ID

Office Building; Lobby, Connecticut, New Haven; Remodeled Historic Building; Roth & Moore; ph. axon.; p.58-60; Feb 86; A

Office Building; Low Rise, Massachusetts, Cambridge, Restored Bulfinch Building, 1814 by Charles Bulfinch; Graham Gund; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p.152-157; May 86; A

Office Building; Low Rise, Michigan, Detroit; Architects' Offices and Restaurant, Remodeled Landmarked Building; Schervish, Vogel & Merz; ph. pl.; p.54-55; Feb 86; A

Office Building; Middle Rise, District of Columbia, Washington; Summer Center, Integration with Historic Buildings; Hartman & Cox; by Andrea Oppenheimner Dean; ph. pl.; p.60-63; Nov 86; A

Office Building; Middle Rise, District of Columbia, Washington; Pension Building Renovation; Fire Protection; Keyes, Condon & Florance; ph. pl. sec.; p.118; Nov 86; PA

Office Building; Middle Rise, District of Columbia, Washington; Old Post Office Renovated; Fire Protection; Arthur Cotton Moore; ph. pl.; p.117; Nov 86; PA

Office Building; Middle Rise, Oklahoma, Oklahoma City, Remodeled School Building, Southwestern Bell, 1912 by Solomon Layton; HTB; ph. pl. sec.; p.266-271; June 86; ID

Office Building; Middle Rise, Rhode Island, Providence, Remodeled Jewelry Factory; Hresko & Yost; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Feb 86; A

Office Building; Texas, Austin, Restored Facade; Interiors; Robert T. Jackson; ph. axon.; p.82-83; Mar 86; A

Office Building; Texas, San Antonio; 110 Broadway, Originally by Atlee B Ayres; Restoration; Urban Design Group; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Apr 86; A

Office Building; Washington, Spokane; Review Tower, 1891 by C. B. Seaton; Remodeled; Ackison, Leigh, Sims & Cuppage; by Donald Canty; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Apr 86; A

Preservation Detail Tips; ph. det. iso.; p.66-67; May/June 86; AT

Preserving the Architecture of Ellis Island; New York, New York; Editorial; by Mildred Schmertz; p. 15; Nov 86; AR

Respectful Building in Ancient Town; Greece, Monemvasia; Their Master Builder and Design Work; Alexander and Harris Calligases; by Anthony C. Antoniades; ph.; p.44-46; Sept 86; A

Restoration of the Baths of Diocletian, 298-306 AD; Italy, Rome; History; by Alexander C Gorlin; ph. pl.; p.272-277; June 86; ID

Restoring an Early Trompe L'Oeil Painting; Massachusetts, Nantucket; Nantucket's Old South Church; ph.; p.33; Nov 86; A

Saving Historic Park Lands; Massachusetts, —; p.25-26; July/Aug 86; LA

Shopping Center, Rhode Island, Providence; Providence Arcade; Renovation; Fire Protection; Irving B. Haynes; ph. pl. sec.; p.119; Nov 86; PA

Stanford University; California, Palo Alto; Inner Quadrangle Courtyard, Enhancement; 1887, Designed by Frederick Law Olmstead; Anthony M. Guzzardo; by Linda Hittle Lettieri; ph. ill.; p.68-71; Nov/Dec 86; LA

The Annates School of History, 1929; Study of the Details of Everyday Life; by Frederick R. Steiner; ph. biblio.; p.69-75; Jan/Feb 86; A

The Downing Letters on His Work; 1815-1852; Andrew Jackson Downing; ph. ill.; p.50-57; Jan/Feb 86; LA

Western Art Museum; Colorado, Denver; Remodeled Historic Building; C. W. Fentress and John Prosser; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-79; Nov 86; A
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION (Cont'd)

Willard Hotel; District of Columbia, Washington; Restoration and Addition to 1901 Building by Henry Janeway Hardenbergh; Vlastimil Koubek; by Nora Richter Greer; ph. pl. sec.; p.48-55; Nov 86; A
Wisconsin, Racine; Johnson Wax Building Exhibit; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. p.16; June 86; A
World's Fair Pavilion Rebuilt; Spain, Barcelona: Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph.; p.60-61; Aug 86; AR
See MUSEUM also

HONG KONG
An Overview of Development; p.74; Mar 86; PA
High Rise; Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank Building. Critique: Foster Associates: by Stanley Abercrombie; ph. pl. sec.; p.198-209; Mar 86; ID
Hong Kong Bank; Entire Feature Section of Issue; Critique: Foster Associates: ph. sec. elev. iso. det. dia.: p.7: 67-109; Mar 86; PA
Housing Lessons in Hong Kong; ph.; p.39, 41, 43; Mar 86; PA
Restaurant; Empress of China, Private Club; Three D/International; ph. pl.; p.121-129; Oct 86; INT
School of Advanced Hairdressing; Eric Loo; ph. pl.; p.214-215; Nov 86; ID

HOSPITAL
Health-Care Facilities: Building Types Study; Prescribing Places for People; ph. pl. sec.; p.115-131; June 86; AR
Hospital Design; Latest Diagnostic Technology; ph. p.174; Oct 86; INT
Humanizing Principles of Health Care; Planetree: Example; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Apr 86; A
Study of Health Effect of View of Trees; by Robert Holden; p.103; Mar/Apr 86; LA

CHILDREN'S
Children's Hospice; New York, Bayside; Breger & Terjesen; ph. pl.; p.192-195; Feb 86; ID
Home for Abused Children; California, Fairfield; Child Haven; Alan Lucas; ph. p.226; Nov 86; ID

EMERGENCY
Florida, Miami; Ritchie Organization; ph. pl. sec.; p.64-67; Apr 86; A

GENERAL
Georgia, Atlanta; Hughes Spaulding; Nix & Mann; ph. pl.; p.124-125; June 86; AR
Hospital, University of Michigan; Michigan, Ann Arbor; Albert Kahn; ph. pl. sec.; p.118-123; June 86; AR
Medical Clinic with Hospital Functions; Ohio, Cleveland; Cesar Pelli and Dalton, van Dijk & Johnson; ph. pl.; p.210-213; May 86; A
Michigan, St. Joseph; Mercy Memorial; Hansen, Lind & Meyer; ph. pl.; p.126-127; June 86; AR

HOSPITAL (Cont'd)

GENERAL (Cont'd)
Presbyterian Hospital Addition; New York, New York; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; elev. pl.; p.18; July 86; INT
Remodeled Medical-Surgical Unit; California, San Francisco; Humanizing Principles of Planetree; Roslyn Lindheim; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Apr 86; A
Tennessee, Memphis; Addition; Walk Jones and Francis Mah; ph. pl. sec.; p.198-203; Feb 86; ID

SPECIAL FACILITIES
Cancer Center and Research Institute; Florida, Tampa; Three Basic Hospital Layout Types; Bentler & Heery; ph. pl.; p.80-87; Aug 86; PA
See CLINIC, RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY also

HOTEL
Beverwra Waters Inn; Australia, Sydney, Near; Glenn Murcutt; ph. pl.; p.124-129; Feb 86; INT
California, Los Angeles; Hotel Bel Air Addition; Rooms by Five Interior Designers; Intrasdesign, Betty Garber, James Northcutt and Kael Alton and Willis Caster; ph. pl.; p.130-137; Oct 86; INT
Century Plaza Hotel, Addition, California, Los Angeles; Interiors by Intrasdesign; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.204-211; Apr 86; ID
Desert Resort; Australia, Uluru National Park; Philip Cox and Nexus Designs; ph. elev.; p.118-123; Feb 86; INT
District of Columbia, Washington; Grand Hotel and Office Building; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.100-102; Jan 86; AR
District of Columbia, Washington; Willard Hotel Restored; Original Architect, Henry J. Hardenbergh; Vlastimil Koubek; ph. pl.; p.25; 27; Nov 86; PA
Florida, Melbourne; Rialto Palace Hotel; WZMH; ph. pl.; p.69-72; May 86; INT
Grand Hotel Promenade; District of Columbia, Washington; Charles Pfister; ph. sec.; p.48-49; Feb 86; INT
Grand Hotel; District of Columbia, Washington; Interiors by Charles Pfister; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. axon. sec.; p.128-135; Jan 86; INT
Guadalupe Center Hotel; Texas, Kerr County; Peter Gisolfi; ph. iso.; p.53-54; Nov 86; INT
Hotel and Casino, The Spa; New Jersey, Atlantic City; Bally's Park; Stubbs Associates and Eco Design; ph. pl.; p.47-50; Dec 86; INT
Hotel, Office Towers, Shopping Center; Texas, Dallas; The Crescent; Critique; John Burgee and Philip Johnson; ph. p.78-81; Sept 86; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Hilton, Renovation; Hirsch & Bedner and Solomon, Cordwell & Buenz; ph. pl.; p.258-265; Oct 86; ID
Inn and Conference Center, Las Colinas; Texas, Irving; Harwood K. Smith; ph. pl.; p.98-101; Sept 86; AR
Intercontinental Hotel, Barony Restaurant; South Carolina, Hilton Head; Interiors by Trisha Wilson; Rabu, Hatch, Portman & McWhorter; ph. pl.; p.140-145; Oct 86; INT
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Italy, Merano; Twenty Room Inn; Andrea Hellrigl; ph.: p.256-257; Oct 86; ID
Louisiana, New Orleans; Meriden, Interiors; Tom Lee; ph. pl. elev.: p.244-255; Oct 86; ID
Missouri, St. Louis; Restoration, Railroad Station and Hotel, 1894 by Theodore Link; Philip George and HOK; ph. p.37-40; Aug 86; INT
Penthouses for Savoy Hotel; England, London; Terry Farrell; pl. elev. det.; p.48; July 86; PA
Resort Hotel and Conference Center; New York, New York, Resort Hotel and Conference Center, England, London; Penthouses for Savoy Hotel; Resort Hotel; South Carolina. Charleston; Middleton Inn; South Carolina, Charleston; Colorado, Vail; Guestrooms; Warren Ski Resort; Phillip and Hotel, 1894 by Theodore Link; Boise; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.: p.32; Oct 86; INT

HOUSING

Housing Innovation; Guidelines, 2 x 4 Technology; by Stephen H. Kendall; iso. ill.; p.87-90; Oct 86; A

Housing Lessons in Hong Kong; Hong Kong; ph.: p.39, 41, 43; Mar 86; PA

Owner-Home Builders; Aided by Architects; by Michael J. Crostie; ph.: p.112-113; Oct 86; A

Privatizing Public Housing; Eight Rehabilitation Projects; ph. pl. sec. dia. m.; p.92-97; May 86; PA

Shelter for the Homeless; Survey; ph. pl. m. elev. ill.; p.136-143; June 86; AR

Stability in the Housing Industry; by Joseph Spiers; tables; p.41, 43; July 86; AR

Survey of Housing Projects; Netherlands, Lunetten, Riebeck; Customizing Features; Support and Infill; John Habraken; by Stephen H. Kendall; ph. pl. ill.; p.90-93; Oct 86; A

See APARTMENT BUILDING, APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, BEHAVIORAL STUDIES, ELDERLY HOUSING, RESIDENCE, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITY/RESIDENTIAL also

IDAHO

Boise; Interiors; Board Room; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.: p.32; Oct 86; INT

ILLINOIS

Chicago; Apartment, Stanford White's Mansion; Krueck & Olsen; ph.: p.60-87; Mid-Sept 86; AR
Chicago; Art Institute's Restaurant, Norman De Haan; ph. pl.: p.272-275; Oct 86; ID
Chicago; Bath Fixtures Showroom, Paul Associates; MR & A; ph.: p.74; Sept 86; ID
Chicago; Cappuccino Cafe; Niedermaier; ph.: p.184-185; Jan 86; INT
Chicago; Cathedral; S. James; Restored; Holabird & Root; ph.: p.222; Nov 86; ID
Chicago; Designer's Loft Apartment, Pappageorge & Haymes; ph. axon.: p.222-225; Feb 86; ID
Chicago; Designer's Offices; Network 90 Degrees; ph. axon.: p.176-199; June 86; INT
Chicago; Formica Showroom, Tigerman, Fugman & McCurry; ph. pl. iso.; p.100-103; Mid-Sept 86; AR
Chicago; Furniture Showroom; Haworth's; Eva Maddox; ph. pl.: p.164-167; Nov 86; INT
Chicago; Furniture Showroom; Herman Miller; Tigerman, Fugman & McCurry; ph. pl.: p.106, 108-109; Feb 86; PA
Chicago; Furniture Showroom; Herman Miller; Tigerman, Fugman & McCurry; ph. pl.: p.256-261; Jan 86; ID
Chicago; Furniture Showroom; Kinetics; Jeanne Hartnett; ph. pl.: p.308-311; Oct 86; ID
Chicago; Furniture Showroom; Knoll's; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. axon.: p.320-323; Sept 86; ID
Chicago; Furniture Showroom; Knoll's; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. iso.: p.141-144; Sept 86; PA
Chicago; Furniture Showroom; Thonet; Krueck & Olsen; ph. axon.: p.177; Sept 86; INT
Chicago; Gift Shop, Cooperative; A. Epstein and Sons; by Nora Richter Greer; ph. pl.; p.50-51; Apr 86; A
Chicago; Hotel; Hilton; Renovation; Hirsch & Bedner and Solomon, Cordwell & Buzen; ph. pl.: p.258-265; Oct 86; ID
Chicago; Housewares Store; Chiasso; Florian & Wierzbowski; ph. axon.: p.268-271; May 86; ID
Chicago; Interiors; Designer's Offices; Niedermaier; ph.: p.218; Nov 86; ID
Chicago; Interiors; Law Offices; ISD; ph. pl.: p.162-167; Mar 86; INT
Chicago; Interiors; Media Management Offices; Hague & Richards; ph.: p.223; Nov 86; ID
Chicago; Lobbies; Wrigley Building Renovation; Powell & Keinschmidt; ph. pl.: p.278-281; June 86; ID
Chicago; Meaning and Means in Urban Design; South LaSalle Street Study; by Miriam Gusevich; ph. axon.: p.243-30; Spring 86; JAE
Chicago; Northwestern University Law School/ American Bar Association Headquarters; Holabird & Root; ph. det.; p.120-127; Feb 86; AR

Chicago; Office Building; High Rise; Sears Tower Renovation, New Entrance; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.: p.39-40; May 86; PA
Chicago; Office Building; Interiors; Chicago Board of Exchange, Acoustic Ceiling by Kirkegaard; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.: p.218-219; Jan 86; ID

THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX
ILLINOIS (Cont’d)

Chicago: Office Building; Pedestrian Entry Plaza Pavilions; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. axon.; p.74-75; Dec 86; A
Chicago: Office Furniture Showroom; GF Furniture; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.186-191; Dec 86; INT
Chicago: Office Furniture Showroom; Gunlocke’s; Walker Group/CNI; ph. axon.; p.70; Jan 86; INT
Chicago: Pediatric Offices; Lightfoot & Plum; ph. pl.; p.294-295; June 86; ID
Chicago: Physics Teaching Center, University of Chicago; Holabird & Root and Harold Hellman; ph. pl. ill. det.; p.86-91; June 86; PA
Chicago: Flat: Company Headquarters; Bradford Exchange, Tent Roof; Weeze, Hickey & Weese; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-63; Apr 86; A
Chicago: Residence; Kruke & Olsen; by Nora Richter Greer; ph.; p.184-189; May 86; A
Chicago: Showroom and Information Center; DuPont Synthetic Fibers; Eva Maddox; ph. axon.; p.274-277; Jan 86; ID
Chicago: Townhouse; Christopher H. Rudolph; m. pl.; p.186; Sept 86; INT
Chicago: Waterfront Development; Cityfront Center, Cooper & Eckstut; pl.; p.104-105; July 86; PA
Lake Forest: Residential Development; Winthrop. Duplexes; Jackson Evers; ph. pl.; p.110-111; Feb 86; B
Oak Brook: Lodge and Training Center, McDonald’s; Lohan Associates; ph.; p.92-95; Sept 86; AR
Oak Park: Restoration of Wright Home and Studio, 1889; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl. sec. parsp.; p.118-125; Sept 86; AR
Oakbrook: Residence; Hammond, Beeby & Babka; ph. pl.; p.98-101; Nov 86; B
On Lake Michigan: Golf Club; Replacing David Adler Building, in Same Traditional Style; Booth & Hansen; ph. pl. elev.; p.118-125; Jan 86; AR
Urbana-Champaign: Krannert Art Museum, University of Illinois; Booth & Hansen; m. pl.; p.96-97; Jan 86; PA
Westmont: Residential Development; Townhouse; Orchard Gate; Pulte Home; ph. pl.; p.138; May 86; B

INDIA

INDIANA (Cont’d)

Indianapolis; Symphony Hall; Circle Theater, 1916 by Rubush & Hunter; Dijk Johnson; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Apr 86; A
Indianapolis: White River Park; Howard, Needles, Tammen & Bergendoff and Others; by Christopher Findlay; pl.; p.100; July/Aug 86; LA
South Bend, Near; Toll Booth, Prototype; Cole Associates; ph. axon.; p.46-47; June 86; A

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

Building Types Study; ph. pl. iso. sec. elev.; p.95-111; Mar 86; AR
Computer Factory; Israel, Yarne; Karmi Associates; ph. iso. pl.; p.102-105; Mar 86; AR
High-Tech Laboratories; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.120-125; May 86; PA
Industrial Park Guidelines; Site Layout, Example Plan; by Patrick Meehan; ph. sec. tables; p.90-93; Nov/Dec 86; LA
Industrial Research, Training and Marketing Tower; Connecticut, Bristol; Design Evolution; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, elev. sec. pl. ill.; m.; p.138-143; July 86; AR
Printing Plant; Massachusetts, Billerica; Boston Globe; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.180; Sept 86; INT
Speculative Light Manufacturing Units; England, Maidenhead; Richard Rogers; ph. pl. elev.; p.96-101; Mar 86; AR
See UTILITY, VINEYARD also

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Product Design Practice; Designer’s Rights; by Jerrold M. Sonet and Alan M. Siegel; p.152-154; Apr 86; ID

INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, PREFABRICATION, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, STRUCTURAL

INFORMATION SYSTEM

How Architects Can Gain Access to Research; by Robert G. Shibley; p. 49-50; Dec 86; PA
Information Sources in Many Fields; Directory, AIA Resources, Associations; Entire Issue; p.9, 49-50, 59-101; Dec 86; PA
Information, the Architect and the Law; by Robert Greenstreet; p. 100-101; Dec 86; PA
See COMPUTER, OFFICE PRACTICE also

INSULATION

Alternatives to the Stud Wall With Bat Insulation; by Chuck Silver and Terry Brennan; p.37-38; Oct 86; PB
Better Stud Wall Building Details; Urethane Precautions; by Art Boyce and Bill Brodhead; ph. iso det.; p.36-38; June 86; SA
Builders Increase Insulation; ph.; p.102; Oct 86; B
INSULATION (Cont'd)

Energy Efficient Solar House; by Thomas Lencheck; ph. iso.; p.17-20; Dec 86; PB
Foundation Drainage Mats; Directory; by Bill D' Alessandro; ph.; p.10-13; Sept 86; PB
High-Performance Glazing; Transparent Insulations; by Day Chahroudi; ph. table; p.21-26; Feb 86; SA
Insulating Concrete Block and Concrete Foundation Walls; by Chuck Silver and Terry Brennan; p.37; Sept 86; PB
Insulating Foundation Walls; Views on Best Methods; by Chuck Silver and Terry Brennan; ph.; p.41-43; Aug 86; PB
Insulometer, Measuring Loose Fill Insulation; ph.; p.7, 44; Dec 86; PB
Questions on Foam, UF, Cellulose Insulations; p.13; Dec85/Jan86; SA
Rating Reflective Insulations; ph.; p.7-8; Sept 86; PB
Report on Energy Efficient House Construction; p.37-38; Nov 86; PB
Retrofitting Foundation Insulation; From Inside or Outside; by Tom Buckley; ph. det. sec.; p.62-63; Apr 86; SA
Sprayed Insulation; by Paul Fisette; ph.; p.23-27; Nov 86; PB
Stress-Skin Panels; Installation Methods; Problems; ph.; p.23-26; Sept 86; PB
Superinsulated Houses; Better Details. Cost Analysis; by Bill Eich; ph. det. sec.; p.73-75; Apr 86; SA
Superinsulating Old House; Maine, Portland; Details; by Steve Bliss; ph. det.; p.29-32; Feb 86; SA
Superinsulation Put to the Test; by Chuck Ebert; ph. tables; p.72-76; Dec85/Jan86; SA
Trends in Low-Energy House Building; ph.; p.15-19; Sept 86; PB
True Cost of Conservation of Energy; by Danny Parker; ph. cost anal.; p.35; Aug 86; PB
Urethane R-Value Controversy; ph.; p.11-12; Aug 86; PB
Windows for Hot Climates; Types of Tinted, Insulating Glass Window Coverings; by Robin Viera; ph.; p.9-15; Nov 86; PB
See GLASS, SOLAR, also

INSURANCE
See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE

INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION
Interior Design Education Is in Good Shape; p.13-18; Sept 86; INT

INTERIOR DESIGN
ASID's New Director; Interview with Robert H. Angle; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph.; p.72-79; Nov 86; ID
Accounting by Computer for Interior Designers; by Andrew Loebelson; p.164; Mar 86; ID
Advantages of Incorporating a Design Firm; by Jerrold M. Sonet and Alan M. Siegel; p.196-202; June 86; ID

INTERIOR DESIGN (Cont'd)

Architects' Dealings with Manufacturer's Representatives; Ethics, Arrangements; by Ann Nydle; p.19-20; Dec 86; AR
Architectural Practice and Interior Practice; Similarities and Differences; by Roslyn S. Brandt; p.176-183; Sept 86; ID
Avoiding Litigation; ph.; p.200; June 86; INT
Branching Out in Interior Design; by Andrew Loebelson; p.102; Nov 86; ID
CAD, a Design and Marketing Tool; dia.; p.37+; Feb 86; INT
Collecting Design Fee; by Andrew Loebelson; p.160; May 86; ID
Computer Program, Specifying Furniture; Computer Aided Planning; ph.; p.211; July 86; INT
Contract Administration; by Jerrold M. Sonet and Alan M. Siegel; p.132; Feb 86; ID
Critical Look at Practice of Office Design; by Jack Lowery; p.13, 16; Dec 86; INT
Deming Business Approach; In the Contract Design Industry; dia.; p.202; Dec 86; INT
Designer and Entrepreneur; Harry Parnass; ph.; p.364; May 86; INT
Designer of the Year; His Practice, Work; Charles Plister; p.127+; Jan 86; INT
Fifty Designers Under Forty; Their Work; ph. pl.; p.149-198+; Sept 86; INT
Furniture Loss Due to Warehouse Fire; by Jerrold M. Sonet and Alan M. Siegel; p.50, 52; Dec 86; ID
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; Her Work; Sarah Tomerlin Lee; ph.; p.162-163; Dec 86; ID
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; Her Work; Sally Walsh; ph.; p.168-169; Dec 86; ID
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; Jay Spectre; ph.; p.166-167; Dec 86; ID
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; Joseph Braswell; ph.; p.152-153; Dec 86; ID
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; Charles Plister; ph.; p.164-165; Dec 86; ID
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; Marvin Affrime; ph.; p.148-149; Dec 86; ID
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; Albert Hadley; ph.; p.156-157; Dec 86; ID
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; Howard Hirsch; ph.; p.160-161; Dec 86; ID
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; Joe D'Urso; ph.; p.154-155; Dec 86; ID
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; His Work; Mark Hampton; ph.; p.158-159; Dec 86; ID
Hall of Fame of Interior Designers; p.146-169; Dec 86; ID
Hotel and Restaurant Design Firms; One Hundred Largest Design Firms; chart; p.195-202; Oct 86; ID
Importance of a Corporate Identity; p.17, 18, 20; Aug 86; INT
Interior Architects Liability Problems; p.33; Sept 86; AR
Interior Architecture; A New Profession; by Garrett Eakins and John Kurtich; p.15+; Jan 86; INT
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Interior Design Title Registration; p.13+; Apr 86; INT

International Federation of Interior Designs; Conference Report; by Arnold Friedmann; p.72; Apr 86; ID

Kips Bay Showhouse, Explained; New York, New York: Rooms by Various Designers; ph.; p.242-253; Sept 86; ID

Legal Battle of Designer's Contract Form; by Jerrold M. Sonet and Alan M. Siegel; p.178, 180; Oct 86; ID

Licensing Interior Designers in Canada; ph.; p.190; Apr 86; INT

Market Strategy for GN Associates; Business Program at Harvard; chart; p.193; Apr 86; INT

National Council for Interior Design Qualification; Its Development; by Louis Tregre; p.176+; May 86; ID

Obituary: Christine Rae; ph.; p.22; Oct 86; INT

One Hundred Largest Interior Design Firms; Analysis of Practice and Fees; graph; p.149-160; Jan 86; ID

PHH Group Buys Avenue Group and Interspace; ph. chart; p.98-199; Dec 86; INT

Portfolio of Firm's Interior and Furniture; Interim Office of Architecture; ph. pl.; p.114-121; Mid-Sept 86; AR

Product Design Practice; Designer's Rights; by Jerrold M. Sonet and Alan M. Siegel; p.152-154; Apr 86; ID

Profile of Design Firm; Modernism and High Tech; England; London; Survey of Work; Jiricna & Kerr; ph. pl. iso. det.; p.132-140; Sept 86; PA

Profile of Small Design Firm; High Tech Romantic; New York, New York; Interior Design and Furniture; Haigh Space; ph. iso.; p.122-127; Sept 86; PA

Record Interiors 1986; Entire Issue; ph. pl. sec. iso. ill.; p.59-141; Mid-Sept 86; AR

Smooth Merger of Two Interior Design Firms; ph.; p.201; June 86; INT

Starting an Interior Design Business; by C. Jaye Berger; ph.; p.192; Mar 86; INT

The Firm Profile and Review of Interiors Work; Fiftieth Anniversary; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.145-167; Dec 86; INT

The Second One Hundred Largest Interior Design Firms; pl. charts, tables; p.149-156; July 86; ID

The State of the Art; Entire Issue; ph. pl. sec. iso. det.; p.97-153; Sept 86; PA

Their Interior Design Work, Organization; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl. chart; p.173-197; Aug 86; INT

Their Interior Design Work, Organization; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl. chart; p.173-197; Aug 86; INT

Their Interior Design Work, Organization; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl. chart; p.173-197; Aug 86; INT

Twenty Five Year Anniversary; Review of Work; ISD; ph. chart; p.158-161; Mar 86; INT

Who Designs?; On the Nature of Man and Design; by George Nelson; ph. p.284-287; May 86; ID

See ARCHITECTURE, LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE, SPECIFIC BUILDING TYPES also

IOWA

Des Moines; Colossal Sculptures for Public Places; Crusoe Umbrella; Claes Oldenburg; ph.; p.146-152; Mar 86; AR

Des Moines; Swimming Pool, Hotel's; Shiftier, Frey, Baldwin & Clause; ph.; p.102; Aug 86; INT

Storm Lake; Medical Offices; Solar, Energy Conserving; Huntington, Harmsen & Ewing; by Jerry Germer; ph. pl.; p.23-26; June 86; SA

IRELAND

State Farm Buildings, Laboratory; John Tuomey; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl.; p.80-87; Sept 86; A

ITALY

Anagni; Sports Palace; Massimiliano Fucksas and Anna Maria Saccon; by Frank Spadaro; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-91; Sept 86; A

Bologna; Master Plan; Mantulli, Mattioli, Scannavini, Agostini, Toschi and Morelli; by C. Richard Hatch; ph. pl. ill.; p.39-40; Feb 86; PA

Gulf of Naples, Near; Residence; Transit Design; ph.; pl. p.252-255; Mar 86; ID

Merano; Twenty Room Inn; Andrea Hellrigi; ph.; p.256-257; Oct 86; ID

Milan; Euroluce Exposition; New Fixtures; p.54+; Dec 86; INT

Milan; Furniture Fair; New Designs; ph.; p.70+; Dec 86; INT

Milan; Milan Furniture Fair and Other Fairs; New Products; by Edie Lee Cohen; ph.; p.182-195; Dec 86; ID

Milan; Shoe Store; Cesare Paciotti's; Laboratorio Associati; ph. pl. sec.; p.178-179; Feb 86; ID

Milan; Triennale Exhibition; Furniture, Rooms by Various Designers; Mario Bellini; ph.; p.236-239; Apr 86; ID

Milan; Women's Clothing Store; Ferre; Caruzzo, Rancati & Riva; ph.; p.172-175; Feb 86; ID

Rome; Interiors; Apartment; Transit Design; ph. axon.; p.246-251; Mar 86; ID

Rome; Interiors; Designer's Offices; Transit Design; ph.; p.244-245; Mar 86; ID

Rome; Restoration of the Baths of Diocletian, 298-306 AD; History; by Alexander C. Gorlin; ph. pl.; p.272-277; June 86; ID

Rome; Table Service Exhibit Space; Appolodoros; by Helen Barnes; ph. pl. sec.; p.210-213; Aug 86; ID

Venice; Bridge; Four Competition Projects; Two-Hinged Double Plate Arch, Three-Hinged Trussed Arch, Two-Level Bridge, and Glass Bridge; by Tom F. Peters; ph. sec. elev. ill.; p.132-137; Nov 86; AR

Venice; Bridge; Three-Hinged Trussed Arch; Manuel P. Schupp; ph. pl. sec. elev. det.; p.132, 134-135; Nov 86; AR
ITALY (Cont'd)

Venice; Bridge; Two-Hinged, Double Plate Arch; Knut M. Longva; pl. sec. elev. ill.; p.132-133; Nov 86; AR

Venice; Glass Bridge; Post-Tensioned Arch of Glass Blocks; Hans Brower and Michael Castro; pl. sec. det. elev.; p.132-137; Nov 86; AR

Venice; Peggy Guggenheim Museum; Anderson & Schwartz; elev. pl.; p. 157; Sept 86; INT

Venice; Two-Level Bridge, Composite Beam; Claudio Sgarbi and Antonello Bellucci and Mauro Cuoghi; pl. sec. elev.; p.132, 136; Nov 86; AR

KITCHEN

California, San Francisco; Remodeled; Dan Phipps; by Lois Wagner Green; ph. pl.; p.226-227; Mar 86; ID

Connecticut, Stamford; Shope, Renø & Wharton; ph. pl.; p.164-169; Mid-Apr 86; AR

Improving Kitchen Design; Five Kitchens; by June Fletcher; ph.; p.88-91; Apr 86; B

New York, New York; David Estreich; ph. pl.; p.222-223; Aug 86; ID

New York, New York; Stephen Mallory; ph. pl.; p.220-221; Aug 86; ID

New York, Quogue; Shelton & Mindel; ph. pl.; p.216-219; Aug 86; B

Residence; England; London; Kitchen; David Wild; ph. pl.; p.162-163; Mid-Apr 86; AR

JAMAICA

Kingston; Conference Center; Includes Treatment of Acoustics; Patrick Staniger; by Mark Holden; ph. pl. sec.; p.134-137; Oct 86; AR

JAPAN

---; Primordial Folkhouse, Space and Structure; Framing Analysis; by Guntis Plesums; ph. axon.; p.60-63; Oct 86; A

---; Sekisui Factory Houses; Their Operation; ph.: p.228-233; Jan 86; B

---; Selling Prefabricated Housing; With Computer Design; Survey of Production; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph.; p.94-97; Oct 86; A

---; Tradition and Innovation in Traveling Japanese Design Exhibition; ph. pl. ill.; p.108-113; Apr 86; PA

Nishiwaki; Graphic Art Museum; Arata Isozaki; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.106-115; May 86; AR

Nishiwaki; Museum of Art; Arata Isozaki; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Sept 86; A

Tokyo; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Kunihiko Hayakawa; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph.; p.74-75; Sept 85; A

Tokyo; Arts Center; The Spiral; Maki Associates; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.87-95; Apr 86; PA

Tokyo; Campus; New Elshin University; High School and College; Center for Environmental Structure; ph. pl.; p.92-95; June 86; PA

Tokyo; Residence; Kitchen; Toyo Ito; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p.71, 122-127, 170-171; Mid-Apr 86; AR

Ushimado; Arts Festival Center; Hiromi Fuji; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph. axon.; p.78-79; Sept 86; A

KENTUCKY

Lexington; Residential Development; Griffin Gate; Quincy Johnson; by Noreen Welle; ph. pl.; p.152-157; May 86; B

Louisville; Office Building; High Rise; Humana Building; Michael Graves; ph. pl.; p.160-65; Jan 86; INT

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Conferences on Education for Landscape Planning; p.91; July/Aug 86; LA

Field Trip to San Francisco; Visit to Great Landscape Architects and Sites; by Thomas W. Schurch; ph. biblio.; p.87-89; Nov/Dec 86; LA

Relation of Mathematical Sciences to Design Education; by Alexander Karther; dia.; p.140; July/Aug 86; LA

Update and Survey of Programs; by Hamid Shirvani; tables; 87-89; Jan/Feb 86; LA

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH

Aspects of Outdoor Space Use in Elderly Housing; Evaluation of 12 Projects; Victor Regnier; pl.; p.104-105; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Award Jury's Comments; by Kathryn Kupferer; ph.; p.100-101; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Neighborhood Space, Research on Desire, Need and Use of Parks; Research Techniques Compared; Randolph T. Hester, Jr.; ill. chart; p.102-104; Sept/Oct 86; LA

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Advance of Ecology, Example, Designs; Review of History of Landscape Architects and Their Philosophies; by Ervin Zube; ph. pl. biblio.; p.56-67; Mar/Apr 86; LA

67
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

(Cont'd)

Advancing Design; Design Arts Grants; by Adele Chatfield-Taylor; ph.; p.172; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Attitudes Toward Landscape Symposium; ph.; p.92; July/Aug 86; LA
Communications Awards Comments; Various Landscape Related Publications, Award Winners; by Christopher Findlay; ph.; p.106-111; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Design Issues of Design Competition; by Stacey Freed; ph.; p.62-63; Sept/Oct 86; LA
His Views and Practice; George Hargreaves; m. ph. axon. ill.; p.52-53+; Nov/Dec 86; LA
His Views and Work; Chief Planner of Golden Gate National Recreation Area; Doug Nadeau; by Doug Nadeau; ph.; pl.; p.72-73+; Nov/Dec 86; LA
His Views and Work; Innovator, Planner, Designer; Lawrence Halprin; ph. ill.; m.; p.78-79, 118; Nov/Dec 86; LA
His Views and Work; Political Action; Respect and Conserving Nature; Randolph T. Hester, Jr.; ph.; pl.; p.58-59+; Nov/Dec 86; LA
Interview with Architect; His Work; Dan Kiley; by Robin Karson; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.50-57; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Landscape Architect; Her Life and Work; Dame Sylvia Crowe; by Susan Edwards; ph.-biblio.; p.96-97; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Liability Imperative; by Glenn A. Acomb; p.91; Mar/Apr 86; LA
New ASLA Manager; Interview with Ed Able; by Lane L. Marshall; p.121+; Sept/Oct 86; LA
On Licensing Landscape Architects; Responsibility of Licensing Architects and Other Environmental Designers; by Carrie D. Greenbie; p.54-57; May/June 86; LA
Stewards of What?; by Richard Chenoweth; ph.; p.132; Jan/Feb 86; LA
The Downing Letters on His Work; 1815-1852; Andrew Jackson Downing; ph.; ill.; p.50-57; Jan/Feb 86; LA
Their View on Practice; Barbara Meacham and Patricia O'Brien; ph. pl. ill.; p.44-45+; Nov/Dec 86; LA
See CITY PLANNING, CIVIC CENTER, GARDEN, PLAZA, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN and SPECIFIC BUILDING TYPES also

LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES

(Cont'd)

Five Gardens Explore Special Effects; Neon, Mirror, Oriental, Jungle, Glass Block Gardens; Landscape Plan by Uecker Land Team; Corbin & Yamafuji; by Susan Rademacher Frey; ph. pl.; p.71-83; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Gazebo Design; by Len M. Myśliwiec; ph.; p.112; Apr 86; B
Geotextiles Stabilizes Soil; For Applied Loads; by Linda Jewell; det. biblio.; p.92-95; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Including Wildlife in Landscape Designs; by Jon Rodiek; p.148; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Incorporating Nature's Process in City Design; Massachusetts, Boston; Isaacs Waterwall; Michael R. Van Valkenburgh; by Michael R. Van Valkenburgh; ph. axon. elev. sec.; p.40-45; Jan/Feb 86; LA
Landscape Management System; Award Winner; James Martin; ill.; p.92-93; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Microcomputer Use in Site Design; CONTOUR, TOPOGRAPHY; by Howard D. Hahn; ph.; p.101-104; July/Aug 86; LA
Picket Fence Chair, Gazebo; Allan Wexler; ph.; p.194; Sept 86; INT
Retrieving Native Plants by Computer; by James Cowan; table; p.98-99; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Stone and Concrete Bollards; Survey of Types, Sizes; by Linda Jewell; ill. elev. pl.; p.93-96; July/Aug 86; LA
Study of Health Effect of View of Trees; by Robert Holden; p.103; Mar/Apr 86; LA
The Annals School of History, 1929; Study of the Details of Everyday Life; by Frederick R. Steiner; ph. biblio.; p.69-75; Jan/Feb 86; LA
Topiary Examples; Maryland, Florida, France and Japan; by Marc Trieb; ph. biblio.; p.76-81; July/Aug 86; LA
Tough Environmental Development Laws; Texas, Austin; ph.; p.120; May 86; B
Transforming the American Garden; Twelve New Landscape Designs; ill. pl.; p.48-57; July/Aug 86; LA
Tree Shade Determined by Computer Program; Energy Analysis; by E. Gregory McPherson and Rowan Rowntree; ill. pl. biblio.; p.88-91; July/Aug 86; LA
Tree Spades, Transplanting Large Trees; Ease of Transplant; by Paul Maue; ph. tables; p.83-86; Jan/Feb 86; LA

LAW

Advantages of Incorporating a Design Firm; by Jerrold M. Sonet and Allen M. Siegel; p.196-202; June 86; ID
Asbestos Related Liability; by Norman Coplan; p.61-62, 64; Jan 86; PA
Avoiding Litigation; ph.; p.200; June 86; INT
Builder Suit Against Homeowners; For Discouraging Buyers; ph.; p.52; July 86; B
Calculating the Risks of New Products; by Janet Benyak Seifert; ill.; p.43-46; Fall 85; AT
Church Opposes Preservation Law in Court; p. 16; Nov 86; A
LIGHTING (Cont'd)

Light Fixture; PA Award; Sava Cvek; ph.; p.113; May 86; PA
Light Scoop for Hong Kong Bank; Daylight Beamed by Mirrors; p.107; Mar 86; PA
Lighting Equipment Directory; Their Product Categores; chart; p.93-142; Apr 86; INT
Lighting Model Houses; by Bernard S. Schreft; ill.; p.26; Mar 86; B
Lighting Plan, Evaluations and Applications; by David Winfield Wilson; ph. pl. III.; p.282-285; June 86; ID
Lighting as a Nutrient; ph.; p.50, 52; Aug 86; INT
Lighting on Architectural Photographs; ill.; p.36; Oct 86; INT
Lighting the Statue of Liberty; New York, New York; Interior and Exterior; ph.; p.34, 36, 41; July 86; ID
Lighting the Waterwall at The National Gallery; District of Columbia, Washington; I. M. Pei; ph. det.; p.36-37; Sept 86; INT
Milan Furniture Fair and Other Fairs; Italy, Milan; New Products; by Edie Lee Cohen; ph.; p.182-195; Dec 86; ID
Mini-Strips for Details, Stairs and Handrails; ph.; p.42; Feb 86; INT
New Lighting Research; On the Quality of Light to Individuals; by John Flynn and James J. Gibson; ph.; p.46; June 86; INT
New Products and Lighting Sources; Comparison Charts; p.47-49; Jan 86; INT
Office Lighting; Examples; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.300-311; May 86; INT
Photovoltaic Light Fixture; ph.; p.20; Apr 86; SA
Residence; New Mexico, Albuquerque; Daylighting with Skylights and Reflectors; Don Faits; ph. pl. sec.; p.49; Apr 86; PA
Retrofit Energy Saving Lamps; ph.; p.60, 64; May 86; INT
Smart Buildings; Central Controls for Various Building Systems; Facts, Myths and Implications; by Bea Sennewald; ph. ill. dia. biblio.; p.21-35; Mar/Apr 86; ID
Theater Lighting; ph.; p.72+; Nov 86; INT
Three Exhibitions at The National Gallery of Art; District of Columbia, Washington; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.140-147; Sept 86; AR
Wall Light Fixture; Johannes Marinus Knoops; ph.; p.119; May 86; PA
Wallbox Lighting Control Systems; ph.; p.54-56; Mar 86; INT
Work Task Lights for Offices; Survey; ph. sec. det.; p.96-101; Aug 86; PA

LOUISIANA (Cont'd)

New Orleans; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled Warehouses; Leonard Salvato and Arthur Q. Davis; ph.; pl.; p.54; July 86; A
New Orleans; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled Fibre Mill Building; ph. pl.; p.53; July 86; A
New Orleans; Art Museum; History of Project; W. G. Clark; pl. ill. elev.; p.23, 25-26; Sept 86; PA
New Orleans; Historic Warehouse District Study; Award Winner; Caplinger Group; ph. ill.; p.86-91; Sept/Oct 86; LA
New Orleans; Hotel; Meriden, Interiors; Tom Lee; ph. pl. elev.; p.244-255; Oct 86; ID
New Orleans; Waterfront Development; Survey of Development Spurred by World's Fair; by Robert A. Ivy, Jr.; ph. pl.; p.49-55; July 86; A
Shreveport; Louisiana Bank & Trust Building; Three D/International; ph. sec.; p.234-241; May 86; ID

MAINE

Carrabassett Valley; Residential Development; Village of the Green, Duplexes; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl.; p.130-135; Oct 86; B
China; Two 100 Per Cent Solar Houses; Engineered by Norm Saunders; Leanne Star and Lee Feigon; by David Kaufman; ph. sec.; p.24-27; Mar 86; SA
Deer Isle; Residence; Overlooks Bay; Peter Forbes; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p.24-27; May 86; A
Deer Isle; Residence; Vacation Compound; Peter Forbes; ph. pl. iso.; p.140-145; Mid-Apr 86; AR
Portland; Superinsulating Old House; Details; by Steve Bliss; ph. det.; p.29-32; Feb 86; SA
Wayne; Two 100 Per Cent Solar Houses; Engineered by Norm Saunders; Brian Kent; ph. sec.; p.24-27; Mar 86; SA

MALAYSIA

Kuala Lumpur; U.S. Embassy Building; Security Considerations; Hartman & Cox; by Carleton Knight III; ph. pl.; p.62-69; July 86; A
Kuala Lumpur; U.S. Embassy Building; Conflicting Views; by Thorkah Hoong; ph.; p.101-102; Sept 86; A

MALL

See PLAZA, SHOPPING CENTER, URBAN DESIGN

MARINE PARK

See RECREATION

MARYLAND

Baltimore; Senior Center; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; Paul Partnership; ph. pl. dia.; p.123; Apr 86; PA

LOUISIANA

Residence; Fay Jones and Maurice Jennings; ph.; p.102-105; Nov 86; B
Baton Rouge; Plantation Site Plan; Award Winner; Emerson & Ribes; ph.; p.76; Sept/Oct 86; LA

LITERATURE

Historical Sites Appear in Fiction; by John Hartray; p.64; Jan/Feb 86; AT
Play "Benefactors"; About Urban Renewal; p.28, 30; Mar 86; A
MARYLAND (Cont'd)

Mount Washington; Conference and Entertainment Center; U. S. Fidelity and Guaranty, Remodeled Octagon Building, 1855 by Thomas Dixon; Rita St. Clair; ph.: p.226-231; Jan 86; ID

Potomac; Residence; Davis & Carter; ph. pl.: p.142-144; Oct 86; B

Prince George’s County; New Town, Mixed Use; Port America; John Burgee and Philip Johnson; ill. pl.: p.55; May 86; AR

Rockville; Maximum Savings Bank; Murry Gelberg; ph. pl. ill.; p.216-219; Mar 86; ID

MASONRY

Art Museum Addition; Virginia, Richmond; Limestone Wall Details; Column Grid; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl. sec. det. elev.; p.154-163; June 86; AR

Bethesda Terrace, 1873, Restoration; New Mount Washington; Missouri, St. det.; p.208; May 86; Brick Paving Base Options; Brick, Mortar, Anchors, Flashing, Brick Basics; p.82-83; July 86; A

Prince George’s County; New Town, Mixed Use; Port America; John Burgee and Philip Johnson; ill. pl.: p.55; May 86; AR

Rockville; Maximum Savings Bank; Murry Gelberg; ph. pl. ill.; p.216-219; Mar 86; ID

MASONRY

MASONRY

MASSACHUSETTS (Cont’d)

Boston; Apartment Building; Low Rise; The Grand, Marketing Plan; Hurwitz & Diamond; ph. pl.: p.112-115; Mar 86; B

Boston; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Church Court; Graham Gund; ill. pl.: p.97; June 86; AR

Boston; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Commonwealth Development. Rehabilitated; Tise & Wilhelm and Carr & Lynch; ph. sec.: p.95; May 86; PA

Boston; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Franklin Field Rehabilitated; 1954 Project; Wallace & Floyd and Carr & Lynch; ph. pl.: p.94; May 86; PA

Boston; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Rehabilitated; Goody & Clancy and Mintz Associates and Hugh Adams Russell and Communities; ill. pl.: p.97; May 86; PA

Boston; Apartment Development; Low Rise; West Broadway Housing, Rehabilitated; Goody & Clancy and Lane & Frenchman; ph. pl.: p.116-119; Mar 86; B

Boston; Architects Offices; TAMS; ph. pl.: p.82-83; July 86; A

Boston; Child Care Center of Advertising Agency; Leers & Weinzapfel; ph. pl.: p.126-127; Dec 86; A

Boston; Children’s Museum; Climbing Sculpture; T. Luckey; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph.: p.44-45; Apr 86; A

Boston; Chocolate Store; Stephen L. Faulk; ph. iso.; p.136; Oct 86; A

Boston; Copley Place Development; At Triangular Site Near Freeway; Architects Collaborative; ph. pl. sec. ill.: p.114-123; Aug 86; AR

Boston; Copley Place Mall; Architects Collaborative; ph.: p.122-123; Aug 86; AR

Boston; Design Center; Interiors Showrooms; Earl Flansburgh; ph.: p.322-323++; Apr 86; ID

Boston; Design Center; Various Showroom Plans; Earl Flansburgh and Hugh Stubbins; ph. pl. elev. axon.; p.147-156; Apr 86; INT

Boston; Faneuil Hall Marketplace; by Peter Blake; p.260-261; Nov 86; ID

Boston; Incorporating Nature’s Process in City Design; Isaacs Waterwall; Michael R. Van Valkenburgh; by Michael R. Van Valkenburgh; ph. axon. elev. sec.; p.40-45; Jan/Feb 86; LA

Boston; Interior; Commodity Offices; Jung & Brannen; ph. pl.: p.180-181; Apr 86; INT

Boston; Market Place Center; Award Winner; WZMH; ph.: p.70; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Boston; Night Club; Le Papillon; Adam Tihany; ph. pl.: p.276-277; Oct 86; ID

Boston; Office Building Boom; ill. pl.: p.158-159; Apr 86; INT

Boston; Office Building; Middle Rise; 399 Boylston. Relates to Neighbors; Childs, Bertman, Tseckares & Casendino; ph. pl.: p.84-85; Nov 86; A

Boston; Office Building; Middle Rise; Miesian Style; Notter, Finegold & Alexander; ph. pl.: p.83; Nov 86; A
MASSACHUSETTS (Cont'd)

Boston; Office Furniture Showroom; Hawthorne; Earl Flansburgh; ph. axon.; p.44; Apr 86; INT

Boston; Photographic Resources Center; Alex Krieger and Lears & Weinzapfel; ph. axon. sec.; p.158-171; Apr 86; INT

Boston; Rare Coin Galleries; Cambridge Seven; ph. pl.; p.178-179; Apr 86; INT

Boston; Residential Development; Good Housing Market; Analysis; by Leslie Ensor; ph. pl.; p.64-73; Dec 86; B

Boston; Shelter for the Homeless; Pine Street Inn; Childs. Bertman. Tseckares & Casendino; ph. pl.; p.138; Juny 86; AR

Brewster; Cape Cod; Residential Development; Villages at Oceans Edge; Conference Center; Sasaki Associates; by Penelope Lemov; ph. pl.; p.60-65; Sept 86; B

Brookline; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Remodeled Hospital Complex, The Park, 1895 in F. L. Olmstead Site; Childs. Bertman, Tseckares & Casendino; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p.75-77; Nov 86; A

Cambridge; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Remodeled and Addition to House; Edward Hazzard, by Jerry Germer; ph. det.; p.9-12; Oct 86; PB

Cambridge; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Rehabilitation, 1952 Project; Boston Architectural Team and Communities; ph. pl.; p.96; May 86; PA

Cambridge; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Washington Elms, Rehabilitated; Bruner & Cott; ph. sec.; p.96; May 86; PA

Cambridge; Art Museum, Sackler; Harvard University; Critique; James Stirling and Michael Wilford and Perry. Dean & Rogers; by Colin Rowe; ph. pl. elev. sec. iso.; p.112-123; Mar 86; AR

Cambridge; Art Museum, Sackler; Harvard University; James Stirling and Michael Wilford and Perry. Dean, Stahl & Rogers; ph. axon.; p.46-51; Jan 86; A

Cambridge; Arts Center, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Offices, Art Gallery and Media Laboratory; I. M. Pei; by Robert Campbell; ph. sec.; p.38-43; Feb 86; A

Cambridge; Arts and Media Technology; Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Collaboration with Artists; I. M. Pei; ph. sec.; p.160-167; Apr 86; INT

Cambridge; Bulfinch Square, Multi-Use, Remodeled Courthouse Complex; Graham Gund; ph.; p.158-159; Oct 86; B

Cambridge; Center for Public Management, Harvard University; Architectural Resources Cambridge; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-95; May 86; AR

Cambridge; Graduate School of Business, Harvard University; Remodeled; Architectural Resources Cambridge; ph. pl.; p.146-153; Oct 86; INT

Cambridge; Law School Library, Harvard University; Restoration of 1883 Building by Henry Hobson Richardson; Goody & Flancy; ph. pl.; p.72-74; Nov 86; A

Cambridge; Museum of Art, Harvard University; Sackler Museum; James Stirling and Michael Wilford and Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. axon.; p.172-177; Apr 86; INT

Cambridge; Office Building; Low Rise; Restored Bulfinch Building, 1814 by Charles Bulfinch; Graham Gund; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p.152-157; May 86; A

MASSACHUSETTS (Cont'd)

Cambridge; Tanner Fountain, Harvard University; Uses Large Stones; Peter Walker and Swa Group; ph.pl.; p.64-69; Jul/Aug 86; LA

Cambridge; University Park, Multi-Use Area; PA Award; Critique; Koetter & Kim; ph. ill. dia.; p.114-117; Jan 86; PA

Canton; Residential Development; Townhouse; New World Estates; Tise Architects; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Dec 86; B

Concord; Thoreau’s Walden Pond, Improvement and Issues; ph.; p.81; May/June 86; LA

Duxbury; Apartment Development; Oceanwoods; Steffian Bradley; ph. pl.; p.70-71; Dec 86; B

Framingham, Near; Energy Efficient House, Remodeled Barn; Ed Hazzard; by Jerry Germer; ph. det.; p.9-12; Oct 86; PB

Framingham; Office Building; Middle Rise; Point Place; Robert A. M. Stern and Drummy, Rosane & Anderson; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.128-135; Feb 86; AR

Framingham; Residential Development; Maynard Close; City Site; Miquelle Associates; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Feb 86; B

Grafton; Remodeled and Addition to House; Ed Hazzard; ph. det.; p.12-14; Oct 86; PB

Holyoke; Urban Design Study; by Marleen Davis and Thomas K. Davis; ph. biblio.; p.17-27; Winter 85; JAE

Leverett; Buddhist Stupa, Peace Pagoda; Louis Mackall; ph. sec.; p.100-103; Aug 86; AR

Lowell; Memorial Auditorium; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. sec.; p.91; Jan 86; A

Martha’s Vineyard; Residence; Waterfront Site; Steven Holl; ill. sec. elev.; p.104-106; Jan 86; PA

Nantucket; Restoring an Early Trompe l’Oeil Painting; Nantucket’s Old South Church; ph.; p.33; Nov 86; A

Newton Center; Office Building; Low Rise; Builder’s Offices, Remodeled Mill Building; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Aug 86; B

Newton; Office Building; Low Rise; Two Newton Place; Robert A. M. Stern; ill. elev.; p.53; Mar 86; AR

Quincy; Bank; Art Deco Interiors; Pierce & Lamb; ph.; p.135; Oct 86; A

Scituate; Residential Development; Dreamworld; Parencorp; ph. pl.; p.174; Oct 86; B

Springfield; Basketball Hall of Fame; Landscape Plan by Sasaki Associates; Cambridge Seven; by Cynthia Plank; ph. pl.; p.46-49; Jan/Feb 86; LA

Wayland; Residential Development; Townhouse; The Hills; Miquelle Associates; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Sep 86; B

West Peabody; Residential Development; Townhouse; Huntington Wood; Miquelle Associates; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Dec 86; B

Worcester; Registry of Motor Vehicles; Leers & Weinzapfel; ph. pl. iso.; p.102-105; Feb 86; AR

MECHANICAL SYSTEM

See AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING, VENTILATION, SOLAR
MEMORIAL

Basketball Hall of Fame; Massachusetts, Springfield; Landscape Plan by Sasaki Associates; Cambridge Seven; by Cynthia Plank; ph. pl.; p.46-49; Jan/Feb 86; LA

Memorial, Kent State University; Ohio, Kent; Bruno Ast and Thomas Rasmussen; pl.; p.23; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Memorial, Kent State University; Ohio, Kent; George Hargreaves; ill. pl.; p.52; Nov/Dec 86; LA

See CEMETARY, MONUMENT also

METALWORK

Metals in Interior Design; Windows, Ceilings, Furniture; by Arnold Friedmann and William Rupp: ill. det.; p.228-233: Nov 86; ID

Preserving Historic Materials, Ferrous Metals; by Valerie A. Sivinski; elev.; p 108-109; Nov 86; A

See STRUCTURAL/STEEL also

MICHIGAN

Ann Arbor; Hospital, University of Michigan; Albert Kahn; ph. pl. sec.; p.118-123; June 86; AR

Ann Arbor; Office Building; Low Rise; Domino Pizza Headquarters; Influence of Frank Lloyd Wright; Gunnar Bikerts; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl.; p.62-65; Dec 86; A

Detroit; Office Building; Low Rise; Architects' Offices and Restaurant, Remodeled Landmarked Building; Schervish, Vogel & Merz; ph. pl.; p.54-55; Feb 86; A

Grand Rapids; Dominican Chapel, Maywood; Remodeled; INAI Studio; ph. pl.; p.306-311; Sept 86; ID

Grandville; Furniture Showroom; Herman Miller; Donovan & Green; ph. axon.; p.106-107; Feb 86; PA

Grandville; Marketing and Visitor Center; Herman Miller, The Pavilion; Donovan & Green; ph. axon.; p.272-277; May 86; INT

Holland; Conference Center; Corporate Center, Herman Miller; Boathouse and Carriage House, Restoration; Nagle & Hartray; ph. pl.; p.102-105, Sept 86; AR

Kalamazoo; Eye Clinic; Eckert & Wordell; ph.; p.52-55; June 86, A

Kalamazoo; Ophthalmologist Clinic; Eckert & Wordell; ph.; p.168-169; Oct 86; B

St. Joseph; Hospital; General; Mercy Memorial; Hansen, Lind & Meyer; ph. pl.; p.126-127; June 86; AR

Troy; Office Building; Low Rise; Landscape Plan, Award Winner; Johnson, Johnson & Roy; ph.; p.74-75; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Webster Township; Independence Lake Park; Pollack Design Associates; ph.; p.70-71; Sept/Oct 86; LA

MINNESOTA (Cont'd)

Minneapolis; Children's Museum; Remodeled; Winsor & Fancy; ph. axon.; p.86-89; Nov 86; A

Minneapolis; Ice Palace, To Be Made of Ice; PA Award, Critique; Ellerbe Associates; ph. ill.; p.92-93; Jan 86; PA

Minneapolis; Millwork Showroom; Bernard Jacobs; ph. pl.; p.104; Aug 86; INT

Minneapolis; Office Building; Low Rise; Credit Union; A. Epstein and Sons; ph. ill.; p.193; Sept 86; INT

Minneapolis; Showroom; International Market Square; Kaplan, Mclaughlin & Diaz and Winsor & Fancy; ph. pl.; p.186-187; Jan 86; INT

Rochester; River Garden, Arboretum; Award Winner; Ellerbe Associates; ph.; p.92; Sept/Oct 86; LA

St. Paul; History Center; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; ill. pl.; p.46; Oct 86; PA

St. Paul; Ice Palace Sculpture; 106 Feet Tall; Ellerbe Associates; ph.; p.14-15; Apr 86; A

St. Paul; Lower Downtown Development; Lowertown Projects; by Joanna Baymiller; ph.; p.55-61; July 86; A

St. Paul; Shoe Store; Josef's; Steindesign; ph.; p.108; Aug 86; INT

St. Paul; St. Paul Square and Ice/Water Wall; Michael R. Van Valkenburgh; ph. sec. axon. ill.; p.40-45; Jan/Feb 86; LA

Wells; Bank; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; John Weidt; ph. pl. sec.; p.122, Apr 86; PA

MISSISSIPPI

Ridgeland; Shopping Center; Northpark Mall; Interiors; RTKL; by Robert A. Ivy, Jr.; ph. pl.; p.46-49; Apr 86; A

MISSOURI

Columbia; Restaurant; Great Midwestern Ice Cream Company; Lawler & Weller; ph.; p.198-199; Nov 86; ID

Kansas City; Residential Development; Union Hill; Dwight Hartwick; ph.; p.200-205; Jan 86; B

St. Charles; Concrete Block Construction; Demonstration House; ph.; p.27-29; Sept 86; PB

St. Louis; Architect's House; Solar, Energy Conserving; Bob Lutz; by Jerry Germer; ph. pl. det. sec.; p.17-20; June 86; SA

St. Louis; Hotel; Restoration, Railroad Station and Hotel, 1894 by Theodore Link; Philip George and HOK; ph.; p.37-40; Aug 86; INT

MONASTERY

See RELIGIOUS BUILDING

MONTANA

Gallatin County; Detention Center; Wayne Berg; ph. pl.; p.160; Sept 86; INT
### MONUMENT

- **Buddhist Stupa, Peace Pagoda;** Massachusetts, Leverett; Louis Mackall; ph. sec.; p.100-103; Aug 86; AR
- **Lighting the Statue of Liberty;** New York, New York; interior and exterior; ph.; p.34, 36, 41; July 86; INT
  
  See MEMORIAL also

### MOROCCO

- **Architect's Work;** Charles Boccara; by Hasan-Uddin Khan and Brian Taylor; ph.; p.72-73; Sept 86; A

### MOTEL

See HOTEL

### MULTI-USE BUILDING

See URBAN DESIGN

### MUSEUM

**Addition to Guggenheim Museum;** Controversy; New York, New York; 1959 Museum by Frank Lloyd Wright; Gwathmey & Siegel; ill. elev.; p.10-12; Aug 86; A

**Art Gallery Addition and Remodeling;** England, London, Whitechapel, 1897 by Charles Harrison Townsend; Colquhoun & Miller; ph. pl. sec. iso. ill.; p.104-113; July 86; AR

**Art Museum Addition;** New York, New York; Guggenheim; Critique; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. m. ill. dia.; p.79, 81, 83; Mar 86; AR

**Art Museum Addition;** Virginia, Richmond; Limestone Wall Details; Column Grid; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl. sec. det. elev.; p.154-163; June 86; AR

**Art Museum Pavilion, Revised;** Texas, Houston; Mies Space Redesigned; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; pl. p.32, 34; Sept 86; PA

**Art Museum's Display of 1760 Lansdowne House;** Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Drawing Room; Robert Adam; ph.; p.145-147; Sept 86; PA

**Art Museum, Heckscher;** New York, Huntington; Additions; Centerbrook; pl. ill.; p.44; Apr 86; PA

**Art Museum;** Denmark, Faaborg; Renovation of 1915 Building; Niels Frithiof Truelsen; ph. pl. sec.; p.37-38; Nov 86; PA

**Art Museum;** Florida, Fort Lauderdale; Edward Larrabee Barnes; ph.; pl.32, 34; July 86; PA

**Art Museum;** Georgia, Atlanta; Branch of High Museum; Parker & Scogin; ph. pl. sec.; p.124-131; Nov 86; AR

**Art Museum;** Louisiana, New Orleans; History of Project; W. G. Clark; pl. ill. elev.; p.23, 25-26; Sept 86; PA

**Art Museum;** Spain, Merida; National Museum of Roman Art; Interview; Rafael Moneo; ph. axon.; p.73-83, 85; June 86; PA

**Center for British Art, Yale University;** Connecticut, New Haven; Louis I. Kahn; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. ill.; p.64-67; Jan 86; A

### MUSEUM (Cont'd)

**Children's Museum;** Massachusetts, Boston; Climing Sculpture; T. Luckey; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph.; p.44-45; Apr 86; A

**Children's Museum;** Minnesota, Minneapolis; Remodeled; Winsor & Faricy; ph. axon.; p.86-89; Nov 86; A

**Colossal Sculptures for Public Places;** Iowa, Des Moines; Crusoe Umbrella; Claes Oldenburg; ph.; p.146-152; Mar 86; AR

**Colossal Sculptures for Public Places;** Texas, Dallas; Stake Hitch; Claes Oldenburg and Coosja van Bruggen; ph.; p.146-151; Mar 86; AR

**Contemporary Art Museum;** California, Los Angeles; Arata Isozaki and Gruen Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.83-95; Nov 86; PA

**Decorative Arts Gallery, DeWitt Wallace;** Virginia, Williamsburg; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; ph. iso.; p.52-55; Jan 86; A

**Garden Atope Garage Roof;** Virginia, Colonial Williamsburg; Sir Peter Shepheard; ill.; p.15, Mar/Apr 86; LA

**Glass Museum on Top of Bridge;** New York, Corning; Arthur Cotton Moore; m. pl.; p.46; June 86; PA

**Graphic Art Museum;** Japan, Nishiwaki; Arata Isozaki; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.106-115; May 86; AR

**Guggenheim Museum;** New York, New York; A.I.A. 25 Year Award; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p.12-16; Mar 86; A

**History and Fine Art Museum Addition;** Alaska, Anchorage; Mitchell & Giurgola and Maynard & Parth; ph. pl. sec.; p.112-119; Apr 86; AR

**Louvre Addition;** France, Paris; I. M. Pei; ph. pl. sec.; p.184; Sept 86; INT

**Museum Addition Competition;** New York, Brooklyn; Winners; Arata Isozaki and James Stewart Polshek; ph. pl. m.; p.12, 16; Dec 86; A

**Museum Additions, Critique;** New York, New York; Guggenheim and Whitney; by Peter Blake; ph.; p.255-256; Mar 86; ID

**Museum fur Kunsthandwerk;** West Germany, Frankfurt; Richard Meier; ph. axon.; p.56-63; Jan 86; A

**Museum of Art;** Japan, Nishiwaki; Arata Isozaki; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph. pi.; p.76-77; Sept 86; A

**Museum of Art;** Texas, San Antonio; Remodeled: Cambridge Seven and Chumney; Jones & Kell; ph.; p.62-64; Mar 86; A

**Museum of Contemporary Art;** California, La Jolla; Video Room; Rob Woolington Quigley; ph. pl.; p.185; Sept 86; INT

**Museum of Fine Arts, West Wing;** Virginia, Richmond; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; by Carleton Knight II; ph. pl. p.40-45; Jan 86; A

**Museum of Indian Art;** District of Columbia, Washington; Log Cabin Rustic Style; O'Neil & McMillon; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Nov 86; A

**Museum of the Moving Image;** New York, New York; Breslin & Messers; ill. pl.; p.162; Sept 86; INT
MUSEUM (Cont’d)

Museums as Showcases for Architecture; Survey of Recent and Current Projects; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph.; p.28-31; Jan 86; A

National Building Museum; District of Columbia, Washington; Restored Pension Building, 1881; Exhibitions on History of American Architecture; Keyes, Condon & Florence and Giorgio Cavaglié; ph.ill.; p.75-77; Jan 86; AR

Peggy Guggenheim Museum; Italy, Venice; Anderson & Schwartz; elev. pl.; p.157; Sept 86; INT

Post Modern Museum as a Solution; by Sylvia Lavin; p.15+; Nov 86; INT

Three Exhibitions at The National Gallery of Art; District of Columbia, Washington; ph. pl. sec.; p.140-147; Sept 86; AR

Western Art Museum; Colorado, Denver; Remodeled Historic Building; C. W. Fentress and John Prosser; ph. pl. sec.; p.78-79; Nov 86; A

See ARTS CENTER, EXHIBITION, HISTORICAL, UNIVERSITY/MUSEUM also

MUSIC HALL
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY

N

NATURAL HAZARDS
See HAZARDS

NEBRASKA
Omaha; Residential Development; Development; West Fairacres Village; Daniel Solomon and John Goldman; ph. pl. elev.; p.106-108; July 86; PA

NETHERLANDS
Amsterdam; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Concrete Village, "Garden Suburb," 1920’s, Restored; Dick Greiner; by Tracy Metz; ph.; p.79; Feb 86; AR

Lunetten, Riebeck; Survey of Housing Projects; Customizing Features; Support and Infill; John Habraken; by Stephen H. Kendall; ph. pl. ill.; p.90-93, Oct 86; A

Lunetten; Apartment Development; Low Rise; New Town, Modular Flexible Floor Plans; Workgroup Kokon; ph.; p. 92; Oct 86; A

Riebeck; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Flexible Plans; Tuinstad Zuidwijk; pl.; p.93; Oct 86; A

Rotterdam; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Remodeled Waterworks; Wytze Patijn; ph. pl. iso.; p.100-103, July 86; AR

NEVADA
Las Vegas; Office Building; Low Rise; Renaissance Center, Small Offices; Leason, Pomroy & Felderman; ph. pl. p.86-89; Nov 86; A

Reno; Residential Development; Townhouse; Green Ranch; Fisher & Friedman; ph.; p.136-137; Oct 86; B

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover; Art Museum, Hood, Dartmouth College; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.108-119; Feb 86; AR

Hanover; Hood Museum, Dartmouth College; Charles Moore and Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.30; Jan 86; PA

Hanover; Museum of Art, Hood; Dartmouth College; Charles W. Moore and Centerbrook; by Charles Campbell; ph. pl.; p.32-39; Jan 86; A

NEW JERSEY
---; Residence; Alfredo De Vido; ph. pl.; p.258-261, Apr 86; ID
---; Residence; M. Stephen Zdepski; ph. pl.; p.49; Apr 86; PA

Atlantic City; Hotel and Casino, The Spa; Bally’s Park; Stubbins Associates and Eco Design; ph. pl.; p.47-50; Dec 86; INT

Basking Ridge; Wood Council Showcase House; Shope, Reno & Wharton; ph. pl.; p.28; Jan 86; PA

Elizabeth; Police Facility and Municipal Court; Grad Partnership; pl. m.; p.33; Feb 86; PA

Hoboken; Waterfront Development; Master Plan; Cooper & Eckstut; pl. m. elev.; p.102-103; July 86; PA

Jersey City; Office Building; High Rise; Exchange Place Center; Grad Partnership; pl. ill.; p.43; June 86; PA

Montclair; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Glenmont Square; Remodeled School Building; James N. Lindemon; ph.; p.80-91; Aug 86; B

Montgomery Township; Residential Development; Montgomery Woods; Murphy & Garrison; ph.; p.102-103; Apr 86; B

Moorestown; Law Offices; Interiors by Light & Space Design; Herman Hassinger; ph. pl.; p.127; Nov 86; A

New Jersey Shore; Residence; Two; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.68-69, 78-79; Aug 86; PA

Newport City; Master Plan; RTKL; pl. m.; p.43; June 86; PA

Pennington; Residential Development; Pennington Woods; Sullivan & Arfaa; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Apr 86; B

Princeton Junction; Residential Development; Stony Brook; Martin Organization; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Apr 86; B

Princeton Township; Residential Development; Russell Estates; Springland Associates; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Apr 86; B

Princeton; Hot Medium Size Housing Market; Analysis; by Leslie Ensr Stockman; ph. charts; p.96-101+; Apr 86; B
### NEW JERSEY (Cont'd)

**Princeton:** Lewis Thomas Laboratory, Princeton University; Payette Associates and Venturi; Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. pl.; p.104-113; Aug 86; AR

**Princeton:** Residential Development; Princeton Landing; ph. pl.; p.158; Jan 86; B

**Skillman:** Residential Development; Colfax at Beden's Brook; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.68-69, 74; Aug 86; PA

**Voorhees:** Working Woman's Dream House; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Nov 86; B

### NEW MEXICO

**Albuquerque:** Apartment Building; Low Rise; Beach; Antoine Predock; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Oct 86; A

**Albuquerque:** Apartment Development; Low Rise; The Beach; Antoine Predock; ph. pl. sec. iso.; p.92-95; July 86; AR

**Albuquerque:** Heart Clinic; Antoine Predock; m. pl.; p.43; Oct 86; PA

**Albuquerque:** Residential: Daylighting with Skylights and Reflectors; Don Felt; ph. pl. sec.; p.49; Apr 86; PA

**Albuquerque:** Residential; Antoine Predock; ph. pl.; p.72-79; Mid-Apr 86; AR

**Los Ranchos Albuquerque:** Village Hall and Fire Station; Pueblo Style; Westwork Architects; ph. pl. iso.; p.92-95; Feb 86; AR

**Santa Fe:** Residential; Interiors by Michael Dale; Gerald Jerome and Patterson & Yowell; ph. pl.; p.224-231; Aug 86; ID

### NEW YORK (Cont'd)

**Brooklyn:** Residence; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl. elev.; p.68-69, 76-77; Aug 86; PA

**Brooklyn:** Shelter for the Homeless; Brooklyn Gardens; Pratt Institute Center; ph. pl.; p.141; June 86; AR

**Canandaigua:** Bank; Renovation; Fire Protection; Mendel, Mesick, Cohen, Waite & Hall; ph. pl.; p.120; Nov 86; PA

**Cooperstown:** County Courthouse; Renovation; Fire Protection; Mendel, Mesick, Cohen, Waite & Hall; ph. pl.; p.121; Nov 86; PA

**Corning:** Glass Museum on Top of Bridge; Arthur Cotton Moore; m. pl.; p.46; June 86; PA

**East Meadow:** Hair Salon; Mojo & Stumer; ph. pl.; p.88; Jan 86; A

**Greenport:** Interiors; Travel Consultant's Offices; Pressman Associates; ph. pl.; p.90; Jan 86; A

**Greenport:** Residential Development; Stirling Cove, Waterfront; Jackson & Page; ph.; p.172-173; Oct 86; B

**Hampton:** Dining Hall; Colgate University; Herbert S. Newman; by Michael J. Croesbie; ph. pl. sec.; p.126-133; May 86; A

**Hastings-on-Hudson:** Residential Development; St. Andrews; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.68-71; Aug 86; PA

**Huntington:** Art Museum, Heckscher; Additions; Centerbrook; ph. ill.; p.44; Apr 86; PA

**Ithaca:** Architect’s House; Paul J. Byrne; ph. pl.; p.48-51; June 86; A

**Ithaca:** Urs Library, Cornell University; Addition; Gunnar Birkerts; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. iso.; p.50-53; Feb 86; A

**Lake George:** Resort Hotel and Conference Center; The Sagamore Restoration; Interiors by Daroff Designs; Alsker, Reiff & Dundon; ph. pl.; p.312-323; May 86; INT

**Long Island City:** International Design Center; Gwathmey & Siegel and Stephen Lepp; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.144-153; June 86; AR

**Long Island:** House and Studio; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.188; Sept 86; INT

**Manhasset:** Hair Styling and Beauty Salon; Mojo & Stumer; ph. pl.; p.194-195; Nov 86; ID

**New York:** 500 Park Tower; Offices and Apartments; 1959 Building by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; James Stewart Polshek; by Cervin Robinson; ph. axon.; p.206-209; May 86; A

**New York:** Addition to Guggenheim Museum; Controversy; 1959 Museum by Frank Lloyd Wright; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl.; p.10-12; Aug 86; A

**New York:** Adjoining Two Apartments. Renovation; Henry Smith-Miller and Laurie Hawkinson; ph. axon.; p.250-255; Jan 86; ID

**New York:** American Express Employee Restaurant; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. pl.; p.136-141; June 86; INT

**New York:** American Express Tower; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. pl.; p.133-149; June 86; INT
NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Apartment Building; High Rise; Mt. Sinai Residence Center; Davis & Brody; ph. pl. sec.; p.103-105; May 86; PA

New York; Apartment Building; High Rise; The Promenade, Marketing Plan; Philip Birnbaum; ph.; p.124-127; Mar 86; B

New York; Apartment Building; Middle Rise; Washington Court; James Stewart Polshek; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-95; Oct 86; AR

New York; Apartment Development; Middle Rise; Infill Housing for Harlem, Competition Winner; Michael Pyatak and William Vito and Ira Oaklander; ill. elev.; p.66-67; Aug 86; AR

New York; Apartment; Hexter Award; Hal Adams; ph.; p.250-251; July 86; ID

New York; Art Museum Addition; Guggenheim; Critique; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. m. ill.; dia.; p.79-81; 83; Mar 86; AR

New York; Bank Headquarters; National Westminster Bank; Space Design Group; ph. pl.; p.190-199; Aug 86; ID

New York; Battery Park City, Waterfront Park; New York; Hall Adams; ph.; p.81; 83; Mar 86; AR

New York; Bank; Headquarters; National Westminster Bank; Space Design Group; ph. pl.; p.190-199; Aug 86; ID

New York; Bank; Chase Manhattan at SoHo; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.214-215; Mar 86; ID

New York; Bath Fixtures Showroom; Kohler; Karahan & Schwarting; ph. pl. axon.; p.264-269; Jan 86; ID

New York; Battery Park City, Waterfront Park and Esplanade; South Cove Landscape by Child Associates; Cooper & Eckstut and Mary Miss; by Robin Karson; ph. pl. m. elev.; p.46-53; May/June 86; LA

New York; Bethesda Terrace, 1873, Restoration; Sandstone Repair; Ehrenkrantz Group; ph.; p.130-137; May 86; AR

New York; Branch Bank, Chase Manhattan at SoHo; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.214-215; Mar 86; ID

New York; Clothing Showroom; Bill Robinson's; Agrest & Gandelsonas; by Roger Kimball; ph. pl. iso.; p.134-141; Mid-Sept 86; AR

New York; Clothing Showroom; Yabu & Pushelberg; ph.; p.219; Nov 86; ID

New York; Clothing Store; Charivari 57; Spatial Design and Studio 80; ph. pl.; p.172-173; Jan 86; INT

New York; Clothing Store; Coca-Cola Clothes; Robert Young; ph. axon.; p.236-237; July 86; ID

New York; Clothing Store; EX Jun; Super Potato; Robert Young; ph. axon.; p.194-197; July 86; INT

New York; Clothing and Furnishings Store; Portantina; Machedo & Silvetti; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Mid-Sept 86; AR

New York; Cogan Foundation Offices; Knoll International; ph. pl. elev.; p.156-163; Nov 86; INT

New York; College of Insurance; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler; ph. pl.; p.189-189; July 86; INT

New York; Convention Center, Jacob K. Javits; I. M. Pei; ph. pl. sec.; p.106-117; Sept 86; AR

New York; Department Store; Bloomingdale's Fourth Floor; Hambrecht & Turrel; ph. elev. det.; p.24-25; July 86; INT

New York; Design Center Two; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. sec.; p.159-167; July 86; INT

New York; Design Objects Store; Clodagh; Ross & Williams; Clodagh; ph. iso.; p.90-93; Mid-Sept 86; AR

NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Designer's Apartment and Offices; Scruggs & Myers; ph. pl.; p.242-247; Nov 86; ID

New York; Designer's Apartment; George O'Brien; ph. pl.; p.218-221; July 86; ID

New York; Designers' Offices; Vignelli Associates; ph. pl.; p.122-127; Mid-Sept 86; AR

New York; Disco; Palladium, Renovation; Arata Isozaki; ph.; p.182-183; Jan 86; INT

New York; Downtown Redevelopment; Battery Park City; ph. pl. m. ill.; p.37-38; June 86; PA

New York; Entry Plaza to Four Towers, World Financial Center; Winter Garden, Landscape by Balmori, Lykos & Friedberg; Cesar Pelli; by Robin Karson; ph.; p.76-77; Jan/Feb 86; LA

New York; Entry, Lobby and Two Apartments; Morgan Court, Interiors by John Saladino, Liebman & Liebman; ph. pl.; p.150-157, June 86; INT

New York; Fabrics Showroom; Brunschwig & Fils; ISD; ph.; p.62, 64+; July 86; INT

New York; Fashion Clothing Store; Matsuda; Ryochi Yokota; ph.; p.176-177; Feb 86; ID

New York; Furniture Showroom; Donghia; Donghia Associates; ph.; p.230-231; July 86; ID

New York; Furniture Showroom; Howe; GN Associates; ph.; p.170-171; July 86; INT

New York; Furniture Showroom; Kimball; Griswold, Heckel & Kelly; ph.; p.68; Dec 86; INT

New York; Furniture Showroom; Pace Collection; Steven Holl; ph. pl. sec.; p.175; Sept 86; INT

New York; Furniture Showroom; Pace Collection; Steven Holl; ph. pl. sec.; p.97-103; Apr 86; AR

New York; Furniture Showroom; Interior Spaces/Andre Staffelbach; ph. axon.; p.172-173; July 86; INT

New York; Furniture Showroom; One Thousand One Hundred Architects; ph.; p.169; Sept 86; INT

New York; Furniture Store; Alma; Laboratorico Associati; ph.; p.276-279; May 86; ID

New York; Furniture and Fabric Showroom; LCS; Robert Currie; ph.; p.278-283; Sept 86; ID

New York; Gillette Studio; Liberty Tower; Franklin David Israel; ph.; p.176; Sept 86; INT

New York; Guggenheim Museum; A.I.A. 25 Year Award; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p.12-16; Mar 86; A

New York; High Styles Furniture Exhibition; Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; by George Nelson; ph.; p.226-229; Feb 86; ID

New York; Housewares Design Store; Dot Zero; Bernstein & Vid; ph. axon.; p.270-271; Sept 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Advertising Agency's Offices; Kenyon & Eckhardt; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler; ph. pl.; p.182-187; July 86; INT

New York; Interiors; American Express Headquarters, Executive Offices; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. pl.; p.154-161; Oct 86; INT

New York; Interiors; American Express Tower, Executive Offices; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. pl.; p.198-207; Aug 86; INT
NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Interiors; Apartment Loft, Metal Furniture; George Ranalli; by Anthony Vidler; ph. pl. sec.; p.228-233; Mar 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Trump Tower; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl.; p.250-257; Apr 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment; Bromley & Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.300-303; Oct 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment; David Estreich; ph. pl.; p.129; Nov 86; A

New York; Interiors; Apartment; Ellen L. McCluskey; ph. pl.; p.302-305; Sept 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment; Juan Montoya; ph. pl.; p.198-201; Dec 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment; Juan Montoya; ph. pl.; p.294-297; May 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment, Shilton & Mindel; ph. pl.; p.244-249; Jan 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Apartment; Site Projects; ph. pl.; p.189; Sept 86; INT

New York; Interiors; Apartment; Williams & Tsien; ph. pl.; p.192; Sept 86; INT

New York; Interiors; Automotive Firm's Offices; Chrysler: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.176-181; Dec 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Basix Executive Offices; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband; ph. pl. sec.; p.308-309; May 86; INT

New York; Interiors; Brownstone Apartment; Stanley Jay Friedman; ph. p.; p.298-299; May 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Cigar Company Offices; SCR Design; ph. pl.; p.240-243; Apr 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Construction Company Offices; Eric Schlamowitz; ph. pl. axon.; p.206-209; July 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Corporation Offices, Columbian Enterprises; ISD; ph. pl.; p.174-177; Mar 86; INT

New York; Interiors; Designer's Offices, Remodeled Industrial Building; Walker Group/ CNI; ph. pl. iso.; p.233-239; Aug 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Designer's Offices; Donovan & Green; ph. pl.; p.265-271; May 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Designer's Offices; Vignelli Associates; ph. pl.; p.234-241; Sept 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Designer's Studio, Ward Bennett; ph. pl.; p.297-291; May 86; INT

New York; Interiors; Investment Banking Offices, Hambrecht & Quist; James Barcley; ph. pl.; p.294-299; Oct 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Investor's Services Offices, Moody's; Duffy; ph. pl.; p.288-293; Oct 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Law Offices, Haines, Lundberg & Weehler; ph. pl.; p.190-193; July 86; INT

New York; Interiors; Lighting Designer's Offices; Forbes & Ergas; ph. pl.; p.242-245; May 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Loft Apartment, Designer's; Bromley & Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.234-241; Nov 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Loft Apartment; David Estreich; ph. pl.; p.86; June 86; A

New York; Interiors; Loft Apartment; Haigh Space; ph. pl.; p.296-301; Sept 86; ID

NEW YORK (Cont'd)

New York; Interiors; Management Consultant's Offices; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.288-291; Sept 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Nike Offices; Michael Lynn; ph. pl. sec.; p.198-205; July 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Random House Publishing Company Accounting Offices; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband; ph. sec.; p.300-303; May 86; INT

New York; Interiors; Real Estate Developer's Offices, First Sterling; Lee Stout and Ron Wagner; ph. axon.; p.252-255; May 86; ID

New York; Interiors; Video Editing Studio, Manhattan Transfer; Voorssanger & Mills; ph. axon.; p.210-215; Aug 86; INT

New York; Jewelry Showroom; Peter Brams; Christian Hubert and C. H. Design; ph. pl.; p.112-114; July 86; PA

New York; Jewelry Store; Artwear, Interiors by Studio Morsa; Donato Savoie; ph. pl.; p.182-185; Dec 86; INT

New York; Jewish Theological Seminary of America; Gruzen Partnership; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-101; May 86; AR

New York; Kips Bay Showhouse, Explained; Rooms by Various Designers; ph.; p.242-253; Sept 86; ID

New York; Kitchen; David Estreich; ph. pl.; p.222-233; Aug 86; ID

New York; Kitchen; Stephen Mallory; ph. pl.; p.220-221; Aug 86; ID

New York; Lennox School; Architecture + Furniture; ph. pl.; p.224; Nov 86; ID

New York; Liberty Cafe, Interiors by MGS; Benjamin Thompson; ph. pl.; p.292-293; May 86; ID

New York; Library, Restoration of Exhibition Hall; Davis & Brody; ph. axon.; p.194-195; Jan 86; INT

New York; Lighting the Statue of Liberty; Interior and Exterior; ph.; p.34, 36, 41; July 86; INT

New York; Madison Square Garden, Multi-Use Development; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; m. pl. elev.; p.53; Jan 86; AR

New York; Main Library Exhibition Hall; Remodeled Space; 1905 Building by Carrere & Hastings; Davis & Brody and Georgio Cavagneri; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. axon.; p.218-221; May 86; A

New York; Men's Clothing Store; Charles Jourdan Monsieur; Owen, Springer & Mandolfo; ph. pl.; p.272-273; Sept 86; ID

New York; Modern Mode Showroom; Haigh Space; ph. axon.; p.173; Sept 86; INT

New York; Monastery; Neil M. Denari; ph. pl.; p.166; Sept 86; INT

New York; Museum Additions, Critique; Guggenheim and Whitney: by Peter Blake; ph.; p.255-256; Mar 86; ID

New York; Museum of the Moving Image; Breslow & Associates; ph. pl.; p.152; Sept 86; INT

New York; New York Public Library; 1911, Restored Original by Carrere & Hastings; Davis & Brody; ph. pl. sec.; p.88-95; Aug 86; PA

New York; Office Building; High Rise; 461 Fifth Avenue; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; m. pl.; p.174; Sept 86; INT
NEW YORK (Cont’d)

Quogue; Kitchen, Shelton & Mindel: ph. pl.: p.216-219; Aug 86; ID
Saltaire, Fire Island; Brodick Park; Vollmer Associates: by Stacey Freed; ph. pl.: p.68-71; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Staten Island; Residential Development; Copperflagg; Robert A. M. Stern: ph. pl.: p.68-69, 72-73; Aug 86; PA
Suffolk County; County Courthouse; Mitchell & Giurgola; ill.: p.70; Feb 86; AR
Tarrytown; Prep School Library; Remodeled Assembly Hall, 1900 by Wheelwright & Haven; Keith Kroegeger; ph. pl.; p.222-225; May 86; A
Thornwood; IBM Technical Institute; RTKL: ph.; p.66-67; June 86; A
Troy; Visitors Center; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute: Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Design; Walter Kroner; ph. pl. sec.; p.121; Apr 86; PA
Upstate; Residence; Interiors; Joseph Lembo and Laura Bohn; ph. pl.: p.202-205; Dec 86; ID
Watkins Glen; Visitor Facilities to Glen Gorge; Centerbrook; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph.; p.76-77; Dec 86; A
Westchester County; Office Building; Low Rise; IBM Building; I. M. Pei; by Carleton Knight III: ph. pl. sec.; p.214-217; May 86; A
Westchester County; Office Building; Low Rise; Rye Brock Park; Robert A. M. Stern: m. elev.; p.53; Mar 86; AR
Westchester County; Residential Development; Townhouse; Hamlet at Spring Pond; Conklin & Rossant; ph. pl.; p.54; Aug 86; B

NEW ZEALAND

Wellington; Furniture Showrooms and Interiors Services; Michael Statham; Interior Design by Charles Pfister; Sturton Group; ph. pl.: p.148-151; Jan 86; INT

NIGHT CLUB

Disco; New York, New York; Palladium; Renovation; Arita Itozaki; ph. pl.; p.182-183; Jan 86; INT
Massachusetts, Boston; Le Papillon; Adam Thany; ph. pl.; p.276-277; Oct 86; ID
See CLUB, RECREATION, RESTAURANT also

NORTH CAROLINA (Cont’d)

Raleigh; Restaurant; North Carolina State University; Hexter Award; Perry & Plummer; ph.; p.258-259; July 86; ID
Raleigh; Shopping Center; Financial Analysis; Quincy Johnson; ph.; p.164-165; May 86; B

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICES

Award Winners; ph.: p.160-161+, 166-167, 170-171; Oct 86; B
Bank Tower Fountain Place Plaza; Texas, Dallas; Plaza by Dan Kiley; I. M. Pei; ph. pl. ill.; p.56-57; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Designing Healthy Interiors; by George Rand; p.78-80; Oct 86; ID
Designing the Automated Office; by Leonard B. Kruk; p.76-78; Oct 86; ID
Information Revolution Needs Flexible Office Building; by Forrest Wilson; p.11; Mar/Apr 86; AT
Office Building Boom; Massachusetts, Boston; ill. pl.; p.158-159, Apr 86; INT
Office of the Future; Computer Use; by George Rand; ill.; p.106-108; Dec 86; A
Pedestrian Entry Plaza Pavilions; Illinois, Chicago; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. axon.; p.74-75; Dec 86; A
Survey of IBM Buildings; History; by Carleton Knight III; ph. pl.; p.60-73; June 86; A

HIGH RISE

Australia, Melbourne; 1 Collins Street; Surroun ds Landmark Building; Denton, Corker & Marshall and Robert Peck; ph. axon.; p.168-173; Dec 86; INT
California, San Francisco; 88 Kearny St.; San Francisco Federal Savings; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. elev.; p.50-55; Dec 86; A
Exterior Building Lighting, Recent History; by Timothy Rub; ph. ill.; p.73, 75, 77; Aug 86; AR
Georgia, Atlanta; Remodeled Building by J. E. R. Carpenter; Associated Space Design; ph. pl.; p.61-63; Feb 86; A
Hong Kong; Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank Building, Critique; Foster Associates; by Stanley Abercrombie; ph. pl. sec.; p.198-209; Mar 86; ID
Hong Kong; Hong Kong Bank; Entire Feature Section of Issue; Critique; Foster Associates; ph. pl. sec. elev. iso. det. dia.; p.7, 67-109; Mar 86; PA
Hotel, Office Towers, Shopping Center; Texas, Dallas; The Crescent; Critique; John Burgee and Philip Johnson; ph.; p.78-81; Sept 86; AR
Illinois, Chicago; Sears Tower Renovation, New Entrance; Skidmore; Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.39-40; May 86; PA
Kentucky, Louisville; Humana Building; Michael Graves; ph. pl.; p.160-165; Jan 86; INT
New Jersey, Jersey City; Exchange Place Center; Grad Partnership; ph. pl.; p.43; June 86; PA
OFFICE BUILDING (Cont’d)

HIGH RISE (Cont’d)

New York, New York; 461 Fifth Avenue; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; m. pl.: p.174; Sept 86; INT

New York, New York; 500 Park Tower; Offices and Apartments; 1959 Building by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; James Stewart Polshek; by Cervin Robinson; ph. p.206-209; May 86; A

New York, New York; 53rd and Third; Critique; John Burgee and Philip Johnson; ph. p.84-85; Sept 86; AR

New York, New York; American Express Tower: Swane, Hayden & Connell; ph. pl.: p.133-149; June 86; INT

New York, New York; Battery Park City, World Financial Center’s Four Towers: Cesar Pelli; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean and Allen Freeman; ph. pl.: p.36-43; Dec 86; A

New York, New York; Madison Square Garden, Multi-Use Development; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; m. pl.: p.53; Jan 86; AR

Texas, Dallas; Allied Bank Tower; I. M. Pei; by David Dillon; ph. pl. iso. elev.: p.44-49; Dec 86; A

Two Early Tower Designs; Friedrichstrasse and Glass Skyscraper; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ill. pl.: p.23; Dec 86; AR

INTERIORS

Ad Agency Offices; WPG Design Group; ph. axon.: p.150-155; Nov 86; INT

Architect’s Offices; District of Columbia, Washington; Joseph Bogs: ph. pl.: p.100-101; Mar 86; A

Architects’ Offices; Massachusetts, Boston; TAM’s; ph.: p.82-83; July 86; A

Arizona, Phoenix; Landscape Plan by Dan Kiley; Fitzroy & Robertson; ph.; p.54-55; Mar/Apr 86; LA

Audio-Visual Company Offices; Pappageorge & Haymes; ph. det.: p.40-41; Apr 86; INT

Australia, Balmain; Architects’ Offices; Remodeled Store Building; Lawrence Nield; ph. pl.: p.130-135; Feb 86; INT

Australia, Melbourne; Law Offices; Inarc Design; ph. pl.: p.192-193; Jan 86; INT

Australia, West Pennant Hills; IBM Headquarters; Devine, Erby & Mazlin; ph. pl.: p.136-139; Feb 86; INT

Bradford Exchange, Tensile Structure; Weese, Hickey & Weese; ph. pl.: p.142-145; Nov 86; INT

California, Los Angeles; Actor’s Office; Sylvester Stallone; ISD and Sam Tolkin; ph. pl.: p.170-173; Mar 86; INT

California, Los Angeles; Advertising Agency Offices; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.: p.190-191; Jan 86; INT

California, Los Angeles; Law Offices; Walker Associates; ph. pl.: p.206-209; Nov 86; ID

California, Los Angeles; Studio and Workshop; Frederick Fisher; ph. pl.: p.171; Sept 86; INT

California, Los Angeles; Schweitzer & Kellen; ph. iso.: p.128; Nov 86; A

OFFICE BUILDING (Cont’d)

INTERIORS (Cont’d)

California, Menlo Park; Financial Offices, J. H. Whitney; Charles Pfister; ph. pl. axon.: p.136-141; Jan 86; INT

California, Monterey; Designer’s Offices; Design Associates; ph. pl.: p.246-249; Aug 86; ID

California, San Diego; Interior Landscape; Land Studio; ph.: p.78; Sept/Oct 86; LA

California, San Francisco; Design Studio for Steinhalber & Deutsch; Jay Adams; ph. axon.: p.188-189; Jan 86; INT

Child Care Center of Advertising Agency; Massachusetts, Boston; Leers & Weinzapfel; ph.: p.126-127; Dec 86; A

Cigar Company Offices; New York, New York; SCR Design; ph. pl.: p.240-244; Apr 86; ID

Clothing Company Offices; California, Beverly Hills; Brown & Matrash; ph.: p.54-57; Apr 86; A

Colorado, Denver; Law Offices; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.: p.162-167; Dec 86; INT

Connecticut, Hartford; Astina Headquarters by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Jack Dillard and Claude Langwith and Melvin Dwork; ph. pl. det.: p.206-217; Jan 86; ID

Connecticut, Taftville; Helikon Offices in Old Textile Mill; Advent Designs; ph. pl.: p.224-225; Jan 86; ID

Consulting Firm Offices; Hammel, Green & Abrahamson; ph. pl.: p.106; Aug 86; INT

Contractor’s Offices; California, Oakland; Sandy & Babcock; ph. pl.; p.87; Feb 86; A

Critical Look at Practice of Office Design; by Jack Lowery; p.13, 16; Dec 86; INT

Designers’ Offices; California, Los Angeles; A2Z; ph.: p.114-116; Sept 86; ID

Designers’ Offices; Ohio, Columbus; Design Collective; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl.: p.52-53; Apr 86; A

Designers’ Offices; California, San Francisco; Hodnick Design; ph. pl.: p.87; June 86; A

Designers’ Offices; New York, New York; Vignelli Associates; ph. pl.: p.122-127; Mid-Sept 86; AR

Developer’s Offices; Colorado, Denver; Portraits; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.: p.204-215; Feb 86; ID

Designer’s Studio; Austria, Vienna; Coop Himmelblau; ph.: p.68-73; Mid-Sept 86; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Insurance Company Offices, Smith & Sternau; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband; ph. pl. sec.; p.303-307; May 86; INT

District of Columbia, Washington; Law Offices; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. elev. sec.; p.154-156; Dec 86; INT

Entry Plaza to Four Towers, World Financial Center; New York, New York; Winter Garden, Landscape by Balmori, Lykos & Friedberg; Cesar Pelli; by Robin Karson; ph. pl.: p.76-77; Jan/Feb 86; LA

Executive Offices; California, Oakland; World Savings Center; Jennings & Stout; ph. pl. iso.: p.84-89; Mid-Sept 86; AR
OFFICE BUILDING (Cont’d)

INTERIORS (Cont’d)

Executive Offices; Colorado, Englewood; U.S. West; Charles Herbert; ph. iso.; p.84; June 86; A
Florida, West Palm Beach; Law Offices; Hellmut, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p.182-185; Aug 86; INT
Formica Chairman’s Office; Michael and Katherine McCoy; ph. pl.; p.166-167; Jan 86; INT
Georgia, Atlanta; Fugua Headquarters Offices, Interiors by Henningson, Durham & Richardson; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.246-251; May 86; ID
Hawaii, Kailu-Kona; Designer’s Offices; George Heneghan; ph. pl.; p.240-241; Aug 86; A
Idaho, Boise; Board Room; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.32; Oct 86; INT
Illinois, Chicago; Chicago Board of Exchange, Acoustic Ceiling by Kirkegaard; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.218-219; Jan 86; ID
Illinois, Chicago; Designer’s Offices: Niedermair; ph.; p.218; Nov 86; ID
Illinois, Chicago; Designer’s Offices: Network 90 Degrees; ph. axon.; p.176-179; June 86; INT
Illinois, Chicago; Law Offices: ISD; ph. pl.; p.162-167; Mar 86; INT
Illinois, Chicago; Media Management Offices; Hague & Richards; ph.; p.223; Nov 86; ID
Interiors Initiative: Demonstration Office Space, Tensile Structure Ceiling; Nicholas Goldsmith and Peter Barna; ph. iso.; p.139-143; Mar 86; INT
Interiors; France, Paris; Designer’s Apartment and Studio; Ward Bennett; ph. pl.; p.282-287; May 86; INT
Italy, Rome; Designer’s Offices; Transit Design; ph.; p.244-245; Mar 86; ID
Law Offices; Colorado, Denver; Remodeled Auto Showroom; Michael Barber; ph. axon.; p.88; Feb 86; A
Law Offices; New Jersey, Moorestown; Interiors by Light & Space Design; Herman Hassinger; ph. pl.; p.127; Nov 86; A
Lobbies; Illinois, Chicago; Wrigley Building Renovation; Powell & Kleinschmidt; ph.; p.278-281; June 86; ID
Lobby; Connecticut, New Haven; Remodeled Historic Building; Roth & Moore; ph. axon.; p.58-60; Feb 86; A
Massachusetts, Boston; Commodity Offices; Jung & Brannen; ph. pl.; p.180-181; Apr 86; INT
Minnesota, ---; Designer’s Offices; Stein design; ph.; p.242-245; Aug 86; ID
New York, New York; Advertising Agency’s Offices; Kenyon & Eckhardt; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler; ph.; p.182-187; July 86; INT
New York, New York; American Express Headquarters, Executive Offices; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph.; p.154-161; Oct 86; INT

OFFICE BUILDING (Cont’d)

INTERIORS (Cont’d)

New York, New York; American Express Tower, Executive Offices; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph.; p.198-207; Aug 86; INT
New York, New York; Automotive Firm’s Offices, Chrysler; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.; p.176-181; Dec 86; ID
New York, New York; Basic Executive Offices; R. M. Kliment and Frances Halsband; ph. pl. sec.; p.308-309; May 86; INT
New York, New York; Cogan Foundation Offices; Knoll International; ph. pl. elev.; p.156-163; Nov 86; INT
New York, New York; Construction Company Offices; Eric Schlamowitz; ph. axon.; p.206-209; July 86; ID
New York, New York; Corporation Offices, Columbian Enterprises; ISD; ph.; p.174-177; Mar 86; INT
New York, New York; Designer’s Apartment and Offices; Scruggs & Myers; ph.; p.242-247; Nov 86; ID
New York, New York; Designer’s Offices; Vignelli Associates; ph. pl.; p.234-241; Sept 86; ID
New York, New York; Designer’s Offices, Remodeled Industrial Building; Walker Group/CNI; ph. pl. iso.; p.233-239; Aug 86; ID
New York, New York; Investment Banking Offices, Hambrecht & Quist; James Barclay; ph.; p.294-299; Oct 86; ID
New York, New York; Investor’s Services Offices, Moody’s; Duffy; ph.; p.288-293; Oct 86; ID
New York, New York; Law Offices; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler; ph. pl.; p.190-193; July 86; INT
New York, New York; Lighting Designer’s Office; Forbes & Ergas; ph.; p.242-245; May 86; ID
New York, New York; Management Consultant’s Offices; gensler Associates; ph.; p.288-291; Sept 86; ID
New York, New York; Nike Offices; Michael Lynn; ph. pl. sec.; p.198-205; July 86; ID
New York, New York; Presentation Room, New York Daily News; Neville Lewis; ph.; p.274-277; Sept 86; ID
New York, New York; Random House Publishing Company Accounting Offices; R. M. Kiiment and Frances Halsband; ph. sec.; p.300-303; May 86; INT
New York, New York; Real Estate Developer’s Offices, Interiors by Henry Smith-Miller; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. axon.; p.228-233; May 86; ID
OFFICE BUILDING (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

New York, New York: Real Estate Developer's Offices, First Sterling; Lee Stout and Ron Wagner; ph. axon.; p.252-255; May 86; ID
New York, New York: Retail Ground Floor and Office Lobby; 575 Fifth Avenue; Total Concept/New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.284-287; Sept 86; ID
New York, New York; Thorn EMI; Ralph Gis November; Apr 86; INT
New York, New York; Video Company Offices; Michel Franck; ph. pl.; p.138-141; Nov 86; INT
New York, New York; Video Editing Studio, New York, New York; Video Company Offices; California, San Francisco; Lee Office; Small; Designer's Offices. Hexter
Ohio, Cincinnati; Law Offices; Procter & Gamble Headquarters; Ohio, Columbus; Interim Office of Architecture: Interiors by ISD; ph. pl.; p.90-95; Nov 86; AR
Ohio, Cincinnati; Procter & Gamble Headquarters; Kohl, Pedersen, Fox & Conway; ph. pl.; p.172; Sept 86; INT
Ohio, Columbus; Designers' Offices: Hexter Award: Design Collective; ph. pl.; p.254-257; July 86; ID
Ohio, Columbus; Law Offices: Warren Platner; ph. pl. sec.; p.90-95; Nov 86; AR
Oregon, Portland; Law Offices. Interiors by Munsell & Brown; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. iso.; p.256-263; May 86; ID
Outlet Requirements for Office Computers; Desk Clusters Around Computer Use; ph. pl.; p.49-50; Nov 86; INT
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Dravo Headquarters; Oliver Design Group and Gibbs & Hill; ph. pl.; p.154-157; Mar 86; INT
Plate Company Headquarters; Illinois, Chicago; Bradford Exchange, Tent Roof; Weese, Hickey & Weese; ph. pl. sec.; p.62-63; Apr 86; A
Recording Company Offices; California, Palo Alto; Windham Hill; Anderson & Schwartz; ph. pl.; p.102-106; Sept 86; PA
Tennessee, Nashville; Northern Telecom's Offices; Computer Wiring; Earl Swensson; ph. dia.; p.49-50; Mar 86; INT
Texas, Austin; Investment Firm; Remodeled Historic Building 1860; Walker, Doby & Freeman; ph. pl.; p.252-255; June 86; ID
Texas, Dallas; Conference Room, Advertising Agency; Natsios & Lee; ph. pl.; p.42; Aug 86; INT
Texas, Dallas; Law Offices; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p.186-191; Aug 86; ID
Texas, Dallas; Law Offices; ISD; ph. pl.; p.168-169; Mar 86; INT
Texas, Dallas; Real Estate Developer's Offices; Andrea Stafford; ph. pl.; p.258-261; June 86; ID

OFFICE BUILDING (Cont'd)

INTERIORS (Cont'd)

Texas, Dallas; Zale Corporation Offices; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p.174-180; Aug 86; INT
Texas, Houston; Executive Offices; Omni Design Group; ph. pl.; p.202-203; Nov 86; ID
Texas, Houston; Financial Offices; ISD; ph. pl.; p.220; Nov 86; ID
Texas, Houston; Law Offices; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.210-213; Nov 86; ID
Texas, Houston; OXOCO, Headquarters Offices; Pierce Goodwin Alexander; ph. pl.; p.204-205; Nov 86; ID
Texas, La Colina; Advertising, Marketing Agency Offices; Library; Stewart Skolnick; ph. pl. axon.; p.206-209; Aug 86; ID
Textile Artists' Studio, Offices; Washington, Seattle; Wyatt & Slapper; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Aug 86; A
The High-Tech Office; Various Aspects; ph. pl.; p.S1-S19; Fall 85; AT
Travel Consultant's Offices; New York, Great Neck; Pressman Associates; ph. pl.; p.90; Jan 86; A
Women's Shoe Offices; New York, New York; Michael G. Adams Company; Janusz Gottwald; ph. pl.; p.137; Oct 86; A

LOW RISE

Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.85-103; Nov 86; AR
California, La Jolla; Prospect Point, Multi-Use Building; Robert A. M. Stern and Martinez & Wong and Wheeler & Wimer; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-103; Oct 86; AR
Colorado, Fort Collins; Electrical System Consultants Offices, Photovoltaic System; Architecture Plus: by Stephen Mitchell; ph. pl.; p.17-19; May 86; SA
District of Columbia, Washington; Corcoran of Georgetown, Multi-Use Complex; Office Building, Townhouses; Arthur Cotton Moore; ph. pl.; p.96-99; Oct 86; AR
District of Columbia, Washington; Furness Inspired; Amy Weinstein; ph. pl.; p.32-33; June 86; A
Massachusetts, Cambridge; Bulfinch Square, Multi-Use, Remodeled Court House Complex; Graham Gund; ph. pl.; p.158-159; Oct 86; B
Massachusetts, Cambridge; Restored Bulfinch Building, 1814 by Charles Bulfinch; Graham Gund; by Robert Campbell; ph. pl.; p.152-157; May 86; A
Massachusetts, Newton Center; Builder's Offices, Remodeled Mill Building; Sasak Associates; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Aug 86; B
Massachusetts, Newton; Two Newton Place; Robert A. M. Stern; ill. elev.; p.53; Mar 86; AR
Michigan, Ann Arbor; Domino Pizza Headquarters; Influence of Frank Lloyd Wright; Gunnar Birkerts; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl.; p.62-65; Dec 86; A

THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX
OFFICE BUILDING (Cont'd)

LOW RISE (Cont'd)

Michigan, Detroit; Architects' Offices and Restaurant, Remodeled Landmarked Building: Schervish, Vogel & Merz; ph. pl.: p.54-55; Feb 86; A

Michigan, Troy; Landscape Plan, Award Winner: Johnson, Johnson & Roy; ph.: p.74-75; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Minnesota, Minneapolis; Credit Union: A. Epstein and Sons; ph. ill.: p.193; Sept 86; INT

Nevada, Las Vegas; Renaissance Center, Small Offices: Leason, Pomeroy & Felderman; ph.: pl.: 86-89; Nov 86; AR

New York, Armonk; IBM's Corporate Headquarters: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.: pl.: p.65; June 86; A

New York, Purchase; PepsiCo Headquarters Landscaping: Edward D. Stone, Jr.; ph.: p.79; Sept/Oct 86; LA

New York, Westchester County; IBM Building: I. M. Pei; by Carleton Knight III; ph. pl. sec.: p.214-217; May 86; A

New York, Westchester County; Rye Brook Park: Robert A. M. Stern; m. elev.: p.53; Mar 86; AR

Ohio, Lyndhurst; World Headquarters, TRW: Lohan Associates; ph.: pl.: p.100-103; Nov 86; AR

Pennsylvania, Mechanicsburg; Corporate Headquarters: Matcalf Associates and Keyes, Condon & Florance; ph. pl. sec.: p.96-99; Nov 86; AR

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Architects' Offices: Arthur Lubetz; ph. axon.: p.44-45; June 86; A

Texas, Austin; Restored Facade: Interiors: Robert T. Jackson; ph. axon.: p.82-83; Mar 86; A

Texas, Houston; Conoco Headquarters: Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; by Carleton Knight III; ph.: p.56-61; Dec 86; A

Texas, Plano; Frito-Lay Headquarters: Lohan Associates; ph.: pl.: p.129-137; Nov 86; INT

Texas, San Antonio; Grocery Headquarters: Remodeled Army Depot Complex: Hartman & Cox and Chumney & Urrutia; by Allen Freeman; ph.: p.118-125; May 86; A

Wisconsin, Racine; Johnson Wax Building Exhibit: Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.: p.16; June 86; A

MIDDLE RISE

California, Los Angeles; Hughes Aircraft, Headquarters: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. iso. sec.: p.104-111; Oct 86; AR

California, West Hollywood; Office and Apartment Building: Architectural Collective: pl. ill. sec. iso.: p.100-103; Jan 86; PA

District of Columbia, Washington; 1001 Pennsylvania Avenue, Embeds Smaller Buildings: Hartman & Cox; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. elev.: p.64-65; Nov 86; A

District of Columbia, Washington; 1300 New York Avenue: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph.: pl.: p.94-97; Jan 86; AR

OFFICE BUILDING (Cont'd)

MIDDLE RISE (Cont'd)

District of Columbia, Washington; Grand Hotel and Office Building: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.: p.100-102; Jan 86; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Metropol­itan Square, Restoration and Addition: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. elev.: p.98-99; Jan 86; AR

District of Columbia, Washington; Old Post Office Renovated; Fire Protection: Arthur Cotton Moore; ph. pl.: p.117; Nov 86; PA

District of Columbia, Washington; Pension Building Renovation: Fire Protection: Keyes, Condon & Florance; ph. pl. sec.: p.118; Nov 86; PA

District of Columbia, Washington; Sunner Center, Integration with Historic Buildings: Hartman & Cox; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph.: pl.: p.60-63; Nov 86; A


England, London; Charing Cross Air Rights: Terry Farrell; ph. elev. m. dia.: p.48; July 86; PA

England, London; Lloyd's of London; Richard Rogers; ph. pl. elev. iso. sec. det.: p.104-117; Nov 86; AR

England, London; Lloyds Headquarters; Richard Rogers; by Reyner Banham; ph. sec.: p.47-51; Sept 86; A

Illinois, Chicago; Northwestern University Law School/American Bar Association Headquarters; Holabird & Root; ph. pl. det.: p.120-127; Feb 86; AR

Massachusetts, Boston; 399 Boylston, Relates to Neighbors: Childs, Bertman, Tseckares & Casendino; ph.: pl.: p.84-85; Nov 86; A

Massachusetts, Boston; Miesian Style: Notter, Finegold & Alexander; ph.: pl.: p.83; Nov 86; A

Massachusetts, Framingham; Point West Place; Robert A. M. Stern and Drummey, Rosane & Anderson; ph. pl. sec. det.: p.128-135; Feb 86; AR

Office Building; Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec. elev.: p.85-103; Nov 86; AR

Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Remodeled School Building. Southwestern Bell, 1912 by Solomon Layton; HTB; ph. pl. sec.: p.266-271; June 86; ID

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Renovated 19th Century Lot's Department Store: Burt, Hill, Kosar & Ritterman and John Milner; ph.: p.14, 16, 18; Jan 86; A

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Designer's Offices, Restoration: Urban Design Associates; ph.: pl.: p.208-209; Aug 86; INT

Pennsylvania, Wilkes-Barre; Corporate Headquarters; Remodeled School Building; Bohin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. axon.: p.146-151; May 86; A

Rhode Island, Providence; Remodeled Jewelry Factory; Hrasko & Yost; ph.: pl.: p.56-57; Feb 86; A
OFFICE BUILDING (Cont'd)

Spain, Madrid; Bankinter Addition; Rafael Moneo and Ramon Bescos; ph. pl.; p.84-85; June 86; PA

Switzerland, Lugano; Mario Botta; ph. pl. sec.; p.132-137; July 86; AR

Texas, San Antonio; 110 Broadway, Originally by Atlee B. Ayres; Restoration; Urban Design Group; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Apr 86; A

Washington, Spokane; Review Tower, 1891 by C. B. Seaton; Remodeled; Adkison, Leigh, Sims & Cuppagge; by Donald Canty; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Apr 86; A

West Germany, Stuttgart; Construction Company Headquarters, Gottfried Boehm; ph. pl.; p.115-117; July 86; PA

See BANK, CLINIC, GOVERNMENT BUILDING, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, LIGHTING, STRUCTURAL, UNIVERSITY also

OFFICE PRACTICE

Accounting by Computer for Interior Designers; by Barry Le Patner; ill.; p.164; Mar 86; ID

Advantages of Incorporating a Design Firm; by Jerrold M. Sonet and Allen M. Siegel; p.196-202; June 86; ID

Architects' Dealing with Manufacturer's Representatives; Ethics, Arrangements; by Ann Nydele; p.19-20; Dec 86; AR

Architectural Practice and Interior Practice; Similarities and Differences; by Roslyn S. Brandt; p.176-183; Sept 86; ID

Architecture and Real Estate Appraisal Firm; Kenneth Narva; ph. pl.; July 86; INT

Clients-Architect Relationship; Key to Creative Solutions; by Charles Thomsen; p.43, 45; Aug 86; AR

Compensation, Reader Poll Report; p.15-16, 21, 23; Oct 86; PA

Conference Studies Liability, Design; p.12; Fall 85; AR

Contract Documents, Revolution; Drawings, Specifications, CAD, Systems Approach; by Onkal K. Guzy; sec. ill.; p.27-31; Fall 85; AT

Corporate Architect; P. Eric De Varis; ph.; p.225; Sept 86; INT

Cost Planning Integral to Design; by C. Steven Surprentant; tables; p.96-98; Dec 86; A

Current Architects' Salary Ranges; by Ruth Hirsch; p.63-68; July 86; PA

Design Firm Strategies; Options; by Richard Hunter Cross III; dia.; p.65-66, 76, 78; Nov 86; PA

Design Your Identity Through Graphics; by Lois Boemer; p.37; Apr 86; AR

Difficulty in Finding Construction Specifiers; by Walter Rosenfeld; p.55, 60; Mar 86; PA

Don't Lapse into Lingo When Talking With Clients; by Richard Wiegand; p.47; July 86; AR

Dos and Don'ts of Managing an Architectural Practice; by Barry Le Patner; ill.; p.47; Sept 86; AR

Facility Management Computer Application; by Michael L. Sena and Eric Teicholz; p.35, 37, 39; Feb 86; AR

Facility Management Market for Architects; by Peter S. Kimmel; ill.; p.44-53; July/Aug 86; AT

Firm's Program for Training of Neophyte Architects; Kaplan, McLaughlin & Diaz; by Peter G. Bernstein; ph.; p.49, 51; Jan 86; AR

General Conditions, A201, New Edition; by Lois Boemer; p.47; Jan 86; AR

Getting Published in the General Press; by Lois Boemer; p.47; Mar 86; AR

Incentives Programs Improve Firm's Performance; by James Pashek; dia.; p.39, 41; Oct 86; AR

Increased Law Office Design Work; Gensler Associates; chart; p.224; Sept 86; INT

Information Sources in Many Fields; Directory, AIA Resources, Associations; Entire Issue; p.9; 49-50, 59-101; Dec 86; PA

Information Sources on Office Practice; p.60-66; Dec 86; PA

Is There a New Market in Energy Conservation; by Julia Lichtblau; p.47; Mar 86, AR

Lessons in Client Satisfaction; David Meister; ill.; p.47-49; Fall 85; AT

Liability Imperative; by Glenn A. Acomb; p.91; Mar/Apr 86; LA

Liability Insurance for the Builder; Control the Cost Crunch; by Lloyd Unsell, Jr.; p.51; Aug 86; PB

Liability Insurance; Who Wants Your Business?; Survey of Insurance Firms; by Karen Haas Smith; tables; p.36-42; Fall 85; AT

Liability, PA Reader Poll; Analysis of Causes and Effects; dia. charts; p.14-16; Dec 86; PA

Making Preservation a Specialty; by Jonelle M. Lawhorn; ill.; p.116-119; Nov 86; A

Management Matrix for Success; by Larry Paul Fuller; p.61-62, 64; May 86; PA

Managing Your Time and Interruptions; by Jeffrey P. Davidson; ill.; p.43; Sept 86; AR

Marketing Materials and Techniques; Brochures Awards; by Rolf Fuessler; ill.; p.45, 47; Nov 86; AR

Marketing; Hit-Rate Matrix for Tracking Strengths; by John Gwin and John Lindgren; dia.; p.47; Feb 86; AR

Marketing; Like Project Delivery; Organization of Efforts; by Ernest Burden; dia.; p.35, 37, 39; Mar 86; AR

New A.I.A. Documents for Design/Build; History and Current State of Design/Build; by Christopher Wist; ill.; p.107-109; Oct 86; A

Office Specializing in Design-Build Houses; Jim Williams and Dennis Frohse; by Jerry Germer; ph.; p.31-33; Sept 86; PB

Organizing a Resource Library; For Architectural Offices; by Susan Noel; ph.; p.201; Dec 86; INT

Organizing and Managing Architecture Firms; Master Strategies; by Weld Coxe and Others; dia.; tables; p.52-58; May/June 86; AT

Payment Procedure; by William T. Lohman; p.61, 64-66; May 86; PA

Producing Office Brochures; by Lois Boemer; ill.; p.43, Sept 86; AR

Put Your Partnership Agreement in Writing; Check List of Contents; by Larry F. Gainer; p.41, 43; May 86; AR
THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX

OFFICE PRACTICE (Cont'd)

Relating Risk to Compensation; by Joseph Dundin; p.19: May/June 86; AT
Reviewing Shop Drawings, Architect's Liability; by Norman Coplan; p.63-64: Apr 86; PA
Self-Insurance; Risks and Alternatives; by Paul M. Lurie; p.9: Fall 85; AT
Tax Bill Implications; p.45: Feb 86; AR
Tax Overhaul; Relevant to Architects; by Karen Haas Smith; ill.; p.92-95: Dec 86; A
Teaching Professional Practice; by John Russell Groves, Jr.; p.49-51; July 86; AR
The Cutting Edge of Practice, Survival; by William W. Herrin Jr.; p.7: Fall 85; AT
The Cutting Edge of Practice, Issues of Practice; p.9-10+: May/June 86; AT
The Liability Crisis, Symposium; Actions for Today; ph.; p.35, 37, 39; June 86; A
The Pension Puzzle; Pension Options; by Henry W. Schirmer; biblio.; p.50-52; Fall 85; AT
Warranties Defined; Owners Rights and Remedies Under A201; by Dale Ellickson; ill.; p.59-62: May/June 86; AT
What Can We Do About the Liability Crisis?; Part 2 of Symposium on Liability; Legal Remedies; ph.; p.43, 45; Oct 86; AR
When and How To Use Management Consultants; by Jeffrey P. Davidson; p.39; Apr 86; AR

See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, LAW, SPECIFICATIONS also

OHIO (Cont'd)

North Olmstead; Employee Cafeteria; Thomas Clark and Richard Carlisle; ph. pl.; p.42-43; June 86; A
North Randall; Race Track Partition Wall; Counter; Ewing, Cole & Krause; ph. pl. sec.; p.30-31; Dec 86; INT
Toledo, Near; Residence; Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.162-167; May 86; A

OKLAHOMA

Norman; Restaurant; Madeleine's; Mark Potter; ph. pl.; p.59-62; Jan 86; INT
Oklahoma City; Office Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled School Building; Southwestern Bell, 1912 by Solomon Layton; HTB; ph. pl. sec.; p.266-271; June 86; ID
Oklahoma City; School; Elementary; Eugene Field School; HTB; ph. pl.; p.44-49; Feb 86; A
Stillwater; Agriculture Laboratory, Oklahoma State University; Architects Collaborative; ph. sec.; p.122; May 86; PA
Tulsa; Chinese Restaurant; Olsen & Coffey; ph. axon.; p.85; July 86; A

OMAN

Muscat; U.S. Embassy; PA Award, Critique; James Stewart Polshek; m. pl. elev. ill. axon.; p.92-95; Jan 86; PA

OREGON

Astoria; Downtown Plan; Retains Small Town Character; Randolph T. Hester, Jr.; ph. pl.; p.56-59; Nov/Dec 86; LA
Portland; Bus Terminal; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec.; p.42-43; July 86; A
Portland; Downtown Planning and Development; Downtown Mall; by Donald Canty; ph. pl.; p.32-40; July 86; A
Portland; Festival Marketplace; Remodeled 1872 Building; Sheldon, Eggleston, Reddick & Anderud; ph.; p.40-41; July 86; A
Portland; Law Offices, Interiors by Munsell & Brown; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. iso.; p.256-263; May 86; ID
Portland; Zoo, Master Plan; Award Winner; John Warner; m.; p.94; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Portland; Playground, Cello Court; Award Winner; Robert K. Murase; ph.; p.77-78; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Portland; Restaurant, Alwater's; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl.; p.130; Nov 86; A
Portland; Street Car Downtown Station; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl.; p.38-39; July 86; A
Portland; Waterfront Development, River Plaza; Apartments, Hotel, Marina; Bumgardner Architects and Olson & Walker and TBA; ph. pl.; p.44-47; July 86; A
Portland; Zoo Master Plan, Washington Park; PA Award, Critique; Guthrie, Slusarenko & Loeb; ph. elev. sec.; p.128-130; Jan 86; PA
PAINT
Paint and Coating Primer; p.64-65; July/Aug 86; AT
Radiant-Barrier Paint; LO/Mit-I; ph.; p.24; Nov 86; PB

PARK
See GARDEN, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, RECREATION

PAVEMENT
Brick Paving Base Options; det.; p.208; May 86; B

PENAL
Detention Center; Montana, Gallatin County; Wayne Berg; ph. pl.; p.160; Sept 86; INT
Justice Center, Jail; Colorado, Eagle County; William Muchow; ph. pl.; p.62-65; Aug 86; A

PENNSYLVANIA (Cont'd)
Pittsburgh; Designer's Offices, Restoration; Urban Design Associates; ph. pl.; p.208-209; Aug 86; INT
Pittsburgh; Energy-Efficient Housing; Research Study; PA Award, Critique; UDA Architects and Carnegie-Mellon Institute of Building Sciences; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.136-137; Jan 86; PA
Pittsburgh; Interiors; Dravo Headquarters; Oliver Design Group and Gibbs & Hill; ph. pl.; p.154-157; Mar 86; INT
Pittsburgh; Student Center; William Pitt Union, University of Pittsburgh; Remodeled Schenley Hotel; Williams, Treblecock & Whitehead; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p.60-61; Apr 86; A
University Park; Agricultural Arena; Penn State University; Dagig & Saylor; ph. pl. sec.; p.158-161; May 86; A
Wilkes-Barre; Office Building; Middle Rise; Corporate Headquarters; Remodeled School Building; Bothin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. axon.; p.146-151; May 86; A

PERSONNEL
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

PERU
Lima; Residence; Arquitectonica International; ph. pl. iso.; p.80-89; Mid-Apr 86; AR

PHOTOGRAPHY
A.I.A. Photo Contest Winners; ph.; p.12; June 86; A
Art in Shop Window Displays; International Photographs; Bernard Rudofsky; ph.; p.238-243; Mar 86; ID
Fascination With Unlikely Things; His Photography; Lowell Anson Kenyon; ph.; p.36-39; Apr 86; A
International Urban Vernacular; Clothes and Fabric Photos; Bernard Rudofsky; ph.; p.324-327; Sept 86; ID
Photographic Resources Center; Massachusetts, Boston; Alex Krieger and Leers & Weinzapfel; ph. axon. sec.; p.168-171; Apr 86; INT
See ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY also

PLANTS
See GARDEN, LANDSCAPE DESIGN

PLASTER
Metal Lathing, Then and Now; ph. ill. iso.; p.64-65; Mar/Apr 86; AT

PLAZA
Bank Tower Fountain Place Plaza; Texas, Dallas; Plaza by Dan Kiley; I. M. Pei; ph. pl. ill.; p.56-57; Mar/Apr 86; LA
PLAZA (Cont’d)

Eggleston Avenue Esplanade; Ohio, Cincinnati; ASLA Community Assistance Team; by Jayne Markel; ph. pl.; p.72-77; Mar/Apr 86; LA

Entry Plaza to Four Towers, World Financial Center; New York, New York; Winter Garden, Landscape by Balmori, Lykos & Friedberg; Cesar Pelli; by Robin Karson; ph.; p.76-77; Jan/Feb 86; LA

Garden Atop Garage Roof; Virginia, Colonial Williamsburg; Sir Peter Shepheard; ill.; p.15; Mar/Apr 86; LA

New York, New York; Rockefeller Center Promenade Restaurants; John Portman; ph. pl. sec.; p.126-131; Sept 86; AR

Office Building; Pedestrian Entry Plaza Pavilions; Illinois, Chicago; Perkins & Will; ph. pl. axon.; p.74-75; Dec 86; A

Pershing Square Competition Winner; California, Los Angeles; Other Finalists; Site Projects; ph. m.; p.15-16; Oct 86; A

Plaza Guadalupe; Texas, San Antonio; Elias Reyna and Alex Coragonne; by Mike Greenberg; ph.; p.56-61; Mar 86; A

Plaza, Four and One-Half Acre; Florida, Tampa; North Carolina National Bank Plaza; Dan Kiley; m. pl.; p.52-53; Mar/Apr 86; LA

Riis Housing Plaza Playground; District of Columbia, Washington; Critique; by Simon Breines; ph.; p.88-89; Apr 86; A

Stone Field Sculpture Plaza; Connecticut, Hartford; Carl Andre; ph. pl.; p.64-68; July/Aug 86; LA

Stone and Concrete Bollards; Survey of Types, Sizes; by Linda Jewell; ill. elev. pl.; p.93-96; July/Aug 86; LA

See CIVIC CENTER, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, OFFICE BUILDING, URBAN DESIGN also

PLUMBING

Corporate Image for Kroin Fixtures; Vignelli Associates; ph.; p.194; Apr 86; INT

Photovoltaic Water Pumping; ph.; p.14-17; Mar 86; SA

See HEATING, VENTILATION, SOLAR also

POLAND

Tychy-Zwakow; Church; Catholic; Stanislaw Niemczyk; by Adam Kowalewsky; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Sept 86; A

POLUTION

Air Quality Dilemma in Tight Houses; by Isaac Turiel and David Grimsrud; p.33; Feb 86; SA

Architect’s Approach to Cleaner Indoor Air; Proposed Specification, Terminology; biblio.; p.42-43; July/Aug 86; AT

Clean and Economical Air in Houses; Pollution Sources, by David T. Harrie; sec. ill. det.; p.33-36; July/Aug 86; AT

Controlling Air Quality in Office Buildings; by Preston E. McNall; ill. elev. iso.; p.29-32; July/Aug 86; AT

Determing Asbestos Control Needs and Costs; by Robert N. Sawyer and Roger G. Morse; chart, tables; p.116-119; Dec 86; A

Indoor Air Pollution; by James B. Gardner; p.27-28; July/Aug 86; AT

Indoor Air and the Law; by Laurence S. Kirsch; ill.; p.37-41; July/Aug 86; AT

Negative Pressure Backdrafts Flue Gases; p.13; Aug 86; PB

Ventilation is Essential in Tight Houses; To Recover Heat or Not; Analysis; by Steve Bliss; iso.; p.34-35; Feb 86; SA

See HAZARDS, VENTILATION also

PREFABRICATION

Cellcrete, Concrete Wall Panels With Finish Surfaces; Scott System; ph. det.; p.15-16; Dec 86; PB

Housing Innovation; Guidelines, 2 x 4 Technology; by Stephen H. Kendall; iso. ill.; p.87-90; Oct 86; A

Manufactured Housing; Sweden, ---; Complete Package of Components; by Arnold J. Aho; ph.; p.98-101; Oct 86; A

Panelized Concrete Wall Panel Building System; Novi System; ph.; p.13-15; Dec 86; PB

Sekisui Factory Houses; Japan, ---; Their Operation; ph.; p.228-233; Jan 86; B

Selling Prefabricated Housing; Japan, ---; With Computer Design; Survey of Production; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph.; p.94-97; Oct 86; A

Survey of Housing Projects; Netherlands, Lunetten, Riebeck; Customizing Features; Support and Infill; John Habraken; by Stephen H. Kendall; ph. pl. ill.; p.90-93; Oct 86; A

Unijoint; Stressed Skin; Post and Beam; ph. det.; p.10-13; Dec 86; PB

See APARTMENT BUILDING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT also

PRISON BUILDING

See PENAL

PUBLIC RELATIONS

See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

R

RADIO STATION

Georgia, Atlanta; Parker & Scogin; m. pl.; p.41; Apr 86; PA

RECREATION

Antioch Park; Texas, Houston; Award Winner; SWA Group; pl.; p.71; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Artist in Education; Children Learn About City’s Open Spaces; by Judith Major; ph. pl. ill.; p.62-85; May/June 86; LA

Award Winners; ph.; p.160-161, 166-167, 170-171; Oct 86; B
RECREATION (Cont’d)

Basketball Hall of Fame; Massachusetts, Springfield; Landscape Plan by Sasaki Associates; Cambridge Seven; by Cynthia Plank; ph. pl.; p. 46-49; Jan/Feb 86; LA

Battery Park City, Waterfront Park and Esplanade; New York, New York; South Cove Landscape by Child Associates; Cooper & Eckett and Mary Miss; by Robin Karson; ph. pl. ill. m. elev.; p. 48-53; May/June 86; LA

Bethesda Terrace, 1873, Restoration; New York, New York; Sandstone Repair; Ehrenkrantz Group; ph. pl. elev. det.; p. 130-137; May 86; AR

Bicycle Trail Basics; by G. Owen Yost; ph.; p. 99; July/Aug 86; LA

Botanical Garden and Visitors’ Center; Georgia, Atlanta; Anthony Ames; ph. pl. iso. elev.; p. 124-129; Aug 86; AR

Brodkin Park; New York, Saltair, Fire Island; Vollmer Associates; by Stacey Freed; ph.; p. 68-71; Mar/Apr 86; LA

Central City Park; California, San Francisco; Royston, Hanamoto, Alley & Abey; ph.; p. 65-67, Nov/Dec 86; LA

Community Education Building at Girl Scout Center; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski; ph. pl. iso.; p. 119; Apr 86; PA

Covered Stadiums Enclose Ever Larger Volumes With Ever Lighter Roofs; m. ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-107; Oct 86; PA

Desert Resort; Australia, Uluru National Park; Philip Cox and Nexus Designs; ph. elev.; p. 118-123; Feb 86; INT

Designing for Gorilla Care and Exhibition; Symposium; p. 26+; Apr 86; A

Emerging National Park System; China; ---; Aid by U.S. National Park Service; by Kelly Comras; ph.; p. 40-47; May/June 86; LA

Golf Club; Illinois, On Lake Michigan; Replacing David Adler Building, In Same Traditional Style; Booth & Hansen; ph. pl. elev.; p. 118-125; Jan 86; AR

Hotel and Casino, The Spa; New Jersey, Atlantic City; Bally’s Park; Stubbins Associates and Eco Design; ph.; p. 47-50; Dec 86; INT

Ice Palace Sculpture; Minnesota, St. Paul; 106 Feet Tall; Ellerbe Associates; ph. p. 14-15; Apr 86; A

Ice Palace, To Be Made of Ice; Minnesota, Minneapolis; PA Award, Critique; Ellerbe Associates; ph. pl. ill.; p. 98-99; Jan 86; PA

Independence Lake Park; Michigan, Webster Township; Pollack Design Associates; ph.; p. 70-71; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Master Plan, Skull Shools; Georgia, Greene County; Award Winner; Allen Starvall; map; p. 96; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Master Plan, Zoo; Oregon, Portland; Award Winner; John Warner; m.; p. 94; Sept/Oct 86; LA

RECREATION (Cont’d)

Movement to Convert Railways to Trails; Rails-To-Trails Conservancy; ph.; p. 15; May/June 86; LA

National Seashore Visitor’s Center; California, Point Reyes; Bull, Volkman & Stockwell; ph.; p. 68-71; Aug 86; A

Nature Preserve, Series of Gardens; Washington, Bainbridge Island; Award Winner; Richard Haag; by Susan Rademaker Frey; ph.; p. 54-61; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Neighborhood Space, Research on Desire, Need and Use of Parks; Research Techniques Compared; Randolph T. Hester, Jr.; Ill. chart; p. 102-104; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Open Space Plan, Parks; West Germany, Bonn; Federal Government District; Gottfried Hansjakob and van der Dorp and Schmidt; by Gottfried Hansjakob; ph. pl. ill.; p. 58-63; May/June 86; LA

Open Space and Recreation Study; Pennsylvania, Chester County; Award Winner; Rahenkamp Associates; ph. map; p. 83-85; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Parc de la Villette; France, Paris; Bernard Tschumi; by Robert Holden; ph.; p. 86-87; May/June 86; LA

Parkmakers Lookout; by Jane Holtz Kay; ph.; p. 144+; Nov/Dec 86; LA

Playground, Celilo Court; Oregon, Portland; Award Winner; Robert K. Murase; ph.; p. 77-78; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Race Track Partition Wall; Ohio, North Randall; Counter: Ewing, Cole & Krause; ph. pl. sec.; p. 30-31; Dec 86; INT

Refugio Valley Park; Domed Pavilion; California, Hercules; Landscape Plan by SWA Group; John O’Brien; ph.; p. 64-69; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Regatta Headquarters Building; England, Henley-on-Thames; Terry Farrell; ph. pl. sec.; elev. iso.; p. 118-123; Nov 86; AR

Reservoir Master Plan; Water Recreation; Colorado, Boulder; Landscape Plan by Design Studio West; Award Winner; Cabell Childress; dia. ph.; p. 98-99; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Riis Housing Plaza Playground; District of Columbia, Washington; Critique; by Simon Breines; ph.; p. 88-89; Apr 86; A

River Garden, Arboretum; Minnesota, Rochester; Award Winner; Ellerbe Associates; ph.; p. 92; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Running Track, Thermoplastic Modules; Wyoming, Rock Springs; by Scott Campbell; sec.; p. 97-98; July/Aug 86; LA

Safety Harbor Club; Florida, Upper Captiva Island; Award Winner; Peter B. Burner; ph.; p. 74; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Saving Historic Park Lands; Massachusetts; ph.; p. 25-26; July/Aug 86; LA

Skii Lodge, Trapp; Vermont, Stowe; Burley Partnership; ph. pl.; p. 72-73; Dec 86; LA

Sports Center, Gymnasium; Venezuela, Puerto Ordaz; Carlos Brillembourg; ph. pl.; p. 163; Sept 86; INT

Sports Palace; Italy, Anagni; Massimiliano Fucksas and Anna Maria Sacconi; by Frank Spadaro; ph. pl. sec.; p. 88-91; Sept 86; A

Stadium Roof Retractable; Arizona, Phoenix; HNTB and Horst Berger; m. pl. sec.; p. 105; Oct 86; PA
RECREATION (Cont’d)

Stadium with Cable Dome; HNTB and Horst Berger; ill. pl. sec.; p.106; Oct 86; PA

Stadium with Fabric Roof; Saudi Arabia, Riyadh; HNTB and John Roberts and Geiger & Berger; ph. pl. sec.; p.107; Oct 86; PA

Swimming Pool, Hotel’s; Iowa, Des Moines; Shiffer, Frey, Baldwin & Clause; ph.; p.102; Aug 86; INT

Thoreau’s Walden Pond, Improvement and Issues; Massachusetts, Concord; ph.; p.81; May/June 86; LA

Visitor Center; California, San Francisco; Golden Gate National Recreation Center; Tito Patri; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Nov/Dec 86; LA

Visitor Facilities to Glen Gorge; New York, Watkins Glen; Centerbrook; by Michael J. Crosieb; ph.; p.76-77; Dec 86; A

White River Park; Indiana, Indianapolis; Howard Needles, Tammen & Bergdoff and Others; by Christopher Findlay; pl.; p 100; July/Aug 86; LA

Wilderness Park; Colorado, Trappers Lake; Father of the Wilderness Concept, His Work; Arthur H Carhart; by Erik J. Martin; ph pl.; p.70-75; July/Aug 86; LA

Zoo Master Plan, Washington Park; Oregon, Portland; PA Award. Critique; Guthrie, Slusarenko & Loeb; pl. elev. sec.; p.128-130; Jan 86; PA

See ART COMMUNITY CENTER, GARDEN, HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB, PLAZA, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY, ZOO also

REGIONAL PLANNING

See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

RELIGIOUS BUILDING

Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec. elev. iso.; p.87-103, Aug 86; AR

CATHEDRAL

St. James; Illinois, Chicago; Restored; Holabird & Root; ph.; p.222; Nov 86; ID

St. John the Baptist; South Carolina, Charleston; Remodeling and Restoration. Neo-Gothic; Arthur Cotton Moore; ph.; p.216-217; Nov 86; ID

Zoo Master Plan, Washington Park; Oregon, Portland; PA Award. Critique; Guthrie, Slusarenko & Loeb; pl. elev. sec.; p.128-130; Jan 86; PA

See ART, COMMUNITY CENTER, GARDEN, HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB, PLAZA, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY, ZOO also

RELIGIOUS BUILDING (Cont’d)

CHURCH (Cont’d)

Community Church of Astoria; New York, Astoria; Alfredo De Vido; ph. pl.; p.87-89; Aug 86; AR

Lutheran; Finland, Kauniainen; Parish Center; Gulliksen, Kairamo & Vormala; ph. pl.; p.81, 88-92; Feb 86; PA

MONASTERY

Franciscan Friary; District of Columbia, Washington, Near; Frank Schlesinger; ph. pl. p.70-71; Dec 86; A

New York, New York; Neil M. Denari; p.166; Sept 86; INT

MOSQUE

Canada, British Columbia, Burnaby; Bruno Freschi; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.90-95; Aug 86; AR

SHRINE

Buddhist Stupa, Peace Pagoda; Massachusetts, Leverett; Louis Mackall; ph. sec.; p.100-103; Aug 86; AR

SYNAGOGUE

Children’s Camp; California, Saratoga; Samuel Noiley; ph. pl. sec.; p.28-31; June 86; A

See UNIVERSITY also

REMODELING

See HISTORICAL, SPECIFIC BUILDING TYPES

RESEARCH FACILITY

Institute of Polar Research; West Germany, Bremerhaven; Oswald Mathias Ungers; by Paulhans Peters; ph. pl.; p.61-63; Sept 86; A

State Farm Buildings, Laboratory; Ireland; John Tuomey; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl.; p.80-87; Sept 86; A

RESEARCH LABORATORY

Austin Research Park; CRS Sirrine; pl. sec.; p.123; May 86; PA

Cancer Center and Research Institute; Florida, Tampa; Three Basic Hospital Layout Types; Bentler & Heery; ph. pl.; p.80-87; Aug 86; PA

Grumman Engineering Development Center; GSGSB Architects; p.124; May 86; PA

High-Tech Laboratories; ph. pl. sec. axon.; p.120-125; May 86; PA

IBM Laboratories; California, Santa Teresa; Structural Analysis; MBT Associates; ph. dia.; p.143; Feb 86; AR

Industrial Building; Industrial Research, Training and Marketing Tower; Connecticut, Bristol; Design Evolution; Hallmuth, Otaba & Kassabaum; elev. sec. pl. ill. m.; p.138-143; July 86; AR

Nabisco Technology Center; CUH2A; pl. sec.; p.125; May 86; PA

Paint Laboratory; Valspar Research Facilities; Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle; ph. pl.; p.100-101; Aug 86; INT
RESEARCH LABORATORY (Cont'd)
Pfizer Central Research Building; CUH2A; pl. sec.: p.124; May 86; PA
Pharmaceutical Development Facility; Haines, Lundberg & Waehler; pl. sec.: p.125; May 86; PA
Research Center, Schlumberger; England, Cambridge; Structural Analysis; Michael Hopkins; ph. pl. sec. det.: p.136-147; Apr 86; AR
Research Triangle Institute Engineering Building; Clark, Tribble, Harris & Lee; pl. sec.: p.123; May 86; PA
See HOSPITAL, INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, LABORATORY, UNIVERSITY also

RESIDENCE
Add on Deck; by Len Mysliwiec; ill. pl.: p.106; Aug 86; B
Architectural Design; Residential, Townhouses; ph.: p.166-173; May 86; B
Award Winners; ph.: p.140-157+; Oct 86; B
Factory-Built Modular House; David C. Hovey; ph.: p.68; Nov 86; B
Interview Regarding History of House Design; Witold Rybczynski; ph.: p.112; Nov 86; B
Kitchens and Bathrooms in Some New Houses; ph.: p.161-176; Mid-Apr 86; AR
Office Specializing in Design-Build Houses; Jim Williams and Dennis Freesh; by Jerry Germer; ph.: p.31-33; Sept 86; PB
Owner-Home Builders; Aided by Architects; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph.: p.112-113; Oct 86; A
Record Houses 1986; Building Types Study; Entire Issue; ph. pl. iso. elev. sec.: p.71-176; Mid-Apr 86; AR

AUSTRALIA
Moruya, Near; Vacation Sea Shore House; Glenn Murcutt; by Philip Drew; ph.: p.58-60; Sept 86; A

CALIFORNIA
Albany; Christopher Alexander and Gary Black; ph. pl. elev.: p.96-97; June 86; PA
Glenn Ellen; MACK; ph.: p.94-97; July 86; PA
Hollywood Hills; Duplex on Steep Triangular Site; Koning & Eizenberg; iso. ill.: p.111; Feb 86; PA
Los Angeles; PA Award, Critique; Robert Mangurian and STUDIO WORKS; m. pl. sec.: p.88-91; Jan 86, PA
Los Angeles; Pop-Constructivist; Peter Shire; ph.: p.107-109; Sept 86; PA
Martinez; Christopher Alexander; ph.: p.100-101; June 86; PA
Newport Beach; Stewart Woodward; ph. sec.; p.151; Oct 86; B
Rutherford; Anderson & Schwartz; elev. pl.: p.156; Sept 86; INT
San Diego County; Smith & Others; ph.: p.104-109; Mid-Apr 86; AR
San Diego; PA Award, Critique; Pacific Associates Planners Architects; ill. elev. dia. pl.: p.84-87; Jan 86; PA
San Francisco; Hill Row House; Glenn Robert Lym; ph. pl.: p.37-39; June 86; A

RESIDENCE (Cont'd)
CALIFORNIA (Cont'd)
San Francisco; Hillside, James Shay; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. axon.: p.48-51; Oct 86; A
San Francisco; Interior; Gary Hutton; ph.: p.220-221; Feb 86; ID
San Francisco; Nob Hill Tall Townhouse; Charles Plister; by Carleton Knight III; ph.: p.70-71; Oct 86; A
San Francisco; Backen, Arrigoni & Ross; ph. pl.: p.148-149; Oct 86; B
Santa Barbara; Berkus Group; ph.: p.150; Oct 86; B
Santa Monica; Artist's Studio; Koning & Eizenberg; ph.: p.113, Feb 86; PA
Santa Monica; Remodeling of 1935 International Style House by J. R. Davidson; Craig Hodgetts; ph.: p.25; Feb 86; PA
Santa Monica; Remodeling of and Additions; Koning & Eizenberg; ph.: p.112; Feb 86; PA
Santa Monica; Koning & Eizenberg; ph. pl. iso.: p.114-115; Feb 86, PA
Santa Rosa; Hillside; Roland & Miller; by Donald Canty; ph.: p.66-67; Oct 86; A
Sausalito; Interiors; Peter Gutkin; by Lois Wagner Green; ph.: p.300-303; May 86; ID
Sea Ranch; Obie G. Bowman; ph.: p.145; Oct 86; B
Sierra Madre; Garden, Award Winner; John Tillman Lyle; ph.: p.72-73; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Sonoma County; Roland & Miller; ph. pl.: p.152-153; Oct 86; B
Venice; Studio Addition; Morphosis; ph. pl.: p.183-184; Sept 86; INT
Venice; Mayne & Rotondi; by John Pastier; ph. pl. ill.: p.194-199; May 86; A

CANADA
Nova Scotia, Halifax; Brian MacKay-Lyons; ph. axon.: p.70; Sept 86; A

COLORADO
Golden; Knudson Associates; ph.: p.146; Oct 86; B

CONNECTICUT
---; Farmhouse in Classical Style; Bathroom; Allan Greenberg; ph.: p.110-121, 172-173; Mid-Apr 86; AR
---; Centerbrook; ph. pl.: p.106-109; Nov 86; B

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Brno; Its History, Restored Tugendhat House by Mies van der Rohe; Kamila Fuchs and Kutafova and Janecik; by Peter Lizon; ph.: p.13-14; Nov 86; A

ENGLAND
London; Kitchen; David Wild; ph. pl.: p.162-163: Mid-Apr 86; AR
Woodgreen, Near; Richard Horden; by Annette Le Cuyer; ph. pl. iso. det.: p.56-59; Oct 86; A

FLORIDA
Key Biscayne; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph. pl.: p.134-139; Mid-Apr 86; AR
RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

FLORIDA (Cont'd)

Miami Beach, Near; Cindi Mufson; ph. pl.; p.220-225; Mar 86; ID
North Tampa; Jan Abell and Kenneth Garcia: by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. sec.; p.38-41; Oct 86; A
Seaside; Deborah Berke: ph. pl.; p.161; Sept 86; INT

ILLINOIS
Chicago; Krueck & Olsen; by Nora Richter Greer; ph.; p.184-189; May 86; A
Oak Park; Restoration of Wright Home and Studio, 1889; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph. pl. persp.; p.118-125; Sept 86; A
Oakbrook; Hammond, Beeby & Babka: ph. pl.; p.98-101; Nov 86; B

ITALY
Gulf of Naples, Near; Transit Design; ph. pl.; p.252-255; Mar 86; ID

JAPAN
Tokyo; Kitchen; Toyo Ito; ph. pl. sec.; p.71, 122-127, 170-171; Mid-Apr 86; A

LOUISIANA
--; Fay Jones and Maurice Jennings; ph.; p.102-105; Nov 86; B

MAINE
Deer Isle; Overlooks Bay; Peter Forbes; ph. pl. sec.; p.200-205; May 86; A
Deer Isle; Vacation Compound; Peter Forbes; ph. pl. iso.; p.140-145; Mid-Apr 86; AR
Two 100 Per Cent Solar Houses; China; Engineered by Norm Saunders; Leanne Star and Lee Feigon; by David Kaufman; ph. sec.; p.24-27; Mar 86; SA
Two 100 Per Cent Solar Houses; Wayne; Engineered by Norm Saunders; Brian Kent; ph. sec.; p.24-27; Mar 86; SA

MARYLAND
Potomac; Davis & Carter; ph. pl.; p.142-144; Oct 86; B

MASSACHUSETTS
Framingham, Near; Energy Efficient House, Remodeled Barn; Ed Hazzard; by Jerry Germer; ph. det.; p.9-12; Oct 86; PB
Grafton; Remodeled and Addition to House; Ed Hazzard; ph. det.; p.12-14; Oct 86; PB
Martha's Vineyard; Waterfront Site; Steven Holl; m. ill. sec. elev.; p.104-106; Jan 86; PA

MISSOURI
St. Louis; Architect's House; Solar, Energy Conserving; Bob Lutz; by Jerry Germer; ph. pl. det. sec.; p.17-20; June 86; SA

NEW JERSEY
--; Alfredo De Vido; ph. pl.; p.258-261; Apr 86; ID
--; M. Stephen Zdepski; ph. pl.; p.49; Apr 86; PA
New Jersey Shore; Two; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.68-69, 78-79; Aug 86; PA

RESIDENCE (Cont'd)

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque; Daylighting with Skylights and Reflectors; Don Feltes; ph. pl. sec.; p.49; Apr 86; PA
Albuquerque; Antoine Predock; ph. pl.; p.72-79; Mid-Apr 86; AR
Santa Fe; Interiors by Michael Dale; Gerald Jerome and Patterson & Yowell; ph. pl.; p.224-231; Aug 86; ID

NEW YORK
Brooklyn; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl. elev.; p.68-69, 76-77; Aug 86; PA
Ithaca; Architect's House; Paul J. Byrne; ph. pl. elev.; p.48-51; June 86; A
Long Island; Garden, Award Winner; Daniel D. Stewart; ph.; p.72; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Long Island; House and Studio; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.188; Sept 86; INT
Long Island; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.68-69, 73; Aug 86; PA
New York; Dining Room Extension to Townhouse; Conklin & Rossant; ph. pl. sec.; p.108-109; May 86; PA
New York; Interiors; Sculptures Emerge from Walls; SITE Projects; ph. pl. sec.; p.146-151; Mid-Apr 86; AR
Pawling; Weekend House, Interiors; James and Lisa Evanson; ph. pl.; p.304-307; Oct 86; ID
Upstate; Interiors; Joseph Lembo and Laura Bohn; ph. pl.; p.202-205; Dec 86; ID

OHIO
Lima; Farmhouse; Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.128-133; Mid-Apr 86; AR
Lima; Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.94-97; Nov 86; B
Toledo, Near; Hugh Newell Jacobsen; ph. pl.; p.162-167; May 86; A

PENNSYLVANIA
Pittsburgh, Near; Fallingwater, After 50 Years; Frank Lloyd Wright; by Edgar Kaufmann, Jr.; ph.; p.210-217; July 86; ID

PERU
Lima; Arquitectonica International; ph. pl. iso.; p.80-89; Mid-Apr 86; AR

RHODE ISLAND
Block Island; Herman Hassinger; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Oct 86; A

SWITZERLAND
Morbio Superiore; Mario Botta; ph. pl. iso.; p.98-103; Mid-Apr 86; AR

TEXAS
Burnet; Ranch House; Lawrence W. Speck; ph. pl.; p.87-91; July 86; PA
Dallas; Edward Larrabee Barnes and Armand P. Avakian; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.176-183; May 86; A
Houston; Architect's House and Studio; M. Carlos Jimenez; ph. pl. elev.; p.124-127; Mar 86; AR
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

Housing Innovation; Guidelines, 2 x 4 Technology; by Stephen H. Kendall; iso. ill.; p.87-90; Oct 86; A

Ideal Smart House; Electronic Controls; Security, Other Sensors; by Karen Haas Smith; ill. biblio; p.102-105; Oct 86; A

Impact Fees Due on Development; Survey; by Penelope Lemov; ill.; p.72-77; June 86; B

Land Prices; Analysis by Area; ph.; p.88-93; Nov 86; B

Law Suit Against Home Owners Warranty; by Builders; p.58; Apr 86; B

Liability Insurance for the Builder; Control the Cost Crunch; by Lloyd Unsell, Jr.; p.51; Aug 86; PB

Lobbying in Congress; by Carol Anderson; ph. chart; p.66-71; July 86; B

Low Range Business Planning; by Christopher B. Leinberger; ill.; p.24; July 86; B

Low Density Housing Is Lower Building Cost; by Chan; p.106, 108; May 86; B

Manufactured Housing; Sweden; —; Complete Package of Components; by Arnold J. Aho; ph.; p.98-101; Oct 86; A

One Hundred Largest Builders; List, Analysis; ph. charts; p.174-201; May 86; B

Organizing Your Company; Part 2; by Christopher B. Leinberger; p.12; Nov 86; B

Organizing Your Company; by Christopher Leinberger; p.18; Sept 86; B

Quality Housing Defined; by Chuck Silver and Terry Brennan; p.39-40; Dec 86; PB

Retirement Housing Design Ideas; Site Plan; Elevations; Floor Plans; by William Devereaux and Deborah Woodcock; ph.; p.82-87; Apr 86; B

Selecting a Computer; by Steve Bliss; ph.; p.33-34; May 86; SA

Single Family House Feeling on Small Lots; by Bernard S. Schrafft; ill.; p.10; Nov 86; B

Split-Level Design; Design Tips; by William Devereaux and Leslie Ensor Stockman; elev. pl. sec.; p.248-253; Jan 86; B

Street Design; by Matarazzo Design; sec. pl.; p.132; Mar 86; B

Survey of Housing Projects; Netherlands; Lunetten, Riebeck; Customizing Features; Support and Infill; by Stephen H. Kendall; ph. ill.; p.90-93; Oct 86; A

Swedish Factory Built Houses; ph.; p.83, 86; Mar 86; B

Tax Reform Analysis for Builders; p.29-42, 52; Nov 86; B

Tying the Mortgage and Capital Markets; p. 16; July 86; B

Washington, Kent; Meadow Ridge, Competition Winner House; by Brian Boatright; ph. pl.; p.44-45; Sept 86; B

Waterfront Development; Fugleberg & Koch; by Lyle Fugleberg; ill. pl.; p.204; May 86; B

Zero Lot Line Design; Stretching Boundaries; by Victor A. Mirontschuk; elev. pl.; p.270; Jan 86; B
SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

DEVELOPMENT

Arizona, Phoenix: Rammed-Earth Walls and Photovoltaic Control Plant; Housing Development; by Steve Andrews; ph. sec.; p.40-43; Dec 85/Jan 86; SA

Arizona, Tucson: Copper Canyon; Berkus Group; ph. pi.; p.177; Oct 86; B

California, Newport Beach: Bayridge; Landscape Design; by Peridian Group; Richardson, Nagy & Martin; ph. pi.; p.74-75; Sept 86; B

California, Rancho; Rancho del Sol; ph. pi.; p.88; May 86; B

California, Santa Barbara; Chapala Courtyard, City Site; Design Works; ph. pi.; p.104-105; Feb 86; B

Florida, Destin; Seaside; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; by Frank Anton; ph. pi.; p.60-66; July 86; B

Florida, Point Washington; Seaside; Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk; ph. pi.; p.176; Oct 86; B

Florida, Seaside; Cottages; Orr & Taylor; ph. pi.; elev.; p.90-97; Mid-Apr 86; AR

Florida, Seaside; Rosewalk; Orr & Taylor; ph. pi.; p.184-185; Oct 86; B

Historic Area Master Plan; Tennessee, Rugby; Rugby Colony, 1880’s; PA Award, Critique; Ehrenkrantz Group and Building Conservation Technology; ph. pi.; elev.; p.108-113; Jan 86; PA

Illinois, Lake Forest; Winthrop, Duplexes; Jackson Evers; ph. pi.; p.110-111; Feb 86; B

Massachusetts, Annapolis; Tough Waterfront Smelly Site; Land Design Research; ph.; p.52; Sept 86; B

Massachusetts, Brewster, Cape Cod; Villages at Oceans Edge; Conference Center; Sasaki Associates; by Penelope Lempov; ph. pi.; p.60-65; Sept 86; B

Massachusetts, Framingham; Maynard Close, City Site; Miquele Associates; ph. pi.; p.106-107; Feb 86; B

Nebraska, Omaha; West Fairacres Village; Daniel Solomon and John Goldman; ph. pi.; elev.; p.106-108; July 86; PA

New Jersey, Montgomery Township; Montgomery Woods; Murphy & Garrison; ph.; p.102-103; Apr 86; B

New Jersey, Skillman; Colfax at Bedan’s Brook; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pi.; p.68-69; 74; Aug 86; PA

New York, Bridgehampton; Meox Fields; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pi.; p.68-69, 75; Aug 86; PA

New York, Hastings-on-Hudson; St. Andrews; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pi.; p.68-71; Aug 86; PA

New York, Staten Island; Copperflagg; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pi.; p.68-69, 72-73, Aug 86; PA

Washington, Seattle, Near; Klahanie; ph. pi.; p.70; Apr 86; B

MARKETING, SALES

Advertising; Put the Basics First for House Builders; by Briggs H. Napier, Jr.; ph.; p.35-36; Oct 86; PB

Arizona, Phoenix; Housing Market, Analysis; by June Fletcher; ph. tables; p.90-93; Aug 86; B

Closing a Sale; by Bernard S. Schreft; p.18; Oct 86; B

Color in a Marketing Plan; Color Seasons; Theory; ph.; p.62; Mar 86; B

Designing a Model Home Complex; by Studio One; ph. pi.; p.194; Oct 86; B

Direct Mail as a Sales Tool; by Bernard S. Schreft; ill.; p.28; Aug 86; B

Good Housing Market; By Ivan and Jennifer Perdichizzi; by June Fletcher; ph. tables; p.64-73; Dec 86; B

Guaranteed Energy Savings Aids Sales; ph.; p.96; May 86; B

Home Buyer Survey; Analysis of Preferences; by June Fletcher and Deborah Woodcock; ph. tables; p.72-81; July 86; B

Home Buyers Analysis; by William E. Becker; ph.; p.54; Jan 86; B

Hot Medium Size Housing Market; New Jersey, Princeton; Analysis; by Leslie Ensor Stockman; ph. charts; p.96-101+; Apr 86; B

Importance of Landscaping in House Sales; by William E. Becker; ill.; p.24; June 86; B

Lighting Model Houses; by Bernard S. Schreft; ill.; p.26; Mar 86; B

Market Research of Home Buyers; Demographics, Part III; by William Becker; p.40; Feb 86; B

Market Research; For Saleable Houses; by Bernard S. Schreft; ill.; p.50; Jan 86; B

Marketing Plan Winners; ph. pi.; ill.; p.58-127; Mar 86; B

Marketing Program Analysis; by Art House Firms; ill.; p.33; Nov 86; PB

Positioning in the Housing Market; ill.; p.30; Mar 86; B

Priority Reservation Deposit Program; by Bernard Schreft; ill.; p.30; Feb 86; B

Raising Prices, Strategies; by Briggs H. Napier, Jr.; ph.; p.37; Dec 86; PB

Researching Your Housing Market; by Briggs H. Napier, Jr.; ph.; p.37; Dec 86; PB

Sales Display Cue Cards; by Bernard S. Schreft; p. 12; Sept 86; B

Sales Relationships with Real Estate Brokers; by Bernard S. Schreft; ill.; p.22; June 86; B

Sales Strategies; by Bernard S. Schreft; ill.; p.28-30; July 86; B

Sales Training; Buyer Motivations; by William E. Becker; ill.; p.32; July 86; B

Selling Home Buyers on Energy; Bigelow House Features; by Steve Andrews; ph. sec.; p.28-30; May 86; SA

Selling Prefabricated Housing; Japan, ---; With Computer Design; Survey of Production; by Hiroshi Watanabe; ph.; p.94-97; Oct 86; A

Strategic Planning; For Future of Building Firms; ill.; p.92-97; Mar 86; B
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING (Cont’d)

MARKETING, SALES (Cont’d)

Telemarketing; by William E. Becker; ill.; p.32; Aug 86; B

The Housing Scene; Texas, Dallas; Market Review: ph. charts; p.234-239; Jan 86; B

Use Five Senses for Model House; ph.; p.124; Oct 86; B

Utilization of Extra Space in Model House; by Bernard S. Schreff; ill.; p.16; Dec 86; B

RESIDENCE

Arizona, Gilbert; Tanglewood Cove; Richmond American Homes; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Aug 86; B

Arizona, Paradise Valley; Tatum Park; Aram Basselian; ph. pl.; p.94-95; Aug 86; B

Arizona, Scottsdale; Andalusia; Von Dax; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Aug 86; B

Arizona, Tucson; Copper Canyon; Berkus Group; ph. pl.; p.86-87; July 86; B

Arizona, Tucson; Ventana Canyon, Environmental Planning; Danielian Associates; ph. pl.; p.72-77; Aug 86; B

California, Carmel, Del Mar; Seabridge; Hales & Langston; ph. pl.; p.76-83; July 86; B

California, Laguna Niguel; Beacon Hill Highlands; Danielian Associates; ph. pl.; p.84-85; June 86; B

California, Long Beach; Le Parc, Marketing Plan; Johannes Van Tilburg; ph. pl.; p.100-103; Mar 86; B

California, Marina Del Rey; Northstar; Ade Collie and Tom Boyle; by June Fletcher; ph. pl.; p.82-87; Nov 86; B

California, Pasadena; Whitehawk Ranch, Marketing Plan; VCA/Randy Washington Group; ph. pl.; p.104-107; Mar 86; B

California, Portola Valley; Don R. Knorr; ph. pl.; p.138; Oct 86; B

California, Sacramento; Phoenix Place, Four Models, Luxury; Critique; Lyndon & Buchanan; by David Littlejohn; ph. pl.; p.75-77; Oct 86; A

California, San Diego; Robert Bowls; ph. pl.; p.177; Jan 86; B

California, Santa Ana; California Colony, Marketing Plan; Kaufman & Broad; ph. pl.; p.120-123; Mar 86; B

Connecticut, Granby; Four Houses; F. Eric Goshow; ph. pl. axon.; p.34-36; June 86; A

Kentucky, Lexington; Griffin Gate; Quincy Johnson; by Noreen Welle; ph. pl.; p.152-157; May 86; B

Missouri, Kansas City; Union Hill; Dwight Hartwick; ph. p.200-205; Jan 86; B

New Jersey, Basking Ridge; Wood Council Showcase House; Shope, Reno & Wharton; ph. pl.; p.26; Jan 86; PA

New Jersey, Pennington; Pennington Woods; Sullivan & Arlaas; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Apr 86; B

New Jersey, Princeton Junction; Stony Brook; Martin Organization; ph. pl.; p.104-105; Apr 86; B

RESIDENCE (Cont’d)

New Jersey, Princeton Township; Russell Estates; Springland Associates; ph. pl.; p.108-109; Apr 86; B

New Jersey, Princeton; Princeton Landing; ph. pl.; p.158; Jan 86; B

New Jersey, Voorhees; Working Woman’s Dream House; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Nov 86; B

New York, Briarcliff; Rosecliff; Nadler & Philopena; ph. pl.; p.82-83; June 86; B

South Carolina, Beaufort; Datasw Island; Myles Glick and Others; ph. pl.; p.92-97; Feb 86; B

Tennessee, Nashville; Burton Hills; Berkus Group; by Leslie Ensor Stockman; ph. pl.; p.78-81; June 86; B

Texas, Clear Lake City; Meadow Green; EDI; ph. pl.; p.86-87; June 86; B

Texas, Dallas; Glen Lakes; David Heuss; ph. pl.; p.246-247; Jan 86; B

Texas, Dallas; Indian Oaks; Kaufman & Meeks; ph. pl.; p.242-243; Jan 86; B

Texas, Dallas; Parkway Estates; Creative Concepts; ph. pl.; p.244-245; Jan 86; B

Texas, Grand Prairie; The New American Home, Westchester; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.206-227; Jan 86; B

Virginia, Virginia Beach; Mill Creek; Barnes Associates; ph. pl.; p.84-85; July 86; B

Washington, Gig Harbor; Spinnaker Ridge; Mithun, Bowman & Enrich; ph. pl.; p.88-89; July 86; B

TOWNHOUSE (ATTACHED UNITS)

Apartment Development; Massachusetts, Duxbury; Oceanwoods; Steffan Bradley; ph. pl.; p.70-71; Oct 86; B

Architectural Design; Residential, Townhouses; ph. pl.; p.166-173; May 86; B

Arizona, Scottsdale; The Pavilions; Berkus Group and P. O. D.; by Leslie Ensor Stockman; ph. pl.; p.70-73; Sept 86; B

California, San Francisco; Corbett View; Roake; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Oct 86; B

California, Santa Rosa; Vista Del Lago; Sandy Babcock; ph. pl.; p.78-79; Sept 86; B

Connecticut, New Haven; Riverplace; Affordable Housing; Zane Yost; by Penelope Lemo; ph. pl.; p.66-71; June 86; B

District of Columbia, Washington; Corcoran of Georgetown, Multi-Use Complex; Office Building, Townhouses; Arthur Cotton Moore; ph. pl.; p.96-99; Oct 86; AR

Duplex; Designed from Market Survey; ph. pl.; p.104, 106; May 86; B

England, London; Elephant Lane; Corrigan, Soundy & Kilard; ph. pl.; p.103-104; Feb 86; B

Finland, Torpparinmaki; Energy Efficient Solar; by John Galloway and Antero Runttila; ph. pl.; p.13-16; Apr 86; SA

Florida, Jacksonville; Las Mirandes; Charlan & Brock; ph. pl.; p.76-77; Sept 86; B
TOWNHOUSE (ATTACHED UNITS) (Cont'd)

Florida, Plantation; Esprit, Marketing Plan; Mouriz & Salazar; ph. pl. ill.; p.108-111; March 86; B

Hawaii, Honolulu; Crosspointe; ph. pl.; p.105, 108; Oct 86; B

Illinois, Chicago; Christopher H. Rudolph; m. pl.; p.186; Sept 86; INT

Illinois, Westmont; Orchard Gate; Pulte Home; ph. pl.; p.138; May 86; B

India, New Delhi; Court Houses; Charles Correa; ph. pl.; p.84-85; Sept 86; A

Maine, Carrabassett Valley; Village of the Green, Duplexes; Sasaki Associates; ph. pl.; p.130-135; Oct 86; B

Massachusetts, Canton; New World Estates; Tise Architects; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Dec 86; B

Massachusetts, Scituate; Dreamworld; Parentcorp; ph. pl.; p.174; Oct 86; B

Massachusetts, Wayland; The Hills; Miquelle Associates; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Sept 86; B

Massachusetts, West Peabody; Huntington Wood; Miquelle Associates; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Dec 86; B

Nevada, Reno; Green Ranch; Fisher & Friedman; ph. p.136-137; Oct 86; B

New York, Greenport; Stirling Cove, Waterfront; Jackson & Page; ph. pl.; p.172-173; Oct 86; B

New York, Westchester County; Hamlet at Spring Pond; Conklin & Rossant; ph. pl.; p.54; Aug 86; B

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Energy-Efficient Housing; Research Study; PA Award; Critique, UDA Architects and Carnegie-Mellon Institute of Building Sciences; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.136-137; Jan 86; PA

South Africa, Johannesburg; Ian and Lynn Bader; by Lynn Nesmith; ph. pl. axon.; p.42-47; Oct 86; A

South Africa, Johannesburg; Ian and Lynn Bader; ph. axon.; p.159; Sept 86; B

Switzerland, Lugano; Mario Campi and Franco Pessina; by Penelope Lemov; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Dec 86; B

Tennessee, Memphis; Watergrove; Fogelman Properties; by Penelope Lemov; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Dec 86; B

Townhouse Design; by Donald F. Evan; ph. elev.; p.92; July 86; B

Tulane Student Design; Seven Houses for Dispossessed Oil Barons; Don Cantillo; elev. pl. iso.; p.52-53; Aug 86; A

Washington, Bellingham; Public Housing; Hillside Homes; Duplexes; Zervas Group; by John A. Galloway; ph. pl.; p.64-65; Oct 86; A

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, BATHROOM, CITY PLANNING, ELDERLY HOUSING, FINANCIAL HOUSING, INTERIOR DESIGN, KITCHEN, RESIDENCE, UNIVERSITY also.

RECRREATION

RESORT

See HOTEL, RECREATION
RESTAURANT (Cont'd)

Hong Kong; Empress of China, Private Club; Three G/International; ph. pl.: p.121-129; Oct 86; INT

Illinois, Chicago; Art Institute's Restaurant; Norman De Haan; ph. pl.; p.272-275; Oct 86; ID

Illinois, Chicago; Cappucino Cafe; Niedermayer; ph. pl.; p.184-185; Jan 86; INT

Intercontinental Hotel, Barony Restaurant; South Carolina, Hilton Head; Interiors by Trisha Wilson; Rabu, Hatch, Portman & McWhorter; ph. pl.; p.140-145; Oct 86; INT

Milk Bar; Spain, Barcelona; Horchateria; Angel Llasera; ph.; p.29-30; July 86; INT

Missouri, Columbia; Great Midwestern Ice Cream Company; Lawler & Weller; ph.; p.198-199; Nov 86; ID

New York, New York; 20/20; Haverson & Rockwell; ph. axon.; p.125; Dec 86; A

New York, New York; Alfredo's; Melanie Kahane; ph. pl.; p.292-295; Sept 86; ID

New York, New York; American Express Employee Restaurant; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. pl.; p.136-141; June 86; INT

New York, New York; Aurora; Mitton Glaser and Tim Higgins; ph. pl.; p.85-90; Apr 86; INT

New York, New York; Batons; Sam Lopata; ph. pl.; p.75-78; Mar 86; INT

New York, New York; Caffe Roma; Haverson & Rockwell; ph. axon.; p.278-279; Oct 86; ID

New York, New York; Liberty Cafe, Interiors by MGS; Benjamin Thompson; ph. pl.; p.292-293; May 86; ID

New York, New York; Loc Around the Clock; Sam Lopata; ph. pl.; p.67-68; Nov 86; INT

New York, New York; Positano; Croxton Collaborative; ph. axon. det.; p.218-219; Apr 86; ID

New York, New York; Positano; Croxton Collaborative; ph. axon.; p.85; June 86; A

New York, New York; Rapid Algebra; Demetrius Manousselis; ph. pl.; p.212-213; Apr 86; ID

New York, New York; Rockefeller Center Promenade Restaurants; John Portman; ph. pl.; sec.; p.126-131; Sept 86; AR

Office Building; Interiors; New York, New York; Equitable Center; Lobby, Paine Weber Offices, Palio Restaurant; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec.; p.254-269; Sept 86; ID

Ohio, North Olmstead; Employee Cafeteria; Thomas Clark and Richard Carlisle; ph. pl.; p.42-43; June 86; A

Oklahoma, Norman; Madeleine's; Mark Potter; ph. pl.; p.59; Jan 86; INT

Oklahoma, Tulsa; Chinese Restaurant; Olsen & Coffey; ph. axon.; p.85; July 86; A

Oregon, Portland; Atwater's; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl.; p.130; Nov 86; A

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Bandstand Restaurant and Hearththrob Club; Bartly, Bronstein, Long & Miranda; ph. pl.; p.266-269; Oct 86; ID

Restaurant; North Carolina State University; North Carolina, Raleigh; Hexter Award; Perry & Plummer; ph. pl.; p.258-259; July 86; ID

Ships, Sea Goddess I and II; Dining Room; Platou Ship Design; ph.; p.41-44; Oct 86; INT

RESTAURANT (Cont'd)

Sydney Theater Company; Australia, Sydney; Vivian Fraser and Andrew Anderson; ph.; p.138-139; Oct 86; INT

Texas, Dallas; Parigj; Frena of Architecture; ph. pl.; p.57-58; Feb 86; INT

Virginia, Roanoke; Roanoke Market; Fast Food Counters; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.139; Oct 86; A

See CLUB, HOTEL, NIGHT CLUB, OFFICE BUILDING/INTERIORS also

RESTORATION

See HISTORICAL

RETIREMENT HOUSING

See ELDERLY HOUSING

RHODE ISLAND

Block Island; Residence; Herman Hasserger; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl.; p.68-69; Oct 86; A

Providence; Office Building; Middle Rise; Remodeled Jewelry Factory; Hresko & Yost; ph. pl.; p.56-57; Feb 86; A

Providence; Shopping Center; Providence Arcade; Renovation; Fire Protection; Irving B. Haynes; ph. pl. sec.; p.119; Nov 86; PA

RIVER

Lower Umgeni River Study; South Africa; Durban; Award Winner; Chris Mulder; map; p.83; Sept/Oct 86; LA

River Garden, Arboretum; Minnesota, Rochester; Award Winner; Elferbe Associates; ph.; p.92; Sept/Oct 86; LA

ROOF, ROOFING

Designer Roofs; New Roofing Technology; det. ill.; p.120-125; July 86; PA

Fire Resistance in Stud Walls and Roofs; det.; p.116; Nov 86; B

Flashing at Brick Parapet Walls; det.; p.90; Dec 86; B

Masted Membrane Roof Structure Details; ph. sec. det.; p.142-143; Apr 86; AR

Preventing Ice Dams on Roof Gutters; sec.; p.94; July 86; B

Roof Flashing, Expansion Joints, Curbs; Tips by Roofing Engineer; by Don Lewis; iso. det.; p.56-57; Jan/Feb 86; AT

Roofs for Hot Climates; Double Reflective Roof to Cool in Summer; by Ray Reed; ph.; p.25-26; Oct 86; PB

RURAL DESIGN

Respectful Building in Ancient Town; Greece, Monemvasia; Their Master Builder and Design Work; Alexander and Hans Calligases; by Anthony C. Antoniades; ph.; p.44-46; Sept 86; A

State Farm Buildings, Laboratory; Ireland; John Tuomey; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl.; p.80-87; Sept 86; A
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SAFETY
See FIRE PROTECTION, HAZARDS, LAW, SECURITY

SAUDI ARABIA
Riyadh; Campus; King Saud University; Concrete Modules: HOK and 4 Consortium; ph. sec. elev. det. dia.; p.126-135; Apr 86; AR
Riyadh; Stadium with Fabric Roof; Ian Fraser and John Roberts and Geiger & Berger; ph. pl. sec.; p.107; Oct 86; PA

SCHOOL (Cont'd)
PRIVATE (Cont'd)
New York, New York; Lennox School; "Architecture + Furniture:" ph.; p.224; Nov 86; ID
Prep School Library; New York, Tarrytown; Remodeled Assembly Hall, 1900 by Wheelwright & Haven; Keith Kroeger; ph. pl.; p.222-225; May 86; A
School of Advanced Hairdressing; Hong Kong; Eric Loo; ph. pl.; p.214-215; Nov 86; ID

TECHNICAL
Georgia, Atlanta; IBM Technical Institute; Cooper & Carry; ph. pl.; p.68-69; June 86; A
New York, Thornwood; IBM Technical Institute; RTKL; ph.; p.66-67; June 86; A
West Germany, Karlsruhe; Heinz Mohl; ph. pl.; p.115, 118-119; July 86; PA

SCHOOL
Artist in Education; Children Learn About City's Open Space; by Judith Major: ph. ill.; p.82-85: May/June 85; LA
Gymnasium; Virginia, Alexandria; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Design; Archetype; ph. pl. ill.; p.120; Apr 86; PA
Professional School; West Germany, Bremen; Addition; Gottfried Bohm and George F. Adolph; by Paulhans Peters; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Sept 86; A

EARLY LEARNING CENTER
Child Care Center of Advertising Agency; Massachusetts, Boston; Leers Weinzapfel; ph. pl. p.126-127; Dec 86; A
Day Care Center; Finland, Pori; Reima and Ralli Pietila; by Nils Finne; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Sept 86; A
Kindergarten; Greece, Athens, Near; Alexander Tombazis; ph. pl.; p.24-27; Dec 85/Jan 86; SA

ELEMENTARY
Alaska, Fairbanks; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; Charles Bettisworth; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.119; Apr 86; PA
Indian Reserve School; Canada, Manitoba; Sioux Valley; Smith & Carter; m. pl.; p.46; Oct 86; PA
North Carolina, Charlotte; Montessori; David Furman; ph. pl.; p.112-115; Oct 86; AR
Oklahoma, Oklahoma City; Eugene Field School; HTB; ph. pl.; p.44-49; Feb 86; A

HIGH
Campus; New Eishin University; Japan, Tokyo; High School and College; Center for Environmental Structure; ph. pl.; p.92-95; June 86; PA

PRIVATE
Activities Center; District of Columbia, Washington; Davis & Brody; ph. pl. elev.; p.56-59; June 86; A
Elementary; California, San Francisco; Di Napoli & Berger; ph. pl.; p.106-107; May 86; PA
Elementary; Georgia, Atlanta; Additions; Lord & Sargent; pl. iso.; p.47; May 86; PA
Library-Learning Center, Cushing Academy; Massachusetts, Ashburnham; Stubbins Associates; ph. pl. sec.; p.96-97; May 86; AR

SHADING
See SOLAR

SHELTER
Residential Center for Victims of Rape and Abuse; Alaska, Juneau; AWARE Shelter; Miller & Hull; ph. pl.; p.104-107; Apr 86; PA
Shelter for the Homeless with Medical Care; Washington, Seattle; ARC Architects; ph. pl. ill.; p.142; June 86; AR
Shelter for the Homeless; California, San Diego; St. Vincent de Paul Center; Krommenhoek & McKee and F.A.D.; m. pl. elev.; p.139; June 86; AR
SHELTER (Cont'd)

Shelter for the Homeless; Colorado, Denver: Samaritan House; Barker, Rinker & Seacat; m. pl. p.140; June 86; AR
Shelter for the Homeless; District of Columbia, Washington; CCNV; Conrad Levenson; ph. pl. p.143; June 86; AR
Shelter for the Homeless; Massachusetts, Boston: Pine Street Inn; Childs, Bertman, Tseckares & Casendino; ph. pl. p.138; June 86; AR
Shelter for the Homeless; New York, Brooklyn: Brooklyn Gardens; Pratt Institute Center; ph. pl. p.141; June 86; AR

SHIP

Ships, Sea Goddess I and II; Dining Room; Ships, Sea Goddess I and II; California, San Diego; Horton Plaza; Jerde

SHOWROOM

Automobile Showrooms; California, San Francisco; Tanner & Van Dine; pl. iso.; p.47; May 86; PA

Bath Fixtures Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Paul Associates; MP & A; ph. pl. p.74; Sept 86; ID

Bath Fixtures Showroom; New York, New York; Kohler, Karahan & Schwarting; ph. pl. axon.; p.264-269; Jan 86; ID

Bath Fixtures Showroom; Wisconsin, ---; Addition to Kohler Exhibit Building; Heike Design; ph. pl. p.270-273; Jan 86; ID

Cabinet and Millwork Showroom; Texas, Austin; RTG; ph. p.225; Nov 86; ID

Carpet Showroom; Georgia, Atlanta, Wellco; Design Management Associates; ph. pl. p.42; July 86; INT

Carpet Tile Showroom; Georgia, Atlanta, Collins & Aikman; Eva Maddox; ph. pl. p.66; Dec 86; INT

Clothing Showroom; Natori; Howard Goldin; ph. pl. p.200-201; July 86; INT

Clothing Showroom; New York, New York; Bill Robinson s; Agrest & Gandeloson;s; by Roger Kimball; ph. pl. iso.; p.134-141; Mid-Sept 86; AR

Clothing Showroom; New York, New York; Yabu & Pushelberg; ph. p.219; Nov 86; ID

Clothing Showroom; FTL Associates; ph. pl. elev. p.146-148; Nov 86; INT

Computer Showroom and Presentations Center; Texas, Dallas; IBM; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl. p.238-243; June 86; ID

Design Center Two; New York, New York; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. pl. sec.; p.159-167; July 86; INT

Design Center; Colorado, Denver; ph. p.175; Oct 86; INT

Design Center; Florida, Dania; Nichols Partnership; ph. pl. p.250, 254; May 86; INT

Design Center; Massachusetts, Boston; Interiors; Showrooms; Earl Flansburgh; ph. pl. p.322, 323; Apr 86; ID

Design Center; Massachusetts, Boston; Various Showroom Plans; Earl Flansburgh and Hugh Stubbins; ph. pl. elev. axon.; p.147-156; Apr 86; INT

Design Center; Texas, Houston; Cambridge Seven; ph. pl. p.76-79; Mar 86; A

Fabric Showroom; California, Los Angeles; Maharam; Koneko & Ford; ph. axon. det.; p.222-225; July 86; ID

Fabrics Showroom; Australia, ---; Marsh & Freedman; ph. axon. p.112-117; Feb 86; INT

Fabrics Showroom; New York, New York; Brunschwig & Fils; ISO; ph. pl. p.62, 64; July 86; INT

Formica Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Tigerman, Fugman & McCurry; ph. pl. iso.; p.100-103; Mid-Sept 86; AR

Furniture Mart; San Francisco Design Center; California, San Francisco; Arcaded Interior Street; Mark Mack and Robinson, Mills & Williams; elev. ill.; p.59; May 86; AR

Furniture Showroom and Headquarters; France, Paris; Ecart; Andre Putnam; ph. pl. p.164-171; June 86; INT

Furniture Showroom; Belgium; Brussels; Knoll; Lee Stout; ph. axon. p.226-229; July 86; ID

SHOWROOM (Cont’d)

Shopping Center California, Sacramento; Sutter Square; Leason Pomeroy & Felderman; m. iso.; p.48; Oct 86; PA

California, San Diego; Horton Plaza; Jerde Partnership; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.128-135; Mar 86; AR

Developing Shopping Centers; Financial Analysis; by June Fletcher; ph. pl. p.158-165; May 86; B

Faneuil Hall Marketplace; Massachusetts; Boston; by Peter Blake; p.260-261; Nov 86; ID

Festival Marketplace; Oregon, Portland; Remodeled 1872 Building; Sheldon, Eggleston, Reddie & Anderud; ph. p.40-41; July 86; A

Florida, Pensacola; Financial Analysis; William F. Parks III; ph. p.162-163; May 86; B

Ghirardelli Square, Changes; California, San Francisco; Its History; Benjamin Thompson; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl. p.66-71; Nov 86; A

Indian, Indianapolis; Urban Infill Project Has Shops, Arcade, Domed Space, Goodman Quad; Beyer, Blinder & Belle; ph. ill.; p.33; Feb 86; PA

Massachusetts, Boston; Copley Place Mall; Architects Collaborative; ph. p.122-123; Aug 85; AR

Mississippi, Ridgeland; Northpark Mall, Interiors; RTKL; by Robert A. Ivy, Jr.; ph. pl. p.45-49; Apr 86; A

North Carolina, Raleigh; Financial Analysis; Quincy Johnson; ph. p.164-165; May 86; B

Queen Victoria Building; Australia, Sydney; Remodeled Victorian Market Place; Interiors by Desmond Freeman; Stephenson & Turner and Rice & Daubney; ph. pl. p.142-145; Feb 86; INT

Rhode Island, Providence; Providence Arcade; Renovation; Fire Protection; Irving B. Haynes; ph. pl. sec.; p.119; Nov 86; PA

Urban Marketplace; Colorado, Littleton; Riverfront; Barker, Rinker & Seacat; ph. p.164-165; Oct 86; B

Virginia, Leesburg; Financial Analysis; Beckham & Dickerson; ph. p.160-162; May 86; B

Virginia, Roanoke; Roanoke Market; Fast Food Counters; Centerbrook; ph. pl. p.139; Oct 86; A

See CITY PLANNING, STORE, URBAN DESIGN also
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SHOWROOM (Cont'd)

Furniture Showroom; California, Los Angeles; Atelier, Richard Perry; ph. pl.; p.68; June 86; INT

Furniture Showroom; France, Paris; Knoll; Eric Lierli; ph. pl.; p.142-145; Jan 86; INT

Furniture Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Haworth's; Eva Maddox; ph. pl.; p.164-167; Nov 86; INT

Furniture Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Herman Miller; Tigerman, Fugman & McCurry; ph. pl.; p.256-261; Jan 86; ID

Furniture Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Herman Miller; Tigerman, Fugman & McCurry; ph. pl.; p.106, 108-109; Feb 86; PA

Furniture Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Kinetics; Jeanne Hartnett; ph. pl.; p.306-311; Oct 86; ID

Furniture Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Knoll's; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. axon.; p.320-323; Sept 86; ID

Furniture Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Knoll's; Gwathmey & Siegel; ph. iso.; p.141-144; Sept 86; PA

Furniture Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Thonet; Krueck & Olsen; ph. axon.; p.177; Sept 86; INT

Furniture Showroom; Michigan, Grandville; Herman Miller; Donovan & Green; ph. axon.; p.106-107; Feb 86; INT

Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; Donghi; Donghi Associates; ph.; p.230-231; July 86; ID

Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; Howe; GN Associates; ph.; p.170-171; July 86; INT

Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; Kimball; Griswold, Heckel & Kelly; ph. pl.; p.68; Dec 86; INT

Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; Pace Collection; Steven Holl; ph. sec.; p.175; Sept 86; INT

Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; Pace Collection; Steven Holl; ph. sec.; p.97-103; Apr 86; AR

Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; Interior Spaces/Andre Staffelbach; ph. axon.; p.172-173; July 86; 3D

Furniture Showroom; New York, New York; One Thousand One Hundred Architects; ph. pl.; p.169; Sept 86; INT

Furniture Showroom; Texas, Dallas; Vecta; PDR; ph. pl.; p.82; Nov 86; INT

Furniture Showroom; Texas, Houston; AreaCon; Achille Castiglioni; ph. pl.; p.48; Oct 86; INT

Furniture Showroom; Texas, Houston; Kinetics; Paola Favaretto; ph. pl.; p.82; Mar 86; INT

Furniture Showroom; Texas, Houston; Mirror-Thomas; Three D/International; ph. pl.; p.256-257; June 86; ID

Furniture Showroom; Texas, Houston; Modern Mode/Parson-Skarls; Three D/International; ph. pl.; p.262-263; Jan 86; ID

Furniture Showroom; Texas, Houston; Stendig's; Hambrecht & Terrell; ph. pl.; p.81; Aug 86; A

Furniture Showroom; Texas, Houston; Sunar; Hauserman; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl.; p.74-79; Mid-Sept 86; AR

Furniture Showroom; Washington, Seattle; Haworth; Wyatt & Stapper; ph. pl.; p.232-235; July 86; ID

SHOWROOM (Cont'd)

Furniture Showrooms and Interiors Services; New Zealand, Wellington; Michael Statham; Interior Design by Charles Pfister; Struciton Group; ph. pl.; p.148-151; Jan 86; INT

Furniture and Fabric Showroom; New York, New York; LCS; Robert Currie; ph. pl.; p.278-283; Sept 86; ID

Increasing Number of Design Centers; Their Role; p.13; +; July 86; INT

Interiors Initiative; Demonstration Office Space, Tensile Structure Ceiling; Nicholas Goldsmith and Peter Barna; ph. iso.; p.139-143; Mar 86; INT

International Design Center; New York, Long Island City; Gwathmey & Siegel and Stephen Lepp; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.144-153; June 86; AR

International Market Square; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Kaplan, McLaurin & Diz and Winsor & Forste; ph. pl.; p.186-187; Jan 86; INT

Jewelry Showroom; New York, New York; Peter Brams; Christian Hubert and C. H. Design; ph. pl.; p.112-114; July 86; PA

Light Fixtures Showroom; Texas, Dallas; Artemide; Vignelli Associates; ph. axon.; p.176-177; Jan 86; INT

Lighting Showroom and Store; Connecticut, South Norwalk; John Tremaine Fixtures; Benjamin M. Baker; ph. axon.; p.76-78; Apr 86; INT

Map Showroom; Texas, Houston; Map Company Offices, Hexter Award; Chumney & Urrutta; ph.; p.252-253; July 86; ID

Marketing and Visitor Center; Michigan, Grandville; Herman Miller, The Pavilion; Donovan & Green; ph. axon.; p.272-277; May 86; INT

Men's Clothing Showroom; Perry Ellis; Hambrecht & Terrell; ph. pl.; p.174-175; Jan 86; INT

Millwork Showroom; Minnesota, Minneapolis; Bernard Jacobs; ph. pl.; p.104; Aug 86; INT

Modern Mode Showroom; New York, New York; Haigh Space; ph. axon.; p.173; Sept 86; INT

Office Desk Showroom; New York, New York; Alma; ISD; ph. pl.; p.166-169; July 86; INT

Office Furniture Showroom; Australia; Framac; Inarc Design; ph. pl.; p.140-141; Feb 86; INT

Office Furniture Showroom; California, San Francisco; Harter; Ebert, Hannum & Volz; ph. pl.; p.80; May 86; INT

Office Furniture Showroom; California, San Francisco; Kimball; Baldwin & Clarke; ph. pl.; p.82; Apr 86; ID

Office Furniture Showroom; California, San Francisco, Haworth; CRS Sirrine; ph. axon.; p.80; Aug 86; A

Office Furniture Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; GF Furniture; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl.; p.186-191; Dec 86; INT

Office Furniture Showroom; Illinois, Chicago; Gunlocke's; Walker Group/CNI; ph. axon.; p.70; Jan 86; INT

Office Furniture Showroom; Massachusetts, Boston; Haworth; Earl Flansburgh; ph. axon.; p.44; Apr 86; INT
SHOWROOM (Cont’d)

Office Furniture Showroom; Texas, Dallas; Steelcase; Steelcase Design; ph. pl.; p.92; Aug 86; INT
Properties Marketing Showroom; New York, New York; Silverstein; Donovan & Green; ph. pl.; p.278-281; May 86; INT
Rare Coin Galleries; Massachusetts, Boston; Cambridge Seven; ph. pl.; p.178-179; Apr 86; INT
Shoe Showroom; New York, New York; Fisher Camuto’s; SCR Design; ph. pl.; p.272-275; May 86; ID
Showroom and Information Center; Illinois, Chicago; DuPont Synthetic Fibers; Eva Maddox; ph. axon.; p.274-277; Jan 86; ID
Three Showrooms; New York, New York; Krueger’s Com System; Michael and Katherine McCoy and Others; ph. pl. axon.; p.150-153; Mar 86; INT
Tile Showroom; New York, New York; United Ceramic; Haigh Space; ph. iso.; p.123-125; Sept 86; PA
Various Showroom at IDCNY; New York, New York; ph. pl.; p.168-179; July 86; INT
Women’s Clothing Showroom; New York, New York; GFT USA; Bentley, La Rosa & Salasky; ph. pl.; p.94-99; Mid-Sept 86; AR
See STORE also

SIGN
See GRAPHICS

SOLAR

Energy Product Supplies Directory; p.29-56; Apr 86; SA
Exporting Solar Equipment; by Susan Murdy; ph.; p.11-12; Apr 86; SA
Financing Solar Companies; by Don Best; ph.; p.12-13; Mar 86; SA
How Not to Build a Solar House; ph.; p.56; June 86; SA
Individuals Important in Solar Development; Their Views; ph.; p.51-59; Dec85/Jan86; SA
Life Cycle Costing: Solar and Energy Conservation; table; p.48; Mar 86; SA
Passive Design’s Powerful Potential; U.S. Area’s Solar Potential; by Jerry Germer; map, chart; p.50; Feb 86; SA
Rhythm Method of Payment; Collecting for Solar Installations; by Carl Lizio; p.77; Dec85/Jan88; SA
Selling Home Buyers on Energy; Bigelow House Features; by Steve Andrews; ph. sec.; p.28-30; May 86; SA
Solar Event Awards; ph.; p.60-61+; Dec85/Jan86; SA
Solar Industry Review; by Bill D’Alessandro; p.11-12; June 86; SA
Solar Standards for New Homes; by Don Best; ph.; p.39; Aug 86; PB
Stopping Solar Freeze-Ups; Anti-Freeze Types; by David Born; ph. p.28-32; June 86; SA
Thermal Mass; by Steve Bliss; p.77-79; Apr 86; SA

SOLAR (Cont’d)

ANALYSIS
Review of Energy Computer Software; p.10-13; May 86; SA
Tree Shade Determined by Computer Program; Energy Analysis; by E. Gregory McPherson and Rowan Rowntree; ill. pl. biblio.; p.88-91; May/June 86; LA

CASE STUDY
Arizona, Phoenix; Rammed-Earth Walls and Photovoltaic Control Plant, Housing Development; by Steve Andrews; ph. sec.; p.40-43; Dec85/Jan86; SA
Bank; Minnesota, Wells; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; John Weidt; ph. pl. sec.; p.122; Apr 86; PA
Community Education Building at Girl Scout Center; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; Bohlin, Powell, Larkin & Cywinski; ph. pl.; p.119; Apr 86; PA
Energy Efficient Solar House; by Thomas Lenchock; ph. iso.; p.17-20; Dec 86; PB
Houses, Kindergarten, Solar Village; Greece, Athens, Near; Alexander Tzambris; by Jerry Germer; ph. pl.; p.24-27; Dec85/Jan86; SA
Medical Offices; Iowa, Storm Lake; Solar, Energy Conserving; Huntington, Harmen & Ewing; by Jerry Germer; ph. pl.; p.23-26; June 86; SA
Medical Offices; North Carolina, Burlington; Solar, Energy Conserving; Design Works; ph. pl.; p.26; June 86; SA
Missouri, St. Louis; Architect’s House; Solar, Energy Conserving; Bob Lutz; by Jerry Germer; ph. pl. det. sec.; p.17-20; June 86; SA
Office Building; Low Rise; Colorado, Fort Collins; Electrical System Consultants Offices, Photovoltaic System; Architecture Plus; by Stephen Mitchell; ph. pl.; p.17-19; May 86; SA
Public Library; North Carolina, Mt. Airy; Passive Solar, Post-Occupancy Evaluation; J. N. Pease and Mazria & Schiffl; ph. pl. sec.; p.111-118; Apr 86; PA
School; Elementary; Alaska, Fairbanks; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; Charles Bettisworth; ph. pl. sec. det.; p.119; Apr 86; PA
School; Gymnasium; Virginia, Alexandria; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Design; Archtype; ph. pl. ill.; p.120; Apr 86; PA
Senior Center; Maryland, Baltimore; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Evaluation; Paul Partnership; ph. pl. dia.; p.123; Apr 86; PA
Summary of Post-Occupancy Evaluations of Sixteen Passive Solar Buildings; by Min Kantrowitz; ph. pl. sec. dia. det. iso.; p.118-123; Apr 86; PA
Townhouse; Finland, Torpparinmaki; Energy Efficient Solar; Tuomo Sitonen and Pekka Effient; by John Galloway and Antero Runttila; ph. pl.; p.13-18; Apr 86; SA
Two 100 Per Cent Solar Houses; Maine, China; Engineered by Norm Saunders; Leanne Star and Lee Felgon; by David Kaufman; ph. sec.; p.24-27; Mar 86; SA
SOLAR (Cont'd)

CASE STUDY (Cont'd)

Two 100 Per Cent Solar Houses; Maine, Wayne; Engineered by Norm Saunders; Brian Kent; ph.; sec.; p.24-27; Mar 86; SA

Vermont, Barre; Solar Direct Gain House; Ted Montgomery; by Jerry Germer; ph.; p.24-25; May 86; SA

Visitors Center; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; New York; Troy; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Design; Walter Kroner; ph.; pl. sec.; p.121; Apr 86; PA

COLLECTOR

Fire in Wall-Mounted Solar Collector; ph.; p.11; Aug 86; PB

High Temperature Collection Insulation; by Jennifer A. Adams; tables; p.132; Dec85/Jan86; SA

Mounting Collectors to Face True South; by Robert Curtis; ph.; iso.; p.18; Apr 86; SA

Phase-Change Dry Wall; New Discovery; by Jerry Germer; ph.; map; p.24-27; Apr 86; SA

Reflectors to Augment Collecting; by Peter Lunde; dia.; p.36-37; Feb 86; SA

PHOTOVOLTAIC

Oil Company's Involvement with Photovoltaics; by Bill Verkes; ph.; p.14-15; June 86; SA

Photocomm's People-Power Approach; ph.; p.84; Dec85/Jan86; SA

Photovoltaic Cells Provide Energy for Subdivision; Arizona, Phoenix; John Long Homes; ph.; p.103,106; Jan 86; B

Photovoltaic Dealers Plan for Success; by Don Best; ph.; p.7-8; May 86; SA

Photovoltaic Light Fixtures; ph.; p.20; Apr 86; SA

Photovoltaic Products; Well Pump; Sun Tracker; ph.; p.20; Apr 86; SA

Photovoltaic Water Pumping; ph.; p.14-17; Mar 86; SA

Streamlined Photovoltaic Design; by Steve McCrerny and Ken Olson and Johnny Weiss; ph.; map; tables; p.14-15; May 86; SA

Sun-Tracking Collector System; by Roland Robbins; ph.; dia.; p.14-16; Feb 86; SA

SYSTEM

Orphan Solar Systems; p.48-49; Dec85/Jan86; SA

See AIR CONDITIONING, ENERGY, GLASS, GREENHOUSE, SHADING, SPECIFIC BUILDING TYPES, also

SOUTH AFRICA

Durban; Lower Umgeni River Study; Award Winner; Chris Muider; map; p.93; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Johannesburg; Residential Development; Townhouse; Ian and Lynn Bader; by Lynn Nesmith; ph.; pl. axon.; p.42-47; Oct 86; A.

Johannesburg; Townhouse; Ian and Lynn Bader; ph. axon.; p.159; Sept 86; INT

SOUTH CAROLINA

Beaufort; Residential Development; Residence; Dataw Island; Myles Glick and Others; ph.; pl.; p.92-97; Feb 86; B

Charleston; Cathedral; St. John the Baptist; Remodeling and Restoration, Neo-Gothic; Arthur Cotton Moore; ph.; iso.; p.98-99; Aug 86; AR

Charleston; Middleton Inn; Clark & Menees; ph.; pl.; p.164; Sept 86; INT

Charleston; Public Works Office Building; Lucas; Stubbs, Pasculis, Powell & Penney; ph.; pl. iso.; p.98-101; Feb 86; AR

Charleston; Resort Hotel; Middleton Inn; Clark & Menees and Charleston Architectural Group; ph.; pl. sec.; p.83-91; May 86; PA

Greenville; Art School; Furman University; Perry, Dean & Rogeris; ph.; pl. iso.; p.132-139; Sept 86; AR

Hilton Head; Intercontinental Hotel, Barony Restaurant; Interiors by Trisha Wilson; Rabu, Hatch, Portman & McWhorter; ph.; p.140-145; Oct 86; INT

SPAIN

Barcelona; Barcelona Pavilion, 1929, Reconstructed: Original by Mies van der Rohe; Christian Cirici and Fernando Ramos and Ignasi de Sola Morales; ph.; pl.; p.cover, 11, 61-67; Aug 86; PA

Barcelona; German Pavilion Restored; 1929 Building; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph.; p.184-189; Aug 86; ID

Barcelona; Rebuilding the Barcelona Pavilion; 1929 by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; Oriol Bohigas and Sola Morales and Cristian Cirici; ph.; p.12-13; Sept 86; A

Barcelona; Restaurant; Mila Bar; Horchateria; Angel Llasera; ph.; p.29-30; July 86; INT

Barcelona; World's Fair Pavilion Rebuilt; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; ph.; p.60-61; Aug 86; AR

Logrono; Town Hall, Rafael Moneo; ph.; p.84-85; June 86; PA

Madrid; Office Building; Middle Rise; Bankinter Addition; Rafael Moneo and Ramon Bescos; ph.; pl.; p.84-85; June 86; PA

Merida; Art Museum; National Museum of Roman Art; Interview; Rafael Moneo; ph.; pl. axon.; p.73-83; 85; June 86; PA

Seville; World's Fair, 1992; Master Plan; Emilio Ambasz; m. pl. sec. ill.; p.43-46; Sept 86; PA

SPECIFICATIONS

CSI's New Manual of Practice; by Walter Rosenfeld; p.71-72; Sept 86; PA

Calculating the Risks of New Products; by Janet Benyak Seifert; ill.; p.43-48; Fall 85; AT

Case Study of a Failure of Rustic Terrazzo Sidewalks; by Mark Williams; ill.; p.53, 58; Feb 86; PA

Construction Sign Specification; by Walter Rosenfeld; p.49,55; Dec 86; PA

Contract Documents, Revolution; Drawings, Specifications, CAD, Systems Approach; by Onkal K. Guzey; sec. ill.; p.27-31; Fall 85; AT

Difficulty in Finding Construction Specifiers; by Walter Rosenfeld; p.55, 60; Mar 86; PA
SPECIFICATIONS (Cont'd)

Information Sources; p. 85-93; Dec 86; PA
Paint and Coating Primer; p.84-85; July/Aug 86; AT
Payment Procedure; by William T. Lohman; p.61, 64-66; May 86; PA
Shop Drawings, A Necessary Evil; Changing Practice Due to Liability Affects; by William T. Lohman; p.65, 78, 80; Nov 86; PA
Under Adverse Contract Conditions, Use of Clients Forms; by Walter Rosenfeld; p.57-58, 60; June 86; PA
Visual Mockups; by William Lohmann; p.61-62; Jan 86; PA
See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE also

STADIUM
See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY

STAIRWAY
Codes Debate Stair Design; pl. sec. det.; p.122-123; Dec 86; A
Deutsche Granite Stairways; West Germany; Frankfurt; Charles Pfister and Robinson, Mills & Williams; ph. pl.; p.90-91; Feb 86; INT
Using Space Under Stairs; Storage, Sleeping Area; by Len Mysliwiec; elev.; p.88; Dec 86; B

STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL

STORE
Award Winners; ph. p.160-161+, 166-167, 170-171; Oct 86; B
Chocolate Store; Massachusetts, Boston; Stephen L. Fulk; ph. iso.; p.136; Oct 86; A
Clothing Department of Harrods; England, London; Jirina & Kerr; ph. iso. det.; p.132-135; Sept 86; PA
Clothing Store, Bogner; California, San Francisco; Mack; ph. pl. sec.; p.108-111; Apr 86; AR
Clothing Store, Esprit; California, Los Angeles; D'Urso Design and Robert Weil; ph. pl.; p.106-117; Jan 86; AR
Clothing Store; France, Paris; Creeks; Philippe Starck; ph. pl. sec.; P.128-133; Mid-Sept 86; AR
Clothing Store; New York, New York; Charivari 57; Spatial Design and Studio 80; ph. pl.; p.172-173; Jan 86; INT
Clothing Store; New York, New York; Coca-Cola Clothes; Robert Young; ph. axon.; p.236-237; July 86; ID
Clothing Store; New York, New York; EX Jun; Super Potato; ph. axon.; p.194-197; July 86; INT
Clothing Store; Washington, Seattle; Jordan; Larry Rouch; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-101; Sept 86; PA
Clothing Store; West Germany, Cologne; Esprit; Scottsast Associati; ph. ill.; p.104-113; Mid-Sept 86; AR

STORE (Cont'd)

Clothing and Furnishings Store; New York, New York; Portantina; Machado & Silvetti; ph. pl.; p.80-83; Mid-Sept 86; AR
Commercial Interiors; Building Types Study; ph. pl. sec.; p.97-111; Apr 86; AR
Delicatessen; California, Oakland; Lakesides; Ace Architects; ph. pl.; p.154; Sept 86; INT
Delicatessen; California, Oakland; Lakesides; Ace Architects; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Apr 86; A
Department Store; France, Paris; Development of the Type; Bon Marche History; by Meredith L. Clausen; ph. pl. sec.; p.20-29; Fall 85; FAE
Department Store; New York, New York; Bloomingdale's Fourth Floor; Hambrecht & Turrell; ph. elev. det.; p.24-25; July 86; INT
Design Objects Store; New York, New York; Clodagh, Ross & Williams; Clodagh; ph. iso.; p.90-93; Mid-Sept 86; AR
Discount Food Store; California, Rowland Heights; Gemco; Walker Group/CNI; ph. pl.; p.138; Oct 86; A
Fashion Clothing Store; New York, New York; Matsuda; Ryochi Yokota; ph. p.176-177; Feb 86; ID
Furnishings Store; Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; Diane Gingles; ph. p.160-161; Dec 86; INT
Furniture Store; New York, New York; Alma; Laboratorio Associati; ph. p.276-279; May 86; ID
Furniture and Fabrics Store, ARQ Products; Florida, Coral Cables; Arquetconenica; ph. ill.; p.104-107; Apr 86; AR
Gift Shop, Cooperative; Illinois, Chicago; A. Epstein and Sons; by Nora Richter Greer; ph. pl.; p.50-51; Apr 85; A
Gift Store; California, San Francisco; Toby Levy; ph. axon.; p.84; July 86; A
Hair Salon; New York, East Meadow; Mojo & Slumer; ph. pl.; p.88; Jan 86; A
Hair Styling and Beauty Salon; New York, Manhattan; Mojo & Slumer; ph. pl.; p.194-195; Nov 86; ID
Housewares Design Store; New York, New York; Dot Zero; Bernstein & Viad; ph. axon.; p.270-271; Sept 86; ID
Housewares Store; Illinois, Chicago; Chiasso; Florian & Wierzbowski; ph. axon.; p.268-271; May 86; ID
Jewelry Store; New York, New York; Artwear, Interiors by Studio Morsa; Donato Savoie; ph. pl.; p.182-185; Dec 86; INT
Lighting Showroom and Store; Connecticut, South Norwalk; John Tremaine Fixtures; Benjamin M. Baker; ph. axon.; p.76-78; Apr 86; INT
Men's Clothing Store; New York, New York; Charles Jourdan Monsieur; Owen, Springer & Mandolfo; ph. pl.; p.272-273; Sept 86; ID
New York, New York; Retail Ground Floor and Office Lobby; 575 Fifth Avenue; Total Concept/New York; ph. pl. sec.; p.284-287; Sept 86; ID
Office Building; Low Rise; California, La Jolla; Prospect Point, Multi-Use Building; Robert A. M. Stern and Martinez & Wong and Wheeler & Wimer; ph. pl. sec.; p.100-103; Oct 86; AR
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STORE (Cont’d)

Paint Store; California, San Jose; Retail Planning Associates; ph.: p. 227; Nov 86; ID

School of Advanced Hairdressing; Hong Kong; Eric Loo; ph. pl.; p. 214-215; Nov 86; ID

Shirt, Accessory Store; Collar Bar; Planned Expansion Group; ph. elev. det.; p. 66-67; Mar 86; INT

Shoe Store; Italy, Milan; Cesare Paciotti; Laboratorio Associati; ph. pl. sec.; p. 178-179; Feb 86; ID

Shoe Store; Minnesota, St. Paul; Josef’s; Steindesign; ph. pl.; p. 108; Aug 86; INT

Shoe Store; New York, New York; Marc Albert’s; Dominick Parisi; ph.; p. 180-181; Feb 86; ID

Shoe Store; New York, New York; Ricci II; Kevin Waltz; ph. pl.; p. 182-185; Feb 86; ID

Ski Wear Store; California, San Francisco; Bogner’s; Mack; ph. pl.; p. 181; Sept 86; INT

Stationery Store and Clothing Store; New York, New York; Siena Fine Papers, Patrick Sheeran Clothing; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p. 128; Dec 86; INT

Supermarket; A & P Futurestore; Robert P. Gersin; ph. axon.; p. 170-171; Jan 86; INT

Women’s Clothing Store; Alcott & Andrews; Charles Broduy; ph. sec.; p. 64-65; Mar 86; INT

Women’s Clothing Store; Diane Von Furstenberg; Michael Graves; ph. pl. det.; p. 50-51; June 86; INT

Women’s Clothing Store; Italy, Milan; Ferre; Caruzzo, Rancati & Riva; ph.; p. 172-175; Feb 86; ID

Women’s Clothing Store; New York, New York; The Limited; Bayer, Blinden & Belle and Richard Himmel; ph. pl. sec.; p. 186-191; Feb 86; ID

Women’s Clothing Store; Virginia, Roanoke; Centerbrook; ph.; p. 89; Jan 86; A

Women’s Shoe Store; New York, New York; Famolare’s; Piero Sartogo; ph. axon.; p. 86; Feb 86; A

See ART GALLERY, OFFICE BUILDING/INTERIORS, SHOPPING CENTER, SHOWROOM also

STREET

Residential Development; Street Design; by Matarazzo Design; sec. pl.; p. 132; Mar 86; B

STRUCTURAL

Bridge; Four Competition Projects; Italy, Venice; Two-Hinged Double Plate Arch, Three-Hinged Trussed Arch, Two-Level Bridge, and Glass Bridge; by Tom F. Peters; ph. sec. elev. ill. det.; p. 132-137; Nov 86; AR

Diagnosis Inspection, Prognosis and Therapy for Older Buildings, Foundations; by Hugh C. Miller; ph.; p. 96-97; Nov 86; A

Historic Rehabilitation Solutions, Examples; Structural, Additions, Mechanical Equipment, Materials, Accessibility; by Douglas E. Gordon and M. Stephanie Stubbs; ph. elev. det. sec.; p. 100-107; Nov 86; A

STRUCTURAL (Cont’d)

Switzerland, ---; The Innovative Structural Art of a Spanish Designer-Engineer; Factory, Canopy, Exposition Hall, Bridges, Pavilions, Train Station; Santiago Calatrava; ph. ill. det. m. iso. sec. elev.; p. 130-139; Aug 86; AR

CONCRETE

Campus; King Saud University; Saudi Arabia, Riyadh; Concrete Modules; HOK and 4 Consortium; ph. sec. elev. det. dia.; p. 126-135; Apr 86; AR

Cellcrete; Concrete Wall Panels With Finish Surfaces; Scott System; ph. det.; p. 15-16; Dec 86; PB

Panelized Concrete Wall Panel Building System; Novi System; ph.; p. 13-15; Dec 86; PB

Precast Classicism; Forming, Finishing, Detailing, France; Survey of Firm’s Recent Work; Taller de Arquitectura; ph. det.; p. 130-141; Jan 86; AR

Switzerland, ---; The Innovative Structural Art of a Spanish Designer-Engineer; Factory, Canopy, Exposition Hall, Bridges, Pavilions, Train Station; Santiago Calatrava; ph. ill. det. m. iso. sec. elev.; p. 130-139; Aug 86; AR

EARTHQUAKE

Architectural Strategies in Seismic Design; by Marcy Li Wong; ph. dia. det. pl.; p. 136-143; Feb 86; AR

FOUNDATION

Buckled Foundations Caused by Insulation; by Steve Bliss; ph.; p. 79-81; Dec 85/Jan 86; SA

Foundation Drainage Mats; Directory; by Bill D’Alessandro; ph.; p. 10-13; Sept 86; PB

Wood Foundations, Cautions; sec. det.; p. 122-123; Nov 86; A

MASONRY

Brick Basics; Brick, Mortar, Anchors, Flashing, Expansion Joints, Sealants; by Douglas E. Gordon; sec. det. biblio. maps; p. 17-23; Fall 85; AT

STEEL

Covered Stadiums Enclose Ever Larger Volumes With Ever Lighter Roofs; m. ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-107; Oct 86; PA

Industrial Building; Industrial Research, Training and Marketing Tower; Connecticut, Bristol; Design Evolution; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; elev. sec. pl. ill. m.; p. 138-143; July 86; AR

Structural Details of Hong Kong Bank Tower; det. pl. sec. elev. iso. ill.; p. 92-103; Mar 86; PA

TENSILE

Covered Stadiums Enclose Ever Larger Volumes With Ever Lighter Roofs; m. ph. pl. sec.; p. 102-107; Oct 86; PA

Interiors Initiative; Demonstration Office Space, Tensile Structure Ceiling; Nicholas Goldsmith and Peter Barna; ph. iso.; p. 139-143; Mar 86; INT
STRUCTURAL (Cont'd)

TENSION (Cont'd)

Masted Membrane Roof Structure Details; ph. sec. det.; p.142-143; Apr 86; AR

Tensile Structures; FTL Associates; ph. pl.; p.142-149; Nov 86; INT

WOOD

Better Stud Wall Building Details; Urethane Precautions; by Art Boyce and Bill Brodhead; ph. iso det.; p.36-38; June 86; SA

Failure Case Study; Wood Truss Roof; ill.; p.57-58, 63; Oct 86; PA

Flat Wood Trusses; by Carter Roberts and David Kaufman; ph.; p.31-32; Nov 86; PB

Micro-Lam and TJI Plywood Joists; Other Alternatives to Solid Wood Joists; by Jerry Germer; ph.; p.21-22; Oct 86; PB

Optional Value Engineering; Stud Wall Building Techniques; by Steve Bliss; p.43; June 86; SA

Plywood Header Beam; ill.; p.90; Sept 86; B

Stud Insulated Headers; iso.; p.22; May 86; SA

Unijoint; Stressed Skin; Post and Beam; ph. det.; p.10-13; Dec 86; PB

Wood Connections; by M. Stephanie Stubbs; ill. det. iso.; p.111-114; Dec 86; A

Wood Foundations, Cautions; sec. det.; p.122-123; Nov 86; A

See CONCRETE, EARTHQUAKE, FOUNDATION, MASONRY, WALL also

STUDIO

Artist Studio Entrance; Connecticut, Chester; Greek Revival Entrance; Thomas A. Norton; ph. ill.; p.64-65; Feb 86; A

Artist's Studio; Georgia, Atlanta; Anthony Ames; ph. axon.; p.126-129; Jan 86; AR

Gizelle Studio; New York, New York; Liberty Tower; Franklin David Israel; ph. pl.; p.176; Sept 86; INT

Interiors; California, Los Angeles; Studio and Workspace; Frederick Fisher; ph. pl.; p.171; Sept 86; INT

New York, Long Island; House and Studio; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.188; Sep; 86; INT

Residence; California, Venice; Studio Addition; Morphosis; ph. pl.; p.183; Sept 86; INT

Texas, Houston; Architect's House and Studio; M. Carlos Jimenez; ph. pl. elev.; p.124-127; Mar 86; AR

Textile Artist's Studio, Offices; Washington, Seattle; Wyatt & Stapper; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Aug 86; A

See APARTMENT BUILDING, RESIDENCE also

SUBWAY

See TRANSPORTATION

SWEDEN

---; Manufactured Housing; Complete Package of Components; by Arnold J. Aho; ph.; p.98-101; Oct 86; A

T

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

American Express Building's Various Electrical, Communications Networks; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; sec. dia.; p.29-30; Aug 86; INT

Communications Center; Georgia, Atlanta; American Telephone & Telegraph; Thompson, Venturi & Stainback; ph. axon.; p.200-205; Aug 86; ID

Electronic Future; by Peter Blake; p.250-252; Aug 86; ID

Fiber Optics; by Andrew Reinback; ph.; p.196-197; Dec 86; ID

Interiors; Tennessee, Nashville; Northern Telecom's Offices; Computer Wiring; Earl Swenson; ph. dia.; p.49-50; Mar 86; INT

Smart Buildings; Central Controls for Various Building Systems: Facts, Myths and Implications; by Beé Sennewald; ph. ill. dia. biblio.; p.21-35; Mar/Apr 86; AT

TELEVISION

America by Design Series; With Spiro Kostoff; ph.; p.122; Nov 86; INT

Critique of TV Series, Pride of Place; Robert A. M. Stern's Program on Architecture; ph.; p.10-11; June 86; A

Interiors; New York, New York; Video Editing Studio; Manhattan Transfer; Voorsanger & Mills; ph. axon.; p.210-215; Aug 86; INT

Museum of Contemporary Art; California, La Jolla; Video Room; Bob Wellington Quigley; ph. pl.; p.185; Sept 86; INT

Video Images with Computer Drawing Overlayed; by Brian Orland; ph. ill. dia.; p.58-63; Jan/Feb 86; LA

See AUDIO-VISUAL, TELECOMMUNICATIONS also
**TENNESSEE**

Memphis; Hospital; General; Addition; Walk Jones and Francis Mah; ph. pl. sec.; p.198-203; Feb 86; ID

Memphis; Residential Development; Townhouse; Watergrove; Fogelman Properties; by Penelope Lemov; ph. pl.; p.58-63; Dec 86; B

Nashville; Interiors; Northern Telecom s; Offices; Computer Wiring; Earl Swensson; ph. dia.; p.49-50; Mar 86; INT

Nashville; Residential Development; Residence; Burton Hills; Barkus Group; by Leslie Ensor Stockman; ph. pl.; p.70-81; June 86; B

Rugby; Historic Area Master Plan; Rugby Colony, 1880 s; PA Award; Critique; Ehrenkrantz Group and Building Conservation Technology; ph. pl. elev.; p.108-113; Jan 86; PA

**TEXAS**

Austin; Apartment Building; Low Rise; Tuscany; Lawrence W. Speck; ph. pl.; p.92-93; July 86; PA

Austin; Bank Offices; Interiors; MBank; ISD; ph. pl.; p.102; Mar 86; A

Austin; Branch Bank; MBank; ISD; ph. pl.; p.168-169; Jan 86; INT

Austin; Cabinet and Millwork Showroom; RTG; ph. pl.; p.225; Nov 86; ID

Austin; City's Environ; Buildings; History; by Larry Paul Fuller; ph. pl.; p.70-75; Mar 86; A

Austin; Interiors; Investment Firm; Remodeled Historic Building 1860; Walker, Doty & Freeman; ph. pl.; p.252-255; June 86; ID

Austin; Medical Clinic; Coffee, Crier & Schenck; ph. pl.; p.130-131; June 86; AR

Austin; Office Building; Restored Facade; Interiors; Robert T. Jackson; ph. axon.; p.82-83; Mar 86; A

Austin; Tough Environmental Development Laws; ph. pl.; p.120; May 86; B

Burnet; Residence; Ranch House; Lawrence W. Speck; ph. pl.; p.87-91; July 86; PA

Clear Lake City; Residential Development; Residence; Meadow Green; Edl; ph. pl.; p.86-87; June 86; B

Dallas; Apartment Protection; Hidden Ridge; Charles R. Womack; ph. pl.; p.240-241; Jan 86; B

Dallas; Bank Offices; Interiors; MBank; Pierce, Goodwin & Alexander; ph. pl.; p.103; Mar 86; A

Dallas; Bank Tower Fountain Place Plaza; Plaza by Dan Kiley; F. M. Pei; ph. pl. ill.; p.56-57; Mar/Apr 86; LA

Dallas; Bank; Summit Savings Association; Hermanovski & Lauck; ph. pl.; p.184-187; Nov 86; ID

**TENNESSEE (Cont’d)**

Dallas; Colossal Sculptures for Public Places; Stake Hitch; Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van Bruggen; ph. p.146-151; Mar 86; AR

Dallas; Computer Showroom and Presentations Center; IBM; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl.; p.238-243; June 86; ID

Dallas; Conference Room; Advertising Agency; Natsios & Lee; ph. pl.; p.42; Aug 86; INT

Dallas; Furniture Showroom; Vecta; PDR; ph. pl.; p.82; Nov 86; INT

Dallas; Hotel, Office Towers, Shopping Center; The Crescent; Critique; John Burgee and Philip Johnson; ph. p.78-81; Sept 86; AR

Dallas; Interiors; Law Offices; Helimuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p.186-191; Aug 86; INT

Dallas; Interiors; Law Offices; ISD; ph. pl.; p.236-237; Mar 86; INT

Dallas; Interiors; Real Estate Developer's Offices; Andre Staffelbach; ph. pl.; p.258-261; June 86; ID

Dallas; Interiors; Zale Corporation Offices; Helimuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p.174-180; Aug 86; INT

Dallas; Light Fixtures Showroom; Artemide; Vignelli Associates; ph. axon.; p.176-177; Jan 86; INT

Dallas; Office Building; High Rise; Allied Bank Tower; I. M. Pei; by David Dillon; ph. pl. iso. elev.; p.44-49; Dec 86; A

Dallas; Office Furniture Showroom; Steelcase; Steelcase Design; ph. pl.; p.92; Aug 86; INT

Dallas; Office, Residential and Hotel Towers, Townhouses; Turtle Creek; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl.; p.101; Oct 86; PA

Dallas; Residence; Glen Lakes; David Heuss; ph. pl.; p.246-247; Jan 86; B

Dallas; Residence; Parkway Estates; Creative Concepts; ph. pl.; p.244-245; Jan 86; B

Dallas; Residence; Edward Larrabee Barnes and Armand P. Avakian; by David Dillon; ph. pl.; p.176-183; May 86; A

Dallas; Residential Development; Residence; Indian Oaks; Kaufman & Meeks; ph. pl.; p.242-243; Jan 86; B

Dallas; Restaurant; Park; Arena of Architecture; ph. pl.; p.57-58; Feb 86; INT

Dallas; The Housing Scene; Market Review; ph. charts; p.234-239; Jan 86; B

Dallas; United National Bank; Interiors; Wilson Associates; ph. pl.; p.210-213; Mar 86; ID

Galveston; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Broadwater; Steinberg & Wallace; ph. pl.; p.175; Oct 86; B

Galveston; Four Ceremonial Public Arches; ph. pl.; p.206-207; Feb 86; AR

Grand Prairie; Residential Development; The New American Home, Westminster; Robert A. M. Stern; ph. pl.; p.206-227; Jan 86; B

Houston; Antioch Park; Award Winner; SWA Group; ph. pl.; p.71; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Houston; Architect's House and Studio; M. Carlos Jimenez; ph. pl. elev.; p.124-127; Mar 86; AR

Houston; Architecture School, University of Houston; John Burgee and Philip Johnson and Morris & Aubry; ph. pl.; p.84-87; Mar 86; A
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TEXAS (Cont'd)

Houston; Architecture School; University of Houston; Critique; John Burgee and Philip Johnson; ph.; p.82-83; Sept 86; AR

Houston; Art Museum Pavilion, Revised; Mies Space Redesigned; Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; pl.; p.32, 34; Sept 86; PA

Houston; Furniture Showroom; AreaCon; Achille Castiglioni; ph. pl.; p.48; Oct 86; INT

Houston; Furniture Showroom; Kinetics; Paolo Favaretto; ph. pl.; p.82; Mar 86; INT

Houston; Furniture Showroom; Mirror-Thomas; Three D/International; ph. pl.; p.256-257; June 86; ID

Houston; Furniture Showroom; Modern Mode/Parson-Skarl; Three D/International; ph. pl.; p.262-263; Jan 86; ID

Houston; Furniture Showroom; Stendig's; Houston; Furniture Showroom; Sunar Hauser; ph. pl.; p.74-79; Mid-Sept 86; AR

Houston; Interiors; Apartment, Penthouse; Billy Francis; ph. pl.; p.244-247; June 86; ID

Houston; Interiors; Executive Offices; Omni Design Group; ph. pl.; p.202-203; Nov 86; ID

Houston; Interiors; Financial Offices; ISD; ph.; p.220; Nov 86; ID

Houston; Interiors; Law Offices; Gensler Associates; ph. pl.; p.210-213; Nov 86; ID

Houston; Interiors; OXOCO, Headquarters; Pierce Goodwin Alexander; ph. pl.; p.204-205; Nov 86; ID

Houston; Map Showroom; Map Company; Offices, Hexter Award; Chumney & Urrutia; ph.; p.252-253; July 86; ID

Houston; Office Building; Low Rise; Conoco Headquarters; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; by Carleton Knight III; ph. pl.; p.56-61; Dec 86; A

Houston; Showroom; Design Center; Cambridge Seven; ph. pl.; p.76-79; Mar 86; A

Irving; Inn and Conference Center, Las Colinas; Harwood K. Smith; ph. pl.; p.98-101; Sept 86; AR

Kerr County; Guadalupe Center Hotel; Peter Grosoli; ph. iso.; p.53-54; Nov 86; INT

Las Colinas; Advertising, Marketing Agency Offices; Library; Stewart Skolnick; ph. axon.; p.206-209; Aug 86; ID

Plano; Office Building; Low Rise; Frito-Lay Headquarters; Lohan Associates; ph.; p.129-137; Nov 86; INT

San Antonio; Apartment Development; Lakeside Villas; House & Reh; ph. pl.; p.187; Oct 86; B

San Antonio; Emily Morgan Hotel, Remodeled; Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum; ph. pl.; p.192-197; Aug 86; INT

San Antonio; Historic Buildings, History; Current State of the City, by Lawrence W. Speck; ph.; p.44-55; Mar 86; A

San Antonio; History of Preservation Efforts; Survey of Buildings; by David Dillon; ph.; p.62-69; Mar 86; A

San Antonio; Interiors; Paint Company Headquarters Offices; Chumney & Urrutia; ph. pl.; p.248-251; June 86; ID

TEXAS (Cont'd)

San Antonio; Murals on Housing Project Walls; ph.; p.60-61; Mar 86; A

San Antonio; Museum of Art; Remodeled Brewery; Cambridge Seven and Chumney, Jones & Keil; ph.; p.62-64; Mar 86; A

San Antonio; Office Building; 110 Broadway; Originally by Allee B. Ayres; Restoration; Urban Design Group; ph. pl.; p.80-81; Apr 86; A

San Antonio; Office Building; Low Rise; Grocery Headquarters; Remodeled Army Depot Complex; Hartman & Cox and Chumney & Urrutia; by Allen Freeman; ph.; p.118-125; May 86; A

San Antonio; Plaza Guadalupe; Elias Reyna and Alex Coragonne; by Mike Greenberg; ph.; p.56-61; Mar 86; A

San Antonio; Theatre Guadalupe; Elias Reyna and Alex Coragonne; ph.; p.57-59; Mar 86; A

Southside Place; Bathhouse, Swimming Pool; Taft Architects; ph. pl.; p.106-107; Feb 86; AR

Sugarland; Apartment Development; Low Rise; Villas of Sweetwater; House & Reh; ph. pl.; p.182; Oct 86; B

Woodlands; Water Resources Building; Taft Architects; ph. axon.; p.80-81; Mar 86; A

Woodlands; Water Resources Building; Taft Architects; ph. pl. axon.; p.191; Sept 86; INT

THAILAND

Bangkok; House Assemblage of Vernacular Dwellings; ph. pl.; p.316-319; Sept 86; ID

THEATER

New York, New York; Restored Theater, 1917, by Herbert J. Krapp; Johansen & Bhavnani; ph.; p.262-265; June 86; ID

Restaurant; Sydney Theater Company; Australia; Sydney; Vivian Fraser and Andrew Anderson; ph.; p.138-139; Oct 86; INT

Symphony Hall; Indiana, Indianapolis; Circle Theater; 1916, by Rubush & Hunter; Dijk Johnson; ph. pl.; p.82-83; Apr 86; A

Theater District, Mixed-Use; Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; pl. ill. sec.; p.45; June 86; PA

Theater Lighting; ph.; p.72+; Nov 86; INT

Theatre Guadalupe; Texas, San Antonio; Elias Reyna and Alex Coragonne; ph.; p.57-59; Mar 86; A

Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Remodeled Power Plant; Beckley & Myers; pl. sec.; p.45; June 86; PA

See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, CULTURAL CENTER, RECREATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSIT-Y also

TILE

Debrism, Found Ceramic, Masonry Pieces Re-Used in Innovative Ways; by Bernard Rudofsky; ph.; p.280-285; May 86; ID
TRANSPORTATION

Bus Terminal; Oregon, Portland; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ph. pl. sec.; p.42-43; July 86; A

Interstate 90 Corridor Study; Washington, Mercer Island; Award Winner; Jongejan, Gerrard & McNeel: map; p.94; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Street Car Downtown Station; Oregon, Portland; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; ph. pl.; p.38-39; July 86; A

Subway Station; New York, New York; Upgraded Fifth Avenue Station; Lee Harris Pomeroy; ph. sec.; p.120; Nov 86; INT

Switzerland, ---; The Innovative Structural Art of a Spanish Designer-Engineer; Factory, Canopy, Exposition Hall, Bridges, Pavilions, Train Station; Santiago Calatrava; ph. ill. det. m. iso. sec. elev.; p.130-139; Aug 86; A

Union Station Redevelopment; Washington, Seattle; Transit Terminal and City Government Center; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; m. pl. sec.; p.125-127; Jan 86; PA

Urban Design Plan and Transportation Study; North Carolina, Charlotte; Award Winner; Land Design; p.85; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Westway Transportation Project; Case Study in Changing Urban Priorities; by Carter Wiseman; ph.; p.81, 83; Feb 86; AR

See AIRPLANE, AIRPORT, BICYCLE, CITY PLANNING, SHIP also

TURKEY

Cappadocia; Ancient Underground Cities; by Thomas R. Miller; ph.; p.92-97; Sept 86; A

UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)

ART SCHOOL

Furman University; South Carolina, Greenville; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. pl. iso.; p.132-139; Sept 86; AR

ARTS CENTER

Arts Center, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Offices, Art Gallery and Media Laboratory; I. M. Pei; by Robert Campbell; ph. sec.; p.38-43; Feb 86; A

Arts and Media Technology; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Collaboration with Artists; I. M. Pei; ph. pl. sec.; p.160-167; Apr 86; INT

Fine Arts Center, Arizona State University; Arizona, Tempe; Antoine Predock; m. pl.; p.63; Mar 86; A

Fine Arts Complex and Playhouse; Arizona, Tempe; Arizona State University; Antoine Predock; m. pl.; p.21, 26; Feb 86; PA

Wallach Fine Arts Center, Columbia University; New York, New York; Interiors Renovation; Susana Torre and The Architectural Studio and Wank; Adams & Slavin; ph. pl. sec.; p.126-131; Sept 86; PA

AUDITORIUM

Wurster Hall, University of California; California, Berkeley; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl. axon.; p.187; Sept 86; INT

BUSINESS SCHOOL

Graduate School of Business, Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Remodeled; Architectural Resources Cambridge; ph. pl.; p.146-153; Oct 86; INT

CAMPUS

Arizona State University West Campus; Arizona, Phoenix; NBBI Group; m. sec.; p.44; Apr 66; PA

King Saud University; Saudi Arabia, Riyadh; Concrete Modules; HOK and 4 Consortium; ph. sec. elev. det. dia.; p.128-135; Apr 86; AR

New Eishin University; Japan, Tokyo; High School and College; Center for Environmental Structure; ph. pl.; p.92-95; June 86; PA

CLASSROOM

Uris Hall Addition, Columbia University; New York, New York; Peter L. Gluck; ph. pl. sec.; p.120-125; Apr 86; AR

COMPUTER CENTER

Math and Computer Center, Amherst College; Massachusetts, Amherst; Edward Larrabee Barnes; ph. pl.; p.102-105; May 86; AR

CONFERENCE CENTER

Conference Center; Poynter Institute for Media Studies; Florida, St. Petersburg; Jung & Brannen; ph. pl. det.; p.116-123; May 86; AR

CULTURAL CENTER

Conference Center, Museum; Hebrew Union College; California, Los Angeles; Moshe Safdie; m. pl.; p.46, June 86; PA
UNIVERSITY (Cont’d)

DINING HALL
Colgate University; New York, Hamilton; Herbert S. Newman; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. sec.; p.126-133; May 86; A

ENGINEERING BUILDING
Stanford University; California, Palo Alto; Structural Analysis; Harry Weese; ph. dia.; p.140-141; Feb 86; AR

LABORATORY
Agriculture Laboratory, Oklahoma State University; Oklahoma, Stillwater; Architects Collaborative; pl. sec.; p.122; May 86; PA
Glass Research Laboratory; Catholic University; District of Columbia, Washington; Perkins & Will; pl. elev.; p.48; May 86; PA
Research and Technology Park; Washington, Pullman; Washington State University; Taber & Chatlin; pl. axon.; p.122; May 86; PA

LAW SCHOOL
Illinois, Chicago; Northwestern University Law School/American Bar Association Headquarters; Halabird & Root; ph. pl. det.; p.120-127; Feb 86; AR

LIBRARY
Law School Library, Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Restoration of 1883 Building by Henry Hobson Richardson; Goody & Clancy; ph. pl.; p.72-74; Nov 86; A
Olin Library, Wesleyan University; Connecticut, Middletown; Addition to 1928 Building by McKim, Mead & White; Perry, Dean & Rogers; by Michael J. Crosbie; ph. pl. elev.; p.38-43; Nov 86; A

Huns Library, Cornell University; New York, Ithaca; Addition; Gunnar Birkerts; by Andrea Oppenheimer Dean; ph. pl. iso.; p.50-53; Feb 86; A
Wesleyan University; Connecticut, Middletown; Olin Memorial; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. pl. sec. elev.; p.116-123; Oct 86; AR

MASTER PLAN
Stanford University; California, Palo Alto; Inner Quadrangle Courtyard, Enhancement; 1887; Designed by Frederick Law Olmstead; Anthony M. Guzzardo; by Linda Hittle Lettieri; ph. ill.; p.68-71; Nov/Dec 86; LA

MEDICAL CENTER
Hospital, University of Michigan; Michigan, Ann Arbor; Albert Kahn; ph. pl. sec.; p.118-123; June 86; AR

MEMORIAL
Memorial, Kent State University; Ohio, Kent; George Hargreaves; ill. pl.; p.52; Nov/Dec 86; LA
Memorial, Kent State University; Ohio, Kent; Bruno Ast and Thomas Rasmussen; pl.; p.23; Sept/Oct 86; LA

MUSEUM
American Heritage Center and Art Museum; Wyoming, Laramie; University of Wyoming; Antoine Predock; m. pl.; p.25, 28; Nov 86; PA

UNIVERSITY (Cont’d)

MUSEUM (Cont’d)
Art Museum, Hood, Dartmouth College; New Hampshire, Hanover; Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.108-119; Feb 86; AR
Art Museum, Sackler; Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Critique; James Stirling and Michael Wilford and Perry, Dean & Rogers; by Colin Rowe; ph. pl. elev. sec. is.; p.112-123; Mar 86; AR
Art Museum, Sackler; Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; James Stirling and Michael Wilford and Perry, Dean, Stahl & Rogers; ph. pl. axon.; p.46-51; Jan 86; A
Art Museum, University of California; California, Santa Barbara; De Bretteville & Polyzoides; elev. sec. pl. axon.; p.165; Sept 86; INT
Hood Museum, Dartmouth College; New Hampshire, Hanover; Charles Moore and Centerbrook; ph. pl.; p.30; Jan 86; PA
Krannert Art Museum, University of Illinois; Illinois, Urbana-Champaign; Booth & Hansen; m. pl.; p.96-97; Jan 86; PA
Museum of Art and Archeology, Emory University; Georgia, Atlanta; Michael Graves; ph. pl.; p.178-181; Jan 86; INT
Museum of Art, Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; James Stirling and Michael Wilford and Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. pl. axon.; p.172-177; Apr 86; INT
Museum of Art, Hood; Dartmouth College; New Hampshire, Hanover; Charles W. Moore and Centerbrook; by Charles Campbell; ph. pl.; p.32-39; Jan 86; A

PLAZA
Sculptural Courtyard, Washington State University; Washington, Pullman; On the Artist’s Other Work; Andrew Leicester; by Erika Doss; ph. pl.; p.64-68; Jan/Feb 86; LA
Tanner Fountain, Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Uses Large Stones; Peter Walker and SWA Group; ph. pl.; p.64-69; July/Aug 86; LA

PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
Center for Public Management, Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Architectural Resources Cambridge; ph. pl. sec.; p.92-95; May 86; AR

QUADRANGLE
History Corner Reconstructed, Stanford University; California, Palo Alto; Esherick, Homsey, Dodge & Davis and Stone, Marraccini & Patterson; ph. sec. det.; p.138-139; Feb 86; AR

RECREATION
Sports Facility; University of California; California, Berkeley; ELS, Eibasani & Logan; ph. pl. axon. elev.; p.140-145; May 86; A

RELIGIOUS BUILDING
Battell Chapel; Yale University; Connecticut, New Haven; Restoration, 1876 Building by Russell Sturgis; Herbert S. Newman; ph. pl. sec.; p.226-228; May 86; A
THE UNIVERSITY INDEX

UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)

RESEARCH LABORATORY
Lewis Thomas Laboratory, Princeton University; New Jersey, Princeton; Payette Associates and Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; ph. pl.; p.104-113; Aug 86; AR

RESEARCH
California, Irvine; Information and Computer Sciences, Engineering Research Facility, University of California; Frank O. Gehry; ph. pl.; p.90-96; Oct 86; PA

RESIDENTIAL
Student Family Housing, University of California; California, Davis; Sam Davis and Shen & Glass; ph. pl.; p.72-74; Oct 86; A
Student Residence Complex, Georgetown University; District of Columbia, Washington; Marian Associates; m. pl. elev.; p.61; Feb 86; AR

RESTAURANT
Cafe, Wurster Hall, University of California; California, Berkeley; Richard Farnau; ph.; p.82; Nov 86; A
North Carolina State University; North Carolina, Raleigh; Hexter Award; Perry & Plummer; ph.; p.258-259; July 86; ID

SCIENCE CENTER
Chemistry Building, Vassar College; New York, Poughkeepsie; Energy-Saving Design; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. pl. sec. det. iso.; p.136-145; Mar 86; AR
Chemistry Building, Vassar College; New York, Poughkeepsie; Perry, Dean & Rogers; ph. pl. axon.; p.134-139; May 86; A
Physics Teaching Center, University of Chicago; Illinois, Chicago; Holabird & Root and Harold Hellman; ph. pl. ill. det.; p.89-91; June 86; PA

STUDENT CENTER
William Pitt Union, University of Pittsburgh; Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh; Remodeled Schenley Hotel; Williams, Treblecock & Whitehead; by Allen Freeman; ph. pl.; p.50-61; Apr 86; A

THEATER
Fine Arts Complex and Playhouse; Arizona, Tempe, Arizona State University, Antoine Predock; m. pl.; p.21, 26; Feb 86; PA

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL
Jewish Theological Seminary of America; New York, New York; Gruzen Partnership; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-101; May 86; AR

TRADE SCHOOL
Auto Mechanics Garage, Red River Community College; Canada, Manitoba, Winnipeg; IKOY Architects; ph. pl. sec.; p.106-111; Mar 86; AR

UNIVERSITY (Cont'd)

VISITORS CENTER
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute; New York, Troy; Passive Solar. Post-Occupancy Design; Walter Kroner; ph. pl. sec.; p.121; Apr 86; PA
See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION, INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION also

URBAN DESIGN
Copley Place Development; Massachusetts, Boston; At Triangular Site Near Freeway; Architects Collaborative; ph. pl. sec. ill.; p.114-123; Aug 86; AR
Current Projects of Urban Design Firm; Cooper & Eckstut; ph. pl. elev. ill. m.; p.98-105; July 86; PA
Downtown Plan; Oregon, Astoria; Retains Small Town Character; by Randolph T. Hester, Jr.; ph. pl.; p.58-59; Nov/Dec 86; LA
Downtown Planning and Development; Oregon, Portland; Downtown Mall; by Donald Canty; ph. pl.; p.32-40; July 86; A
Downtown Redevelopment; New York, New York; Battery Park City; ph. pl. ill.; p.37-38; June 86; PA
Downtown Second Street Study; California, San Francisco; Future Role; by Peter Bosselmann and Marsha Gale; ph. pl.; p.62-65; Nov/Dec 86; LA
Downtown Urban Design Study; California, Glendale; PA Award. Critique; ELS Architects; pl. ill. dia. ph.; p.118-121; Jan 86; PA
Eggleston Avenue Esplanade; Ohio, Cincinnati; ASLA Community Assistance Team; by Jayne Merkel; ph. pl.; p.72-77; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Fresno Mall, Revisited After 23 Years; California, Fresno; Garrett Eckbo and Victor Gruen; by Garrett Eckbo; ph. pl.; p.54-57; Nov/Dec 86; LA
Historic Warehouse District Study; Louisiana, New Orleans; Award Winner; WZMH; ph. pl.; p.86-91; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Hotel, Office Towers, Shopping Center; Texas, Dallas; The Crescent; Critique; John Burgee and Philip Johnson; ph. pl.; p.78-81; Sept 86; AR
Lower Downtown Development; Minnesota, St. Paul; Lowertown Projects; by Joanna Baymiller; ph.; p.55-61; July 86; A
Market Place Center; Massachusetts, Boston; Award Winner; WZMH; ph.; p.70; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Meaning and Means in Urban Design; Illinois, Chicago; South LaSalle Street Study; by Miriam Gusevich; pl. axon.; p.24-30; Spring 86; JAE
Office, Residential and Hotel Towers; Townhouses; Texas, Dallas; Turtle Creek; Frank O. Gehry; m. pl.; p.101; Oct 86; PA
One Per Cent Art Ordinance, Downtown Plan; California, San Francisco; Difficulties of Developing Guidelines for Art; by Mary Margaret Jones; ph.; p.46-51; Nov/Dec 86; LA
Open Space Plan, Parks; West Germany, Bonn; Federal Government District; Gottfried Hansjakob and van Dorp and Schmidt; by Gottfried Hansjakob; ph. pl. il.; p.58-63; May/June 86; LA
PA Awards, Jury Comments; ph.; p.107-121; Jan 86; PA
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Reviving the Urban Apartment House; A Survey of Projects; by Roy Strickland; ph. pl. m. ill. elev.; p.93-99; June 86; AR

South Ferry Project; New York, New York; Architects; ph. pl. p.158; Sept 86; INT

South of Market Area Revitalization; California, San Francisco; Open Space Plan; NCC/ASLA Task Force; by Theodore Osmundson; ph. pl. p.60-61; Nov/Dec 86; LA

Suburban Conference, Commercial, Office Center, Virginia; ... 60 Acre Site; Swanke, Hayden & Connell; m. pl.; p.48; May 86; PA

Teaching Urban Design, A Needed Discipline; by Jonathan Barnett; p.49; Oct 86; AR

Theater District, Mixed-Use; Wisconsin, Milwaukee; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; ill. sec.; p.45; June 86; PA

University Park, Multi-Use Area; Massachusetts, Cambridge; PA Award. Critique; Koetter & Kim; ill. dia.; p.114-117; Jan 86; PA

Urban Design Plan and Transportation Study; North Carolina, Charlotte; Award Winner; Land Design; p.95; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Urban Design Study; Massachusetts, Holyoke; by Marleen Davis and Thomas K. Davis; pl. biblio.; p.17-27; Winter 85; JAE

Waterfront Development, River Plaza; Oregon, Portland; Apartments, Hotel, Marina; Bumgardner Architects and Olson & Walker and TBA; ph. pl. p.44-47; July 86; A

Waterfront Development; Illinois, Chicago; Cityfront Center; Cooper & Eckstut; ill. pl.; p.104-105; July 86; PA

Waterfront Development; Louisiana, New Orleans; Development of Surveyed by World's Fair; by Robert A. Ivy, Jr.; ph. pl. p.48-55; July 86; A

Waterfront Development; New Jersey, Hoboken; Master Plan; Cooper & Eckstut; pl. m. biblio.; p.102-103; July 86; PA

Waterfront Development; New York, New York; Battery Park City Master Plan; Cooper & Eckstut; ill. pl.; p.100-101; July 86; PA

Westway Transportation Project; Case Study in Changing Urban Priorities; by Carter Wiseman; ph. p.81, 83; Feb 86; AR

See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, SHOPPING CENTER, TRANSPORTATION, UNIVERSITY also

UTAH

Bonneville Salt Flats; Tree Sculpture; The Metaphor, Tree of Utah; Karl Momen; ph.; p.16, 18; Mar/Apr 86; LA

UTILITY

Water Depollutant Plant; West Germany, Berlin; Gustav Peicht and Volker & Parke; ph. pl.; p.97; Feb 86; PA

Water Resources Building; Texas, Woodlands; Taft Architects; ph. pl. axon.; p.191; Sept 86; INT

Water Resources Building; Texas, Woodlands; Taft Architects; ph. axon.; p.80-81; Mar 86; A

VENEZUELA

Puerto Ordax; Sports Center, Gymnasium; Carlos Brillembourg; ph. pl.; p.163; Sept 86; INT

VENTILATION

Air to Air Heat Exchange Hooked up to Furnace; iso.; p.62; Apr 86; SA

Air to Air Heat Exchanger; Spotting Trouble Areas in Installation; by Bob Porter; ph. p.26-30; Aug 86; PB

Backdrafting Woes; Causes and Effects of Backdrafting; by Sebastian Moffatt; ph. sec.; p.25; Dec 86; PB

Blower Door Fundamentals; Used in Spotting Energy Leaks; by Rob Zlin; ph.; p.69-71; Dec 85/Jan 86; SA

Fresh Air for Landlocked Room; pl. ill. chart; p.48; Nov 86; PB

Importance of Ventilation, Part II; by Steve Bliss; p.39-40; Mar 86; SA

Make-Up Air In a House; by Chuck Silver and Terry Brennan; p.35-36; Nov 86; PB

Vernacular Architecture

Ancient Underground Cities, Turkey, Cappadocia; by Thomas R. Miller, ph.; p.92-97; Sept 86; A

Between Traditionalism and Modernism; Approaches to a Vernacular Architecture; by Rachel Carley; ph.; p.10-16; Winter 85; JAE

Hillside Towns and Villages; France, Beynac-et-Cazenac; Others; by Henry Plummer; ph.; p.78-87; Dec 86; A

Primordial Folkhouse, Space and Structure; Japan; Framing Analysis; by Guntis Plesums; ph. axon.; p.60-63; Oct 86; A

Thailand, Bangkok; House Assemblage of Vernacular Dwellings; ph. pl.; p.316-319; Sept 86; ID

VERMONT

Barre; Solar Direct Gain House; Ted Montgomery; by Jerry Germer; ph. pl.; p.24-25; May 86; SA

Bristol; Residence; John Anderson; ph. pl.; p.50; Apr 86; PA

Rockingham; Fire and Police Facility; John Sharratt; ph. pl.; p.96-97; Feb 86; AR

Stowe; Ski Lodge, Trapp; Burley Partnership; ph. pl.; p.72-73; Dec 86; A

VERMONT

Ancient Underground Cities, Turkey, Cappadocia; by Thomas R. Miller, ph.; p.92-97; Sept 86; A

Between Traditionalism and Modernism; Approaches to a Vernacular Architecture; by Rachel Carley; ph.; p.10-16; Winter 85; JAE

Highway Vernacular Tour by Society for Commercial Archeology; by Rachel Carley; ph.; p.77-78; Oct 86; AR

Hillside Towns and Villages; France, Beynac-et-Cazenac; Others; by Henry Plummer; ph.; p.78-87; Dec 86; A

Primordial Folkhouse, Space and Structure; Japan; Framing Analysis; by Guntis Plesums; ph. axon.; p.60-63; Oct 86; A

Thailand, Bangkok; House Assemblage of Vernacular Dwellings; ph. pl.; p.316-319; Sept 86; ID

VERMONT

Ancient Underground Cities, Turkey, Cappadocia; by Thomas R. Miller, ph.; p.92-97; Sept 86; A

Between Traditionalism and Modernism; Approaches to a Vernacular Architecture; by Rachel Carley; ph.; p.10-16; Winter 85; JAE

Highway Vernacular Tour by Society for Commercial Archeology; by Rachel Carley; ph.; p.77-78; Oct 86; AR

Hillside Towns and Villages; France, Beynac-et-Cazenac; Others; by Henry Plummer; ph.; p.78-87; Dec 86; A

Primordial Folkhouse, Space and Structure; Japan; Framing Analysis; by Guntis Plesums; ph. axon.; p.60-63; Oct 86; A

Thailand, Bangkok; House Assemblage of Vernacular Dwellings; ph. pl.; p.316-319; Sept 86; ID
WALL

Alternatives to the Stud Wall With Bat Insulation: by Chuck Silver and Terry Brennan; p.37-38; Oct 86; PB

Aluminum Curtain-Wall Design; det.: p.42-43; May/June 86; AT

Cellulcrete, Concrete Wall Panels With Finish Surfaces; Scott System; ph. det.: p.15-16; Dec 86; PB

WALL (Cont’d)

Curtain-Wall Connections; Various Types, Cost Analysis; by Douglas E. Gordon; ph. det. sec.: p.33-45; May/June 86; AT

Curtain-Wall of Natural Stone Panels; det.: p.40-41; May/June 86; AT

Drywall System Cuts Air Infiltration; ph. det.: p.68, 77; Jan 86; B

Fire Resistance in Stud Walls and Roofs; det.: p.116; Nov 86; B

Glued-On Glass in Curtain-Wall; by M. Stephanie Stubbs; iso. sec. det.: p.45-51; May/June 86; AT

High Tech Wall Details, Steel and Glass; ph. sec. det.: p.144-145; Apr 86; AR

Log Wall Window Details; by Martin M. Mintz; p.118; Apr 86; B

Panelized Concrete Wall Panel Building System; Showroom; ph.: p.13-15; Dec 86; PB

Pre-Cast Curtain Wall Details of Joints; det.: p.116-118; Oct 86; A

Race Track Partition Wall; Ohio, North Randall; Counter; Ewing, Cole & Krause; ph. sec. p.30-31; Dec 86; INT

Rammed-Earth Wall Construction; sec.; p.198; Oct 86; B

Stress-Skin Panels; Installation Methods, Problems; ph.: p.23-26; Sept 86; PB

Unijoint; Stressed Skin; Post and Beam; ph. det.: p.10-13; Dec 86; PB

See INSULATION also

WAREHOUSE

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON

Bainbridge Island; Nature Preserve, Series of Gardens; Award Winner; Richard Haag; by Susan Rademaker Frey; ph. pl.: p.54-61+; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Bainbridge Island; Residence; Waterfront Site; James Cutler; ph. pl.: p.190-193; May 86; A

Bellingham; Fire Station; Zervas Group; ph. axon.; p.66-67; Aug 86; A

Bellingham; Public Housing, Hillside Homes; Duplexes; Zervas Group; by John A. Galloway; ph. pl.: p.64-65; Oct 86; A

Gig Harbor; Residential Development; Residence; Spinnaker Ridge; Mithun, Bowman & Emrich; ph. pl.: p.88-89; July 86; B

Kent; Meadow Ridge, Competition Winner House; Brian Boatright; ph. pl.: p.44-45; Sept 86; B

Mercer Island; Interstate 90 Corridor Study; Award Winner; Jongejan, Gerrard & McNeal; map: p.94; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Pullman; Research and Technology Park; Washington State University; Taber & Chaitin; ph. axon.: p.122; May 86; PA

Pullman; Sculptural Courtyard, Washington State University. On the Artist's Other Work; Andrew Leicester; by Erika Doss; ph. pl.: p.64-68; Jan/Feb 86; LA

Seattle, Near; Residential Development; Klahanee; ph. pl.: p.70; Apr 86; B

VISITORS CENTER

See RECREATION

WALL COVERING

Textile and Wall Covering Directory; tables; p.87-150; July 86; INT

See COATING, PAINT also

VIDEO

See AUDIO-VISUAL, TELEVISION

VINEYARD

Award Winners; ph.: p.160-161+, 166-167, 170-171; Oct 86; B

Winery, Quady; California, Madera; Stanley Saitowitz; ph. pl. ill. elev.; p.124-129; May 86; AR

VIRGINIA

---; Suburban Conference, Commercial, Office Center; 60 Acre Site; Swank, Hayden & Connell; m. pl.: p.48; May 86; PA

Aldie; Landfall Farm, Remodeled Farm House; O Neill & Marion; ph.: p.154-155; Oct 86; B

Alexandria; School, Gymnasium; Passive Solar; Post-Occupancy Design; Archetype; ph. pl.; p.120; Apr 86; PA

Colonial Williamsburg; Garden Atop Garage Roof; Sir Peter Shepheard; ill.; p.15; Mar/Apr 86; LA

Leesburg; Shopping Center; Financial Analysis; Beckham & Dickerson; ph.: p.160-162; May 86; B

Richmond; Art Museum Addition; Limestone Wall Details; Column Grid; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; ph. pl. sec. det. elev.: p.154-163; June 86; AR

Richmond; Museum of Fine Arts, West Wing; Hardy, Holzman & Pfeiffer; by Carleton Knight II; ph. pl.: p.40-45; Jan 86; A

Roanoke; Roanoke Market; Fast Food Counters; Centerbrook; ph. pl.: p.139; Oct 86; A

Roanoke; Women's Clothing Store; Centerbrook; ph.: p.89; Jan 86; A

Virginia Beach; Residential Development; Residence; Mill Creek; Barnes Associates; ph. pl.: p.64-65; July 86; B

Williamsburg; Decorative Arts Gallery; DeWitt Wallace; Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo; ph. iso.; p.52-55; Jan 86; A

WALL

See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON

Bainbridge Island; Nature Preserve, Series of Gardens; Award Winner; Richard Haag; by Susan Rademaker Frey; ph. pl.: p.54-61+; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Bainbridge Island; Residence; Waterfront Site; James Cutler; ph. pl. elev.; p.190-193; May 86; A

Bellingham; Fire Station; Zervas Group; ph. axon.; p.66-67; Aug 86; A

Bellingham; Public Housing, Hillside Homes; Duplexes; Zervas Group; by John A. Galloway; ph. pl.: p.64-65; Oct 86; A

Gig Harbor; Residential Development; Residence; Spinnaker Ridge; Mithun, Bowman & Emrich; ph. pl.: p.88-89; July 86; B

Kent; Meadow Ridge, Competition Winner House; Brian Boatright; ph. pl.: p.44-45; Sept 86; B

Mercer Island; Interstate 90 Corridor Study; Award Winner; Jongejan, Gerrard & McNeal; map: p.94; Sept/Oct 86; LA

Pullman; Research and Technology Park; Washington State University; Taber & Chaitin; ph. axon.: p.122; May 86; PA

Pullman; Sculptural Courtyard, Washington State University. On the Artist's Other Work; Andrew Leicester; by Erika Doss; ph. pl.: p.64-68; Jan/Feb 86; LA

Seattle, Near; Residential Development; Klahanee; ph. pl.: p.70; Apr 86; B

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (Cont’d)

Seattle; Clothing Store; Jordan; Larry Rouch; ph. pl. sec.; p.98-101; Sept 86; PA
Seattle; Furniture Showroom; Haworth; Wyatt & Stepper; ph. pl.; p.232-235; July 86; ID
Seattle; Shelter for the Homeless with Medical Care; ARC Architects; ph. pl. ill.; p.142; June 86; AR
Seattle; Textile Artist’s Studio, Offices; Wyatt & Stepper; ph.; pl. p.82-83; Aug 86; A
Seattle; Union Station Redevelopment; Transit Terminal and City Government Center; Zimmer, Gunsul & Frasca; m. pl. elev. sec. dia.; p.125-127; Jan 86; PA
Spokane; Office Building; Review Tower, 1891 by C. B. Seaton; Remodeled; Adkison, Leight, Sims & Cuppage; by Donald Canty; ph.; pl.; p.78-79; Apr 86; A

WATER

Bank Tower Fountain Place Plaza; Texas, Dallas: Plaza by Dan Kiley; I. M. Pei; ph. pl. ill.; p.56-57; Mar/Apr 86; LA
Incorporating Nature’s Process in City Design; Massachusetts, Boston; Isaacs Waterwall; Michael R. Van Valkenburgh; by Michael R. Van Valkenburgh; ph. axon. elev. sec.; p.40-45; Jan/Feb 86; LA
Lighting the Waterwall at The National Gallery; District of Columbia, Washington; I. M. Pei; ph. det.; p.36-37; Sept 86; INT
St. Paul Square and Ice/Water Wall; Minnesota, St. Paul; Michael R. Van Valkenburgh; ph. sec. axon. ill.; p.40-45; Jan/Feb 86; LA
Tanner Fountain, Harvard University; Massachusetts, Cambridge; Uses Large Stones; Peter Walker and SWA Group; ph.; pl. p.64-69; July/Aug 86; LA
Waterfall Cascade; New York, New York; Trump Tower; Balsey & Kuhl and Swanke, Hayden & Connell; ph. det. sec.; p.78-79; Nov 86; INT

WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

Waterfront Development; Illinois, Chicago; Cityfront Center; Cooper & Eckstut; pl. ill.; p.104-105; July 86; PA
Waterfront Development; New Jersey, Hoboken; Master Plan; Cooper & Eckstut; pl. m. elev.; p.102-103; July 86; PA
Waterfront Development; New York, New York; Battery Park City Master Plan; Cooper & Eckstut; ph. pl. ill.; p.100-101; July 86; PA
Waterfront Developments; by Craig Whitaker; ph.; p.67, 69, 71; Apr 86; AR
See CITY PLANNING, MARINE, RECREATION, URBAN DESIGN

WATERPROOFING

Water Penetration Through a Parapet Wall; by Raymond A. Di Pasquale; dia.; p.57, 60, 62; June 86; PA
Wet Basements Repair and Prevention; Foundation Waterproofing and Drainage; by Brendt D. Anderson; ph. ill.; p.27-30; Oct 86; PB
See SEALANT also

WEST GERMANY

Berlin; Apartment Building; Infill and Renovation, Fraenkelufer; Hinrich and Inger Bailer; ph. pl.; p.98-99; Feb 86; PA
Berlin; Apartment Development; Buildings by Various Architects for International Building Exhibition 1987; ph. pl. iso. elev. ill. dia.; p.93-96, 100-101; Feb 86; PA
Berlin; Water Depollutant Plant; Gustav Peichl and Volker & Parke; ph. pl.; p.97; Feb 86; PA
Bonn; Open Space Plan; Parks; Federal Government District; Gottfried Hansjakob and van Dorp and Schmidt; by Gottfried Hansjakob; ph. pl. ill.; p.58-63; May/June 86; LA
Bremen; Professional School; Addition; Gottfried Bohm and George F. Adolph; by Paulhans Peters; ph. pl.; p.64-67; Sept 86; A
Bremerhaven; Institute of Polar Research; Oswald Mathias Ungers; by Paulhans Peters; ph. pl.; p.61-63; Sept 86; A
Cologne; Clothing Store; Espirit; Scottsas Asociatii; ph. ill.; p.104-113; Mid-Sept 86; AR
Cologne; Restaurant; Fast Food; Pomme Fritz; Rolf & Rolf; ph.; p.290-291; May 86; ID
Frankfurt; Bank Headquarters; Interiors by Charles Pfister; ABB; ph. pl.; p.152-157; Jan 86; INT
Frankfurt; Deutsche Bank Granite Stairs; Charles Pfister and Robinson, Mills & Williams; ph. pl. sec.; p.50-51; Feb 86; INT
Frankfurt; Museum fur Kunsthandwerk; Richard Meier; ph. axon.; p.56-63; Jan 86; A
Karlsruhe; School; Technical; Heinz Mohl; ph. pl.; p.115, 118-119; July 86; PA
Stuttgart; Office Building; Middle Rise; Construction Company Headquarters; Gottfried Boehm; ph. pl.; p.115-117; July 86; PA

WIND

Wind Testing for Hong Kong Bank Tower; dia.; p.102-103; Mar 86; PA

WINDOW

Fresh Air for Landlocked Room; ph. ill. chart.; p.48; Nov 86; PB
Glazing for Hong Kong Bank Tower; ph.; p.106-107; Mar 86; PA
Log Wall Window Details; by Martin M. Mintz; p.118; Apr 86; B
Low E Glass Windows; Other Options; by Steve Andrews; ph. ill.; p.66-69; Sept 86; B
Metals in Interior Design; Windows, Ceilings, Furniture; by Arnold Friedmann and William Rupp; ill. det.; p.228-233; Nov 86; ID
Vinyl Windows; Fiberglass Windows; by Jerry Germer; ph.; p.18-22; Nov 86; PB
Window in Log Wall; sec.; p.283; Jan 86; B
Windows for Hot Climates; Types of Tinted, Insulating Glass Window Coverings; by Robin Vieira; ph.; p.9-15; Nov 86; PB
Windows in Thick Walls; ph.; p.48; Oct 86; PB
See GLASS, SOLAR also
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---; Bath Fixtures Showroom; Addition to Kohler Exhibit Building; Heike Design; ph. pl.; p.270-273; Jan 86; ID
Door County; Vacation House; Hammond, Beeby & Babka; ph. pl.; p.190; Sept 86; INT
Milwaukee; Theater District, Mixed-Use; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; pl. ill. sec.; p.45; June 86; PA
Milwaukee; Theater; Remodeled Power Plant; Beckley & Myers; pl. sec.; p.45; June 86; PA
Racine; Johnson Wax Building Exhibit; Frank Lloyd Wright; ph.; p.16; June 86; A

WOOD
Preserving Historic Materials, Wood; by Elmer Bolsai; elev.; p.109-110; Nov 86; A
Reading Wood Grade Stamps; ph.; p.29-30; Nov 86; PB
Relative Decay Resistance of Various Woods; chart; p.90; June 86; B
Wood Siding Over Foam; ph.; p.8, 37; Nov 86; PB
See STRUCTURAL/WOOD also

WORKING DRAWING
See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING, COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

WYOMING

Laramie; American Heritage Center and Art Museum; University of Wyoming; Antoine Predock; m. pl.; p.25, 28; Nov 86; PA
Rock Springs; Running Tract, Thermoplastic Modules; by Scott Campbell; sec.; p.97-98; July/Aug 86; LA

ZONING
See LAW

ZOO
Designing for Gorilla Care and Exhibition; Symposium; p.28+; Apr 86; A
Master Plan; Oregon, Portland; Award Winner; John Warner; m.; p.94; Sept/Oct 86; LA
Zoo Master Plan, Washington Park, Oregon, Portland; PA Award, Critique; Guthrie, Slusarenko & Loeb; pl. elev. sec.; p. 128-130; Jan 86; PA
See RECREATION also
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS

ACOUSTICS
AIR CONDITIONING
ALASKA
APARTMENT BUILDING
APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT (MULTIPLE BUILDING GROUP)
ARCHITECT or DESIGNER
ARCHITECTURAL CRITICISM
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, THEORY
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY
ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAMMING
ARCHITECTURAL RESEARCH
ARCHITECTURE
ARIZONA
ART GALLERY
ART
ARTS CENTER
ASBESTOS
AUDIO-VISUAL
AUDITORIUM
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA

BANK
BAR
See NIGHT CLUB, RESTAURANT
BARN
See RURAL DESIGN
BARRIER-FREE DESIGN
BATHROOM
BEAUTY SALON
See STORE
BEDROOM
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES
BELGIUM
BICYCLE
BOLLARDS
See LANDSCAPE DESIGN
BOTANICAL GARDENS
See GARDEN, RECREATION
BRIDGE
BUILDING CODE
BUILDING PRODUCTS
See Specific Subject Headings
BUILDING SYSTEMS
BUS
See TRANSPORTATION

CAFETERIA
See RESTAURANT
CALIFORNIA
CANADA
CARPET
CEILING
CEMETERY
CERAMIC TILE
CHILD CARE CENTER
See SCHOOL, EARLY LEARNING CENTER
CHINA
CHURCH
See RELIGIOUS BUILDING
CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
CITY HALL
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING

CIVIC CENTER
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING, PLAZA,
URBAN DESIGN
CLINIC
CLUB
COATINGS
COLLEGE
See UNIVERSITY
COLOMBIA
COLOR
COLORADO
COMMUNICATION
See TELECOMMUNICATIONS, TELEVISION
COMMUNITY CENTER
COMPUTER
CONCERT HALL
See AUDITORIUM, CULTURAL CENTER,
THEATER, UNIVERSITY
CONCRETE
CONFERENCE CENTER
CONNECTICUT
CONSERVATION
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
See OFFICE PRACTICE
CONVENTION CENTER
See AUDITORIUM, CONFERENCE CENTER,
HOTEL
CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
See PENAL
CRAFTS
See FURNITURE
CRIME
See PENAL
CULTURAL CENTER
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, MUSEUM,
THEATER, UNIVERSITY
CURTAIN WALL
See WALL
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

DAM
DENMARK
DINING ROOM
DISASTER
See HAZARDS
DISCO
See CLUB, NIGHT CLUB, RESTAURANT
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

EARTHQUAKE
EAST GERMANY
ECOLOGY
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
See FINANCIAL, OFFICE PRACTICE
ECONOMICS
EDUCATION
See ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION,
INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION,
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION,
SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY
ELDERLY HOUSING
ELECTRICAL
ELEVATOR
EMPLOYMENT
See OFFICE PRACTICE
ENERGY
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont'd)

ENGLAND
ESTHETICS
   See ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, ART
EVALUATION
EXHIBITION, EXHIBIT

FABRICS
FACILITY MANAGEMENT
FACTORY
   See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
FARM
   See RURAL DESIGN
FINANCIAL
FINLAND
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE STATION
   See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
FIREPLACES
FLOOR, FLOORING
FLORIDA
FOLK ARCHITECTURE
   See VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
FOUNDATION
FOUNTAIN
   See WATER
FRANCE
FURNITURE, FURNISHINGS

GARDEN
GAZEBO
   See LANDSCAPE DESIGN
GEORGIA
GERIATRICS
   See ELDERLY HOUSING
GLASS
GOVERNMENT BUILDING
GRAPHICS
GREECE
GREENHOUSE
GYMNASIUM
   See RECREATION, SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY

HANDICAPPED HOUSING
HARDWARE
HAWAII
HAZARDS
HEALTH CARE
   See CLINIC, HOSPITAL, RECREATION
HEATING
HIGHWAY
HISTORICAL, PRESERVATION
HONG KONG
HOSPITAL
HOTEL
HOUSING
HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY
   See ELDERLY HOUSING
ICE PALACE
   See ART
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIA
INDIANA
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

INDUSTRIALIZED BUILDING
   See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT,
   PREFABRICATION, RESIDENTIAL
   DEVELOPMENT, STRUCTURAL
INFORMATION SYSTEM
INSULATION
INSURANCE
   See LAW, OFFICE PRACTICE
INTERIOR DESIGN EDUCATION
INTERIOR DESIGN
IOWA
IRELAND
ISRAEL
ITALY
JAMAICA
JAPAN
KENTUCKY
KITCHEN
KOREA

LABORATORY
   See RESEARCH LABORATORY,
   UNIVERSITY
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
LANDSCAPE DESIGN, TECHNIQUES
LAW
LEGAL
   See LAW
LIBRARY
LIGHTING
LITERATURE
LOUISIANA
MAINE
MALAYSIA
MALL
   See PLAZA, SHOPPING CENTER,
   URBAN DESIGN
MARINE PARK
MARKETING
   See OFFICE PRACTICE, RESIDENTIAL
   DEVELOPMENT/MARKETING, SOLAR
MARYLAND
MASONRY
MASSACHUSETTS
MECHANICAL SYSTEM
   See AIR CONDITIONING,
   HEATING, VENTILATION, SOLAR
MEMORIAL
METALWORK
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MONTANA
MONUMENT
MOROCCO
MOTEL
   See HOTEL
MULTI-USE BUILDING
See URBAN DESIGN, OFFICE BUILDING
MUSEUM
MUSIC HALL
See ARTS CENTER, AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY

NATURAL HAZARDS
See HAZARDS
NEBRASKA
NETHERLANDS
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW TOWN
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING, URBAN DESIGN
NEW YORK
NEW ZEALAND
NIGHT CLUB
NORTH CAROLINA

OFFICE BUILDING, OFFICE
OFFICE PRACTICE
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OLD AGE HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING
OMAN
OPERA HOUSING
See AUDITORIUM, THEATER, UNIVERSITY
OREGON

PAINT
PARK
See GARDEN, LANDSCAPE DESIGN, RECREATION
PAVEMENT
PENAL
PENNSYLVANIA
PERSONNEL
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE
PERU
PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOVOLTAIC
See SOLAR/PHOTOVOLTAIC
PLANTS
PLASTER
PLAYGROUND
See RECREATION
PLAZA
PLUMBING
POLAND
POLICE STATION
See GOVERNMENT BUILDING
POISONING
PREFABRICATION
PRISON BUILDING
See PENAL
PUBLIC RELATIONS
See INTERIOR DESIGN, OFFICE PRACTICE

RADIO STATION
RADON
See HAZARDS
RECREATION
REDEVELOPMENT
See APARTMENT DEVELOPMENT, CITY PLANNING, RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, URBAN DESIGN
REGIONAL PLANNING
See CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
RELIGIOUS BUILDING
REMODELING
See HISTORICAL, SPECIFIC BUILDING TYPE
RESEARCH FACILITY
RESEARCH LABORATORY
RESIDENCE
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, SPECULATIVE HOUSING
RESORT
See HOTEL, RECREATION
RESTAURANT
RESTORATION
See HISTORICAL
RETIREMENT HOUSING
See ELDERLY HOUSING
RHODE ISLAND
RIVER
ROOF, ROOFING
ROW HOUSING
See RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT/TOWNHOUSE
RURAL DESIGN

SAFETY
SAUDI ARABIA
SAVINGS AND LOAN BUILDING
See BANK
SCHOOL
SCULPTURE
See ART
SEALANT
SECURITY
SHADING
See SOLAR
SHELTER
SHIP
SHOULD CENTER
SHOWROOM
SIGN
See GRAPHICS
SMART BUILDING
See ELECTRICAL
SOLAR
SOUTH AFRICA
SOUTH CAROLINA
SPAIN
SPECIFICATIONS
SPORTS
See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY
STADIUM
See RECREATION, UNIVERSITY
STAIRWAY
STEEL
See STRUCTURAL/STEEL
STORE
SUMMARY OF HEADINGS (Cont’d)

STREET
STRUCTURAL
STUDIO
SUBWAY
  See TRANSPORTATION
SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND

TAX
  See FINANCIAL, OFFICE PRACTICE,
    RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELEVISION
TEMPLE
  See RELIGIOUS BUILDING
TENNESSEE
TERRAZZO
TEXAS
THAILAND
THEATER
TILE
TOWNHOUSE
  See RESIDENTIAL
    DEVELOPMENT/TOWNHOUSE
TRANSPORTATION
TURKEY

UNIVERSITY
URBAN DESIGN
URBAN RENEWAL
  See CITY PLANNING, URBAN DESIGN
UTAH
UTILITY

VENEZUELA
VENTILATION

VERMONT
VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE
VIDEO
  See AUDIO-VISUAL, TELEVISION
VINEYARD
VIRGINIA
VISITORS CENTER
  See RECREATION

WALL COVERING
WALL
WAREHOUSE
  See INDUSTRIAL BUILDING,
    OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON
WATER
WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
WATERPROOFING
WEST GERMANY
WILDERNESS PARK
  See RECREATION
WIND
WINDOW
WINERY
  See VINEYARD
WISCONSIN
WOOD
WORKING DRAWING
  See ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING,
    COMPUTER, INTERIOR DESIGN,
    OFFICE PRACTICE
WYOMING

ZONING
ZOO